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Abstract
Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) underpins real-time data processing in many
mission-critical applications, from banking to e-commerce. These applications typically
issue short-duration, latency-sensitive transactions that demand immediate processing [72].
High-volume applications, such as Alibaba’s e-commerce platform [87], achieve peak
transaction rates as high as 70 million transactions per second, exceeding the capacity of
a single machine. Instead, distributed OLTP database management systems (DBMS)
are deployed across multiple powerful machines. Historically, such distributed OLTP
DBMSs have been primarily designed to avoid network communication, a paradigm
largely unchanged since the 1980s.

However, fast networks challenge the conventional belief that network communication
is the main bottleneck. In particular, emerging network technologies, like Remote Direct
Memory Access (RDMA), radically alter how data can be accessed over a network.
RDMA’s primitives allow direct access to the memory of a remote machine within an
order of magnitude of local memory access [20]. This development invalidates the notion
that network communication is the primary bottleneck. Given that traditional distributed
database systems have been designed with the premise that the network is slow, they
cannot efficiently exploit these fast network primitives, which requires us to reconsider
how we design distributed OLTP systems.

This thesis focuses on the challenges RDMA presents and its implications on the design
of distributed OLTP systems. First, we examine distributed architectures to understand
data access patterns and scalability in modern OLTP systems. Drawing on these insights,
we advocate a distributed storage engine optimized for high-speed networks. The storage
engine serves as the foundation of a database, ensuring efficient data access through
three central components: indexes, synchronization primitives, and buffer management
(caching). With the introduction of RDMA, the landscape of data access has undergone
a significant transformation. This requires a comprehensive redesign of the storage
engine components to exploit the potential of RDMA and similar high-speed network
technologies. Thus, as the second contribution, we design RDMA-optimized tree-based
indexes especially applicable for disaggregated databases to access remote data efficiently.
We then turn our attention to the unique challenges of RDMA. One-sided RDMA, one
of the network primitives introduced by RDMA, presents a performance advantage in
enabling remote memory access while bypassing the remote CPU and the operating system.
This allows the remote CPU to process transactions uninterrupted, with no requirement
to be on hand for network communication. However, that way, specialized one-sided
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RDMA synchronization primitives are required since traditional CPU-driven primitives
are bypassed. We found that existing RDMA one-sided synchronization schemes are
unscalable or, even worse, fail to synchronize correctly, leading to hard-to-detect data
corruption. As our third contribution, we address this issue by offering guidelines to build
scalable and correct one-sided RDMA synchronization primitives. Finally, recognizing
that maintaining all data in memory becomes economically unattractive, we propose
a distributed buffer manager design that efficiently utilizes cost-effective NVMe flash
storage. By leveraging low-latency RDMA messages, our buffer manager provides a
transparent memory abstraction, accessing the aggregated DRAM and NVMe storage
across nodes. Central to our approach is a distributed caching protocol that dynamically
caches data. With this approach, our system can outperform RDMA-enabled in-memory
distributed databases while managing larger-than-memory datasets efficiently.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Bedeutung von Online-Transaktionsverarbeitung (OLTP) im Echtzeitbetrieb, bei-
spielsweise in der Banken- und E-Commerce-Branche, ist immens. Anwendungen mit
sehr hohem Datenaufkommen, wie beispielsweise Alibabas Onlinehandel, die bis zu 70
Millionen Transaktionen pro Sekunde aufweisen [87], übersteigen die Kapazitäten eines
Einzelrechners. Um diese hohen Datendurchsätze bewältigen zu können, wird ein für
das OLTP-Datenbankmanagementsystem (DBMS) verteilter Ansatz, welcher auf einer
Vielzahl von Rechnern läuft, unerlässlich. Historisch gesehen wurde die Entwicklung
solcher verteilter OLTP-Datenbanken vor allem mit dem Ziel vorangetrieben, die Netz-
werkkommunikation zu reduzieren - eine Herangehensweise, die seit den 1980er-Jahren
weitgehend konstant geblieben ist. Mit dem Aufkommen schneller Netzwerke wird jedoch
eben diese Ansicht, dass die Netzwerkkommunikation der größte Engpass ist in Frage
gestellt. Insbesondere neuartige Netzwerktechnologien wie Remote Direct Memory Access
(RDMA) revolutionieren die Methode des Datenzugriffs über Netzwerke. Sie bieten Netz-
werkprimitive, die einen direkten und schnellen Zugriff auf entfernten Arbeitsspeicher
über das Netzwerk ermöglichen. Allerdings sind die für langsame Netzwerke konzipierten
verteilten Datenbanksysteme nicht in der Lage, die Vorteile dieser Netzwerkprimitive
vollständig zu nutzen. Diese Arbeit fokussiert sich auf die mit RDMA verbundenen
Herausforderungen und die dadurch bedingten Auswirkungen auf die Gestaltung von
verteilten OLTP-Systemen. Wir untersuchen zunächst verteilte Architekturen, um das
Verständnis von Datenzugriffsmustern und Skalierbarkeit in modernen OLTP-Systemen
zu vertiefen. Basierend auf diesen Erkenntnissen schlagen wir eine Speicher-Engine vor,
die speziell für ein skalierbares, verteiltes OLTP-System optimiert ist.

Die Speicher-Engine, eine Kernkomponente jeder Datenbank, hat drei Hauptfunktio-
nen: Bereitstellung von Indizes, Synchronisationsmechanismen und Puffermanagement
(Caching). Angesichts der neuen Netzwerkprimitive, die RDMA zur Manipulation und
zum Lesen von Daten über das Netzwerk bereitstellt, wird eine Überarbeitung dieser drei
Kernfunktionen notwendig. Daher schlagen wir in unserem zweiten Beitrag die Entwick-
lung von baumstrukturierten Indizes vor, die speziell für den Einsatz mit RDMA und
insbesondere für disaggregierte Datenbanken optimiert sind. Dies ermöglicht das effiziente
Speichern, Finden und Zugreifen auf entfernte Daten über das Netzwerk. Ein entscheiden-
der Vorteil von One-Sided RDMA (eine der neuen Netzwerkprimitive von RDMA) besteht
darin, dass Daten über das Netzwerk manipuliert werden können, ohne dass die entfernte
CPU involviert wird. Dies ermöglicht es der entfernten CPU, weiterhin Transaktionen zu
bearbeiten, ohne dass sie für die Netzwerkkommunikation zur Verfügung stehen muss.
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Allerdings erfordert dieser Ansatz spezielle Synchronisationsmechanismen, die mit Hilfe
von One-Sided RDMA Primitiven implementiert werden. Unsere Untersuchungen haben
ergeben, dass bestehende One-Sided RDMA-Synchronisationsprimitiven entweder nicht
skaliert werden können oder fehlerhaft synchronisieren, was zu Datenbeschädigungen
führen kann. Um dieses Problem zu lösen, schlagen wir Richtlinien vor, die zur korrekten
und skalierbaren Gestaltung dieser One-Sided RDMA-Synchronisationsprimitiven beitra-
gen. Da die Speicherung aller Daten im Arbeitsspeicher aus Kostengründen nicht mehr
praktikabel ist, schlagen wir als abschließenden Schritt ein Design für einen Puffermana-
ger vor, der den kostengünstigeren NVMe-Flash-Speicher nutzt. Unser Puffermanager
nutzt RDMA mit niedriger Latenz und bietet eine transparente Speicherabstraktion,
sodass auf den aggregierten DRAM- und NVMe-Speicher über mehrere Server hinweg
zugreifen werden kann. Im Gegensatz zu vorherigen verteilten In-Memory RDMA-Designs
kann unser Puffermanager Datenmengen bewältigen, die den verfügbaren Arbeitspeicher
übersteigen. Im Zentrum unseres Ansatzes befindet sich ein verteiltes Caching-Protokoll,
das Daten dynamisch zwischenspeichert. Unser System kann dabei mit RDMA-fähigen
verteilten Datenbanken, die ausschließlich im Arbeitsspeicher arbeiten, konkurrieren
oder diese sogar übertreffen, während es gleichzeitig größere Datensätze performant und
kosteneffizient verwaltet.
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1 Introduction

Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) forms the foundation of real-time data process-
ing across various applications, such as banking transactions, credit card payments, or
e-commerce. These applications typically issue short-duration, latency-sensitive trans-
actions that demand immediate processing [72]. Alibaba recently reported that their
mission-critical workloads reach peak transaction rates of up to 70 million transactions
per second [87].

These high transaction volumes surpass the capacity of a single machine and require
distributed OLTP Database Management System (DBMS), which are deployed across
multiple powerful machines1. The basic architecture of these systems, originally designed
to minimize network communication, has seen little alteration since the 1980s. At that
time, high network latency was the primary concern for efficient OLTP.

However, with the emergence of modern high-speed network protocols, the landscape
of distributed DBMSs is undergoing significant transformations. These modern net-
works challenge the conventional belief that network communication is the bottleneck,
questioning if the design decisions based on such a notion are still valid.

The subsequent sections explore this observation in more detail. We first examine
how distributed DBMSs were historically designed and why modern high-speed networks
challenge the existing design paradigm. This examination sets the stage to explore the
unresolved challenges this thesis intends to address.

1.1 Traditional Distributed Database Design
The shared-nothing architecture [202] has been the foundation of distributed databases
since its proposal in the 1980s, underpinning numerous commercial systems [45, 90, 115].

As shown in Figure 1.1, its core idea is to partition (or shard) the database across
multiple nodes with node-private storage and compute resources. In this design, every
node hosts an autonomous database where only local data can be accessed. When a

1In this dissertation, we focus on databases that run in a single datacenter, i.e., cluster.
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ComputeCompute Compute

Partition 3Partition 2Partition 1

Figure 1.1: Shared-nothing architecture.

transaction is confined to one partition, i.e., only requiring data from a single node, it
can be processed locally without network communication. However, OLTP workloads
can be complex and hard to partition [156], resulting in transactions that access data on
multiple partitions. As resource sharing is avoided and every node operates independently,
distributed databases require intricate techniques such as Two-Phase Commit (2PC) [70]
to coordinate these cross-partition transactions. This limits their scalability for more
complex workloads containing cross-partition transactions [46, 239] (due to the need
for inter-node communication and coordination). Furthermore, this design struggles to
handle workload shifts, balance load across all machines, and is susceptible to hot spots,
e.g., in cases of read skew [170, 178, 202]. Moreover, tightly coupling storage to the
compute resources makes it impossible to scale them independently, a need increasingly
driven by modern cloud databases [6, 217, 218]. Nonetheless, in 1982, the shared-
nothing architecture offered a reasonable trade-off since the network latency for sending
a 2 kB packet was about 13000× more expensive than a simple memory reference [169].
Consequently, reducing network access through data partitioning and only accessing local
data was a sensible design choice.

1.2 Fast Networks

In recent years, advancements in networking technology have invalidated the long-standing
assumption that networks are fundamentally slow. Notably, the increase in bandwidth
has been so dramatic that it now closely rivals the bandwidth of main memory [20].
Modern servers, such as the NVIDIA DGX A100, come equipped with as many as eight
network cards yielding an aggregated bandwidth of up to 200 gigabytes per second. This
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Figure 1.2: Latency comparison TCP/IP over Ethernet, IPoIB, and RDMA. Measured
on ConnectX5 with Mellanox benchmark tools sockperf for TCP/IP and
IPoIB and ib_write_lat for RDMA)

network bandwidth is undeniably impressive. Unfortunately, the bottleneck for most
distributed OLTP databases is not the bandwidth but the network latency.

Therefore, many database vendors [29, 89, 128, 175] are increasingly adopting special-
ized interconnects such as InfiniBand, which offer low latency, often in the single-digit
microsecond range [20]. These interconnects employ a communication stack known as
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA). Utilizing this stack requires software adapta-
tions, especially in the context of existing legacy systems.

To enable the transition without modifying existing applications, IP over InfiniBand
(IPoIB) implements a traditional TCP/IP stack as an overlay on InfiniBand. Although
IPoIB allows for straightforward migration, it does not fully leverage the low latency.
Figure 1.2 compares the latency of traditional TCP/IP over Ethernet, IPoIB, and
RDMA for data transfers from 16 B to 4 kB the typical message sizes in data center
applications [10, 174].

By utilizing optimization techniques such as kernel-bypass2, which avoids the overhead
of context switches and bypasses the operating system’s network stack, RDMA primitives
can outperform IPoIB by one order of magnitude. Compared to traditional socket-based
networking (TCP/IP), this improvement is even greater. Consequently, a redesign of
the communication stack is necessary to fully exploit the advantages of specialized
interconnects like InfiniBand.

2See Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion on RDMA and its low-level details.
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Figure 1.3: RDMA primitives: (a) Depicts a one-sided write that directly writes into
the remote memory. (b) Shows a two-sided send and receive operation
where the receive operation steers the incoming send to the memory location.

This redesign should incorporate RDMA primitives, which can be categorized into
one-sided and two-sided verbs:

One-sided verbs. One-sided verbs (read, write, and atomic) provide remote memory
access semantics. That means the sender (initiator) can directly read or manipulate
remote memory as depicted in Figure 1.3a. When using one-sided verbs, the CPU of the
remote node is not actively involved in the data transfer. Instead, the remote Network
Interface Card (NIC) performs the entire memory access. For this to work, the initiator
must provide the remote memory address to the remote NIC, as depicted in Figure 1.3a.
This example shows a message transfer via one-sided write to the remote memory.

Two-sided verbs. Two-sided verbs, specifically send and receive, operate on channel
semantics and involve the receiver’s CPU in the communication process (see Figure 1.3b).
The receive operation, which must be posted before the send operation, specifies the
memory location for incoming data. This control mechanism allows the remote CPU to
direct the incoming send to the appropriate memory location, thereby exercising granular
control over data storage. Notably, the remote CPU’s involvement is asynchronous and
limited to providing the receive request, with no direct role in the NIC’s memory access
operation once the message arrives.

To summarize, RDMA verbs are fundamentally different compared to the traditional
blocking socket-based POSIX API and allow for novel database designs. On the other
hand, they provide unique challenges and adopting new primitives like RDMA into
existing systems often fails to fully leverage specialized interconnects, given the different
communication paradigms. In addition, it is not clear which RDMA primitive is best suited
for databases. Hence, academia and industry have explored the numerous opportunities
these novel communication primitives present as shown in the next section.
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Figure 1.4: (a) Shows a disaggregated architecture as used by NAM-DB where the
compute layer can access the storage via one-sided RDMA. (b) Depicts a
typical database stack.

1.3 State of the Art
Database systems are highly sophisticated pieces of software composed of multiple
components, as illustrated in Figure 1.4b. The conventional shared-nothing architecture
typically isolates network communication within distributed transaction processing. Thus,
the techniques in the lower layers, free from network communication, could be universally
applied in both single-node and distributed databases.

The RDMA primitives, however, enable new designs where the network communication
can be pushed down the stack to access remote data directly. For instance, some work
proposes efficient techniques to ensure high availability, replication, and recovery [165,
166, 207, 222, 242]. In this line of work, Zamanian et al. argue that the bottleneck shifted
from the network to the CPU. Thus, conventional replication schemes that re-execute
the transaction logic on the replicas are becoming suboptimal. To address this challenge,
the authors propose a high-availability solution that effectively utilizes one-sided RDMA
to directly update the replicas’ data, avoiding redundant computation.

Most existing research revolves around distributed transaction processing, a complex
domain. For example, several papers optimize distributed lock management, an integral
part of concurrency control, by using RDMA [33, 51, 158, 236]. In addition, other papers
take a more comprehensive approach and propose radically new architectures. Unlike the
shared-nothing architecture, which restricts access to local data, NAM-DB [20, 239] uses
one-sided RDMA to enable network-wide data access. NAM-DB adopts a disaggregated
architecture as shown in Figure 1.4a where compute and storage are decoupled. The
benefit is that compute and storage can be added and removed independently. In NAM-
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DB, all data is stored in the memory servers and can be accessed and manipulated by
the compute nodes via one-sided RDMA.

Besides decoupled designs, more tightly coupled alternatives are still being explored.
For example, FaRM [55, 56, 196] couples compute and storage tightly like the shared-
nothing architecture so that local data can be accessed without network communication.
However, for distributed transaction processing FaRM exposes a shared address space
across all machines. Meaning every node can read remote data using one-sided RDMA.
Another example of a tightly coupled design is FaSST [103] which presupposes static
partitioning and optimizes the performance of the traditional shared-nothing design with
RDMA. In contrast to NAM-DB and FaRM, the authors argue that one-sided RDMA is
less scalable, and thus they exploit two-sided RDMA in FaSST.

The reviewed literature indicates a prevailing trend of using RDMA for efficient data
access. In particular, FaRM and NAM-DB pushed the idea that data can be accessed
from every node via one-sided RDMA. However, despite these advancements, some areas
remain largely unexplored. Firstly, the emphasis has been predominantly on distributed
transaction processing, leaving room for more research focusing on the lower components
in the database stack, such as indexing, latching, and caching (cf. Figure 1.4b). Secondly,
the balance between tightly coupled and decoupled computational and storage designs
warrants further exploration. While NAM-DB is based on the disaggregated architecture,
FaSST’s arguments favoring static partitioning and two-sided RDMA indicate potential
areas for further investigation. Below we explore these areas in more detail and highlight
challenges that need to be addressed.

1.4 Storage Engine: The Missing Component
As we discussed earlier, the lower layers of the database stack, indexes, synchronization,
and caching remained largely unexplored; those three layers combined are called the
storage-engine (cf. Figure 1.4b) and ensure efficient data access:

Indexes are essential for any OLTP database, enabling efficient lookups by elimi-
nating the need for full table scans and substantially reducing query execution time.
Accompanying this, synchronization primitives3 become indispensable for parallel index
lookups to fully utilize modern multi-core CPUs, which have been the primary driver of
performance improvement since the end of Moore’s law. Lastly, the buffer manager is

3In this context, synchronization primitives refer to the low-level synchronization mechanisms, such as
latching, rather than the higher-level concurrency control required in transaction execution. For most
people outside the database community, latches are synonymous with locks, e.g., mutexes or spinlocks.
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critical in optimizing data access efficiency. Its primary responsibility lies in maintaining
a low-latency DRAM cache (the buffer pool), which effectively stores frequently accessed,
or hot data, thereby avoiding access latency of slower storage devices. Less frequently
accessed or cold data is evicted to the slower storage devices once the buffer pool capacity
is reached.

Historically, hardware advancements have driven the continuous optimizations of
these layers to improve data access. For example, the buffer manager in disk-based
systems keeps frequently accessed data in memory to avoid very high disk latency. Fast-
forward a few decades, in-memory systems have abandoned the buffer manager under
the assumption that the data set fits into the DRAM, and memory prices continue to
decline. With the increased speed of in-memory databases and the primary performance
gains stemming from multi-core CPUs, the bottleneck shifted to synchronization and
indexes, which were then heavily optimized.

In light of the recent advancements in RDMA-enabled databases, the landscape of
data access has undergone a significant transformation. This requires a comprehensive
redesign of the storage engine components to exploit the potential of RDMA. This
need is underscored by the fact that efficient data access forms the cornerstone of the
performance of all higher layers and the entire OLTP system. While state-of-the-art
systems have improved the efficiency of distributed transactions, we have identified a
shift in the performance bottleneck towards data access, as facilitated by the storage
engine. As we will demonstrate in this dissertation, our prototype storage engine can
outperform NAM-DB by up to 100×.

However, building such a network-optimized storage engine introduces several un-
resolved challenges. To address these challenges, we first revisit distributed database
architectures before examining each storage engine layer in detail.

Challenge 1: Evaluating Distributed Architectures

The fundamental objective of a storage engine is to ensure efficient data access. However,
there is an inherent dependency on the underlying distributed system architecture, i.e.,
data access depends on where the data is stored across multiple nodes and how it can be
accessed.

A notable observation is that RDMA-enabled systems such as FaRM, NAM-DB,
and FaSST implement divergent data access paths and design choices. For instance,
FaSST [103] adopts a shared-nothing architecture with local access only, while NAM-
DB [239] uses one-sided read and writes, allowing every node to access and manipulate
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all data. FaRM positions itself in the middle, utilizing one-sided read operations to
access all data directly. Nevertheless, it deviates from the NAM-DB model regarding
write operations. Instead of implementing one-sided write operations, FaRM resorts
to message-passing techniques, transmitting write requests to a partition’s owner that
applies the changes locally.

This multifaceted nature of available design decisions raises the question of which
architecture to adopt and whether these architectures exhibit fundamental differences,
e.g., in system scalability. Consequently, the initial challenge lies in comprehensively
analyzing these architectures. In the second step, we can devise optimized storage engine
components integrated optimally into the architecture, as discussed in the following.

Challenge 2: Designing RDMA-Optimized Indexes

Disaggregated RDMA-enabled DBMSs like NAM-DB demonstrate considerable flexibility,
permitting independent scaling of compute and storage resources. Nevertheless, this
decoupling introduces a unique challenge: the need for efficient data retrieval via the
network from remote storage. While RDMA primitives provide part of the solution to
retrieve data once the location is known, this is often not the case requiring indexes. B-
Tree indexes are particularly prevalent in OLTP databases as they facilitate efficient point
lookups, inserts, deletes, and range scans - crucial operations for any general-purpose
OLTP database.

Yet, much of the current research focuses on alternative index structures, such as
hashtables [55, 104, 204, 227, 233, 239], which, unfortunately, do not offer efficient range
scans. Some research does look at tree-like indexes, but it is mostly within tightly-coupled
architectures [103, 233], avoiding the need for RDMA-enabled index access. Cell [150] has
been the only index that considers one-sided RDMA, but does focus on how to balance
the CPU ressources in a client server setting instead of an evaluation of how to leverage
RDMA for building efficient indexes.

As such, a principled study on building efficient RDMA-enabled tree-like indexes for
disaggregated architectures has yet to be conducted. In particular, two critical design
questions must be addressed: (1) Which RDMA verb to use for efficiently traversing
the index, and (2) how should data be distributed across storage servers to optimize
RDMA-based access and avoid hot spots? Addressing these unresolved questions forms
the second challenge of this dissertation.
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Figure 1.5: Price development for DRAM and flash (higher is cheaper). Source: https:
//jcmit.net/memoryprice.htm.

Challenge 3: Ensuring Correctness in One-Sided RDMA Synchronization

RDMA-enabled disaggregated DBMSs offer good scalability w.r.t. the number of compute
nodes. However, this scalability inherently introduces increased concurrency, requiring
careful and efficient synchronization. Given the ability of all compute nodes to access
any data item via one-sided RDMA operations, traditional server-side synchronization
techniques become obsolete. This is because server-side synchronization involves the
remote CPU, which one-sided RDMA operations bypass. Thus, new synchronization
techniques built with one-sided RDMA primitives are required.

While various one-sided synchronization techniques have been proposed in related
work [55, 150, 223, 233, 256] it is hard to navigate the design space. In particular, since
many designs rely on hardware behaviour that worked at that time, but our analysis
reveals that some of these methods do not work anymore. Some suffer from scalabillity
limitations and other published schemes fail to synchronize correctly on modern NICs,
leading to potential data corruption. Our investigation suggests that these problems
primarily stem from incorrect assumptions about the memory model of RDMA and
the behaviour of modern NICs. This revelation emphasizes the need for comprehensive
guidelines to assist engineers in creating scalable and reliable one-sided synchronization
schemes.
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Challenge 4: Designing a High-Performance Buffer Manager

The previously discussed systems were strictly in-memory; hence, they did not require
a buffer manager. The design choice to abandon the buffer manager has been backed
by two key factors in the past: (1) The high overhead associated with traditional buffer
managers [80] and (2) the steady decline in memory costs. A decade ago, the prices of
DRAM were consistently decreasing every year, making in-memory data processing seem
economically viable. However, this trend has halted in the past decade and DRAM prices
have plateaued, as demonstrated in Figure 1.5.

At the same time, there is a growing need to handle larger data sets, as witnessed
by cloud vendors now regularly supporting databases up to 100 TB in size. This shift
makes it economically impractical to maintain the entirety of the data (both relations and
indexes) in-memory across a cluster of machines. Instead, a more cost-effective approach
is required, where the storage engine, specifically the buffer manager component, can
offload infrequently accessed data to economical storage options like NVMe flash storage
while maintaining high performance.

However, integrating a buffer manager in a distributed system where all compute nodes
can access all data presents its own challenges. In particular, how to integrate RDMA
with secondary storage since fully one-sided RDMA designs intrinsically operate under
the assumption that the necessary objects are in memory. However, this premise becomes
invalid when data is evicted from the buffer pool. Moreover, data organization within
these systems requires a different approach. Rather than managing in-memory objects of
varied sizes, buffer-managed systems often adopt a fixed-size, page-based design where
data is systematically organized in blocks to utilize SSDs as best as possible. Until now,
no buffer manager has effectively combined RDMA with efficient NVMe storage, and
designing such a system remains an open question. This constitutes the fourth challenge
that this thesis aims to address.

1.5 Contributions

This thesis addresses the challenges enumerated above with the following contributions
that can be summarized as follows:
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Contribution 1: Analysis of Distributed Architectures

We conduct a comprehensive analysis of various distributed DBMS architectures and
propose a novel taxonomy as a tool to categorize their scalability attributes. We posit
that the disaggregated multi-writer architecture, exemplified by NAM-DB, exhibits
considerable benefits regarding scalability and elasticity. However, to maximize this
architecture’s potential, it is essential to incorporate caching as a fundamental component.
This thesis will explore this approach in further detail.

Contribution 2: RDMA-Optimized Indexes

We explore RDMA-optimized tree-like index designs tailored explicitly for disaggregated
architectures. The two main aspects that we focus on are: (1) How the index itself should
be distributed across several memory servers and (2) which RDMA primitives should be
used by compute servers to access the distributed index structure in the most efficient
manner. Our experimental evaluation shows the trade-offs for different distributed index
design alternatives using a variety of workloads.

Contribution 3: One-Sided RDMA Synchronization Guidelines

Driven by the observation that achieving fast and scalable one-sided synchronization
presents significant challenges, we conduct a comprehensive analysis of one-sided syn-
chronization techniques We identify and address scalability and correctness issues in
one-sided RDMA synchronization primitives. To resolve these issues, we develop a set of
comprehensive guidelines for creating scalable and reliable one-sided RDMA synchroniza-
tion primitives. Our research demonstrates that adherence to our guidelines not only
guarantee correctness but also results in substantial performance enhancements.

Contribution 4: High-Performance Cache-Coherent Storage Engine

In the final contribution, we primarily focus on the last component — the buffer manager.
Concurrently, we incorporate lessons learned from our preceding body of work to build a
full-fledged storage engine (support for indexes, synchronization primitives, and buffer
cache) in a holistic way. We present an innovative design for a distributed buffer manager
that balances performance and cost-efficiency through NVMe flash storage. Our buffer
manager employs a distinct cache-coherence protocol to address the perennial issue of
buffer-cache consistency. Additionally, our buffer manager offers user-friendly abstractions
with synchronization primitives for efficiently building distributed indexes. We show that
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our storage engine is on par with the performance of distributed in-memory-only engines
while effectively handling workloads that exceed available memory capacity.

1.6 Outline
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces RDMA
in detail. Chapter 3 revisits the question of how a scalable OLTP design should look like.
We examine various designs based on their data access behavior and present a scalability
comparison. Further, this chapter benchmarks the low-latency networks that are available
in the cloud: RDMA and Elastic Fabric Adapter (EFA). Chapter 4 explores the design
space of RDMA-enabled distributed indexes, and Chapter 5 develops guidelines for
implementing efficient and correct one-sided RDMA synchronization primitives. Chapter 6
presents our buffer manager design that emerged based on the previous work. This chapter
details how we combine cost-efficient NVMe storage with RDMA and evaluates the system
against optimized distributed in-memory DBMSs. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this
thesis and outlines future work.
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2 RDMA Primer

RDMA’s low-level primitives are efficient yet notoriously tricky to use and pose unique
design challenges to developers. Thus, this chapter describes RDMA in sufficient depth
to understand the subsequent contributions that shed light on those challenges.

2.1 Capabilities
RDMA allows one machine to directly access remote memory over the network without
interrupting the CPU on the remote system. Instead, specialized RDMA-enabled NIC
(RNIC) perform the memory accesses on the remote side. Conversely, the same technique
is used on the sender to avoid unnecessary copys from the user-space into the kernel-
space. The sender essentially instructs the RNIC what memory needs to be sent, and
the NIC’s Direct Memory Access (DMA) engine copies the data and places it on the
wire. This offloading is also called zero-copy transfer and decreases CPU usage and,
thus, latency. Several network architectures offer RDMA – most notably InfiniBand
and RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) [219]. This thesis focuses on the reliable
RDMA connection type1, reliably connected queue pair (RC QP), as specified per the
InfiniBand standard [91].

2.2 Primitives
Previously, we casually mentioned that the sender instructs the NIC. This is done
with low-level primitives. In particular, the reliable connected RDMA implementations
typically provide different primitives (called verbs) that can be categorized into the
following two classes: (1) one-sided and (2) two-sided verbs.

1Besides reliable connection (RC), there is an unreliable connection (UC) and an unreliable datagram
(UD)
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Figure 2.1: A detailed depiction of one-sided (upper) and two-sided RDMA (lower)
operations. Depicting the components involved in the transfer from the
sender (left) to the remote (right) and highlighting the differences in CPU
involvement.

2.2.1 One-Sided Verbs

As mentioned before, one-sided verbs provide remote memory access semantics, where
the initiator specifies the remote memory address that should be accessed. The one-sided
operations are so named since they can be initiated by one party (the sender or initiator)
without CPU involvement from the other party (the receiver or target). There are three
operations supported:

• read operations allow the sender to read data directly from a remote memory.

• write operations allow the sender to write data directly into a remote memory.

• atomics include Compare-and-Swap (CAS) and Fetch-and-Add (FAA). These
operations atomically modify remote memory and operate on 8 B target memory.

Figure 2.1 (upper) visually outlines the process of a one-sided operation. The sender is
depicted on the left side of the figure, with the receiver on the right. Components not
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engaged in the process are greyed out to emphasize the difference between one-sided and
two-sided operations. In the reliable connected queue pair connection type, the queue
pair is the mechanism to execute the primitives reliably. As shown in the figure, a queue
pair consists of a send queue and a receive queue; in the following, we will see what each
queue does.

The one-sided operation begins 1© when the sender’s CPU submits a work request to
its local Send Queue (SQ), which is mapped to the memory. This work request specifies
the remote target address, the target length in bytes, and the chosen operation (read,

write, or atomic). The sender’s RNIC then retrieves the work request from the SQ 2©
and forwards it to the receiver 3©. The receiver’s RNIC processes this incoming one-sided
request by executing the specified operation directly on the target memory 4©. It is
noteworthy that throughout this entire process, the receiver’s CPU is not involved. Upon
the operation’s completion, an acknowledgment is transferred from the receiver’s RNIC
to the sender 5©. The sender’s RNIC generates a completion event that is enqueued
into the Completion Queue (CQ) 6©. The completion event informs the sender’s CPU
that the operation has been completed. Note that the sender’s CPU can asynchronously
inspect the CQ for the completion event. In practical terms, this means that there can
be numerous outstanding work requests in the SQ before the completion is checked and
that the sender CPU accomplishes other work during this whole process.

2.2.2 Two-Sided Verbs

Two-sided verbs provide channel semantics. In contrast to one-sided verbs, there are only
two operations that are executed pair-wise:

• receive operations are executed on the receiver and specify the remote memory
region where the incoming message should be placed.

• send operations are executed on the sender and specify the payload, i.e., the
message that should be transferred.

Contrasting with one-sided operations, both the sender’s and receiver’s CPUs par-
ticipate in the two-sided operations, as depicted in Figure 2.1 (lower). The receiver’s
CPU 1© initiates the two-sided process, where a receive request is posted to the Receive
Queue (RQ). This step can be executed asynchronously, allowing for posting multiple
receive requests in advance (as we will see, those are consumed by incoming requests and
thus must be available). Note that after posting the receive request, the receiver CPU is
not actively involved in the data transfer. Following this, the sender posts a send request
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2©, which is then processed 3© and relayed to the receiver’s RNIC 4©. Once an incoming
send operation arrives, a receive request is fetched from the RQ 5©. The receive request
specifies the memory address that the RNIC utilizes for copying the message 6© – as
such, the receiver has granular control over memory, unlike with one-sided where the
sender has the control. The receiver’s RNIC writes the incoming message to memory and
generates a completion event 7©. This event informs the receiver’s CPU of the memory
address to which the incoming message will be copied. The final steps are the same as for
one-sided operations: an acknowledgment is dispatched to the sender 8©, after which a
completion event is produced 9©. This event indicates the successful end of the two-sided
operation.

This chapter has laid the foundation for understanding RDMA, setting the stage for
subsequent discussions. As we delve deeper into the subject in later chapters, we will
address more nuanced aspects of RDMA, such as maintaining consistency between local
CPU processes and remote operations.
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The primary role of a storage engine revolves around ensuring efficient data access. As
previously discussed, integrated components of the storage engine optimize data access,
such as indexing, caching, and synchronization. Yet, data access is also inherently tied to
the underpinnings of the distributed system architecture it resides on. In essence, efficient
data access is based on how well a design accommodates read and write operations and
the technique employed for accessing the data. Therefore, before diving into the storage
engine, we first investigate those two areas (1) distributed architectures in Section 3.1
and (2) modern network technologies in Section 3.2.

3.1 Towards Scalable Online Transaction

Processing
Publication. The work on scalable OLTP in the cloud is published in the peer-reviewed publication “Is
Scalable OLTP in the Cloud a Solved Problem?” in the 13th Annual Conference on Innovative Data
Systems Research, CIDR 2023, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, January 8-11, 2023, Online Proceedings
[251], cf. Chapter 8.

Contributions of the author. Tobias Ziegler is the leading author of the publication [251] mentioned

above. He is responsible for mapping and analyzing the design space and deriving the taxonomy from the

results. The co-authors Philip A. Bernstein, Viktor Leis, and Carsten Binnig have contributed invaluable

feedback. All authors agree with the use of the publication for this dissertation.

The DBMS market has shifted significantly from on-premise to the cloud in the last
few years. According to a recent market report1, in 2021 DBMS revenue in the cloud
was on par with the on-premise market. Consequently, classical DBMS vendors such as
IBM and Oracle have been or are about to be overtaken by hyperscalers such as AWS,
Microsoft, and Google, which have heavily invested in their cloud-native DBMSs.

1
https://blogs.gartner.com/merv-adrian/2022/04/16/dbms-market-transformation-2021-the-big-picture/
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Cloud-Native OLTP. Looking at cloud-native OLTP DBMSs, we see an interesting
trend: Many commercially-available systems such as Amazon Aurora [217] and Microsoft
Socrates [6], use a disaggregated design (shared-storage). In this design, all write
transactions go to the primary node, which sends its write-ahead log to the shared storage
so that secondary nodes can access it. The storage nodes use the log to reconstruct the
data pages in the background. Secondary read-only nodes can read those reconstructed
pages on demand and thus be spawned at any time with low overhead. While this design
provides important features such as hot failover as well as elasticity and load-balancing for
read-dominated workloads, it is limited by the capacity of the primary node – particularly
for write-intensive workloads, which are common in OLTP [53].
Decades of OLTP Research. What makes this design choice interesting is decades of
OLTP research proposing alternative designs for building scalable distributed systems.
Early OLTP systems advocated the shared-nothing architecture for scaling OLTP beyond
the limits of a single machine[105, 153]. Another option is the shared-storage architecture
with multiple read-write nodes, which has been used successfully since the 1980s [32, 100,
135].
Research Question. Why have modern commercial cloud DBMSs not adopted these
scalable designs? We argue that the cloud’s arrival has disrupted our understanding
of the requirements for distributed DBMS design, forcing us to reconsider established
architectures and trade-offs. The need for disaggregation of storage and compute has
become more prominent, and designs must incorporate the cloud applications’ flexible and
on-demand nature. Although the shared-nothing architecture was previously promoted
as the preferred choice for building scalable distributed DBMSs, this is not so evident
with the advent of cloud DBMSs utilizing shared storage.
Mapping the OLTP Landscape. Therefore, in this chapter, we explore the design
space of distributed OLTP DBMSs to help system developers to understand their
fundamental differences for the cloud. More specifically, we analyze the data access path
of distributed OLTP systems to understand their scalability properties. We observe
that the old taxonomy does not fully capture the scalability properties of modern cloud
DBMSs.

3.1.1 Revisiting the Old Taxonomy

Decades of OLTP research have accumulated in a plethora of distributed OLTP DBMS
designs. In 1985, Stonebraker provided a taxonomy for distributed DBMSs with the
famous categorization into shared-nothing and shared-storage architectures found in
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many DBMS textbooks today [202]. In a shared-nothing architecture, each node has
private storage inaccessible to other nodes. In contrast, all nodes can access a single
database copy in a shared-storage architecture. Note that there is no notion of how many
nodes can update the data. It is implicitly assumed that all nodes can update and write.
Stonebraker’s paper not only coined the architectures but also provided a conceptual
framework for assessing them based on several properties, including scalability. As such,
it allows designers to understand potential performance characteristics based purely on
the architecture.

Cloud blurs the lines. While the traditional categorization into shared-nothing and
shared-storage architectures remains relevant, changes in the system landscape make it
worth revisiting this taxonomy. The once-clear boundaries between these architectures
have become blurred. Take, for instance, cloud-based shared-storage systems like Aurora
single master [217] and Azure SQL Hyperscale [6]. To circumvent the issue of coordinating
multiple writers for buffer cache coherence, these systems permit only one update
node — a departure from the classic taxonomy, which presumes shared-storage systems
accommodate multiple update nodes. Conversely, the traditional taxonomy posits that
shared-nothing systems only allow one node to update a given record. Yet, many
modern shared-nothing database systems facilitate updates from multiple nodes on
node-private replicas of the same data item. This so-called ’multi-master’ approach
introduces significantly different scalability characteristics. FaRM [55], referenced briefly
earlier, is another example of this categorization problem. FaRM offers a shared-storage
abstraction where servers can read data from all other servers per the shared-storage
design. However, its update mechanism aligns with the shared-nothing architecture, as
writes are sent to a partition owner. Consequently, it remains unclear whether FaRM’s
scalability characteristics reflect shared-storage or shared-nothing properties. In light
of these examples, the traditional taxonomy falls short in distinguishing the scalability
properties of modern systems.

3.1.2 A New Taxonomy Based on the Data Access Path

The traditional taxonomy focused on data location and each design’s resulting transaction
synchronization challenges. For instance, the shared-nothing architecture only allows local
data access on node-private storage, requiring a two-phase commit to ensure transaction
atomicity in the event of cross-partition transactions. These factors remain undoubtedly
crucial to any transaction-processing system.
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Table 3.1: Data access archetypes for analyzing the asymptotic scalability of cloud OLTP
DBMSs.
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Uniform Reads Yes†† Yes Yes Yes
Uniform Writes No Yes Yes Yes
Skewed Reads Yes†† Yes†† Yes†† Yes
Skewed Writes No No No No

(†) Elasticity w.r.t. compute and storage separately (††) Only with the number of secondaries, i.e.,
replicas.

However, it is also essential how scalable data can be accessed. After all, if a system’s
data access cannot scale efficiently, the higher layers of the database stack (like transaction
processing) are inherently limited. Consequently, we advocate for an updated taxonomy
highlighting the data access path. Simply put, we focus on how a system can handle
reads and writes and which servers can perform them.
Methodology and scope. To derive this taxonomy, we first perform a conceptual
analysis to isolate the scalability properties of various architectures from implementation
differences found in real-world systems. We survey existing distributed DBMSs and map
the design space based on shared traits for data access. From there, we derive a taxonomy
based on three data access archetypes. An archetype can be considered the “phenotype
of a DBMS” that determines its observable asymptotic scalability independent of its
implementation details. The asymptotic scalability describes how well a system scales
w.r.t. the number of nodes for the following data access operations as the load in the
system increases:

• uniform reads
• uniform reads
• skewed reads
• skewed writes

In addition, we discuss qualitative characteristics essential for the cloud. Table 3.1
compares each archetype on the collection of qualitative characteristics and workloads.
In our discussions, we omit logging, recovery, and concurrency control [13, 143, 238] that
are thoroughly investigated by Harding et al. [79], and Bernstein and Goodman [19]. We
also omit deterministic databases [61, 139, 211], as they are not (yet) widely available.
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Figure 3.1: Archetype Single-Writer.

3.1.3 Data Access Archetypes

The following briefly describes the data access archetypes and discusses their scalability
behavior as summarized in Table 3.1 (cf. Chapter 8 for the entire table).
Single-Writer. In the Single-Writer archetype, a single read-write node (RW-node)
processes update transactions, and multiple read-only nodes (RO-nodes) can handle read-
only transactions. We depict the basic architecture of systems implementing this archetype
in Figure 3.1. Many modern cloud DBMSs, such as AWS Aurora (single-master) [218],
Azure SQL Hyperscale [6], PolarDB [248], and AlloyDB [68] use shared-storage. They
support multiple nodes that read from a single stored database copy, but only one
dedicated RW-node can execute updates. We classify such systems as Single-Writer
systems.

While Figure 3.1 shows a Single-Writer with shared-storage, many DBMSs with private
storage also fall into this category. For example, a MySQL instance in which the
primary node executes reads and writes and replicates writes to read-only replicas is also
categorized as Single-Writer, even though the primary and replicas have node-private
storage. The strictly separated data access permission is the distinguishing feature, not
whether the storage is shared or private.

Asymptotic scalability. The asymptotic scalability of this archetype can be summarized
as follows: Writes in this archetype are limited by the capacity of the single RW-node.
I.e., as soon as the maximum number of requests that this node can handle is reached,
the system’s performance will stagnate or worsen. By contrast, read throughput can
scale well by spawning more RO-nodes.

Qualitative features. This design provides important features for the cloud, such as
fast failover and elasticity for read-dominated (analytical) workloads. Similarly, the
separation of compute and storage allows cloud vendors to handle growing data sets. At
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Figure 3.2: Archetype Partitioned-Writer.

the same time, the complexity of these systems is often lower since they are typically
derived from single-node systems.

Archetype: Partitioned-Writer. In the Partitioned-Writer archetype, the database is
split into partitions, each of which can be updated by only one RW-node. As shown in
Figure 3.2, this archetype exploits data partitioning to spread the data across several
nodes that are responsible for executing read-write operations on their local partition.

Like the Single-Writer design, the Partitioned-Writer archetype is popular for commer-
cial cloud DBMSs. Examples include CockroachDB [115], AWS DynamoDB [188], Azure
CosmosDB [145], and Spanner [45]. Recall that the data access path is the distinguishing
feature, not whether the system uses instance local storage or (partitioned) disaggregated
storage. The latter is commonly used in the cloud since a single partition can be dis-
persed to multiple storage nodes. In contrast, instance local storage typically offers lower
latency albeit with a fixed storage capacity. Regardless of these implementation details,
Partitioned-Writer systems provide the same asymptotic scalability.

Asymptotic scalability. Unlike the Single-Writer design, DBMSs that implement
the Partitioned-Writer archetype can handle uniform reads and writes in a scalable
manner since they can process each partition’s workload independently. However, skewed
workloads can be challenging since the same RW-node processes all requests for the hot
keys.

One technique to handle read-skew is to couple this archetype with additional RO-nodes
(e.g., per partition) similar to Single-Writer systems. However, this needs more resources
for database copies and requires propagating updates to RO-nodes to keep them in sync.
Since adding RO-nodes is an orthogonal mechanism that can be used for any archetype,
in the rest of the paper, we discuss each archetype in its pure form. This way, we can
identify archetypes that provide scalability under read-skew without additional resources.
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Qualitative features. Classical partitioned systems offered limited elasticity since
adding new nodes typically called for a full repartitioning of the database. Modern cloud
DBMSs have added several optimizations to address this issue, e.g., consistent hashing
or fine-grained range partitioning. For example, CockroachDB uses a fine-grained range
partitioning of data chunks, which avoids complete repartitioning and improves elasticity.
However, fine-grained partitioning can add complexity and overhead to locating data. To
address this, CockroachDB stores data in a monolithic sorted map of key-value pairs and
uses it to route queries to the responsible RW-node of a partition. Overall, the elasticity
of a Partitioned-Writer system depends on the workload characteristics and the system’s
ability to repartition the data efficiently.

Although this archetype sounds very similar to the shared-nothing architecture, many
shared-nothing DBMSs can not be classified as Partitioned-Writer, and thus, their
asymptotic scalability is different. E.g., multi-master systems still use partitioned storage,
but the data is replicated and can be modified by multiple RW-nodes leading to a different
scalability behavior. The next archetype Shared-Writer captures this data access pattern.

Archetype: Shared-Writer. The Shared-Writer archetype allows multiple RW-nodes
to modify data items – typically by utilizing shared-storage. Several recent research
OLTP systems, such as NAM-DB [239], and a few established systems, such as Oracle
RAC, can be classified as Shared-Writer systems. Because data must be kept consistent
across writers, these systems must address the buffer-cache coherence problem [155, 177].
There are two ways of doing so: nodes always write and read from the shared storage to
get the ground truth (No Coherent Cache), or the nodes participate in a cache coherence
protocol (Coherent Cache).

Shared Writer with no coherent caches. First, we consider Shared-Writer systems
without coherent caches. As shown in Figure 3.3, these systems support multiple RW-
nodes that write to and read from the storage layer.

Asymptotic scalability. In contrast to the Partitioned-Writer archetype in which only
one RW-node writes to a partition, the Shared-Writer design allows every compute node to
be an RW-node and to access every data item. Nevertheless, the Shared-Writer archetype
has the same asymptotic overall scalability. For example, under access skew, the storage
layer might receive requests from multiple RW-nodes and become a bottleneck, limiting
the scalability of both writes and reads. In the Partitioned-Writer design, compute and
storage resources are usually scaled together. This is inflexible because the need to store
more data or do more computation may change at different rates. Using a Shared-Writer
design, we can scale compute and storage resources independently depending on the
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Figure 3.3: Archetype Shared-Writer without coherent cache.

demand. This enables better data scalability and elasticity since any compute node can
access any data item, a desired property in the cloud.

However, one major challenge in this design is locating the data items in the storage
layer. Like modern Partitioned-Writer DBMSs, modern disaggregated OLTP DBMSs
use an index for this task. The index resides remotely in storage and is accessed by
compute nodes to find relevant data items. The difficulty in index design increases system
complexity, as shown in Table 3.1. We will discuss distributed index designs in Chapter 4.

Shared-Writer with coherent caches. The main downside of the previous sub-
archetype (No Coherent Cache) is that every data access involves a network round trip
to the storage layer, even for repeated access. Caching can considerably reduce that
latency by keeping recently accessed data items in the compute nodes’ memory. In this
archetype, we specifically consider coherent caches. These caches support shared writers
and allow caching read-only data locally while keeping the data coherent (i.e., data does
not become stale). Shared-Writer with coherent caches is similar to Single-Writer and
Partitioned-Writer with synchronous or eager asynchronous replication since the replicas
are essentially caches for reads. The difference is that the caches are updatable.

Figure 3.4 shows that this archetype is, at first glance, similar to the previous Shared-
Writer design. However, the coherent caches impact the asymptotic scalability, as
discussed in the following.

Asymptotic scalability. This archetype has the best asymptotic scalability of all
archetypes. The benefit of coherent caches is that they allow replicating frequently
accessed (i.e., hot) data items on demand across multiple nodes. This workload-driven
approach differs from the classical (orthogonal) replication used in the previous archetypes.
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Figure 3.4: Archetype Shared-Writer with coherent cache.

Using the coherent cache, systems of this archetype can handle read skew efficiently, as
shown in Table 3.1.

Unfortunately, processing skewed writes in a scalable manner is still challenging (similar
to the other designs). However, the cache coherence protocol may lead to the write
privilege bouncing between compute nodes since all compute nodes can modify all data
items. Solving this requires complex synchronization, a challenging problem. In Chapter 6,
we propose a protocol that alleviates the problem by queueing conflicts to ensure fairness
and reduce latency.

Qualitative features. While coherence protocols are non-trivial to implement efficiently,
they provide many benefits. Compared to operating directly on the shared-storage,
shared-caching can reduce the latency of frequently accessed remote data since data items
are cached on demand. For instance, when an index node is updated, e.g., a B-Tree
leaf, the cache-coherence protocol invalidates other copies of the index node and delivers
the newest data version when the leaf is re-accessed. Thus, all subsequent accesses are
performed in the local cache, and the traversal is more efficient.

Furthermore, the caching-based design provides good elasticity. Admittedly, this is
more complicated than the previous archetype without a cache since the coherence
protocol must be designed accordingly. A new compute node can be added any time,
incrementally filling its cache as data items are accessed. In addition, these systems
can handle easy- and hard-to-partition workloads. They do not require user-defined
partitioning but still profit from partitionable workloads. Moreover, they have the
flexibility to react to changes in workload distribution.
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3.1.4 Key Findings: A Road Towards Scalable OLTP

There are multiple lessons we can draw from our analysis. First, our proposed taxonomy
offers a way to classify real-world systems that the old taxonomy failed to classify, such
as FaRM. Interestingly, FaRM falls into a partitioned writer system despite its shared-
memory abstraction. This is because, while any node can read data from any other
node, write operations are exclusively performed by the read-write nodes owning the
partition. Aurora multi-master presents another unique case [60, 123, 189], where all DB
nodes have writing capabilities. This contrasts with Aurora’s single-master system, which
only permits one DBMS node to write. While Aurora’s single-master conforms to our
single-writer archetype and exhibits the characteristics we have discussed, Aurora’s multi-
master aligns more with a shared-writer system. This demonstrates that deployments
influence scalability even within the same system.

Secondly, our analysis suggests that a Shared-Writer system with a coherent cache
is well-positioned for the cloud. This system archetype provides the best asymptotic
scalability, good data scalability, and elasticity. Moreover, the requirement for user-
defined partitioning is relaxed in a Shared-Writer system where partitioning is regarded
more as an optimization strategy than a strict requirement. This perspective allows the
system to react to workload shifts. At the same time, it mitigates the burden placed on
users to determine optimal partitioning, which can often be substantial and impractical in
some cases. Therefore, the Shared-Writer system offers greater flexibility and adaptability
than other archetypes. Consequently, in the foundational vision paper upon which this
chapter is based, we advocated that research should focus on Shared-Writer designs
besides the traditional emphasis on shared-nothing DBMSs.

We now shift our focus to a key element in achieving low query latency in the context
of the Shared-Writer system, which is the use of low-latency networks. Until now, our
discussion has largely disregarded network and implementation specifics. However, it is
undeniable that these components significantly contribute to the performance of a system
in practical applications. Accordingly, the following section will explore low-latency
networks in the cloud.

3.2 Fast Networks in the Cloud
Publication. The work on fast networks in the cloud is published in the peer-reviewed publication
“EFA: A Viable Alternative to RDMA over InfiniBand for DBMSs?” in the International Conference on
Management of Data, DaMoN 2022, Philadelphia, PA, USA, 13 June 2022 [254], cf. Chapter 9.
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Low-latency networks are the catalyst for a wide range of distributed applications such
as distributed machine learning [98, 137, 187, 235], high-performance computing [133,
167, 179], and distributed database systems [20, 64, 102, 104, 129, 132, 149, 150, 184, 213,
226, 233, 239, 241, 243, 256]. In fact, distributed system designs previously considered
inefficient had to be re-evaluated [64, 213, 239, 256]. For instance, distributed shared
memory architectures are becoming increasingly common due to the low network latencies.
One commonly employed low-latency network is RDMA over InfiniBand, which provides
single-digit microsecond network latencies at an extremely high bandwidth. However, the
requirement for specialized hardware to leverage RDMA’s benefits creates a significant
impediment in the cloud. On-premise hardware is not viable in the cloud, and the
customers depend on the cloud providers’ offerings.

Regrettably, among the top three cloud providers, only Microsoft Azure currently
offers InfiniBand for a restricted set of instance families [147], namely, the H, HB, HC,
and some of the N series. This limitation considerably reduces the flexibility of utilizing
high-performance, low-latency networks in a cloud-based environment.

As an alternative to RDMA over InfiniBand, in 2018, the largest cloud provider, Amazon
Web Services (AWS), introduced instances with Elastic Fabric Adapter (EFA). EFA is a
network interface for Amazon EC2 instances specifically designed to achieve low latencies
in the cloud. Today, EFA is widely available in AWS, and Amazon presently offers 15
instance families with EFA support [191] to satisfy different application requirements,
e.g., memory-optimized (r5dn, r5n) or storage-optimized instances (i3en).

3.2.1 A Detailed Comparison of EFA and RDMA

Surprisingly, even though EFA has become broadly available in AWS, there has not yet
been a systematic evaluation of this technology from the data management community.
The limited research that addresses EFA was driven by the HPC community and geared
explicitly towards MPI in distributed HPC applications [31, 195, 234]. However, MPI is
a higher-level library on top of the EFA networking stack and was built with different
assumptions that do not necessarily match those of data-intensive systems [5, 131, 213].
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To close this gap, we conduct a principled analysis of EFA from a data management
perspective and compare it to the (academically) more widely used RDMA technology.
Methodology. We first focus on the qualitative features of EFA and RDMA and discuss
both technologies, e.g., in terms of the provided primitives or ordering guarantees. We
distill their commonalities and differences, which must be considered for a fair performance
comparison. Second, we perform a thorough performance evaluation and compare both
technologies regarding latency and bandwidth. Both are important metrics in the context
of database workloads. We use the same benchmarking code for both network technologies
to compare the experiments. That is, we investigate the fundamental properties of EFA
and RDMA with the help of the well-known performance micro-benchmark library perftest
(available at [76]). Perftest uses ibverbs directly and supports EFA (SRD and UD) and
reliable connected RDMA over InfiniBand.

3.2.1.1 SRD: A Reliable and Unordered Protocol

Since we already discussed the fundamentals of RDMA previously (cf. Chapter 2), we
describe the EFA stack as shown in Figure 3.5 in more detail in the following. Afterward,
we compare both technologies based on their qualitative features.

We discuss the EFA stack from the bottom up, starting with the hardware and
Amazon’s Scalable Reliable Datagram (SRD) protocol. Subsequently, we move on to the
software layers ibverbs and libfabric.
SRD is reliable. The foundation of EFA is SRD, a proprietary network protocol
that provides reliable but unordered communication on top of commodity Ethernet
switches [195]. Of course, reliability is not unique to SRD as many common protocols,
including TCP/IP and reliable connected RDMA, guarantee reliable packet delivery.
However, unlike Ethernet protocols such as TCP/IP, SRD is purpose-built for Amazon’s
data centers. Therefore, Amazon controls the hardware SRD operates on, enabling
them to implement SRD’s reliability in hardware efficiently (in the AWS Nitro network
cards [190]) rather than in software.
SRD is out-of-order. Moreover, unlike other reliable protocols that often guarantee
in-order delivery, SRD has out-of-order delivery. This is because in-order delivery may
cause head-of-line blocking [195], and thus, SRD reduces tail latencies. Additionally,
to avoid hot paths in the network and thus reduce the chance of packet drops, SRD
packets are sent across multiple network paths. Thus, out-of-order delivery is a direct
consequence of sending packets across multiple paths, and enforcing the order would
require large intermediate buffers or dropping out-of-order messages.
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Figure 3.5: EFA stack: Software and hardware.

SRD is exposed to the application via the ibverbs library. Ibverbs is the same library
that allows user-space processes to use RDMA primitives to perform high-throughput,
low-latency network operations on InfiniBand. EFA and RDMA share the same low-level
library, which is no coincidence because EFA closely resembles the InfiniBand verbs
specification [195]. The library itself is split into a control path and a data path.

Control path. The control path is implemented through system calls to the kernel,
which further calls the low-level EFA driver depicted gray in Figure 3.5. The control
path creates, modifies, queries, and destroys resources needed for connection setup and
communication. Because the control path may interact with the kernel, those operations
are commonly avoided in the hot path.

Send/Receive queues. Since EFA and RDMA share the same low-level interface, EFA
uses queue pairs as well (cf. Chapter 2).

No one-sided. The shared foundation between EFA and RDMA leads to an intersec-
tion of primitives as well. However, there are essential distinctions between EFA and
reliable RDMA. Reliable connected RDMA provides two types of operations: One-sided
read/write/atomic primitives and two-sided primitives send/recv. EFA does not support
one-sided primitives [195] but is limited to two-sided primitives.

Connection scalability. On the other hand, SRD offers better scalability because
a well-known limitation of reliable connected (RC) RDMA is lifted. That is, in RC
RDMA, one connection endpoint can exclusively communicate only with one other
endpoint. This means that many connections must be established to achieve all-to-all
communication, impacting performance [103]. In contrast, in EFA one connection
endpoint can communicate with all other endpoints without creating an endpoint for
every connection. This reduces the number of connections in EFA drastically [195].
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Table 3.2: SRD compared to reliable connected RDMA and traditional TCP/IP sockets.
SRD (EFA) RC RDMA (IB) Sockets (TCP/IP)
Ethernet InfiniBand Ethernet
reliable reliable reliable
Messages Messages Stream
unordered ordered ordered
user-space user-space kernel-space
asynchronous asynchronous synchronous
no one-sided one-sided no one-sided

3.2.1.2 Comparison to Reliable RDMA and Sockets

Table 3.2 summarizes the key differences between reliable EFA, reliable connected RDMA
over InfiniBand, and traditional TCP/IP sockets. Due to their similar design objectives
(low latency and high bandwidth), we can observe that EFA and RDMA share many
common characteristics. Both are designed to use message-based semantics. These
message-based semantics help SRD to handle out-of-order packets at the application
level if needed. That would be infeasible with a byte streaming protocol as used by
TCP/IP because message boundaries are opaque to the application. RDMA’s unique
feature is the native one-sided support. It is important to note that there are other
combinations that we have not discussed or shown in the table. For instance, RDMA over
Converged Ethernet (RoCE) uses Ethernet as its fabric instead of InfiniBand. However,
those variations are outside of the scope of this thesis.

3.2.2 Benchmarking EFA and RDMA

In order to understand the impact of the qualitative differences of EFA and RDMA, we
perform several micro-architectural benchmarks to study the behavior of both network
technologies.
Experiment setup. Because EFA is only available on AWS, which does not offer
RDMA, we use two different hardware platforms running Linux. We conduct the EFA
experiments using two EC2 c5n.18xlarge instances with 192 GB main memory and
72 vCPUs connected via 100 Gigabit EFA. Both c5n.18xlarge instances are deployed
in the recommended cluster placement group to achieve the best low-latency network
performance [193]. We also replicate our experiments on c5n.metal and obtain similar
results. The RDMA experiments are conducted on two bare-metal machines with 1 TB
main memory and 56 CPUs connected with an InfiniBand network using Mellanox
ConnectX-5 MT27800 NICs (InfiniBand EDR 4x, 100 Gbps).
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Figure 3.6: Latency with varying message sizes.

We briefly summarize the results from the paper in the following. The detailed
evaluation can be found in Chapter 9.
Latency comparison.

Since latency is critical to OLTP, we begin our evaluation by comparing the latency of
SRD (EFA) to RC RDMA (IB). To classify the latency improvement of SRD (EFA) over
EC2’s traditional 100 Gigabit network solution, we use sockets (TCP/IP) as a reference.
Figure 3.6 compares the effect of different message sizes on the average latency, i.e., the
half-round trip latency. Both EFA and RDMA offer lower latency than sockets. However,
when comparing RDMA to SRD, we see that RDMA latency is about 20 times lower for
messages under 512 bytes. For messages of 8 kB, RDMA’s latency is still 10× lower than
SRD’s. So while the latency results for EFA are much better than for TCP/IP sockets,
there is still a significant gap to RDMA (similar latencies for RDMA are achievable on
Azure VMs [146]).
Bandwidth. The higher latency becomes the limiting factor in synchronous networking,
i.e., when sending one message and waiting until the response. Subsequently, we investi-
gate how asynchronous networking avoids this limitation. Therefore, we vary the number
of outstanding messages (i.e., the transmission depth) and show how the bandwidth and
message rate are affected in Figure 3.7.

First, let us focus on larger messages. With 4 kB messages and a transmission depth of
about 64, RDMA achieves the maximum bandwidth (i.e., around 12GB/s). In contrast,
EFA does not fully saturate the bandwidth and instead seems to be message bound
at around 2 M messages, i.e., the same message rate as with smaller message sizes.
When messages are sufficiently large, i.e., 8 kB, and larger, EFA and RDMA achieve the
maximum bandwidth. However, Figure 3.7 shows that only RDMA can reach the full
bandwidth when the transmission depth is small. The reason for that lies in RDMA’s
lower latency since it enables RDMA to process outstanding messages more quickly. For
instance, a transmission depth of 8 means we always try to have 8 messages outstanding.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of transmission depth on asynchronous bandwidth and message rate
(single-threaded).

As RDMA’s latency is lower, the completion for these 8 outstanding messages is generated
faster, and new messages can be transmitted. Conversely, because EFA’s latency is higher,
the completion takes longer and thus requires a higher transmission depth to achieve the
maximum bandwidth.

We now move on to smaller messages, i.e., 16 and 512 bytes. When comparing the
respective message rates for 16 and 512 bytes, we can observe that the message size does
not affect the maximum message rate. RDMA achieves around 7 M messages per second
and EFA around 2 M messages per second for both message sizes. What is the limiting
factor for EFA’s message rate? We observed that the Nitro network cards are not as
powerful as the RDMA NICs, and thus this workload is limited by the NIC.

3.2.3 Key Findings: RDMA Is Faster

Although both EFA and RDMA are advertised for a similar audience, their performance
characteristics differ. The common theme in our evaluation is that RDMA has the edge
over EFA in the most relevant metrics. In the following, we summarize our main findings
and their implications on system design:
Latency. EFA’s latency decreased twofold compared to traditional TCP/IP sockets.
Nonetheless, the latencies of EFA are still an order of magnitude higher than those of
RDMA.
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Bandwidth. As shown in Figure 3.7, EFA’s bandwidth strongly depends on the
transmission depth and the message size. A large transmission depth (e.g., 256) and
message sizes are important to saturate the bandwidth. When the message size is
below 8 kB, NIC parallelism should be exploited using multiple connections for a single-
threaded application or multiple threads. With even larger messages (e.g., 8 kB), those
sophisticated optimizations are unnecessary to achieve the full bandwidth.
Qualitative Features. Besides performance characteristics, other factors, such as no
one-sided support for EFA, play an important role. System designs based on one-sided
primitives might need to be revisited. In addition, EFA can be exclusively used in AWS
ec2 instances (vendor lock-in).

Given that RDMA has the advantage in low-latency communication, the rest of the
thesis is limited to RDMA.

3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we laid the foundation for the rest of this thesis by analyzing various
scalable designs. We show that a disaggregated architecture supporting multiple write
nodes is desirable in the cloud for its scalability behavior and qualitative properties. In
particular, disaggregation is a central element in the cloud era as it (1) allows better
storage utilization and (2) enables independent scalability of compute and storage.

However, since disaggregation increases query latency due to the network accesses, we
looked at low-latency networks in the second part of this chapter. Compared to Amazon’s
EFA technology, RDMA is particularly attractive, not only because of its very low latency
but also because of its efficient primitives. In the following chapter, we will use these
powerful primitives to build important building blocks for our fast network-optimized
storage engine: indexes and synchronization primitives.

Throughout the remaining chapters of this dissertation, our primary focus will be on
the Shared-Writer archetype. Initially, we consciously sidestep caching, directing our
attention toward understanding how pure RDMA-based solutions perform and how the
RDMA primitives can be exploited to efficiently manipulate remote memory. Therefore,
we will focus on indexes in Chapter 4 and how to synchronize remote data accesses in
Chapter 5. Subsequently, we investigate how to integrate caching into the storage layer,
particularly in our buffer manager design in Chapter 6. This two-step approach allows
us to explore and understand the individual elements before examining their interaction
in a complete storage engine.
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Publication. The work on designing distributed RDMA-enabled tree-based index structures is published
in the peer-reviewed publication “Designing Distributed Tree-based Index Structures for Fast RDMA-
capable Networks” in the 2019 International Conference on Management of Data, SIGMOD Conference
2019, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 30 - July 5, 2019 [256], cf. Chapter 10.
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invaluable feedback.

In the preceding chapter, we observed that disaggregated systems are becoming more
and more common in modern OLTP cloud offerings [6, 45, 218]. The strength of
such disaggregated systems is that they allow to scale compute and storage resources
independently, thereby achieving good resource utilization and cost-efficiency. However,
this flexibility comes with a challenge: data must be found and accessed efficiently over the
network. This chapter addresses this challenge by proposing designs for RDMA-enabled
tree-based indexes for disaggregated DBMSs.

4.1 The Need for Tree-Based Indexes
One recently proposed architecture for building distributed in-memory database systems is
the Network-Attached-Memory (NAM) architecture [20, 186, 239]. The NAM architecture
was designed for high-performance RDMA-enabled networks and logically separates
compute and memory servers as shown in Figure 4.1. The memory servers in the NAM
architecture provide a shared and distributed memory pool for storing the tables and
indexes. These can be accessed from compute servers during transaction processing via
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Figure 4.1: The NAM architecture.

one-sided RDMA. One-sided RDMA enables these systems to access data with a very low
latency, typically measured in single-digit microseconds. However, it is important to note
that this latency can only be achieved when the data’s remote location (memory offset)
is already known. In many cases, these remote locations are unknown, and auxiliary data
structures (indexes) are used to locate the remote memory addresses. Thus, many papers
have proposed RDMA-enabled hashtables as a solution to find tuples efficiently [55, 104,
204, 227, 233, 239].

While RDMA-enabled hashtables are an excellent fit for primary key lookups, they are
not ideally suited to all database operations. For instance, operations such as scanning
and filtering are pretty common in OLTP workloads and require other index structures,
so-called secondary indexes. For these scenarios, B-Tree indexes are the better choice.
Due to their capability to support point lookups, inserts, deletions, and range scans,
B-Trees have become ubiquitous in general-purpose OLTP databases [42, 69]. In this
contribution, we investigate if designing a scalable RDMA-optimized tree-based index
structure for the NAM architecture is possible. In particular, we focus on two design
questions (1) which RDMA verb to use for efficiently traversing the index, and (2) how
data should be distributed across storage servers to optimize RDMA-based access. These
two design questions are explored more thoroughly in the following section.

4.2 Mapping the Design Space
The advent of RDMA primitives allows for distributed index designs beyond traditional
partitioning strategies. Traditionally, data is partitioned to assign each server a distinct
key range. However, RDMA primitives can directly access the remote memory of
any server with one-sided operations. This paradigm shift allows for a more nuanced
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distribution of data. In the following, we will explore this design space that consists of
two dimensions (1) index distribution and (2) RDMA primitives. Afterward, we derive
the most promising design combinations.

Index Distribution

We first focus on the distribution of the index across multiple memory machines. When
it comes to distributing the B-Tree index, two contrasting distribution strategies are
possible:
Coarse-grained distribution (CG). This distribution scheme is primarily found in
shared-nothing architectures. A partitioning function, e.g., range-based, is first applied to
the indexed key space. This function maps a disjoint set of keys to a corresponding server
as illustrated on the left-hand side of Figure 4.2a. Once the keys and their payloads have
been allocated to their respective servers, a dedicated tree-based index is constructed on
each memory server. In other words, each memory server is responsible for an index that
manages a disjoint key range.
Fine-grained distribution (FG). The fine-grained distribution scheme represents the
other end of the spectrum. In this case, the index is not partitioned. Instead, a global
index is built over all keys, with index nodes (i.e., leaf and inner nodes) distributed
individually over the memory of all machines. One possibility to assign the index nodes
is in a round-robin fashing (see the right-hand side of Figure 4.2a).

RDMA Primitives

The second dimension we consider is which RDMA primitives can be used to implement
indexes efficiently. As explained in Chapter 2, RDMA provides two different classes of
operations to access remote memory, called one-sided and two-sided. In the following,
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we discuss how one- and two-sided RDMA operations can be used to implement index
access methods.
One-sided. Utilizing one-sided operations to traverse the index means that each node of
a tree-based index is accessed independently, as RDMA reads/writes can only access
one remote memory location at a time. Consequently, a key lookup requires one RDMA
read operation for each index node along the path from the root to the leaf. For range
queries that additionally traverse the linked leaf level, one more RDMA read operation
is necessary for each scanned leaf. Implementing insert operations presents a more
significant challenge since synchronization is required. Synchronization is a challenging
topic in its own right. Thus we have dedicated Chapter 5 to address this topic in detail
and will only briefly touch it in this chapter. In addition, insert operations may require
two full index traversals from the root to the leaf and back. During the top-down pass,
every index node from the root to the leaf is accessed using RDMA reads. During
the bottom-up pass, at most, two pages need to be installed using RDMA write for
each level (in the event of splits), and potentially an additional RDMA write might be
necessary to install a new root node. This process is similar to a pure in-memory index;
however, the latency until the operation is finished can be quite high when performing a
split over the network.
Two-sided. Contrary to one-sided operations, two-sided operations do not directly
enable us to read from a remote memory location. Instead, they require that the remote
CPU is involved in the data access. Given that the remote CPU participates, it can
execute the index operations through a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol, similar
to what has been described in [103]. An RPC call from one server to another can be
implemented utilizing a pair of send/receive operations: one pair for transmitting the
request from the host to the remote server and another pair for delivering the response,
which might contain the result in the case of an index lookup.

Design Space Pruning

Referring to the dimensions previously discussed, we derived a design space as illustrated
in Figure 4.2b. As the figure indicates, some combinations are more beneficial than
others, thus allowing us to reduce the design space. In the following, we provide our
rationale for considering certain design combinations less viable:
Coarse-grained and one-sided. This combination means a local index is built on each
memory server (coarse-grained). At the same, this scheme cannot exploit any resulting
data locality due to the numerous round trips required by one-sided RDMA operations.
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Figure 4.3: Design 1: Coarse-grained index.

Furthermore, the partitioning approach leaves it particularly vulnerable to hot-spot
issues.
Fine-grained and two-sided. This design uses a global index spanning all storage
servers. Given that the index nodes are distributed randomly or in a round-robin fashion,
no meaningful locality can be capitalized. Therefore, this approach follows an access
pattern similar to one-sided operations but uses two-sided operations, i.e., the RPC would
request single index nodes. Since each index node is fetched from separate machines over
the network, both RDMA operations yield comparable performance under a fine-grained
scheme. We have decided to examine the fine-grained one-sided design as a representative
design.

In the following, we will focus on the three promising designs.

4.3 Design 1: Coarse-Grained/Two-Sided
In this section, we discuss our first tree-based index structure design, which can be
distributed over the memory of multiple servers and accessed by clients via RDMA
(e.g., compute servers in the NAM architecture). First, we discuss the details of the
distributed index structure itself. Afterward, we elaborate on how this index structure
can be efficiently accessed using RDMA operations.

4.3.1 Index Structure

The first index structure leverages a coarse-grained distribution scheme as shown in
Figure 4.2a. The basic idea of the coarse-grained index distribution scheme is to partition
the key space by using a traditional range-based partitioning scheme between different
memory servers. Afterward, each memory server builds a tree-based index for its assigned
keys.
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Figure 4.3 shows the internal index structure in each node and follows the basic concepts
of a B-link tree [117]. However, unlike the original B-link tree, we use real memory
pointers instead of page identifiers. More importantly, we introduce an 8-byte field per
index node which stores a pair (version, lock-bit) where the last bit represents a lock-bit.
We use this field to implement a concurrency protocol based on optimistic-lock-coupling
[120]. Our adaption of optimistic-lock-coupling for RDMA is explained in the next
section.

4.3.2 RDMA-Based Accesses

In order to access the index structure, as shown in Figure 4.3, from a remote host, we use
an RPC-based protocol that uses two-sided RDMA operations. This design thus follows
a more traditional paradigm where operations are shipped to the data – similar to how
database operations are executed in a shared-nothing architecture. Other index designs
which use one-sided operations or a hybrid access protocol that mixes one-/two-sided
operations are explained in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.

Our RPC implementation for this index design uses RDMA send/receive similar
to the RPC implementation of [103]. Furthermore, to better scale with the number of
clients, we use shared receive queues (SRQs) to handle the RDMA receive operations
on the memory servers. SRQs allow all incoming clients to be mapped to a fixed number
of receive queues instead of using one receive queue per client [203].

In the following, we mainly focus on how the remote procedures are executed on
memory servers storing the part of the requested index.
Index Lookups. If an incoming RPC requests an index lookup (i.e., a point- or a
range-query), a handler thread on the memory server traverses the index locally. The
synchronization protocol is based on optimistic-lock-coupling [120], albeit modified to suit
our tree-based index structure. There is a detailed discussion for optimistic lock-coupling
in [119].
Index updates. We also support index inserts and deletes. In the following, we first
discuss inserts and then delete operations. Similar to [120], the thread which handles
the insertion RPC does not acquire any lock in the top-down pass from root to leaf
nodes. Instead, it acquires the first lock on the leaf level using a local compare-and-swap
(CAS). If a leaf needs to be split, the locks are propagated to the parent nodes. Delete
operations are implemented by setting a deleted bit per index entry instead of removing
the key. We use an epoch-based garbage collection scheme to remove deleted entries,
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which runs on each memory server in a NAM architecture and is responsible for removing
and re-balancing the index regularly.
When to choose CG and two-sided. If a workload is sensitive to latency, we
argue that a coarse-grained design is the most suitable approach. This is because local
memory access is still faster than accessing data over a network, so focusing on locality
is beneficial. Coupling a coarse-grained distribution with two-sided operations allows
the data traversals to be pushed to the storage side, taking full advantage of the lower
DRAM latency. In particular, operations like point lookups that typically retrieve a
single value or a small range scan where the range is clustered on the same server benefit
from the locality to minimize latency.

4.4 Design 2: Fine-Grained/One-Sided
This section discusses our second design of a tree-based index structure.

4.4.1 Index Structure

The basic idea of the fine-grained index is that the index is distributed on a per-node
basis to different memory servers in a round-robin fashion. An example index structure
is shown in Figure 4.4.

As in the first design, in addition to the keys and pointers, each index node stores an
8-byte field with (version, lock-bit) at the beginning of each node. However, different
from the first design, pointers are implemented as so-called remote pointers. More
precisely, a remote pointer is a 8-byte field which stores (nullbit, node-ID, offset).
The nullbit indicates whether a remote pointer is a NULL-pointer or not and the
node-ID encodes the address of the remote memory server (using 7 Bit). The remaining
7 Byte encode an offset into the remote memory that can be accessed via RDMA.
Furthermore, we introduce an optimization called head nodes on the leaf level that allows
for efficient prefetching for larger scans (see Chapter 10 for a detailed description).

4.4.2 RDMA-Based Accesses

In order to access the index structure shown in Figure 4.4 from a remote host, we use an
RDMA-based protocol based on one-sided operations. For the fine-grained distribution
scheme, we need to access each index node separately (inner and leaf node); thus, one-
sided operations are a good fit for the FG distribution scheme. Similar to the index
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Figure 4.4: Design 2: Fine-grained index.

0 opera t i on remoteLookup ( key , remNodePtr ) {
1 node = remote_read ( remNodePtr ) // e n c a p s u l a t e s RDMA read
2 remote_readLockOrRestart ( node , remNodePtr ) // sp in lock , r e s t a r t s i f needed
3
4 i f ( i s L e a f ( node ) )
5 value= getLeafValueFromNodeOrSibl ings ( node )
6 re turn value
7 e l s e
8 nextNodePtr = node . f indChi ld InNodeOrS ib l ings ( key )
9 re turn remoteLookup ( key , nextNodePtr )

10 }

Listing 4.1: Lookup in a fine-grained index.

design in Section 4.3, we use a protocol that is based on optimistic-lock-coupling. Yet,
all operations are implemented using one-sided RDMA primitives.
Index lookups. Utilizing one-sided RDMA, a compute server can execute point queries
to directly access the index node(s) stored on remote memory servers. The code for
remote_lookup operation, which handles point-queries, is shown in Listing 4.1. Range
queries work similarly but need to traverse the leaf level additionally. The lookup function
is called recursively until the leaf level is found. The main difference to the local lookup
protocol of Section 4.3 is that the remote_lookup first copies the accessed node (inner or
leaf) with an RDMA read to the memory of the client. Afterward, the lookup operation
checks on its local copy if the node is locked and fetches a new copy if the lock is set by
implementing a remote spinlock. While implementing a remote one-sided spinlock may
appear straightforward, its implementation is very challenging with potential pitfalls, a
discussion we reserve for Chapter 5 (dedicated to one-sided synchronization).
Index updates. Similar to our previous design, we implement one-sided insert and
delete operations. The high-level approach closely follows the lookup mechanism, with
every operation executed using one-sided RDMA. Nevertheless, insert operations are
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Figure 4.5: Design 3: Hybrid index.

more complex due to the potential for splits when a node is full. In a classical B-Tree, a
split requires updating at least three nodes: the full node is split in two, and the parent.
The parent update may trigger another split. This procedure requires holding latches
to prevent inconsistent reads on all affected nodes. Due to the network latency, this is
particularly expensive in our one-sided design.

To mitigate those long latch latency, we can exploit the property of the B-link tree [69,
117], which breaks the split procedure into two steps: The first step splits the nodes,
and the second inserts a new separator key in the parent node. Since neighbors are
linked in the B-link tree, a single key range in the parent node and its associated child
pointer (the splitted child) may refer to two child nodes. Following this pointer, the
search key is initially compared with the splitted child node’s high fence key (the new
separator) during a root-to-leaf search. The search continues by following the link to the
right neighbor if the desired key is higher. This transitional state is only temporary and
must be resolved timely by completing the second step. Only when the second step is
completed the right neighbor is referenced in the parent node. A more comprehensive
discussion on insert and delete operations, accompanied by pseudocode, can be found in
the attached paper in Chapter 10.

When to choose FG and one-sided. A fine-grained distribution strategy proves
advantageous when dealing with workloads constrained by bandwidth, such as larger-
range scans. This is particularly evident in scenarios where the data accessed is not
evenly distributed across all memory servers but exhibits skew, where certain ranges are
accessed more frequently than others. Consider a case where a large-range scan must
retrieve multiple leaf nodes. With a fine-grained design, requests for these nodes are
randomly dispersed among multiple servers rather than being partitioned and possibly
concentrated on a single one. This effectively spreads the load and results in better
bandwidth utilization.
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4.5 Design 3: Hybrid Scheme
We have presented the coarse-grained design that is better suited for latency-sensitive
point lookups and the fine-grained design that tends to balance the bandwidth better
across all storage servers. Unfortunately, database workloads typically do not consist
of either point lookups or range scans; they are often mixed. To address this challenge,
we derive a hybrid design to find a robust compromise that balances the trade-offs from
both extremes.

4.5.1 Index Structure

Combining fine-grained and coarse-grained is possible since they can be applied to
different levels of the tree: As shown in Figure 4.5 we use a coarse-grained scheme to
partition the upper levels of the index (inner and root node) while we use a fine-grained
scheme for the nodes on the leaf level. The intuition is that we combine the best of
both designs, i.e., getting low latency by using an RPC-based index traversal and still
leveraging the aggregated bandwidth of all memory servers by distributing leaves in a
fine-grained manner. This way, leaf nodes are distributed uniformly to all memory servers,
even if the index keys are skewed. This index design is a hybrid scheme combining the
two schemes discussed in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4.

4.5.2 RDMA-Based Accesses

We also use a hybrid scheme of one-sided and two-sided RDMA operations to access the
index.
Index lookups. The basic idea is that we (as discussed before) traverse the upper levels
of the index using RPCs implemented using two-sided operations. However, instead of
returning the actual data, the RPC only returns the remote pointer to the leaf node.
Afterward, in case of a lookup (i.e., point- and range-queries), the compute server fetches
the leaf nodes using one-sided RDMA reads.
Index updates. In case of an insertion, we again use an RPC that traverses the index
and returns a remote pointer to a leaf page where the new key should be inserted. To
install the key, the compute server uses the remote pointer and the one-sided protocol
to install the new key to the leaf level. In case a new leaf node has to be inserted (due
to a split operation), the compute node will perform the first step of the B-link tree
insert protocol one-sided. For the second step, it issues an additional RPC over two-sided
RDMA to the memory server, indicating that a new leaf node has been inserted (using
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the start key and the new remote pointer as arguments). The memory server will then
use the second part of the insertion protocol from Section 4.3 to install the new key into
the upper index levels.

4.6 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate the three proposed designs across various workloads to substantiate the
previous discussion. For the synopsis, we focus on read-only point lookups and range
scans to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of every design. Inserts, mixed workloads,
and other experiments can be found in Chapter 10.
Experiment setup and workloads. We chose the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark
(YCSB) [43] to mimic typical OLTP and OLAP index workloads. The original version of
YCSB only supports queries for short ranges but does not explicitly support different
selectivities (low/ high) for query ranges; therefore, we implemented a modified version.
In this synopsis, we will focus on two workloads: Workload A models a read-only workload
with 100% point queries. Workload B represents a read-only workload with range queries
where the selectivity can be configured. In our experiment, we used sel = 0.001 (0.1%),
sel = 0.01 (1%), and sel = 0.1 (10%) to model low and high selectivity. Moreover,
the original YCSB only supports a skewed access pattern of queries by using a Zipfian
distribution for the requested keys. However, for evaluating a tree-based index structure,
we also want to evaluate attribute-value skew, which refers to the fact that the partitioning
attribute is not unique. For instance, in a secondary index that maps last names to the
customer id (primary key), the last names are typically not uniformly distributed, e.g.,
there may be multiple customers with the last name "Doe" resulting in skew.

For executing all the experiments, we used a cluster with 8 machines featuring a
dual-port Mellanox Connect-IB card connected to a single InfiniBand FDR 4× switch.
Each machine has two Intel Xeon E5-2660 v2 processors (each with 10 cores) and 256 GB
RAM. We used 1 − 6 compute servers (on 1 − 6 physical machines), each running 40
compute threads (clients) to access the index. The remaining 2 machines host 4 memory
servers (2 on each machine), exploiting the fact that our InfiniBand cards support two
ports; i.e., each memory server uses a dedicated port on the networking card. The
machines run Ubuntu 14.01 Server Edition (kernel 3.13.0-35-generic) as their operating
system and use the Mellanox OFED 3.4.1 driver for the network. All three index designs
are implemented using C++ 11 and compiled using GCC 4.8.5.
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Figure 4.6: Throughput for workload A (uniform data, size 100M) and workloads B

(skewed data, size 100M).

Scalability: Point queries (workload A). This experiment focuses on the scalability
of point queries (workload A). We use 100M key/value pairs uniformly distributed with
no skew and incrementally scale the number of clients to 240. Each client thread executes
point queries in a closed loop (i.e., it waits for a lookup to finish before executing the next
lookup). Figure 4.6a shows the scalability behavior of the three designs. The hybrid and
coarse-grained designs dominate this workload due to the lower latency of every traversal.
In this setup, the major limiting factor for both designs is that the compute resources on
the memory servers are exhausted when reaching 80 clients. We will show techniques
for more efficient message handling in Section 6.2.1. In contrast, the fine-grained design
suffers from the higher latency that stems from needing multiple network round-trips per
traversal.

Scalability: Range scans (workload B). For workload B, we look at different
selectivities (sel = 0.001, sel = 0.01). Here, we model attribute-value skew by range
partitioning 80% of the key/value pairs to the first memory server, 12% to the second,
5% to the third, and 3% to the last memory server. Consequently, 80% of the lookups
must be sent to the first server since requests are spread uniformly across the key space.
This is mainly relevant for coarse-grained since it is fully range partitioned and, to some
extent, for the hybrid design. The hybrid design range partitions the inner nodes using
a coarse-grained scheme and shuffles the leaf nodes in a round-robin manner using a
fine-grained index distribution. Let us start with discussing the results of the lower
selectivity range scan (0.001) as shown in Figure 4.6b. This low selectivity is interesting
because it represents a workload between range-scans and point lookups. The skew is the
limiting factor for the coarse-grained design in this workload. 80% of the requests end up
in one storage server, quickly becoming the bottleneck. In contrast, one-sided is resilient
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against this type of skew as it distributes the requests evenly across the servers. Hybrid
is between both designs as it inherits the good properties but also some limitations from
both schemes. On the one hand, the leaves are dispersed across the storage layer as
in the fine-grained design, but on the other hand, the inner nodes are still partitioned.
Consequently, 80% of the requests are routed to the first memory server (inner node
traversal), which suffers from skew, and the actual data retrieval is dispersed (leaf node
scan). We can see in Figure 4.6c that when the range scan gets longer, hybrid benefits
from the evenly distributed leaf level for two reasons: 1) The bandwidth of the storage
nodes can be better utilized compared to coarse-grained. 2) Since the clients perform
the long-range scans (i.e., they are longer busy with scanning), the load on the skewed
memory server is decreased. When comparing both selectivities, we can observe that the
number of operations per second differs by almost an order of magnitude.

4.7 Key Findings: Non-Trivial Trade-Offs
The hybrid design involves partitioning the inner nodes across storage nodes while
randomly distributing the leaf layer. This design choice aims to leverage the strengths
of coarse-grained and fine-grained designs, providing a more adaptable and versatile
solution. Our experimental evaluation confirms the trade-offs associated with each design.
We observe that coarse-grained and fine-grained designs excel under specific workload
patterns. On the other hand, the hybrid design demonstrates greater resilience and
adaptability, dynamically adjusting its performance based on workload characteristics. It
performs well in range scan scenarios, approaching the performance of fine-grained design
while also delivering good results for point lookups. Fine-grained and hybrid designs
demonstrate better bandwidth and storage resource utilization in cloud environments,
where skew is a common challenge. However, it is important to note that incorporating
one-sided RDMA introduces additional complexity, as we will explore in the upcoming
chapter. Furthermore, the potential latency associated with one-sided approaches may
not always be justifiable for OLTP workloads. Therefore, we explore alternative options
in Chapter 6 by incorporating caching within our storage engine.

4.8 Summary
This chapter focused on indexes, an essential building block of any storage engine. We
proposed three designs for distributed RDMA-enabled tree-based indexes and thoroughly
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examined several design alternatives for index distribution and RDMA-based access
protocols. The unique trade-offs of each presented design underscore the complexity
of the design space. We found that fine-grained utilizes the storage bandwidth better,
coarse-grained typically provides better latency, and hybrid is a robust compromise of
both designs. Although our primary focus centered around the NAM architecture, which
separates compute and memory servers, our insights are extendable to other distributed
architectures.

While the designs provide a first insight, building high-performance indexes hinges on
the implementation details, one of which is synchronization. In the upcoming chapter,
we will dive deeper into one-sided synchronization primitives.
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Publication. The work on design guidelines for correct, efficient, and scalable synchronization using
one-sided RDMA is published in the peer-reviewed publication “Design Guidelines for Correct, Efficient,
and Scalable Synchronization using One-Sided RDMA” in the SIGMOD ’23: International Conference
on Management of Data, Seattle, WA, USA, June 18 - 23, 2023

Contributions of the author. The contributions to the above publication by Tobias Ziegler are as

follows. Tobias Ziegler is the leading author and was thus responsible for the proposed synchronization

primitives and their optimizations, evaluation, and the manuscript. The remaining co-authors, Jacob

Nelson-Slivon, Viktor Leis, and Carsten Binnig contributed invaluable feedback.

Following the introduction of a one-sided index design in the previous chapter, this
section explores the intricacies of one-sided RDMA synchronization, which was reserved
for a more in-depth discussion here. Since the publication of our index paper, the
use of one-sided verbs for effective remote data access in disaggregated DBMSs has
attracted considerable interest [55, 57, 111, 134, 142, 210, 223, 227, 239, 241, 246, 256].
However, because one-sided operations bypass the remote CPU, traditional storage
server-side synchronization techniques where the remote CPU is in charge do not work.
Instead, various one-sided synchronization techniques have been proposed [55, 150, 233,
256]. Those techniques can be categorized into pessimistic and optimistic schemes.
While pessimistic schemes prevent concurrent modifications, optimistic schemes detect
(and handle) concurrent modifications. These approaches fundamentally differ in their
scalability and performance characteristics.

5.1 The Need for Guidelines
Performance is key. Remote data structures may need to serve thousands of clients
connecting from several compute servers. With such a high degree of concurrency, the
performance depends on how well the implemented one-sided synchronization scheme
performs. While individual papers have proposed various one-sided synchronization
schemes [55, 149, 256], it is surprising that there has not yet been a systematic study of
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Figure 5.1: Incorrect optimistic synchronization

these schemes under comparable workloads and conditions. This contribution provides the
first in-depth performance analysis. We show that small design choices when implementing
a scheme can severely impact its performance and lead to performance bottlenecks. For
example, contrary to expectations, data alignment hinders the scalability of pessimistic
one-sided latches, even in uncontended workloads. In fact, if not carefully implemented,
the performance for an uncontended workload can be as dismal as that for a highly
contended one. To this end, we propose design principles to mitigate those pitfalls and
present several optimizations that improve the performance of a well-known disaggregated
RDMA-optimized DBMS [239] by 2×.
Correctness is hard. Achieving high performance in synchronization is unquestionably
valuable, but ensuring correctness is mandatory. We have discovered that early techniques
proposed in the literature fail to accurately synchronize concurrent operations on modern
hardware, potentially resulting in hard-to-detect data inconsistencies. For example,
consider an optimistic synchronization scheme as implemented in [150, 223] (shown in
Figure 5.1a), which presumes that RDMA operations occur in ascending address order —
a common assumption in many papers. This scheme implements an update by writing
the head version first, then the data modification, and eventually updating the tail
version. Under the assumption of operations being performed in increasing address order,
a concurrent reader can detect concurrent modifications by comparing the head and tail
versions.
Incorrect assumptions. Unfortunately, in contrast to the general assumption in many
papers [150, 223], RDMA reads are not guaranteed to be performed in increasing address
order. In fact, the RDMA specification does not state the ordering within a single RDMA
read [9, 91]. As a result, in the previously mentioned synchronization scheme, an RDMA
read may first read both versions (i.e., the first and third cache line) and then retrieves
the data from the second cache line. At the same time, a writer concurrently modifies
the data in address order. The concurrent data update may not be detected because the
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versions were read first before the concurrent writer started. However, the reader and
the writer overlapped at the second cache line leading to inconsistent data.

We validate the existence of this behavior with a simple experiment consisting of one
storage node and two compute nodes. A single-threaded remote writer on one compute
node repeatedly fills a block of its local memory, e.g., 512 bytes, with the same 8-byte
version number and then writes it to a remote buffer (50 MB) on the storage node with
a single RDMA write. The version number is incremented on each iteration, and the
new block is written to the next slot in the buffer. Concurrently a reader on the other
compute node reads a block in the remote buffer with a single RDMA read and then
checks whether the header and footer version numbers are identical. If the header and
footer version numbers match, then the intermediate values are examined to determine if
an inconsistency exists. “Torn” reads – having an identical header and footer version but
inconsistent intermediate values – are undetectable by a validation scheme that checks
the block’s leading and trailing version numbers.

Figure 5.1b shows the percentage of how many such torn reads are undetectable due
to changes in the read order. Note that no torn read appears with 128 bytes as only the
header and footer cache lines are read, i.e., if they are inconsistent, this can be detected.
However, inconsistencies happen for more than 128 bytes, and while not frequently,
often enough to corrupt the data. Surprisingly, this problem is not widely known, and
techniques that assume ordering are still very popular [223]. We believe the main reason
for this assumption is that a single RDMA request requires many protocols — not only
RDMA but also PCIe, and cache coherence — to work in concert. Thus, it is challenging
to understand which guarantees are provided by the respective specification.

Contribution. The primary goal of this work is to distill general principles for correct one-
sided synchronization techniques. To our knowledge, this is the first principled analysis
comparing the performance, scalability, and correctness of one-sided synchronization
techniques. Our work demonstrates that understanding the specification and low-level
hardware details is crucial for correct and efficient synchronization. Our underlying goal is
to guide researchers and developers on how and when to use the different synchronization
techniques. Finally, we open-sourced benchmarks1 that help to transfer our findings to
different hardware setups and future developments.

1https://github.com/DataManagementLab/RDMA_synchronization
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5.2 Methodology
Before delving deeper into our analysis, we present the evaluation setup and framework
used for our microbenchmarks scattered throughout the chapter.
Framework. We implement all techniques within a single code base to ensure a fair
comparison of the different techniques. We use a perfectly sized remote hash table to
highlight each scheme’s overhead and prevent hash collisions. Additionally, we employ
a remote B-Tree to observe the behavior of these schemes in a hierarchical structure
where contention is inevitable due to concurrent root node traversals by multiple workers.
While we utilize multi-threading in our experiments, we assign each thread to execute one
operation until completion (avoiding batching or asynchronous execution) to facilitate
the comparison of the different techniques.
Setup. We conduct all reported experiments on an 8-node cluster running Ubuntu
18.04.1 LTS, with a Linux 4.15.0 kernel. All nodes are connected to a SB7890 InfiniBand
switch using one Mellanox ConnectX-5 MT27800 RNIC (InfiniBand EDR 4x, 100 Gbps)
per node. Each node has two Intel Xeon Gold 5120 CPUs (14 cores) and 512 GB
main-memory split between sockets.

Since the ConnectX-5 card is connected to one NUMA socket, we inevitably have
NUMA effects when using more than 14 cores (i.e., 28 threads). To alleviate NUMA
effects, we allocate the memory on the socket of the NIC, and assign threads round-robin
(interleaved) to both sockets. Besides ConnectX-5, we also validate our results for different
generations of RNICs, namely, ConnectX-3 and ConnectX-6. Our analysis focuses on
Mellanox cards due to their wide-spread usage: From 30 recently analyzed papers, 28
used Mellanox cards. Further, besides on-premises, of the top three cloud providers, only
Microsoft offers RDMA by using Mellanox cards in their instances. [107]. That being
said, we believe that some findings are independent of the network card. The correctness
discussion depends on the protocol specifications underpinning the RDMA communication.
In particular, our testbed leverages the widely-used InfiniBand specification [91], which
shares commonalities with alternative RDMA protocols and makes our results applicable
to a broader range of deployments. The performance considerations shed light on possible
pitfalls worth investigating when building an RDMA application. We open-source our
benchmarks to help developers uncover performance and correctness bottlenecks in other
RDMA system configurations.

For the sake of brevity, in the following analysis, we focus more of pessimistic approaches
and only present a high-level view on optimistic approaches. A more detailed analysis of
both approaches can be found in Chapter 11.
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5.3 Pessimistic Synchronization
In order to prevent concurrent modifications of remote data structures such as a B-tree
or a hash table, one-sided pessimistic synchronization techniques implement latches using
one-sided RDMA operations. This section presents a basic implementation of such a
latch that is a foundation for discussing possible optimizations. Since RDMA atomics are
the fundamental building block of these one-sided latches, we will then drill down into
the performance and scalability characteristics of these RDMA primitives. Afterward, we
outline and evaluate possible optimizations for one-sided latches in NAM-DB, a modern
disaggregated DBMS.

5.3.1 Basic Pessimistic Latch Implementation

Pessimistic schemes can be subdivided into two types of latches: While some latches such
as RCC-NOWAIT [221] support only one latch mode (latched and unlatched), others
distinguish between shared and exclusive modes, i.e., reader/writer latches. Both latch
types can be implemented with atomic RDMA operations. We will use a reader/writer
latch for the running example, but all optimizations generalize to both latch types.

We implement a typical reader/writer latch using an 8-byte value [141, 233]. A worker
uses an RDMA CAS operation to set the latch bit (usually the trailing bit) for exclusive
access. Readers increment the reader count, encoded in the remaining bits, with an FAA.
In the basic variant, all operations are executed synchronously, i.e., the worker blocks
after every operation until its result is returned.

Figure 5.2 gives an intuition on how this latch is used to access a remote data structure
exclusively. First, the remote data structure is latched with an RDMA CAS operation
on the 8-byte latch by setting the lock bit. Afterward, the desired data is read from
the data structure, modified locally, and written back with an RDMA write operation.
Finally, the remote data is unlatched with another RDMA CAS operation.

To access the remote data structure in shared mode, the clients use RDMA FAA to
increment the reader count of the latch speculatively. The return value (i.e., the full
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8-byte) of the operation allows the worker to check if the latch is in the exclusive mode,
in which case the worker decrements the reader count and retries. Otherwise, the worker
reads the data using an RDMA read and then decrements the counter to unlatch.

5.3.2 Performance of RDMA Atomics

Because every pessimistic approach relies on RDMA atomics (CAS and FAA), it is
important to understand their isolated performance before discussing how our basic latch
can be optimized.
Uncontended vs. contended RDMA atomics. In the first experiment, we examine
the scalability behavior of contended and uncontended RDMA atomics. Both scenarios
are equally vital, and while heavy contention is typically rare, it is unavoidable in some
workloads, e.g., having hot tuples. To show the effect of contention, we perform an
experiment in which all workers issue an RDMA CAS operation of the same 8-byte
atomic counter. To understand how uncontended atomics scale, we assign a private
8-byte remote atomic counter to each worker. For reference, we compare uncontended
atomics to the performance of an RDMA read.

Figure 5.3 shows the scalability behavior of both uncontended and contended RDMA
atomic operations when increasing the number of workers. As we can observe, uncontended
atomics scale like one-sided RDMA read operations, peaking at around 51.2 million
operations per second with 128 workers. This suggests that the parallel uncontended
atomic requests do not interfere, but we will demonstrate later that this does not hold
for all scenarios. Note that the performance drop of uncontended atomics at 512 workers
has nothing to do with the atomic operation but can be attributed to QP-thrashing [55]
on the client machines. QP-thrashing means that the QP state cannot be cached on the
RNIC and is swapped in and out to host memory. This occurs at around 128 utilized
parallel QPs per client NIC in our hardware, i.e., 512 workers. As expected, when running
the contended atomic workload, the peak is significantly lower at 2.32 million operations
per second and atomic operations only scale until 8 workers.

In the literature, RDMA atomics seem to have a bad reputation for being fundamentally
unscalable [102] – even for uncontended workloads. However, the above experiments
demonstrate that uncontended atomics scale well w.r.t. the number of workers. In fact,
they show comparable scalability to RDMA read operations. While this experiment offers
valuable insights into the scalability of atomics, it is not the complete picture, as we will
demonstrate.
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Figure 5.3: Scalability of contended and uncontended atomic RDMA operations when
increasing the number of workers (4 compute nodes and 1 storage node)

Atomic stride size and alignment. Obviously, the scalability of RDMA atomics
depends on the degree of parallelism. However, subtle details such as the data alignment
can also interfere with the scalability. So far, our experiments placed values in a 64-byte
stride, i.e., a cache line. We only used the first 8 bytes for the atomic counter and ignored
the remaining 56 bytes. However, in practice, RDMA atomics are placed at larger strides
as they protect data of various sizes, e.g., a 4 KB B-Tree node.

In the following experiment, we measure the effect of larger stride sizes by varying
the distance between the atomic counters. As in the previous uncontended experiment,
each worker has a private latch to avoid contention. Consequently, the expected outcome
should be similar to the uncontended result in Figure 5.3. Surprisingly, Figure 5.4 shows
that the stride size impairs the scalability tremendously. That is, with larger stride sizes,
the inflection points w.r.t. throughput (highlighted in red) are reached earlier. With a
64-byte stride, the peak performance is 50M operations with 128 workers, i.e., the same
upper-bound as in Figure 5.3. With a 256-byte stride, the peak performance is at 40M

operations with 128 workers. With a 512-byte stride, the peak performance is halved and
reached with fewer workers (20M operations with 64 workers). Remember that there is
no true latch contention, and we only vary the distance between the atomic counters and
nothing else. The observed behavior must be based on a physical contention point in the
RNIC.
NIC internals - physical contention. Through reverse engineering, we believe that the
RNIC uses an internal locking table to serialize atomic operations. Since the locking table
works similarly to a hash table, collisions can happen. Unrelated atomic operations can
be assigned to the same slot, severely limiting the throughput of concurrent uncontended
atomic operations. Based on our reverse engineering efforts, we determined that the lock
slots are calculated from the last 12 bits of the atomic operation’s target address. For
instance, if we use a 4 KB-aligned address as illustrated in Figure 5.5b i), the last 12 bits
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Figure 5.4: Scalability of uncontended atomics with varying strides between the latches
(4 compute nodes and 1 storage node).

of the address are zeros, and they are assigned to the same lock slot. Even though the
atomics do not contend on the same latch, the way the RNIC handles atomics, results in
physical contention inside the locking table, as exemplified by the arrows in Figure 5.5a.
The two CAS operations target different latches and are still serialized in the same lock
slot, negatively impacting performance. Consequently, logically uncontended atomic
operations do not scale very well when the data alignment is not carefully chosen, as
shown in Figure 5.4. When we compare the results of our initial contended scalability
experiment from Figure 5.3 with the performance of 4 KB-aligned stride sizes, we can see
that the performance and scalability characteristics are very similar. Given the underlying
hardware mechanism, this performance is now explainable: the operations are serialized in
the same lock slot, whether through a collision of the address or the operations targeting
the same latch. We validated the existence of a performance signature matching our
hypothesized 12-bit lock table in three RNIC generations: ConnectX-3, ConnectX-5, and
ConnectX-6 RNICs. Also, Kalia et al. [102] observed similar findings for an older network
card (Connect-IB). However, it is hard to generalize our findings to all NICs since the
implementation details are not made publicly available by the RNIC vendors. Therefore,
like other papers, we can only infer implementation details [102, 223]. Instead, we
emphasize that NIC hardware details are essential and demonstrate potential bottlenecks
that should be carefully evaluated when building a high-performance system.

Improving the scalability of uncontented atomics. To improve the scalability of
uncontended operations, we must avoid collisions in the locking table. The only way
one can control this is through the data layout, i.e., the addresses of our latches. The
goal is to place the latches so that the last 12 bits (used for the lock-slot calculation)
are different. Consider the example in Figure 5.5b ii); instead of allocating the 4 KB
blocks back-to-back, a padding of 8-byte is placed before the latches. Now, the last 12
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Figure 5.5: Pessimistic synchronization performance can be impacted by RNIC architec-
ture and by host memory layout.

bits of the latch addresses are not all zeros and, thus, will be assigned to different lock
slots. The effect of this mitigation technique is illustrated in Figure 5.4. We can observe
that all stride-sizes scale equally well (all measurements happen to be on the same line).
Another possibility to better utilize the lock-slots is to decouple latches from the data
as depicted in Figure 5.5b iii). In this technique, the latches are placed back-to-back.
Since the latches are only 8 bytes, the last 12 bits of the latch address will vary and
achieve the same scalability behavior as for the 8-byte padding. Note, in this experiment,
we test the performance of the atomic operations, i.e., we do not read the data. This
allows us to isolate the atomic contention effect, but in practice separating the latch from
the data may have adverse effects due to locality. In particular, the translation from
physical-to-virtual memory could suffer as every data access invokes two translations,
i.e., one for the latch and one for the data. However, this depends on other parameters,
such as the working set, tuple size, and NIC-cache size [102], and thus requires a holistic
evaluation.

To conclude, despite contrasting beliefs, RDMA atomics can scale well w.r.t. the
number of workers. However, the scalability depends on the number of concurrent
accesses (contention) and the data alignment. While the first is workload-dependent,
the latter can be carefully tuned to best utilize the internal RNIC hardware. While we
demonstrate that padding is beneficial for RDMA atomics, it can also have consequences
elsewhere, such as making page table lookup less efficient. Therefore, we argue that it
is crucial to understand the internals of the RNIC and holistically optimize the DBMS
system.
Pessimistic optimizations. With our findings on optimally utilizing atomics, we can
now concentrate on designing optimized pessimistic latches. Remember that the basic
latch variant executes all operations synchronously, as shown in Figure 5.2. After each
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Figure 5.6: Effect of optimizations in NAM-DB (4 compute nodes and 4 storage nodes).

operation, the completion is awaited by polling the completion queue (cf. Chapter 2).
While correct, this approach is inefficient and increases per-operation latency. The
intuition of our optimizations is to save round-trip by exploiting the network order and
guarantees of RDMA. However, we do not discuss these optimizations in detail due to
space constraints in the synopsis (the optimizations can be found in Chapter 11).

5.3.3 Effect on a Disaggregated DBMS

As stated earlier, latch optimizations improve performance tremendously. Let us sub-
stantiate that claim by integrating them into an existing disaggregated DBMS. We use
NAM-DB [239], which is a disaggregated RDMA-optimized DBMS. In our setup, we use
4 compute nodes with 28 workers each (112 total workers) and 4 storage nodes. Among
those storage nodes, we distribute 20 million tuples. We measure the throughput in
operations per second for representative tuple sizes of 256 and 512 byte. We implemented
the highest optimization level and called this version NAM-DB++. In addition, we show
the effect of manipulating the latches’ data layout, as we discussed in Section 5.3.2. We
compare the original NAM-DB with NAM-DB++ in a write-only, mixed, and read-only
workload. To show the effect of contention, we vary the access skew.
Read-only performance.. Let us first focus on the 256 byte-sized tuples and the read-
only workload (top right in Figure 5.6). The optimizations double the performance with
uniform and slightly skewed (Zipf 1) access patterns. When the contention increases, the
hardware limits the performance, and both systems converge. The dramatic performance
degradation is nevertheless surprising in the read-only scenario. In theory, the read-only
performance should not dramatically collapse since multiple readers can acquire a latch
simultaneously. Unfortunately, the RNIC cannot handle the concurrent atomic RDMA
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operations necessary to acquire the reader latch in the first place. As mentioned in the
previous experiment, the RDMA atomics are serialized in the RNIC, which does not scale
well when the lock slot is contended. Despite the hardware limitations, the read-only
workload still performs much better than the write-only workload under high contention.
For instance, with a Zipf factor of 2, the write-only performance is 170K, whereas the
read-only performance is 4.5M .
Write performance. The contention exacerbates the performance issue in the write-
only and mixed workload. The locks now logically contend in addition to the physical
contention on the RNIC. In other words, the performance of the atomic operations
decreases since those operations often target the same latch and are serialized in the
same RNIC lock slot. Once the RNIC processes the atomic operation, the latch may have
been already latched exclusively, which requires a restart and aggravates the problem.
Larger tuples. When looking at the 512 bytes-sized tuples in the read-only workload, we
can see that the effect of applying the padding is more pronounced. As mentioned earlier,
the larger latch strides lead to more contention inside the RNIC’s lock-table, thus limiting
the performance. We use 4 storage nodes, as opposed to one node in the experiment in
Section 5.3.2, and still, the collisions inside the RNICs become the primary bottleneck.
Therefore, with the padding optimization, the performance significantly improves by
removing the bottleneck of physical contention, allowing the latch optimizations to achieve
their potential.

5.4 Optimistic Synchronization
In the previous section, we observed that pessimistic synchronization scales well when
latches are uncontended. However, some data structures inherently exhibit latch con-
tention due to their design. For example, B-Tree operations require traversal through
the root node. Although the root node is primarily latched in shared mode, this leads to
(physical) contention on the RNIC with pessimistic synchronization, adversely affecting
performance. Figure 5.7 illustrates this effect for a B-Tree with 4KB nodes stored on a
single storage machine and accessed read-only from four client machines. Remarkably,
the unsynchronized B-Tree saturates the bandwidth with only 16 workers, while the
pessimistic synchronized version stagnates earlier and never reaches full bandwidth, even
with the optimizations presented earlier.

This experiment motivates the exploration of optimistic synchronization schemes,
where reads do not physically latch the data but detect concurrent modifications. Thus,
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Figure 5.7: Lookups in one-sided B-Tree (4 compute nodes and 1 storage node).

optimistic schemes can avoid RDMA atomics while reading. Figure 5.7 demonstrates
that optimistic synchronization can achieve full bandwidth. However, implementing
optimistic synchronization is challenging, as ordering guarantees may lead to incorrect
synchronization in some schemes.

Our work studies existing techniques to address these challenges [55, 149], and we
quantify the overhead they incur and how they actually compare versus pessimistic
schemes. However, due to the brevity of this synopsis, we will not present the specifics of
our contributions here but refer to Chapter 11. The main goal of the previous discussion
was to provide an intuition why optimistic synchronization can be an attractive and
performant alternative to pessimistic synchronization schemes. This motivated our efforts
to overcome its inherent difficulties as outlined in Chapter 11. In the following, we
provide a summary of the main findings with regard to both optimistic and pessimistic
one-sided synchronization.

5.5 Key Findings: One-Sided Synchronization Is

Hard

We summarize two key findings (more are in the paper) of our analysis as lessons learned
for correct one-sided synchronization.
Data alignment impacts the RDMA atomic scalability. Because of the lock table
present in current RNICs, physical contention between independent latches can arise. We
demonstrate that this is not only easily demonstrated by microbenchmarks that highlight
the behavior but also have an important role in the scalability of a real system (i.e.,
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NAM-DB). Hence, we advocate that system designers pay close attention to their data
alignment when leveraging RDMA atomic operations to avoid this physical contention.
Pessimistic synchronization is more “future proof”. As demonstrated, subtle
hardware characteristics can have a profound impact on correctness. We highlight this
using a widespread deployment but point out that disaggregated memory technologies are
in active development. Changes to intermediate components of RDMA communication
may alter the behavior of concurrent RDMA reads and writes, and therefore optimistic
synchronization schemes, in unpredictable ways. In contrast, RDMA Atomic operations
implement a well-established higher-level abstraction independent of hardware implemen-
tation. Hence, system designers should lean toward simple pessimistic synchronization
when prioritizing production stability until the community has successfully converged on
well-defined memory semantics for RDMA reads and writes.

5.6 Summary
This chapter explored one-sided synchronization primitives, revealing various pitfalls
associated with their application. While pessimistic approaches typically ensure correct-
ness, they can experience performance degradation due to internal hardware limitations,
such as the lock table for RDMA atomics. On the other hand, optimistic approaches,
while circumventing RDMA atomics, are hard to get correct. These methods often rely
on implicit hardware assumptions that may have changed over the years, and the RDMA
primitives (read and write) used for building these optimistic primitives are not de-
signed with concurrency in mind. Therefore, some optimistic schemes fail to synchronize
correctly. Our guidelines serve two primary purposes: 1) identifying potential pitfalls to
avoid and 2) offering benchmarks to facilitate a more comprehensive understanding of the
underlying hardware. Drawing on the insights obtained, developers can build one-sided
synchronization primitives that are correct and scalable, tailoring them specifically to
the system architecture.

In the next chapter, we will consolidate the lessons from this chapter for building a
general-purpose storage engine.
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Publication. Most of this chapter is published in the peer-reviewed publication “ScaleStore: A Fast and
Cost-Efficient Storage Engine using DRAM, NVMe, and RDMA” in the SIGMOD ’22: International
Conference on Management of Data, Philadelphia, PA, USA, June 12 - 17, 2022 [252], cf. Chapter 13

Contributions of the author. The contributions to the above publication by Tobias Ziegler are

as follows. Tobias Ziegler is the leading author and was thus responsible for the proposed design of

ScaleStore, implementation, evaluation, and the manuscript. The remaining co-authors, Carsten Binnig

and Viktor Leis contributed invaluable feedback.

In response to the fact that in-memory DBMSs are becoming economically unattractive,
primarily driven by the fact that DRMA prices stagnate, this chapter focuses on more
cost-efficient alternatives such as flash Solid State Drivess (SSDs). We propose a high-
performance, cost-effective distributed storage engine that builds on the insights from
previous chapters. This chapter primarily focuses on the buffer manager - the fundamental
component enabling the efficient use of NVMe Flash SSDs as secondary storage.

Like a traditional single-node buffer manager, our buffer manager organizes data into
units termed pages and transparently loads and evicts pages to and from the SSD. All
data, including tables and indexes, are stored on these fixed-size pages, allowing that
these are managed transparently. However, unlike traditional buffer managers, ours
leverages low-latency RDMA to enable a transparent memory abstraction that accesses
the collective DRAM and NVMe storage across multiple nodes. The core of our buffer
manager is a distributed caching strategy that dynamically decides which data to keep
in memory (and which on SSDs) based on the workload.

Since our engine treats indexes identically to any other data, indexes can be transpar-
ently accessed across the entire cluster. This means indexes, synchronization primitives,
and the buffer manager operate interdependently within a buffer-managed storage engine
allowing us to reassess lessons learned from the previous chapters to avoid potential
bottlenecks. For example, our findings indicate that one-sided synchronization primitives,
like RDMA atomics, may potentially pose scalability issues, even under uncontended
workloads. We have adopted a holistic design approach to the storage engine to avoid
such pitfalls.
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Therefore, we begin in Section 6.1 by drawing design considerations from previous work
and outlining the design of our engine. This is followed by a detailed discussion on our
RDMA-based message-handling framework in Section 6.2. Subsequently, we present our
caching protocol in Section 6.3 and explain our approach to efficiently identify and evict
infrequently accessed pages to SSD in Section 6.4. We further discuss the integration
of synchronization primitives and indexes in Section 6.5. The chapter concludes by
presenting a selection of our experiments in Section 6.2.2 and summarizing key insights
derived from our work in Section 6.7.

6.1 ScaleStore: Design Overview
This section presents the overall design of our storage engine called ScaleStore. First,
we reflect upon the insights gained from the previous sections to identify key design
considerations that guide our approach. Building upon this foundation, we then present
the primary building blocks of the system and illustrate a motivating example.

6.1.1 Design Considerations From Previous Work

This section distills the lessons learned from the previous chapters, identifying key
considerations that influence the design of our storage engine.
Dynamic data placement. Earlier chapters, particularly Chapter 4 and Chapter 3,
emphasized the limitations of static data partitioning, e.g., suffering from (read) hot
spots or requiring repartitioning when the workload changes. In addition, asking users
to decide the optimal partitioning can be a considerable and often impractical task.
Therefore, ScaleStore adopts a more dynamic strategy favoring a workload-driven data
placement over user-defined static partitioning.
Embracing flash storage. While our prior focus was on distributed in-memory DBMSs,
the advantages of flash memory has become apparent. In-memory DBMSs, while fast, are
increasingly uneconomical due to the current DRAM price development. In contrast, flash
memory, being about 25 times more cost-effective than main memory [78], is economically
attractive. However, a critical consideration is the substantially higher latency of NVMe,
at least three orders of magnitude more than DRAM, which can significantly degrade
performance when the working set exceeds memory capacity. Therefore, our system
keeps the working set in the collective DRAM of the cluster that can be accessed with
lower latency via RDMA and only sporadically loads and evicts pages from and to the
cost-efficient SSDs.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of ScaleStore using a distributed B-Tree. II The B-tree pages can
be spread across local/remote memory and SSDs. III The caching protocol
optimizes how pages are laid out across machines

Use caching to exploit DRAM latency. Our initial designs deliberately avoided
caching to explore the potential of pure RDMA-based systems. Nevertheless, the sig-
nificantly lower latency offered by DRAM presents an opportunity for performance
optimization. Especially when arranging data in flash storage-optimized pages, such
as 4KB, the RDMA latency can be high, up to two orders of magnitude compared to
traditional memory access. Accordingly, ScaleStore integrates caching as a fundamental
component of its design.
Avoiding one-sided RDMA. We choose to eschew one-sided RDMA for accessing
remote data directly for several reasons: Firstly, one-sided RDMA atomics may introduce
scalability issues, even in uncontended workloads. Secondly, since caching is an integral
part of ScaleStore, the lack of coherence between RDMA atomics and CPU atomics poses
a challenge, requiring every local data access to use RDMA atomics for latching the page.
Lastly, managing memory locations for one-sided primitives is complex, especially when
data is evicted and loaded from secondary storage. Considering these challenges, we
explore alternative approaches to data exchange with RDMA.

6.1.2 Main Building Blocks for ScaleStore

Based on the previously stated design considerations, we derive the main building blocks
of our distributed storage engine, ScaleStore.
Distributed cache protocol. We base our design upon the shared-writer with cache
archetype and develop, as a first core contribution, a distributed caching protocol based on
RDMA. This protocol operates on fixed-size pages and is optimized for DBMS workloads.
It provides transparent page access across machines and storage devices, allowing worker
threads to access all pages as in a non-distributed system. Importantly, it dynamically
handles shifts in the workload, such as changed access patterns, by repopulating the
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Figure 6.2: ScaleStore ’s main components.

in-memory cache and migrating pages from one node to another. Furthermore, to
optimize performance for workloads with high access locality, we dynamically cache
frequently-accessed pages in DRAM on multiple nodes simultaneously. This caching
protocol also coordinates page accesses across a cluster of nodes, ensuring a consistent
view of the data despite concurrent modifications and multiple copies being cached by
several nodes.

Efficient RDMA message handling. To efficiently implement the coherence protocol,
we evaluate various techniques for RDMA message handling. While two-sided with
send/recv seems like a natural fit for message handling, we find that one-sided message
handling is actually preferable and yields better performance for a storage engine like
ScaleStore. It is important to note that one-sided RDMA is not used to access data
directly but to exchange protocol messages among the participants.

High performance eviction. Because ScaleStore caches pages and handles workload
shifts, the local DRAM buffer may fill up at very high rates, and thus unused (cold)
pages must be evicted efficiently. Existing strategies such as LRU or Second Chance are
either too slow or not accurate enough. Moreover, to work with the distributed nature of
ScaleStore, the eviction strategy must be closely integrated into our caching protocol.
ScaleStore, therefore, employs a distributed high performance replacement strategy to
identify cold pages and evict them efficiently.

These building blocks enable ScaleStore to handle shifts in workload efficiently, optimize
performance for workloads with high access locality, and provide indexes and synchro-
nization primitives. In addition, our eviction strategy generally applies to arbitrary
data structures rather than being hard-coded to any particular data structure, making
ScaleStore a general-purpose storage engine.
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6.1.3 A Motivating Example

Next, we present a workflow example that highlights ScaleStore’s core mechanics and the
interaction of its key components.

In ScaleStore, page access is transparent: any node can access any page using its page
identifier (PID), with the system automatically managing the page placement. Consider
the B-tree illustrated in Figure 6.1 I, composed of a root page (P1) and four leaf pages
(P2-P5). Figure 6.1 II depicts a possible initial distribution of pages across a three-node
cluster: Pages P1 and P2 are cached by Node 1, while pages P3, P4, and P5 are not
cached and only reside on the SSDs. Although P1 and P2 also have copies on SSDs, they
are omitted for brevity. It is important to note that this placement represents a snapshot
in time, with ScaleStore dynamically adjusting cached pages based on the workload
during operation.

For instance, as shown in Figure 6.1 III, if Node 0 executes a lookup involving pages
P1 and P4, it will replicate P1 from Node 1’s remote main memory and P4 from
Node 1’s remote SSD. It is worth noting that Node 1 does not automatically cache P4.
Consequently, P1 will be cached by both Node 0 and Node 1, providing substantial
benefits for frequently-accessed pages such as the root of a B-tree.

When Node 2 accesses page P4, it could theoretically retrieve the page from either
the SSD of Node 1 or the main memory cache of Node 0. In light of current hardware
latencies, ScaleStore consistently opts for the latter choice. As a result, ScaleStore
effectively combines the main memories of all nodes into a unified DRAM cache connected
through a low-latency RDMA network. Moreover, since page placement is dynamic and
workload-driven, ScaleStore can seamlessly adapt to various placement scenarios.

For example, suppose the read-only working set is small enough to fit into each
node’s cache. In that case, all data will eventually be fully replicated on each node,
thereby enabling high performance by circumventing the network overhead associated
with purely distributed systems. In another scenario, when the workload is partitioned,
with each node predominantly working on a distinct data subset, each node will cache
its specific subset over time, taking advantage of locality. Finally, it is crucial to note
that our approach naturally adapts to workload shifts during runtime thanks to our
invalidation-based page coherence protocol described in Section 6.3.
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6.1.4 Main Components

As Figure 6.2 shows, each ScaleStore node consists of four main components: (1) Worker
Pool, (2) Translation Table, (3) Message Handler, and (4) Page Provider. In the following,
we briefly illustrate how these components interact at runtime.

Consider again the example from Figure 6.1 III where Node 0 wants to access the root
node (page P1) from Node 1. Figure 6.2 illustrates how page access is implemented. The
first step from the application perspective is to invoke a worker thread 1© to execute an
operation on a data structure (i.e., B-Tree lookup). The worker then consults the local
translation table to check if page P1 is already in its cache 2©. If the page is indeed in
the local cache, the page ID of P1 is translated to the memory address of the cached
page and returned to the application. If the page is not in the local cache, it has to be
fetched from a remote node. For example, to request a page from Node 1, Node 0 invokes
the distributed page coherence protocol. A page request 3© is sent to Node 1 to request
page P1. When the message handler 4© on Node 1 finds that the page is already loaded
into the remote memory using its translation table, the page is 5© directly transferred to
Node 0. Otherwise, the page is loaded from SSD into the temporary memory of Node 1
before transferring it to Node 0.

6.2 Low-Latency RDMA Messaging
Publication. The work on RDMA communication patterns is published in the peer-reviewed publication
“RDMA Communciation Patterns” in the [253], cf. Chapter 12

Contributions of the author. The contributions to the above publication by Tobias Ziegler are as

follows. Tobias Ziegler is the leading author and was thus responsible for the proposed design space of

efficient message handling in RDMA, benchmark implementation and evaluation, and the manuscript.

The remaining co-authors, Viktor Leis and Carsten Binnig contributed invaluable feedback.

Before diving deeper into the caching-protocol, let us first focus on how we efficiently
transfer protocol messages and pages with RDMA. As stated earlier, our design consciously
avoids one-sided RDMA for directly accessing remote data. Instead, we explore alternative
approaches that allow efficient message handling with RDMA.

6.2.1 Efficient Message Handling in RDMA

This evaluation focuses on a synchronous communication pattern between a requester
(sender) and responder (message handler). For example, referring to Figure 6.2, a worker
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(a) Write, Mailboxes (b) Send, Shared Receive Queue

Figure 6.3: Building Blocks — Write with Mailboxes and Send with Shared Receive Queue

on Node 0 requests page P1 from Node 1. This process includes a page request 3© being
dispatched to Node 1. Upon receiving the request, the message handler (responder) at
Node 1 processes it and sends a response back to Node 0. The response could be a page
or another protocol message.

The question we want to answer in this work is how to efficiently realize message
passing in RDMA. While RDMA two-sided operations are naturally suited for this type
of communication, it might seem counterintuitive that RDMA one-sided operations can
also be utilized effectively. The following sections will present these options and their
respective implementation strategies.

Employing One-Sided Communication. When using RDMA write to transmit
messages, it is essential to remember that it is a one-sided verb, i.e., directly writing
to remote memory while bypassing the remote CPU (refer to Chapter 2). However,
the responder must be informed when new messages arrive, which poses a challenge
with CPU bypassing. To address this issue, a prevalent protocol [55, 64, 253] involves
writing messages to designated memory regions, often referred to as mailboxes. Each
requester knows the memory address of its dedicated mailbox, enabling the responder
to continuously scan the mailboxes for incoming messages, as illustrated in Figure 6.3a.
Here, scanning refers to reading the memory.

In order to safeguard against reading partially transmitted messages, the responder
needs to verify that a message has been completely written into RDMA memory. To
enable this, the responder can exploit that write operations are persisted in memory
in increasing address order: the last bit of a message is written last. In practice, the
sender marks the final bit in the message and commits it to the designated mailbox on
the responder’s side using one-sided RDMA write. Meanwhile, by checking the last bit,
the responder continually scans the mailboxes to identify incoming messages, ensuring it
reads only completely transmitted messages.

Utilizing Two-Sided Communication. In contrast to the write operation, send

requires a receive to be posted to the receive queue in advance. As elaborated in
Chapter 2, the receive contains information about the memory location where an
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incoming send is copied. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3b: Two possible memory
locations (0x1 and 0x2) exist where the first location is registered at the RNIC.

When a send operation consumes a receive, the RNIC copies the incoming message
to the memory location as per the receive and generates a completion event. Detecting
incoming send messages requires continuous polling of the completion queues. This
becomes a computationally expensive task, particularly for a responder handling multiple
connections. To alleviate this overhead, RDMA provides a feature known as a shared
receive queue. The shared receive queue manages multiple incoming connections, signifi-
cantly reducing the polling overhead. It simplifies the process by allowing the responder
to monitor a single queue to manage all incoming requests. Thus, we strongly recommend
utilizing the shared receive queue on the responder side.
Design space exploration. Given our communication pattern, which differentiates
the roles between the sender and responder, we recognized that each role could employ
one-sided or two-sided communication. Consequently, there are four potential designs:

• Write/Write

• Send/Send

• Write/Send

• Send/Write

Each item combines two methods, separated by a ’/’. The method listed before the slash
refers to how the sender transmits the message to the responder. Conversely, the method
after the slash indicates the receiver’s response mechanism.

In the subsequent section, we will briefly present the key findings of our evaluation.
We refer to our full paper for a more comprehensive exploration of message handling (see
Chapter 12).

6.2.2 Evaluation

We use a 6-node cluster, each with two Intel Xeon Gold 5120 Skylake processors, 256GB
RAM, and two Mellanox ConnectX5 cards connected via an InfiniBand EDR switch.
The nodes run Ubuntu 18. 04 Server Edition and Mellanox OFED-5.0-1.0.0.0 network
driver. The benchmark is implemented in C++17 and compiled with GCC 7.3.0.
N-to-1 evaluation: Bandwidth. This experiment explores an N-to-One scenario
where the responder (i.e., message handler) operates on a single thread. We incrementally
increase the number of requester servers from one to four, with ten threads running on
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each server, resulting in a maximum of 40 requester threads. Figure 6.4a depicts the
relationship between bandwidth and the number of requesters. This experiment uses a
64-byte message for requests and a 4 KB response size. Figure 6.4a demonstrates that the
WriteWrite strategy outperforms the other strategies of up to 30 workers; afterward, it
reaches the full bandwidth. Surprisingly, the fully two-sided SendSend and the SendWrite
scheme achieve only approximately 7.5 GB/s. The reason is that the SendSend strategy
is CPU-bound. Figure 6.4b illustrates the number of CPU cycles consumed per 4 KB
response. It is apparent from this data that the SendSend and SendWrite methods do
not show the same efficiency in amortizing CPU cycles as the WriteWrite does when the
number of requesters increases. A deeper analysis of the shared receive queue reveals
a significant expenditure of cycles in pthread_spin_lock and mlx5_poll_cq. This
observation implies that polling on the shared receive queue incurs a consistent overhead
that does not get amortized with more requesters.

Key findings. In our full paper attached in Chapter 12, we have evaluated a variety of
topologies, including 1-to-1 and N-to-M, alongside diverse message size configurations and
optimizations. A consistent pattern emerged throughout these experiments: WriteWrite
is the most promising message-handling strategy in our targetted communication scenario.

Consequences for ScaleStore. Our findings suggest that a fully one-sided message-
handling framework yields the best performance. Accordingly, ScaleStore utilizes this
approach for all inter-node communication, encompassing protocol messages and page
transmissions. To reduce the number of connections in ScaleStore (i.e. mailboxes), every
worker is connected to a message handler on every remote node. The message handler
provides a private mailbox for every worker, which is continuously monitored to detect
incoming requests. When a new request arrives, the message handler processes this
request and replies to the worker’s thread-local mailboxes. In ScaleStore, all protocol
messages are of cache-line size (64 byte), making this design very efficient in latency, i.e.,
sub-microseconds for such small messages. We carefully optimized our design to avoid
the message handler becoming the bottleneck. Every data structure the message handler
interacts with has been carefully designed to be scalable and non-blocking. As we will
discuss in a subsequent section, we have offloaded most protocol work to the worker
threads rather than burdening the message handler.
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Figure 6.4: Design space evaluation.

6.3 Invalidation-Based Page Coherence Protocol
This section describes our distributed page coherence protocol that forms the foundation
for our buffer-managed storage engine.

6.3.1 Protocol Overview

The basic idea of our protocol is inspired by cache coherence protocols like MESI that
are used by multi-core CPUs to provide the illusion of a single unified main memory
despite having multiple per-core caches and therefore duplicated copies of cache lines.

The MESI protocol. In MESI, each cache line has one of four eponymous states:
(1) Modified (the cache line has been modified), (2) Exclusive (only a single copy exists),
(3) Shared (there are multiple copies of this cache line), and (4) Invalidated (the cache
line is out-dated). The protocol ensures coherence by using appropriate invalidation
messages. For example, if a cache line is in the Shared state and a core wants to write to
it, invalidation messages are sent to all cores holding it in the Shared state.

Our protocol. In contrast to MESI, to work in a distributed setting, our protocol has
several important differences. Instead of cache lines (usually 64 bytes), our protocol uses
pages (e.g., 4 KB) as the unit of coherency to amortize network overhead and enable SSD
support. These pages can be fixed in the local cache, which prevents page invalidation
until an ongoing operation is finished. In a distributed cache coherence system, this
is required to avoid the same page being fetched multiple times from a remote node
due to invalidations which could quickly lead to a significant increase in overall latency.
We further ensure robustness and fairness with anticipatory chaining, a technique that
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orders conflicts and thus ensures fairness and avoids starvation. Finally, our protocol
implements sequential consistency, whereas multi-core CPUs typically implement lower
memory consistency guarantees such as Total Store Order. Our protocol is separated
into two distinct paths: (1) the local hot path and (2) the remote invocation. Figure 6.5
gives a high-level overview of the decisions in those paths. With this, ScaleStore follows
the design principle "make the common case fast" and therefore, the local hot path is an
important optimization to avoid unnecessary network messages when a page is already
in the local page cache.

6.3.2 Local Hot Path

The local path in our protocol is a fast path that does not involve any remote messages –
all decisions can be made locally. Especially for frequently-accessed pages, this obviously
provides significant performance benefits. For instance, inner B-Tree pages that are rarely
modified but frequently accessed are very likely to be cached on multiple nodes and can
be accessed without any networking overhead. In the following, we explain the individual
steps of the local hot path as shown in Figure 6.5.

Check ownership mode. The first step of every page access is to check the ownership
mode. For this, the page translation table is used, which translates the page identifier
(PID) to cache frames (similar to buffer frames in buffer managers). Besides the page
data, we store the page latch, eviction information, and ownership metadata inside a
cache frame. The ownership metadata describes the ownership mode for a page (i.e.,
what operations are allowed): (1) node-exclusive or (2) node-shared.

Before a worker thread accesses a page, it checks if the page is in the correct ownership
mode. For example, the page has to be in the node-exclusive ownership mode for modifi-
cations (such as an update). Conversely, multiple nodes can access a page simultaneously
only if the page is in the node-shared ownership mode. Note that node-exclusive and
node-shared ownership regulate accesses on a node-level basis. That is, if a node owns a
page in node-exclusive mode, then all worker threads can exclusively access this page.

Latch and return page. If the ownership mode is correct, the second step is that
the page has to be latched for the concrete worker thread that wants to access the page.
To efficiently synchronize worker threads within a node, we provide a hybrid latch [23]
that combines a standard mutex with the option for optimistic access:

• Exclusive: Acquires cluster-wide exclusive access to a page for a worker thread.
Note that this first requires a transition to the node-exclusive ownership mode for
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this page. Once the latch is acquired, the page is fixed, i.e., it cannot be evicted
from the local cache until it is unlatched.

• Shared: Acquires shared access to a page where multiple threads (and nodes)
can access it. The ownership mode for this latch can be either node-shared or
node-exclusive. As before, the page is fixed in the local cache.

• Optimistic: Allows an optimistic page read without acquiring the latch. The
ownership mode for this latch can be again either node-shared or node-exclusive.
In optimistic mode, the page is not fixed and can be evicted from the local cache.

While shared and exclusive modes use a traditional OS-supported read/write mutex,
the optimistic mode sidesteps the mutex. This avoids cache line invalidations for latch
acquisition and is crucial for making reads scalable on multi-core CPUs. Optimistic mode
relies on a version counter, which is incremented for every page modification, to detect
concurrent page modifications or ownership changes. If the version has changed (or the
page was evicted), the reader must restart its read operation. If restarts keep happening,
one can easily fall back to the shared latching mode, which will ensure forward progress.

6.3.3 Remote Invocation

In cases where the page is not in the local cache, ScaleStore triggers the remote invocation
path. The remote path consists of several steps, as shown in Figure 6.5 (lower part).

Directory. To query the current ownership mode and the location of a page, we first
need to contact the directory node. To avoid a single directory node from becoming
a performance bottleneck, every node is a directory for some of the pages. This also
ensures that the SSD capacities are equally utilized because pages are only persisted at
the directory nodes. In Figure 6.1, for example, the directory node of page P3 is Node 0.
The directory has full knowledge about the state of the page, such as which other nodes
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currently cache the page and in which ownership mode. As such their main responsibility
lies in managing the metadata for the invalidation-based cache coherence protocol.

Base case. We can request the page as shown in Figure 6.6 (which illustrates the
base case). Node 0 – the requester – sends an ownership request 1© to the directory.
The ownership request describes to the directory what page is needed and whether
node-exclusive or node-shared ownership is required. In the example of our B-Tree lookup
in Section 6.1.3, Node 0 needs node-shared ownership for page P1. The directory then
checks the ownership metadata 2©. This is necessary because conflicts could happen, but
for now, let us assume there is no conflict. Subsequently, the ownership metadata in the
cache frame is updated 3© on the directory node to reflect where the page is located.
Finally, an ownership response 4© is sent and the page is copied to Node 0, which is then
called a node-shared owner. Note, as discussed before, the node-shared owner stores the
ownership mode in its local cache frame to support the local hot path.

Conflict cases. As outlined in step 2© of Figure 6.6, two types of conflicts may
arise during an ownership request: (1) exclusive and (2) shared conflicts. Conflicts in
our protocol stem from incompatible ownership modes, i.e., when a requesting node
(Requester) desires a specific ownership mode while another node already possesses the
page in an incompatible mode, as depicted in the table below.

Requester wants: Other Node has:
Node-exclusive Node-shared

Node-exclusive exclusive conflict shared conflict
Node-shared exclusive conflict no conflict

In the interest of brevity, this synopsis will not dive into how conflict cases are handled;
comprehensive information on this topic can be found in Chapter 13. Furthermore, one
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of our main contributions in the protocol Anticipatory Chaining, a technique designed to
enhance fairness and robustness, is best discussed in the full paper.

6.4 High Performance Page Eviction
ScaleStore achieves high transaction rates, which can quickly add new pages to the caches,
exhausting their capacity. o avoid throttling the overall performance due to a shortage
of free pages, ScaleStore must efficiently evict cold pages while retaining hot pages in
the cache. This need is further underscored by the fact that every remote page access
consumes a local free page when the requested page is copied. Given that this operation
occurs frequently and with RDMA latency, it is crucial always to have free pages available.
To achieve these goals, we separate our eviction process into two components: (1) a
low-overhead strategy to track page accesses and (2) a dedicated background thread –
the page provider – which utilizes the access information to evict pages. This separation
of concerns allows worker threads to focus solely on query processing while the page
provider handles the eviction in the background.

6.4.1 Epoch-Based LRU Approximation

Downsides of existing strategies. To distinguish between hot and cold pages, the
access pattern has to be tracked in some way. A well-known eviction strategy is Least
Recently Used (LRU), which orders pages based on their access recency by maintaining
an LRU-list. Cold pages are stored at the end of the list, while hot pages are at the
front, and thus one can reliably classify cold pages. While LRU would evict the right
pages, maintaining an LRU list incurs high overhead for every page access and can easily
become a scalability bottleneck in multi-core systems. An LRU-approximation such
as Second Chance (or Clock) may be employed to avoid this overhead. Unfortunately,
Second Chance only classifies hot pages well (since they are typically accessed very often),
but it often evicts warm pages instead of cold pages. Evicting warm pages may lead to a
significant slowdown in ScaleStore because required pages need to be read from remote
memory or SSD, or even worse, pages may bounce between nodes. To identify cold pages
more reliably, we need a more fine-grained distinction between the degree of hotness
without incurring the overhead of LRU.

Epoch-based LRU approximation. The basic idea of our LRU approximation is
to use a periodically-growing global epoch counter. This global epoch counter tracks the
access time for each page. The current epoch is determined from the global epoch counter
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and stored in the cache frame when accessing a page. This conceptually clusters similarly
cold, warm, or hot pages, thus creating equivalency classes. In other words, some pages
may share the same last accessed epoch and are treated equally by the eviction strategy.
For instance, the B-tree root is likely accessed in the current epoch, whereas some leaf
pages might have been accessed in an earlier epoch. This approach significantly reduces
the cost of tracking access information because the global epoch is rarely incremented
and checking if a page has been accessed in the current epoch is a mere if-statement:

if( gEpoch > frame. lastEpoch ) // if avoids unnecessary
frame. lastEpoch = gEpoch ; // cache -line invalidations

Compared to LRU, our approximation results in much higher performance (and multi-core
scalability) while still accumulating enough access history to identify cold pages.

6.4.2 Page Provider

The main goal of the page provider is to maintain a sufficient number of free cache frames
per node, even under workload changes.

Sampling-based approach to find cold pages. With our epoch-based LRU
approximation, the workers track access information efficiently, but what is left to discuss
is how the page provider utilizes this information to find cold pages. To identify cold pages,
we apply a sampling-based (randomized) approach that iterates over the translation table.
We sample N pages, sort them and determine a configurable epoch eviction threshold,
e.g., 10% smallest epochs from the sample. Based on this epoch eviction threshold, pages
are evicted from the cache. The sampling phase is repeated when the epoch changes or if
the rate at which free pages are needed cannot be satisfied.

Evicting pages. When the page provider evicts a page, it is important to know
whether it is dirty (modified) or not. As we know from Section 6.3, only the directory has
full knowledge about the state of the page and, inter alia, if it is dirty. Therefore, there
are two cases when the page provider evicts a page: (1) the evicting node is the directory,
(2) or not. When the current ScaleStore node is the directory, it knows if the page is
dirty. Typically, dirty pages are persisted to SSD, but when the page is replicated on
other nodes, the directory can evict the page immediately. When the current ScaleStore
node is not the directory of the selected page, we need to inform the (remote) directory
node: An eviction request is sent to the directory, which then latches the page exclusively
and checks for ongoing concurrent page requests with the conflicting epoch. When the
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directory discovers that the page is dirty, it copies the page to its cache and eventually
evicts it to SSD.

6.5 Synchronization Primitives & Indexes
The key abstraction that ScaleStore ’s interface offers for application developers are
different latch guards.

Latch guards for page access. In ScaleStore, we introduce latch guards that wrap
around page accesses so that distribution is fully transparent and sequential consistency
is guaranteed. As such, page guards act as a proxy for translating PID to the memory
address and acquiring the correct ownership and latch modes. For each latch mode, we
provide a guard:

• ExclusiveGuard(PID): Latches the desired page in exclusive mode and ensures
that the page is in node-exclusive ownership.

• SharedGuard(PID): Latches the desired page in shared mode and ensures that the
page is in node-exclusive or node-shared ownership mode (as both are compatible
with reads, see Section 6.3).

• OptimisticGuard(PID): Latches the desired page in optimistic mode, i.e., saves
the version, and ensures the same ownership modes as the SharedGuard(PID)

guard. Due to its optimistic nature, a programmer needs to ensure that no
concurrent changes occur. Therefore, this guard provides a hasChanged method,
which indicates if a restart is necessary.

We further provide update and downgrade guards, e.g., an existing SharedGuard can
be passed to a new ExclusiveGuard to upgrade from shared to exclusive. All guards
have in common that they provide a data method to conveniently access the underlying
page and the object encapsulated in that page, e.g., a B-Tree node. Moreover, with the
destruction of the guards, the pages are unlatched.

6.5.1 Example: B-Tree Lookup

We now explain how the abstractions are applied in practice to develop the lookup
operation in a distributed B-tree. Our B-tree code has only about 900 lines and thus
is comparable to a single-node implementation. More importantly, the distributed
implementation is as easy as for a non-distributed B-tree. We use this distributed B-Tree
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implementation in our evaluation in Section 6.6. The abbreviated C++ lookup code
looks as follows:

0 bool lookup ( KeyType key , ValueType & returnValue ) {
1 restart :
2 OptimisticGuard g_parent ( catalogPID ); // get catalog
3 // get rootPID from catalog ...
4 OptimisticGuard g_node ( rootPID );
5 if ( g_parent . hasChanged ()) goto restart ;
6 auto node = g_node .data <NodeBase >();
7 if ( g_node . hasChanged ()) goto restart ;
8 while (node ->type. isInner ()) { // traverse inner nodes
9 auto& inner = reinterpret_cast <Inner &>( node);

10 if ( g_parent . hasChanged ()) goto restart ;
11 PID nextPid = inner. children [inner. lowerBound (key)];
12 if ( g_node . hasChanged ()) goto restart ;
13 g_parent = std :: move( g_node ); // node becomes parent
14 g_node = OptimisticGuard ( nextPid );
15 node = g_node .data <NodeBase >(0); // get next node
16 if ( g_node . hasChanged ()) goto restart ;
17 }
18 auto& leaf = reinterpret_cast <Leaf &>( node);
19 SharedGuard sg_node (std :: move( g_node ));
20 // leaf latched ; search key and return it ...
21 }

Synchronization is done using optimistic lock coupling [119, 120], and consequently we
traverse pages using two optimistic guards: For the parent page g_parent (Line 2) and
g_node for the current page (Line 4). The root node is stored in a catalog page, which is
buffer-managed like the B-tree. After every optimistic page access (Lines 5, 7, 10, 16),
we validate whether that node was modified concurrently and restart if it was. Lines 8-17
traverse the inner nodes, replacing the parent with the current node at each level. Once
we arrive at the leaf page (Line 18), we upgrade its optimistic guard to a shared guard.

Other data structures. As long as data is stored on fixed-size pages, the programming
interface can implement arbitrary data structures, e.g., hash table, LSM tree, or columnar
storage.
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6.6 Experimental Evaluation
We conducted our experiments on a 5-node cluster running Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS, with
Linux 4.15.0 kernel. Each node is equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120 CPUs
(14 cores), 512 GB main-memory split between both sockets and four Samsung SSD 980
Pro M.2 1 TB SSDs connected via PCIe by one ASRock Hyper Quad M.2 PCIe card. We
use the Linux md software RAID 0 implementation and use direct block device access.
The nodes are connected with an InfiniBand network using one Mellanox ConnectX-5
MT27800 NIC (InfiniBand EDR 4x, 100 Gbps) per node.

When not noted otherwise, we configured ScaleStore as follows: Every node has a
150 GB in-memory cache, and we use 4 KB pages. We use 20 worker, 4 message handler,
and 2 page provider threads (pinned to NUMA 0). We use an optimistically-latched
B-Tree implemented on top of ScaleStore. In all experiments, the benchmark drivers are
implemented in C++ and compiled into one binary with ScaleStore.

Workloads. We use YCSB, a widely-used OLTP-style benchmark [43]. For all
experiments, the key-value pairs use 8 byte keys, and the values are randomly generated
strings of 128 bytes. We use the following workloads: 100% Reads, 95% Reads & 5%
Writes, 50% Reads & 50% Writes, and 5% Reads & 95% Writes. Reads are point lookups,
and writes are point updates. While most experiments’ default distribution is uniform,
we also evaluate skewed workloads with a C++ Zipf generator [41]. Furthermore, the
number of clients is defined by the number of worker threads, i.e., 20 clients per node.
We execute one operation on a single client until completion, i.e., we do not batch
operations nor execute them asynchronously. We used a 30 second warm-up phase to
measure the steady-state performance, followed by three experiment phases of 30 seconds
each. When not noted otherwise, we report the average system throughput, i.e., the
accumulated average performance of every node. Finally, we use a distributed B-Tree,
which is implemented on top of ScaleStore for serving all operations.

6.6.1 Scale-Out

We first conduct a scale-out experiment with the different YCSB workloads where we
scale from 1 to 5 nodes and keep the data set size, i.e., hot set, constant at 280 GB.
Hence, we show the different scenarios ScaleStore is designed for: if only one node is used,
the data does not fit in the cache (150 GB). From 2 nodes on, however, the data can
be fully cached. Furthermore, we use two access patterns: (1) a partitionable workload
where nodes only cover distinct key ranges (and thus only parts of the data need to be
cached per node) and (2) a random workload where workers access the full key range.
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Figure 6.7: YCSB scale-out performance. Fixed 280 GB data set.

This random access pattern is certainly extreme since all nodes request all data. For that
access pattern, the data set is too large that it can be fully cached at each node, and
therefore, the performance is bound by the network latency.

Figure 6.7 shows the results of the experiment. When the workload is partitionable,
ScaleStore achieves its peak performance with 5 nodes of up to 50M ops/sec in the read-
only workload and 20M ops/sec in the update-heavy workload. When the accesses are
randomly spread across the cluster ScaleStore still scales and achieves around 15M ops/sec
for read-only and 8M ops/sec for the update heavy workload. An interesting finding
is that the performance for the update heavy workload (95% writes) is strictly bound
by network latency. This is already the case for the 50% writes workload, which is why
both workloads perform similarly. However, the relative performance difference between
read-only and more write-heavy workloads can be observed in both access patterns
partitioned and random. For random accesses, it is slightly higher due to the average
cache utilization, i.e., more cache misses. With 5 nodes, the average cache utilization in
the update-heavy workload is just 35.1% compared to 98.7% in the read-only workload,
which implies that pages are frequently invalidated.

When looking at the speedup between single-node performance of 800K ops/sec and
5 nodes, we can observe an increase between 10 and 60 times. This shows that when
the hot set out-grows the memory, the performance can be considerably increased when
scaling out to avoid the latency cliff of SSDs.

6.6.2 Data Scalability

Let us now focus on data scalability. We use all 5 nodes and analyze the read-only
performance when increasing the YCSB data set size from 75 GB to 7.5 TB. Furthermore,
we examine the effect of varying degrees of locality (skew). The results are shown in
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Figure 6.8: Data scalability with varying skew.

Figure 6.8. Overall, the results demonstrate that with ScaleStore we can gracefully bridge
the latency cliff when data spills out from the local to aggregated cluster memory and
then to SSDs.

We now look more deeply at the uniform (random) access pattern. We can see that
with a data size of 150 GB and smaller, the performance is at its peak because the data
set can be fully cached on all nodes. When increasing the data size, the performance
degrades as expected. Finally, ScaleStore benefits tremendously from the locality in the
access pattern as shown in Figure 6.8. This is because the hot path of our protocol can
be exploited more frequently, and our epoch-based eviction can reliably find cold pages.
We see that even with a low skew of 1.2, ScaleStore achieves around 22M ops/sec with
a data set size of 7.5 TB. The more locality, the higher the performance resulting in
around 85M ops/sec with 1.4 skew and 7.5 TB data size.

6.6.3 Distributed In-Memory DBMS Comparison

This section provides a comparative analysis of ScaleStore against other competitors,
which are all purely distributed in-memory systems and cannot handle larger-than-memory
workloads. One key feature of ScaleStore is that we do not require static partitioning
but dynamically adapt on runtime. For this reason, we compare with NAM-DB [239].
NAM-DB does not rely on static partitioning either, as it reads remote data with one-
sided reads and updates remote data with one-sided writes, respectively. We disabled
transactions to compare the protocol overhead with ScaleStore.

Different from ScaleStore, NAM-DB uses shared and exclusive latches, which are
(un)latched with RDMA atomics, i.e., one-sided. The second competitor is FaRM [55],
which in contrast to NAM-DB, uses an optimistic synchronization scheme. Since FaRM
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Figure 6.9: Distributed in-memory throughput comparison.

is not publicly available, we re-implemented a FaRM-like approach based on lock-free
one-sided reads described in [55]. The lock-free one-sided read retrieves the remote value,
and to check if the read was consistent, we validate the versions stored in every CPU
cache line. For updates, the lock-free one-sided read is used to copy the record to a
thread-local buffer; the record is then modified and sent back to the owner. The owner
checks the version(s) of the modified record against the local version(s), if they are equal,
the modified record is installed. Finally, for both competitors, we use a pre-allocated
array (key-value pairs collocated), i.e., no collisions, which allows them to use a single
one-sided read to fetch remote data. This differs from ScaleStore, which uses a distributed
B-tree that supports range queries.

Throughput. We use 1B YCSB-records for this experiment, distributed across 5
nodes. Figure 6.9 shows the throughput for uniform and skewed accesses. First, we focus
on the uniform access pattern. When looking at the read-only workload, one can see
that FaRM outperforms NAM-DB and ScaleStore. This is because only a single very
efficient one-sided lock-free read is needed to read a remote record. At the same time,
NAM-DB requires 3 operations, i.e., two RDMA atomics and one one-sided read, and is
thus bound by the latency of those operations. Similar to NAM-DB, ScaleStore is also
latency bound. This is because only 50% of the data can be cached in this workload,
and thus pages are read from remote nodes. Additionally, hot pages cannot be predicted
with a uniform workload reliably.

With the skewed access patterns, the results look different. For the read-only workload,
we can observe that with more locality (skew), the performance of ScaleStore increases.
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With a light skew of 1, the performance is comparable to FaRM, and with 1.25 we
outperform them. In contrast to FaRM, NAM-DB suffers from locality even in the
read-only scenario. The reason is that RDMA atomics drastically limit the performance;
the higher the skew, the more requests are routed to a subset of nodes that cannot
sustain the load. Finally, when looking at the skewed write-heavy workloads, we can see
that ScaleStore outperforms NAM-DB and FaRM and provides robust performance for
higher skews (contention). In the write-heavy workload (95% writes), the performance
of NAM-DB and FaRM drops significantly, whereas the performance of ScaleStore
degrades gracefully. While FaRM and NAM-DB compete in a busy polling manner (with
exponential back-off), we use anticipatory chaining. It is also important to highlight that
the numbers we report for NAM-DB and FaRM represent their best-case scenarios, made
possible using a perfectly sized hash table. These bypass any need to traverse index
structures or catalog services to locate remote memory positions for one-sided operations.
Contrastingly, ScaleStore employs a B-Tree, an inherently more complex structure that
would be used under realistic conditions.

In summary, ScaleStore handles high contention scenarios relatively robust and is
capable of competing with in-memory systems and outperforming them in the presence
of locality in the workload. The full publication in Chapter 13 contains additional
experiments demonstrating how ScaleStore responds to workload changes, performs
compared to high-performance single-node engines, and more.

6.7 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced ScaleStore, a cache-coherent distributed storage engine
optimized for DRAM, NVMe, and RDMA.

The design principles of ScaleStore are based on our previous work:

• the cache-coherent architecture discussed in Chapter 3,

• the page organization and index reflecting the fine-grained designs (c.f. Chapter 4)

• our investigation of one-sided synchronization primitives (c.f. Chapter 5) inspired
the adoption of message-handling as an alternative means for accessing remote
data.

Our evaluation reveals that by employing our distributed caching and eviction strategies,
ScaleStore exhibits several beneficial properties for building modern distributed DBMSs:
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• It efficiently scales with large data sets and effectively manages larger-than-memory
workloads.

• ScaleStore adapts to workload changes seamlessly

• ScaleStore provides a user-friendly programming abstraction for implementing
various distributed data structures managed by ScaleStore, such as hash tables,
barriers, or columnar storage.

We think that ScaleStore can serve as the foundation for a distributed DBMS. We argue
that our buffer manager employing a cache-coherence protocol provides attractive features.
This approach allows for exploiting local DRAM latency by caching frequently accessed
pages, using the collective DRAM, and making distributed programming easier. While
we admit that the caching protocol inevitably complicates the buffer manager’s design, it
significantly simplifies the overall system architecture. With this approach, the higher-
level components of the database system do not have to deal with additional complexities
such as 2PC, which can be a considerable overhead in distributed transaction processing.
In addition, distributed indexes a transparently managed and can be evicted at any time.
Compared to our RDMA optimized one-sided, which cannot handle larger-than-memory
workloads nor can it be cached, the buffer-managed B-Tree in ScaleStore is much simpler
in terms of code complexity yet faster. In the subsequent chapter, we will conclude and
sketch ideas for future work.
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In this thesis, we have made multiple contributions to building a scalable database storage
engine over fast networks for OLTP. In the following, we will reflect on these contributions
and delineate potential avenues for future research.

7.1 Reflection
Before drilling down to the components of the storage engine, Chapter 3 studied how the
architecture of a database influences the data access in a system. We analyzed existing
cloud-based DBMS designs, devised a new taxonomy, and analyzed the architectures
based on scalability. A disaggregated architecture with multiple write nodes is particularly
suitable for scalable cloud DBMSs. This conclusion was underpinned by the architecture’s
scalability and qualitative features. The disaggregated architecture’s storage utilization
and the resulting elasticity from separating compute and storage resources make it
a notable contender in the cloud. We called this archetype shared-writer. However,
we also recognized the increased query latency due to network accesses intrinsic to
disaggregation. Consequently, our exploration moved towards low-latency networks and
their primitives, particularly in RDMA and EFA. The low latency and network primitives
offered by those modern networks played a fundamental role in developing our novel,
fast-network-optimized storage engine. The subsequent chapters of this thesis built upon
the shared-writer architecture, focusing on the components for efficient data access.

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 delved into the foundational elements of any storage engine:
indexes and synchronization primitives. The exploration of distributed tree-based indexes
tailored for RDMA uncovered a spectrum of designs, each with distinct trade-offs, empha-
sizing the complexity of the design space. By navigating this design space, we showed that
the fine-grained index utilizes the bandwidth more efficiently while the coarse-grained
offers lower latency. However, achieving high-performance in indexes hinges not only
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on the chosen design but also on the implementation details, including synchronization.
Remote data structures may need to accommodate thousands of clients connecting from
multiple compute servers. The performance of such structures depends on the efficacy of
the implemented synchronization scheme. While coarse-grained (two-sided) can utilize
existing server-sided synchronization primitives, fine-grained (one-sided) bypasses the re-
mote CPU, rendering existing primitives obsolete. Hence, Chapter 5 focused on one-sided
synchronization schemes. We found that one-sided synchronization presented numerous
pitfalls. While generally correct, pessimistic approaches can suffer from performance
issues, causing an uncontended workload to perform as poorly as a heavily contended one.
Conversely, optimistic approaches circumventing these performance issues by avoiding
RDMA atomics pose significant implementation challenges. They use one-sided read

and write that are not designed with concurrency in mind and often rely on specific
assumptions about the underlying hardware. We showed that some of these assumptions
do not hold, resulting in data corruption in some instances.

In Chapter 6, we presented ScaleStore, a cache-coherent distributed storage engine
carefully optimized for DRAM, NVMe, and RDMA. The foundational principles un-
derpinning ScaleStore are rooted in our previous findings, including the shared-writer
cache-coherent design discussed in Chapter 3, the page organization and indexing inspired
by the fine-grained design Chapter 4, and adoption of one-sided message-passing as an
alternate approach for accessing remote data, instead of directly accessing remote data
with one-sided (see Chapter 5). In addition, we proposed a cache-coherent buffer manager
that allows data sharing between nodes.

Our evaluation showed that, by leveraging carefully designed distributed caching and
eviction strategies, ScaleStore manifested several advantageous properties for distributed
DBMSs:

• Data scalability: ScaleStore demonstrates efficient scalability with large datasets
and effectively manages workloads exceeding memory capacity.

• Adaptability: Seamlessly adapting to workload fluctuations, ScaleStore exhibits
resilience in dynamic data management scenarios.

• Performance: ScaleStore delivers performance on par with distributed in-memory
engines without the limitation of requiring all data to be resident in memory.

To summarize, this thesis made another step toward a distributed OLTP database
optimized for modern networks. With these properties, ScaleStore can serve as the
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storage engine and, thus, the foundation for a novel distributed DBMS. In addition, it
opens more research opportunities that we discuss in the next section.

7.2 Future Research Directions

Our initial focus is directed towards open challenges regarding ScaleStore. Subsequently,
we expand our scope to consider the broader implications of current hardware trends.

7.2.1 Reconsidering Eviction & Admission

An important area of future research for buffer-managed systems like ScaleStore is the
development of innovative eviction strategies. In particular, the high transaction rate
within cloud data center networks may fill caches quickly in a shared-cache system. Thus
the system must efficiently discard cold or unused pages and maintain hot pages in the
cache. This quick turnover in shared-cache systems is required to prevent performance
degradation, necessitating the development of innovative algorithms that deviate from
traditional single-node system strategies. Traditional eviction strategies tend to be
’egoistic,’ with nodes considering only their private cache and access history. However,
we have identified scenarios where this approach does not provide optimal performance.
Therefore, alternative strategies considering the broader distributed system may prove
more effective. ’Altruistic’ eviction strategies have been analyzed in the 1990s and shown
promise in this regard [32, 116, 201]. The core concept behind this approach is that nodes
cooperate in decision-making about which pages to evict and which to retain in the cluster
memory. Unfortunately, the work was theoretical with no concrete implementation, and
the hardware changed tremendously in the last decades. Therefore, it is unclear how to
implement those approaches efficiently due to the need for global knowledge, like page
access frequencies and the number of cached copies per page. Developing robust, efficient,
adaptable heuristics or learned components may be viable to overcome this hurdle.

In addition, we intend to explore cache admission strategies. Instead of caching every
page, selective admission effectively alleviates the page pressure on eviction mechanisms.
Nevertheless, this introduces another challenge: distinguishing between pages worth
caching and those that can be omitted. This calls for the design of heuristics or learned
components capable of making these decisions.
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7.2.2 Concurrency Control

There is a rich literature on locking-based concurrency control from decades ago that
are suitable for ScaleStore [99, 154, 176]. For instance, DEC’s Rdb/VMS [99] uses a
distributed lock manager with techniques to reduce the number of network messages. It
uses lock de-escalation, which means that processes will first acquire a lock on a large
granule (e.g., a table) to permit operation on pages or records without additional lock
requests. Mohan and Narang [154] describe LP-Locking, a technique that avoids this
piggy-backed message altogether by granting local lock requests as long as the page is
cached on the compute node. This approach is a good fit for ScaleStore’s modus operandi
as pages are cached as long as there is no conflict (i.e., invalidation). However, their
design works at page-level granularity, not record-level, which may impair concurrency
in highly parallel systems. We see two possible approaches to address this difficulty:
Investigate new techniques such as contention split [3], which splits pages at contention
points to achieve higher concurrency despite page-level locking; or use more involved
schemes based on record-level locking [155], which require more network messages and
may increase latency. An evaluation-based comparison of these approaches on modern
hardware is an exciting avenue for future work.

While earlier approaches largely implemented two-phase locking and single-version
storage, most contemporary systems have adopted Multiversion Concurrency Control
(MVCC). Unlike single-version storage, MVCC updates tuples out-of-place and preserves
old versions for visibility to concurrent transactions. Snapshot Isolation (SI) is commonly
combined with MVCC, which allows reading transactions to advance without acquiring
read locks (as in two-phase locking). This ensures that long-running read queries do
not obstruct updates. In the context of ScaleStore, read queries can quickly become
long-running due to the inherent latency when multiple pages need to be accessed
remotely. Under pessimistic concurrency control strategies, such queries might be aborted
or interfere with update queries. Consequently, the properties of SI combined with MVCC
are highly desirable in this setting.

However, the application of MVCC in systems like ScaleStore has yet to be explored.
Most existing methods have been designed for single-node setups[4, 24, 65, 162] and
lean on in-memory data structures, particularly for functions such as garbage collection
of older versions or commit logs. Additionally, version chains are often implemented
with in-memory linked-lists, which are unsuitable for page-based systems that may need
to evict pages, including older versions. In the context of ScaleStore, where all nodes
have access to all pages, these data structures would also need to be shared, adding a
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new layer of complexity. The overarching question becomes: Can such an approach be
implemented scalably and efficiently in a distributed, page-based system like ScaleStore?

7.2.3 Durability & Recovery

Since ScaleStore organizes data in pages, the standard ARIES-style logging and recovery
mechanism [152] of disk-based DBMSs is applicable. Typically, this involves a single
sequential log for all concurrent transactions. Having all nodes write sequentially to a
central log is not scalable. A scalable alternative is decentralized logging, where every
node writes its private log file. Since every compute node can potentially touch any page,
the changes for a single page can be dispersed across multiple local logs. Consequently,
those log files must be merged in the storage layer during recovery or online at run-time
in case of failure. Mohan and Narang [155] describe this approach and provide ARIES-
style logging for shared-cache systems. Haubenschild et al. [81] show that single-node
ARIES performance and scalability can be improved with techniques like Remote Flush
Avoidance (RFA). Therefore, existing schemes [155] should be revisited further to improve
performance and scalability in a modern shared-cache system.

7.2.4 Evolution of Hardware

The hardware landscape is constantly evolving, and modern database systems must
adapt when they want to use the benefits offered by modern hardware. With the end of
Moore’s Law [50, 157], we have seen the end of an era where dramatic improvements in
single-core performance could be anticipated. This marks a significant shift from when
software vendors could rely on the steady improvements of processor speeds to enhance
system performance naturally. To meet their performance requirements, applications
have started employing specialized hardware such as Tensor Processing Unitss (TPUs)
and Graphics Processing Unitss (GPUs) a prime example of machine learning. This
development underscores a key challenge confronting modern systems: Hardware is
becoming more heterogeneous. A key challenge of this trend is deciding which part of
a query is executed on which accelerators. Moving forward, we will explore promising
avenues that are likely to impact the design of databases.
Specialization in hardware. Devices such as GPUs, TPUs, and Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs) can potentially provide considerable performance benefits for data
processing tasks, given their higher nominal computing power and memory bandwidth.
However, such specialized devices demand unique programming models resulting in
different algorithms and may require higher maintenance. Furthermore, data movement
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presents another obstacle: transferring data over interconnects like PCIe to the specialized
device has become a bottleneck in current systems. Consequently, recent research aims
to optimize the use of the accelerators [95, 199]. For example, as data is transferred
over the network to another node, it can be streamed directly through the GPU on the
receiving end. That approach can be used in distributed databases when the data needs
to be repartitioned, like in a distributed join [212].
Network infrastructure. The advent of smart NICs and programmable switches carry
substantial implications for distributed databases. While these tools can offload network
tasks and boost system performance, their use also introduces added complexity. For
instance, programmable NICs have stringent real-time requirements, limiting the time to
perform operations before data must be forwarded to the wire or the host. Therefore,
substantial research is being conducted to explore the efficient utilization of programmable
NICs and switches [21, 82, 85, 96] for DBMSs.
Envisioning RDMA’s future. The current applicability of RDMA’s low-level API to
a wide variety of real-world applications remains a persistent challenge. Many distributed
algorithms cannot be easily expressed using only RDMA read and write operations,
thereby introducing complexity and error-prone implementations. Consequently, there
has been a substantial effort in developing higher-level interfaces, as demonstrated by
the solutions proposed in [5, 25, 213, 220]. It is important to note that despite these
challenges, RDMA has seen success in large-scale deployments within data centers. A
case in point are Microsoft’s data centers, where RDMA extensively supports storage
services, contributing to over 70% of data center traffic [12]. This underscores that while
the challenges associated with RDMA’s API are not trivial, they do not hinder wide
adoption. However, as RDMA scales, other obstacles come into view, such as congestion
control [77, 83, 250]. To counter these, industry experts anticipate an evolution in
networking solutions that could help overcome the current constraints. According to a
recent industry paper [84], modernized Ethernet-based high-performance solutions will
emerge in the next decade. These solutions could potentially replace TCP and RoCE,
suggesting a likely consolidation of networking paradigms that could significantly mitigate
the complexity of diverse APIs.
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Abstract

Many distributed cloud OLTP databases have settled on a shared-storage design coupled with
a single-writer. This design choice is remarkable since conventional wisdom promotes using a
shared-nothing architecture for building scalable systems. In this paper, we revisit the question
of what a scalable OLTP design for the cloud should look like by analyzing the data access
behavior of different systems. We find that a shared-storage design that supports multiple writers,
combined with a coherent cache, has desirable properties for building scalable OLTP systems.
For instance, this design provides scalability of writes and skewed reads by caching hot tuples on
demand. At the same time, this design does not require user-defined partitioning and two-phase
commit in contrast to a shared-nothing design. We present the lessons learned from building a
multiple-writer cache-coherent cloud OLTP DBMS to show this architecture’s merits and present
open research challenges.
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8.1 Introduction
The Cloud is Taking Over. The DBMS market has shifted significantly from on-
premise to the cloud in the last few years. According to a recent market report1, in 2021
DBMS revenue in the cloud was on par with the on-premise market. Given current growth
rates, the cloud DBMS market will be substantially larger by CIDR 2023. Consequently,
classical DBMS vendors such as IBM and Oracle have been or are about to be overtaken
by hyperscalers such as AWS, Microsoft, and Google, which have heavily invested in
their cloud-native DBMSs.
Cloud-Native OLTP. Looking at cloud-native OLTP DBMSs, we see an interesting
trend: Many commercially-available systems such as Amazon Aurora [217] and Microsoft
Socrates [6], use a disaggregated design (shared-storage) coupled with the primary-
secondary paradigm. In this design, all write transactions go to the primary node, which
sends its write-ahead log to the shared storage so that secondary nodes can access it.
The storage nodes use the log to reconstruct the data pages in the background. Those
reconstructed pages can be read by secondary nodes on demand and thus be spawned
at any time with low overhead. While this design provides important features such as
hot fail-over as well as elasticity and load-balancing for read-dominated workloads, it is
limited by the capacity of the primary node – particularly for write-intensive workloads,
which are common in OLTP [53].
Decades of OLTP Research. The design choice of using a shared-storage architecture
with a single writer node is remarkable since decades of research proposed different designs
for building scalable distributed systems [105, 112, 148, 168]. For example, many early
OLTP systems promoted the use of the shared-nothing architecture for scaling OLTP
beyond the capacity of a single machine [105, 153]. An alternative is a shared-storage
architecture with multiple read-write nodes, which has been used successfully since the
1980s. It is implemented in on-premise systems such as IBM DB2 Data Sharing [100],
DEC’s Rdb/VMS for VAXcluster [135], and Oracle RAC [32].
Research Question. Why have modern commercial cloud DBMSs not adopted these
scalable designs? We believe there are several reasons: First, despite the substantial
body of research, the rise of the cloud has disrupted our understanding of the landscape
and tradeoffs of different DBMS designs. For example, it was often thought that the
shared-nothing architecture is preferable for building distributed DBMSs. However, this
is no longer so clear with cloud DBMSs that use shared storage. Second, even though
promising shared-storage designs have been proposed and used in on-premise DBMSs,

1
https://blogs.gartner.com/merv-adrian/2022/04/16/dbms-market-transformation-2021-the-big-picture/
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many of their core aspects crucial for a truly scalable cloud OLTP DBMS have yet to be
fully explored. Third, some of the techniques for scalable OLTP are quite complex and
may be risky to deploy at cloud scale. Simpler and more robust techniques are needed.

Table 8.1: Data Access Archetypes for Analyzing the Asymptotic Scalability of Cloud
OLTP DBMSs.

Single-Writer Partitioned-Writer Shared-Writer
No Coherent Cache Coherent Cache

Systems based
on Archetypes

AWS Aurora [217],
Azure SQL HyperScale [6],
PolarDB [127], AlloyDB [68]

System R* [153], Spanner [45],
YugabyteDB [90], H-Store [105]
CockroachDB [206]

NAM-DB [239],
Sherman [223]

ScaleStore [252], Oracle RAC [164],
IBM DB2 Data Sharing [100],
GAM [27], DEC VAXcluster [135]

Q
ua

lit
.

Fe
a-

tu
re

s Data Access Path Single-writer, multiple readers One writer per partition Writers update (remote)
shared storage

Writers update cache-local data
governed by coherence protocol

System Complexity Low Medium Medium High
Elasticity† Only Reads Limited Yes Yes

A
sy

m
p-

to
tic

Sc
al

ab
il-

ity

Uniform Reads Yes†† Yes Yes Yes
Uniform Writes No Yes Yes Yes
Skewed Reads Yes†† Yes†† Yes†† Yes
Skewed Writes No No No No

(†) Elasticity w.r.t. compute and storage separately (††) Only with the number of
secondaries, i.e., replicas.

Mapping the OLTP Landscape. In this paper, we explore the design space of
distributed OLTP DBMSs to help system developers to understand their fundamental
differences for the cloud. More specifically, we analyze the data access path of distributed
OLTP systems to understand their scalability properties. We observe that the old
taxonomy of shared-storage and shared-nothing does not fully capture the scalability
properties of modern cloud DBMSs. For instance, it was usually assumed that a shared-
storage system allows many machines to perform updates. However, many cloud DBMSs
today only allow a single read-write node, which limits the system’s scalability. Therefore,
as the first contribution in this paper, we distill the data access behavior of distributed
OLTP DBMS designs that have been proposed over several decades. We organize the
design space into three data access archetypes with different features and scalability
behaviors.

Towards a Scalable Cloud OLTP DBMS. As a main result, by analyzing the different
OLTP archetypes, we show theoretically and experimentally that a shared-storage design
supporting multiple writers, combined with a coherent cache, has desirable properties for
building scalable OLTP systems. We advocate that future cloud DBMSs be based on this
archetype. However, many challenges exist, and building blocks still need to be added to
enable a full cloud DBMS based on a shared-caching design. As a second contribution,
we discuss lessons learned from building such a cloud-native system and present research
opportunities for the community.
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8.2 OLTP Data Access Archetypes
Four decades of OLTP research have led to a plethora of distributed OLTP DBMS
designs. In 1985, Stonebraker provided a taxonomy for distributed DBMSs with the
famous categorization into shared-nothing and shared-storage architectures that can be
found in many DBMS textbooks today [202]. In a shared-nothing architecture, each node
has private storage that is not accessible to other nodes. In a shared-storage architecture,
all nodes have access to a single stored copy of the database.
Revisiting the Old Taxonomy. Although these designs are still relevant, changes in
the system landscape make it worth revisiting the categorization. The reason is that
many of today’s systems are hard to characterize with the traditional taxonomy. For
instance, many cloud-based shared-storage systems, such as Aurora single master and
Azure SQL Hyperscale, only permit one update node to avoid the problem of coordinating
multiple writers for buffer cache coherence. By contrast, the classical taxonomy assumed
shared-storage systems allow many update nodes.

Conversely, in the classical taxonomy, it is assumed that a shared-nothing system
allows only one node to update a given data item. However, many shared-nothing
database systems today allow multiple nodes to update node-private replicas of the
same data item. This is commonly called multi-master, which leads to entirely different
scalability properties. Another shared-nothing design allows multiple nodes to accept
update requests on a given data item and forward them to the one-and-only node that is
allowed to process updates on that data item. We call this pseudo multi-master. The
conventional taxonomy does not highlight such differences, which are important for
differentiating the scalability properties of systems.
A New Taxonomy for OLTP DBMSs. Therefore, we propose a taxonomy that
focuses on the data access path, which is another useful basis for capturing the scalability
properties of systems. Our taxonomy allows us to analyze asymptotic scalability, that
is, how well a system scales w.r.t the number of nodes for basic data access operations
when increasing the load in the system. As shown in Table 8.1, we look at fundamental
operations for OLTP, namely key-based reads and writes for uniform and skewed key
distributions.

The old taxonomy focused heavily on transaction synchronization problems that arise
in each design, e.g., whether it requires two-phase commit for transaction atomicity or
global lock management to synchronize buffer caches. In our taxonomy, we instead mainly
focus on the storage layer, i.e., the data access path, since it is fundamental for any OLTP
DBMS to execute reads/writes scalably. In our discussions, we omit logging, recovery,
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RW Node R Node R Node

Shared-
Storage

Figure 8.1: Archetype Single-Writer

and concurrency control [13, 143, 238] that are thoroughly investigated by Harding et
al. [79], and Bernstein and Goodman [19]. We also omit deterministic databases [61, 139,
211]. Although they have some desirable properties, major cloud service providers do not
offer them today.

We map the design space into the three data access archetypes shown in Table 8.1. An
archetype can be considered the “phenotype of a DBMS” that determines its observable
asymptotic scalability independent of its implementation details. Sections 8.2.1 - 8.2.3
describe the data access archetypes and their asymptotic scalability in more detail.
Section 8.2.4 shows how our taxonomy is more descriptive for modern cloud DBMSs and
highlights where the previous classification did not convey the data access properties.
Section 8.2.5 discusses the effect of storage latency on the behavior of different archetypes.

8.2.1 Archetype: Single-Writer

In the Single-Writer archetype, a single read-write node (RW-node) processes update
transactions, and multiple read-only nodes (RO-nodes) can handle read-only transactions.
We depict the basic architecture of systems that implement this archetype in Figure 8.1.
Many modern cloud DBMSs, such as AWS Aurora (single-master), Azure SQL Hyperscale,
PolarDB, and AlloyDB use shared-storage. They support multiple nodes accessing a
single stored database copy, but only one dedicated RW-node can execute updates. We
classify such systems as Single-Writer systems.

While Figure 8.1 shows a Single-Writer with shared-storage, many DBMSs with private
storage also fall into this category. For example, a MySQL instance in which the
primary node executes reads and writes and replicates writes to read-only replicas is also
categorized as Single-Writer even though the primary and replicas have node-private
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storage. The strictly separated data access permission is the distinguishing feature, not
whether the storage is shared or private.
Asymptotic Scalability. The asymptotic scalability of this archetype can be sum-
marized as follows: Writes in this archetype are limited by the capacity of the single
RW-node. By contrast, read throughput can scale well by spawning more RO-nodes.

Still, the concrete performance characteristics of systems can vary due to other design
decisions. For instance, cloud DBMSs with a replicated shared-storage can spawn
RO-nodes very fast and react to an increase in read-only transactions. On the other
hand, a mirrored instance may take longer to deploy an additional RO-node, since it
requires creating another copy of the database. Furthermore, some Single-Writer systems
can attain high throughput on large multi-core processors. However, their asymptotic
scalability remains bounded by their limitation of a single RW-node.
Qualitative Features. This design provides important features for the cloud, such as
fast failover and elasticity for read-dominated workloads. Similarly, the separation of
compute and storage allows cloud vendors to handle growing data sets. At the same time,
the systems’ complexity is often lower since they only need to support a single-writer.

8.2.2 Archetype: Partitioned-Writer

In the Partitioned-Writer archetype, the database is split into partitions, each of which
can be updated by only one RW-node. As shown in Figure 8.2, this archetype exploits
data partitioning to spread the data across several nodes that are responsible for executing
read-write operations on their local partition.

Like the Single-Writer design, the Partitioned-Writer archetype is a popular one for
commercial cloud DBMSs. Examples include CockroachDB [115], AWS DynamoDB [188],
Azure CosmosDB [145], and Spanner [45]. Most of these systems implement a coordination
protocol, such as two-phase commit, to ensure atomicity of cross-partition transactions.

In our taxonomy, the data access path is the distinguishing feature, not whether the
system uses instance local storage or (partitioned) disaggregated storage. The latter is
commonly used in the cloud since a single partition can be dispersed to multiple storage
nodes. In contrast, instance local storage typically offers lower latency albeit with a
fixed storage capacity (see Section 8.2.5). Regardless of these implementation details,
Partitioned-Writer systems provide the same asymptotic scalability as discussed next.
Asymptotic Scalability. In contrast to the Single-Writer design, DBMSs that implement
the Partitioned-Writer archetype can handle uniform reads and writes in a scalable
manner since they can process each partition’s workload independently. However, skewed
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Figure 8.2: Archetype Partitioned-Writer

workloads can be challenging, since requests for hot keys are always processed by the
same RW-node.

One technique to handle read-skew is to couple this archetype with additional RO-nodes
(e.g., per partition) similar to Single-Writer systems. However, this needs more resources
for database copies and requires propagating updates to RO-nodes to keep them in sync.
Since adding RO-nodes is an orthogonal mechanism that can be used for any archetype,
in the rest of the paper, we discuss each archetype in its pure form. This way, we can
identify archetypes that provide scalability under read-skew without needing additional
resources.

Qualitative Features. Classical partitioned systems offered limited elasticity since
adding new nodes typically called for a full repartitioning of the database. Modern
cloud DBMSs have added several optimizations to address this issue, e.g., consistent
hashing or fine-grained range partitioning. For example, CockroachDB uses a fine-grained
range partitioning of data chunks, which avoids a complete repartitioning and improves
elasticity. However, fine-grained partitioning can add complexity and overhead to locating
data. To address this, CockroachDB stores data in a monolithic sorted map of key-value
pairs and uses it to route queries to the responsible RW-node of a partition. Overall, the
elasticity of a Partitioned-Writer system depends on the workload characteristics and the
system’s ability to repartition the data efficiently.

Although this archetype sounds very similar to the shared-nothing architecture, many
shared-nothing DBMSs can not be classified as Partitioned-Writer, and thus, their
asymptotic scalability is different. For instance, some shared-nothing systems are multi-
master. While they still use partitioned storage the data is replicated and can be modified
by multiple RW-nodes leading to a different scalability behavior. The next archetype
Shared-Writer captures this data access pattern.
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8.2.3 Archetype: Shared-Writer

The Shared-Writer archetype allows multiple RW-nodes to modify data items – typically
by utilizing shared-storage. Several recent research OLTP systems, such as NAM-DB [239],
and a few established systems, such as Oracle RAC, can be classified as Shared-Writer
systems. Because data must be kept consistent across writers, these systems must address
the buffer-cache coherence problem [155, 177]. There are two ways of doing this: nodes
always write and read from the shared storage to get the ground truth (No Coherent
Cache), or the nodes participate in a cache coherence protocol (Coherent Cache). In the
following, we will drill into these two cases.

8.2.3.1 Shared Writer With No Coherent Caches

First, we consider Shared-Writer systems without coherent caches. As shown in Figure 8.3,
these systems support multiple RW-nodes that write to and read from the storage layer.
Asymptotic Scalability. In contrast to the Partitioned-Writer archetype in which
only one RW-node writes to a partition, the Shared-Writer design allows every compute
node to be an RW-node and to access every data item. Nevertheless, the Shared-Writer
archetype has the same asymptotic overall scalability. For example, under access skew,
the storage layer might receive requests from multiple RW-nodes and become a bottleneck,
limiting the scalability of both writes and reads.
Qualitative Features. In the Partitioned-Writer design, compute and storage resources
are usually scaled together. This is inflexible because the need to store more data or
do more computation may change at different rates. Using a Shared-Writer design, we
can scale compute and storage resources independently depending on the demand. This
enables better data scalability and elasticity since any compute node can access any data
item which is a desired property in the cloud.

However, one major challenge in this design is locating the data items in the storage
layer. Like modern Partitioned-Writer DBMSs, modern disaggregated OLTP DBMSs
use an index to locate items. The index resides remotely in storage and is accessed
by compute nodes to find relevant data items. This additional requirement for indexes
increases system complexity as shown in Table 8.1.

8.2.3.2 Shared-Writer With Coherent Caches

The main downside of the previous sub-archetype (No Coherent Cache) is that every
data access involves a network round trip to the storage layer, even for repeated access.
Caching can considerably reduce that latency by keeping recently accessed data items
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Figure 8.3: Archetype Shared-Writer without Coherent Cache

in the compute nodes’ memory. In this archetype, we specifically consider coherent
caches. These caches support shared writers and allow caching read-only data locally
while keeping the data coherent (i.e., data does not become stale). Shared-Writer with
coherent caches is similar to Single-Writer and Partitioned-Writer with synchronous or
eager asynchronous replication since the replicas are essentially caches for reads. The
difference is that the caches in this archetype are updatable.

Figure 8.4 shows that this archetype is, at first glance, similar to the previous Shared-
Writer design. However, the coherent caches impact the asymptotic scalability as discussed
in the following.
Asymptotic Scalability. This archetype has the best asymptotic scalability of all
archetypes. The benefit of coherent caches is that they allow replicating frequently
accessed (i.e., hot) data items on demand across multiple nodes. This workload-driven
approach differs from the classical replication used in the previous archetypes. Using the
coherent cache, systems of this archetype can handle read skew efficiently, as shown in
Table 8.1.

Unfortunately, skewed writes can also not be processed in a scalable manner. This is
no different than the other archetypes since each update must be exclusively handled by
a single node to keep the data consistent. However, the cache coherence protocol may
lead to the write privilege bouncing between compute nodes since all compute nodes
can modify all data items. Solving this requires complex synchronization, a challenging
problem.
Qualitative Features. While coherence protocols are non-trivial to implement efficiently,
they provide many benefits. Compared to operating directly on the shared-storage, shared-
caching makes accessing and maintaining remote indexes easier since index nodes are
cached on demand. For instance, when an index node is updated, e.g., a B-Tree leaf,
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Figure 8.4: Archetype Shared-Writer with Coherent Cache

the cache-coherence protocol invalidates other copies of the index node and delivers the
newest data version when the leaf is re-accessed.

Furthermore, the caching-based design provides good elasticity. Admittedly, this is
more complicated than in the previous archetype without a cache since the coherence
protocol must be designed accordingly (see Section 8.3.3). A new compute node can be
added at any time, incrementally filling its cache as data items are accessed. In addition,
these systems can handle easy- and hard-to-partition workloads. They do not require
user-defined partitioning but still profit from partitionable workloads. Moreover, they
have the flexibility to react to changes in workload distribution.

The lesson from our analysis is that a caching-based design is very promising for cloud
DBMSs. Compared to the other archetypes, it has the best asymptotic scalability and
provides data scalability and elasticity.

8.2.4 Categorizing Systems With Archetypes

In the following, we discuss how our new taxonomy can be used for categorizing the
scalability properties of existing systems.
New Taxonomy Focuses on Data Access. As mentioned before, we see the archetypes
introduced in our taxonomy as themes that better help developers understand the
scalability properties of DBMSs. This is in contrast to the old taxonomy, which often
falls short in classifying systems. A good example where the old taxonomy fails to express
the system’s scalability is FaRM [55] from Microsoft.

With the old taxonomy, this system cannot be easily classified as a shared-nothing
or a shared-storage design rendering the discussion of the scalability properties difficult.
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FaRM provides a shared-storage abstraction in which workers can read data from every
other node. Thus, for reads FaRM behaves as a shared-storage system. However, updates
are shipped to the partition owner as in a shared-nothing. So it is unclear if the scalability
characteristics are inherited from shared-storage or shared-nothing.

Instead, we can categorize FaRM as a Partitioned Writer using our taxonomy. That
is, while every node can read from every other node, the writes are performed by the
RW-nodes, which own the partition. Therefore, the system’s asymptotic scalability is
inherited from the Partitioned Writer design.
Multiple Archetypes for One System. Another interesting DBMS is Aurora multi-
master [60, 123, 189], in which all DB nodes can be writers. This contrasts with Aurora’s
single-master, in which only one DB node can act as a writer. While Aurora single-master
fits our Archetype of a single-writer and has the above-discussed characteristics, Aurora
multi-master is a Shared-Writer system since it allows multiple compute nodes as writers.

Aurora multi-master allows each RW-node to read and write the whole database. It
uses optimistic concurrency control (OCC) to detect conflicts with operations from other
writers. The underlying storage system is very similar to Aurora single-master [217],
except that it performs the OCC test. A writer sends each update to all storage replicas
with a copy of the data it wrote. A storage replica accepts the first write it receives for
the latest page version and rejects ones that arrive later. The write succeeds if a quorum
of storage servers accepts it. Otherwise, the write fails, and the transaction that issued
the write aborts.

Writers send their committed updates to other writers, which the other writers use to
update their cache. This is how Aurora maintains a weak form of cache coherence. It is
weak in the sense that stale versions of an updated page are not immediately invalidated
in all caches. It is similar to update propagation on replicas in a single-writer system,
but for a different purpose. Here, update propagation increases the chance that future
writes by a node operate on fresh data and, hence, will be accepted by the OCC check.
Caching in Single-Writer Systems. A third interesting system is PolarDB Server-
less [29]. While traditional PolarDB is very similar to AWS Aurora due to using log
servers and log replay on the RO-nodes, PolarDB Serverless uses a cache-coherence
protocol to update the RO-nodes. Yet, the fact that they use a cache coherence protocol
does not turn PolarDB Severless into a shared-writer system since the data access path
only allows a single RW-node.
Optimizations for Partitioned-Writer. A further relevant research direction is
shared-nothing databases that dynamically repartition data. Several papers repartition
the shards online when (severe) workload imbalances are detected [59, 108, 130, 170,
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205, 232]. This process balances the load at runtime while minimizing the impact on
running transactions. This allows Partitioned-Writer databases to behave similarly to
the shared-writer archetype with a coherent cache in that they can scale better than
Single-Writer under skew. However, the fundamental difference is that only one RW-node
can process operations on a given partition; thus, adapting to changing workloads requires
expensive repartitioning. As such, very skewed workloads can still overload a partition
and limit scalability.

8.2.5 The Importance of Latency

So far, our discussion of scalability has focused exclusively on throughput. However,
latency is also an important factor for OLTP performance since it influences lock holding
times and other factors that can affect the throughput of an OLTP DBMS. In the
following, we first discuss factors that influence latency and ways it affects throughput.
We then discuss considerations on how to reduce it.
The Importance of Latency to Throughput. Latency in an OLTP DBMS depends
very much on workload characteristics. Transactions that need to navigate the relation-
ships between tuples of different tables can require many storage accesses. Tuples have
complex and sometimes subtle relationship graphs in the form of joins, foreign keys, being
modified by the same transaction, being part of the same group by clause, matching the
same filters, etc. Evaluating those relationships and maintaining their integrity typically
requires many separate sequential memory accesses, which drives up response and lock
holding time, which reduces throughput.

Transaction latency could be seen as independent of throughput scalability. But in
practice higher transaction latency is quite problematic at scale. For example, many
distributed relational DBMSs adopt the protocol of an existing relational DBMS, such
as PostgreSQL, to support existing libraries and tools. These protocols are typically
synchronous and interactive, which effectively bounds achievable throughput to the
number of sessions divided by average response time. Increasing the number of sessions
to achieve higher throughput is not always practical and generally has adverse effects
such as increasing memory pressure and resource contention. Higher response time
also leads to longer lock holding time, which further limits achievable concurrency and
throughput. Finally, tools and libraries built for a single-node relational DBMS rarely
anticipate high response times. For instance, web development frameworks routinely do
a dozen sequential queries for a single page load because they expect queries to return in
less than a millisecond. In the cloud, that can take much longer. Custom libraries and
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protocols could help achieve scalability in the presence of high response times, but that
limits applicability. Thus, even if throughput is a more important user requirement than
latency, optimizing latency is essential to reach the throughput goal.

Cutting Latency by Push-down. Storage latency contributes to transaction latency
and hence can limit throughput scalability. Storage latency in the cloud is relatively high,
since there is rarely enough capacity to have all servers in close proximity, e.g., in the
same rack. Moreover, close proximity might be undesirable since it degrades availability
due to correlated failures. One way to reduce storage latency is by using node-local
storage instead of disaggregated storage. However, this is typically not desirable in the
cloud since this prevents not only independent scalability of the storage but also hinders
other properties, such as elasticity. A technique that helps to reduce latency in systems
that use a disaggregated (shared) storage design is to push down the access to storage
servers. While this is harder to do in a shared-storage DBMS that uses a simple file
system, it is conceivable with a shared-storage DBMS with a custom-built storage system,
such as Aurora and SQL Server Hyperscale. However, computation push-down risks
consuming too much of the storage system’s limited compute capacity, thereby increasing
the latency of simple storage accesses. Exploring query and update push-down to the
storage layer of OLTP systems is thus potentially an interesting research opportunity.

Cutting Latency by Caching. Another direction in a shared-storage system that
can mitigate the impact of storage latency is keeping the working set in a node-local
cache which is possible for all archetypes as discussed before. This cache can avoid
distributed processing of transactions and thus remote data accesses. Moreover, caching
can be used by both RW-nodes and RO-nodes. However, caching designs come with
their own challenges. For example, to ensure that read-only replicas remain fresh, they
need to apply the log of committed updates to their cached data. Hence, cutting down
the latency of log replay is one interesting challenge. Another research opportunity in
disaggregated (shared-storage) designs is to find efficient ways to mitigate storage latency
when the working set does not fit in the cache.

Latency and Throughput are Important. In summary, our analysis of the throughput
scalability of archetypes is only part of the story. When latency is taken into account,
the tradeoffs can be even more complex. This is also reflected in the discussions of the
following section.
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8.3 Towards a Scalable Cloud OLTP DBMS
Section 8.2 showed that a design with shared-writers and coherent caches, in the following
called shared-cache systems, provide the best asymptotic scalability and are a solid
foundation for modern cloud OLTP DBMSs. This section delves deeper into that design.

There was a large body of research on shared-cache DBMSs in the early 1990’s [99,
116, 154, 155, 201]. Several commercial OLTP DBMSs of that era used that design, such
as IBM DB2 Data Sharing [100], DEC’s Rdb/VMS for VAXcluster [135], and Oracle
RAC [32]. However, these approaches were not designed for the cloud. Some systems
relied on proprietary hardware, such as the coupling facility of IBM, that limit multi-cloud
support since the custom interconnection hardware is unlikely to be supported in other
vendors’ clouds.

Meanwhile hardware has been evolving. Today, we rely on data center networks
and large multicore servers. Customizable processors, such as FPGAs and ASICs,
are becoming commonplace. To minimize cost, multitenancy is usually needed. And
although Oracle is actively working on optimizing Oracle RAC for the cloud2, the research
community has not been focusing on shared-cache DBMSs for some years. Given these
trends, we believe it is time to revisit, adapt, and improve upon existing research to
design a cloud-native DBMS. We are not the only researchers with this sentiment. Mohan
pointed out in his keynote that much of the work done in this area can now be reused in
cloud DBMSs [151].

In the past year, some of us have started to build a new cloud shared-caching OLTP
DBMS called ScaleStore3[252]. In the following, we first discuss ScaleStore’s design and
then present research opportunities.

8.3.1 A Blueprint for a Shared-Caching DBMS

A key feature of shared-caching systems is that they do not rely on statically partitioned
data. Instead, compute nodes cache data dynamically based on the access patterns of
a workload. For instance, consider the index shown in Figure 8.5(i), which consists of
pages P1-P5. We can see that the three compute nodes can cache different index pages
depending on their workload.
Invalidation-based Coherence Protocol. Because an index page can be cached on
multiple nodes (e.g., the root of the index P1), a coherence protocol is necessary. Thus,

2https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/options/clustering/overview/
new-generation-oracle-rac-5975370.pdf

3https://github.com/DataManagementLab/ScaleStore
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Figure 8.5: Shared-Cache Design of ScaleStore

modifying a page in one node makes all copies of that page in other nodes obsolete. The
coherence protocol has to ensure that these changes are detected so that nodes can access
the most recent page. ScaleStore uses a directory-based invalidation-based protocol which
provides sequential consistency at page-granularity. Thus, whenever a node plans to
modify a page, other nodes must invalidate the page. However, instead of broadcasting
the modification intent to all nodes, we use directories to track nodes that currently
cache the page. Consequently, we send the invalidations only to the required nodes. Note
that recently proposed memory coherence protocols [237, 245] are attractive alternatives
to a directory coherence protocol and need to be evaluated in a distributed DBMS.

Directory per Storage Node. Every storage node is a directory for some of the
pages as shown in Figure 8.5(i). Storage nodes keep track of those pages that are stored
on them. For instance, Node 3 is the directory of P1 and P4. The directories are
mainly responsible for managing the metadata for the invalidation-based cache coherence
protocol. In Figure 8.5(i) this metadata is depicted in the tables on the storage nodes
and reflects the state of the compute caches. For instance, P5 is held in exclusive-mode
by Node 2 whereas P1 is cached on all compute nodes in shared-mode. Since tracking
on a per-tuple granularity would be prohibitively expensive, we organize multiple tuples
in fixed-size pages to amortize the bookkeeping overhead. These pages (e.g., 4 KB) are
kept coherent across all nodes.
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Figure 8.6: TPC-C Scale-Out Performance of ScaleStore with 4 Compute and Storage
Nodes all Connected with RDMA. We use 20 Warehouses per Compute Node.
Every Compute Node uses 20 Threads.

Supporting Arbitrary OLTP Workloads. For cloud DBMSs one important require-
ment is that they can support arbitrary (and potentially changing) workloads in a scalable
manner. The page-based organization of data is a perfect fit for supporting primary and
secondary indexes to access data efficiently. Those indexes allow the user to perform
lookups, updates, and short-range scans very efficiently. Furthermore, the beauty of a
page-based index organization is that every node of a distributed B-Tree is automatically
backed by the coherence protocol. Thus, all participating compute nodes that currently
cache a page observe changes to this page. In addition, the coherence protocol allows
compute resources to dynamically cache the hot parts of the index (such as the inner
B-Tree nodes). As a result, if the workload changes, the cache will adapt automatically.
Proof of Concept. With the current design ScaleStore can already execute arbitrary
OLTP workloads. We implemented a full-fledged TPC-C benchmark using our B-Trees as
primary and secondary indexes. All experiments are run in read uncommitted mode, since
ScaleStore does not yet implement full transaction semantics. The invalidation-based
coherence protocol as described above only provides sequential consistency on a page-level.
Figure 8.6 shows the results for a setup with 4 compute and 4 storage nodes connected
with RDMA. We use 20 warehouses and threads per compute node. As we can observe,
the throughput of ScaleStore scales with the number of nodes for the write-heavy TPC-C
benchmark. This underlines the asymptotic scalability of the storage engine as discussed
in Section 8.2.
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8.3.2 Caching and Eviction Go Hand in Hand

Modern cloud data center networks are fast – which means that new pages may be added
to the caches of compute nodes at very high rates. Thus, shared-cache systems need to
evict cold, i.e., unused, pages quickly while making sure that hot pages remain in the
cache. Otherwise, the performance may be impaired significantly. Although many good
page replacement algorithms are known for single-node systems, optimal performance in
a distributed setting of a shared caching system requires different algorithms.
Why is this hard?. Consider an example in which a working set of 150GB is processed
on 4 nodes with a capacity of 50GB each (total aggregated 200GB). For the sake of
simplicity, assume that we perform uniform point lookups. Clearly, the working set
should fit in the aggregated cache of the compute nodes. Consequently, no eviction to
the secondary storage (i.e., storage nodes) should be triggered – in theory.

However, when every node only uses a local eviction strategy, latencies will increase,
which affects the performance as illustrated in Figure 8.7. The main reason for this
non-obvious behavior lies in the egoistic caching strategy of each node. For instance, if
page A is cached on all 4 nodes, four slots are used instead of just one. In the extreme, if
every page was cached 4 times, we could only effectively store 50 GB. This means that
the nodes cannot cache all the data and thus pages may be evicted to secondary storage
instead of simply dropping the cached copies. Note that the nodes do not know which
copies are cached on other nodes as they only have their local view. The next time a
node reads such a page from secondary storage the latency is much higher than expected.
After all, it would be much faster to read from the remote caches than from secondary
storage.
Research Opportunity: Altruistic Eviction. A theoretical solution was proposed 30
years ago [116, 201]. However, we are not aware of any system that implements these ideas.
Even commercial systems such as Oracle RAC use a sub-optimal local strategy [32]. The
main roadblock is that the proposed altruistic approaches rely on global knowledge, such
as page access frequencies and the number of cached copies of each page. However, global
knowledge is too expensive to maintain in high-performance distributed systems. Hence,
designing a robust and adaptive heuristic could be an interesting research opportunity.

8.3.3 Elasticity

Pay-as-you-go pricing is the de-facto standard in the cloud. Therefore, support for
compute and storage elasticity is a major competitive and operational advantage. Scaling
the compute layer comes naturally in a shared-caching system since new compute nodes
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can join any time. However, achieving elasticity of the storage layer needs a more careful
design. In the following, we sketch ideas on how to achieve elasticity in order to scale the
storage layer up and down at runtime.
Research Opportunity: Elastic Storage & Caching. To achieve elasticity on the
storage layer of ScaleStore, some of the state must be moved whenever a new storage
node joins or old one leaves. To relocate pages in storage, consistent hashing [106] can
be used. In consistent hashing, all nodes are organized in a hash ring which represents
hash-ranges as illustrated in Figure 8.5(ii). Every node in the ring is assigned to a specific
range, based on the hash of the page identifiers. The key idea is to leverage the storage
layer in a way such that every physical storage node is placed randomly multiple times
on this ring and thereby responsible for multiple of those ranges. In our example from
Figure 8.5 we can see that Node 3 is placed twice on the ring and manages P1 and P4.
Once a storage node leaves the cluster, all its pages are moved to the neighbors in the
ring. For instance, when Node 3 leaves, P1 needs to be moved to Node 4 and P4 to Node
5. Conversely, whenever a new node joins it gets some of the pages from its neighbors.
Clearly, using a consistent-hashing scheme provides elasticity and has been used in the
past. However, while the data pages can be moved asynchronously in the background,
moving the directory (and its tracking data) requires more attention. For example, an
inconsistency can arise if two directories manage access to the same page and they grant
exclusive access to different nodes. An open question is thus how to update the directory
state at run-time.
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8.3.4 ACID Guarantees

Currently, ScaleStore is merely a distributed storage engine that provides page-level
sequential consistency but without transaction support. Therefore, let us next discuss
how to support ACID transactions on top of an elastic caching-based DBMS.
Built-In Atomicity and Consistency. A key challenge of distributed DBMSs is
to ensure all nodes agree on whether a particular transaction commits. In shared-
nothing systems, this is achieved using a two-phase commit protocol (2PC) [71]. In
a shared-caching system, every transaction becomes a local transaction since all of
the transaction’s data can be cached at one node. Thus, 2PC is not required [108].
Consistency is straightforward too since every compute node can validate declarative
constraints locally by simply loading and accessing the data from the cache/remote nodes.
Research Opportunity: Isolation. There is a rich literature on locking-based con-
currency control in shared-cache systems such as [99, 154, 176]. For instance, DEC’s
Rdb/VMS [99] uses a distributed lock manager with techniques to reduce the number of
network messages. It uses lock de-escalation which means that processes will first acquire
a lock on a large granule (e.g., a table) so as to permit operation on pages or records
without additional lock requests.

Along the same lines, Rahm’s Primary Copy Locking scheme [176] reduces network
messages by integrating the concurrency control with an on-request invalidation coherence
scheme. In contrast to our scheme, which invalidates as soon as they are outdated,
on-request invalidation leaves outdated pages in the cache. Thus every page access must
validate that the page is still up-to-date. This is achieved by comparing a cached page’s
version number with its version number on the storage node, and incrementing the version
number on updates. Naturally, a lock request can be piggy-backed with the required
validation message. E.g., when a node wants to read P1 in the cache, it sends a message
with the page version and the shared-lock request to the storage node.

Mohan and Narang [154] describe LP-Locking, a technique that avoids this piggybacked
message altogether by granting local lock requests as long as the page is cached on the
compute node. This approach is a good fit for ScaleStore’s modus operandi as pages
are cached as long as there is no conflict (i.e., invalidation). However, their design
works at page-granularity, not record-level, which may impair concurrency in highly
parallel systems. We see two possible approaches to address this difficulty: investigate
new techniques such as contention split [3], which splits pages at contention points to
achieve higher concurrency despite page-level locking; or use more involved schemes
based on record-level locking [155] which, however, require more network messages and
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may increase latency. We think an evaluation-based comparison of these approaches on
modern hardware is an interesting avenue for future work.

The previous schemes rely on pessimistic CC. Another direction is to evaluate modern
optimistic CC schemes [215]. Especially for ScaleStore, such schemes are interesting
as they avoid all shared-memory writes for read operations. That is, no pages must
be invalidated and thus no network messages must be sent at all. AWS Aurora uses
an optimistic scheme where conflicts are detected during log replay on storage servers.
This solution is simpler than pessimistic lock protocols. However, the delay in detecting
conflicts significantly limits throughput of transactions on write-hot data, since it leads
to many aborts.
Research Opportunity: Durability & Recovery. Since ScaleStore organizes data
in pages, the standard ARIES-style logging and recovery mechanism [152] of disk-based
DBMSs is applicable. Typically, this involves a single sequential log for all concurrent
transactions. Having all nodes write sequentially to a central log is clearly not scalable.
A scalable alternative is decentralized logging, where every node writes its private log
file. Since every compute node can potentially touch any page, the changes for a single-
page can be dispersed across multiple local logs. Consequently, in case of a failure,
those log files must be merged in the storage layer, either during recovery or online at
run-time. Mohan and Narang [155] describe this approach and provide ARIES-style
logging for shared-cache systems. As shown by Haubenschild et al. [81], single-node
ARIES performance and scalability can be improved with techniques like Remote Flush
Avoidance (RFA). Therefore, we believe that existing schemes [155] should be revisited
to further improve performance and scalability in a modern shared-cache system.

8.3.5 Cloud Infrastructure and Services

There are also many challenges and opportunities when building an OLTP DBMS that
arise from the fact that come with modern cloud infrastructures and services.
Cloud Services. So far, we have assumed that the compute and storage layers are
under the control of the DBMS. However, there are now many opportunities to utilize
off-the-shelf cloud services instead. Those services may be more cost-effective than
hand-rolled solutions and often come with high availability guarantees. For instance,
AWS’s object store S3 offers built-in replication. A shared-caching DBMS could use
such a storage service to replace the storage layer. Of course, S3 does not offer the
directory functionality, which then must be moved to the compute node or even decoupled
completely into its own layer. Unfortunately, using such a proprietary service comes
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with its own technical challenges. For instance, S3’s latency is in the tens of milliseconds
which is unacceptable in latency-critical workloads such as OLTP. One could circumvent
this by equipping the compute nodes with SSDs having microsecond latency to store
warm data and only use S3 to read cold data or save checkpoints/log asynchronously.

Multi-Cloud Support. A further complication is that customers want multi-cloud
support. Thus, when using a storage service, a DBMS must support the storage services
of multiple vendors such as AWS, Microsoft, and Google. This adds code complexity
not only due to different APIs but also due to different performance, availability, and
cost characteristics. Another challenge is that data center network latency varies across
cloud vendors. RDMA offers single-digit microseconds latency but it is only available
in Microsoft Azure and only for certain virtual machine types. EFA is AWS’s low-
latency network offering, which has 10× higher latency than RDMA [254]. Therefore, a
latency-adaptive coherence and eviction protocol is required. That is, buffer-to-buffer
communication may not be faster than reading from a VM’s local SSD, which means that
the coherence protocol should load and cache pages to local SSD. Conversely, the eviction
should adapt for the use of the egoistic variant (cf. Section 8.3.2), which is inefficient if
buffer-to-buffer communication is fast, but preferable if remote accesses are costly.

Hyperscaler Opportunities. Hyperscalers have many possibilities to co-design services
and infrastructure. For instance, Microsoft rolled their own internal low-latency logging
service called XLOG [6]. Another trend is that data center networks are equipped with
programmable switches and network cards. This opens the possibility to embed the
coherence protocol and conflict resolution inside the network. For instance, the directory
can be placed inside the switches and thus be completely transparent to the DBMS.

Multitenancy and Workload Placement. Another exciting avenue of work is
multitenancy and workload placement. A scalable system allows multiple tenants to
execute their workload in the same instance, necessitating fairness in resource allocation
and isolation between tenants. Of course, this is a challenging task that requires
policies and strategies but enables better resource utilization. Especially coupled with
workload placement which could allow pairing customer workloads that are more CPU
intensive with other customer workloads which require more I/O. The flexibility of
shared-caching systems allows to provision additional compute instances to avoid SLA
violations. Therefore, such a system is predestined to run autonomously in the cloud,
e.g., as a backend for Database-as-a-Service.
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8.4 Summary
The title of this paper asked if scalable OLTP in the cloud is a solved problem. To
approach this question, we analyzed the data access path of different distributed OLTP
systems and devised a taxonomy that helps to characterize their asymptotic scalability.
We found that most modern cloud systems are either based on the single-writer or the
partitioned-writer paradigm. While these architectures certainly have their merits, we
believe that the elasticity and scalability properties of a shared-cache design (shared-writer
with coherent caches) is a better foundation for building cloud-native OLTP DBMSs. In
this paper, we presented our findings and lessons learned from building such a DBMS.
However, as we outlined in this paper, many interesting research opportunities must be
solved to build a full-fledged shared-cache DBMS for the cloud.
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9 EFA: A Viable Alternative to RDMA
Over InfiniBand for DBMSs?

Abstract

RDMA over InfiniBand offers high bandwidth and low latency which provides many benefits for
distributed DBMSs. However, in the cloud RDMA is still not widely available. Instead, cloud
providers often invest in their own high-speed networking technology and start to expose their
own native networking interfaces. For example, the largest cloud provider, Amazon Web Services
(AWS), introduced instances with Elastic Fabric Adapter (EFA) in 2018. In this paper, we aim to
analyze EFA as an alternative to RDMA in the cloud by performing an in-depth and systematic
evaluation.
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9.1 Introduction
InfiniBand offers low network latency. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) over
InfiniBand offers single-digit microsecond network latencies at extremely high bandwidth.
As such RDMA over InfiniBand had a tremendous impact on distributed machine
learning [98, 137, 187, 235], high performance computing [133, 167, 179], and distributed
database systems [20, 64, 102, 104, 129, 132, 149, 150, 184, 213, 226, 233, 239, 241, 243,
256]. In fact, distributed system designs that were previously thought to be inefficient
had to be re-evaluated [64, 213, 239, 256]. For instance, distributed shared memory
architectures are becoming increasingly common due to the low network latencies. This is
evidenced by several distributed database systems that expose their aggregated memory
via RDMA such as FaRM [55, 56, 196], NAM-DB [239], or Tell [134]. Unfortunately, to
get the benefits of RDMA, specialized and expensive hardware is required.

InfiniBand is not widely available in the cloud. At the same time, many
companies transition from on-premise to the cloud and are dependent on currently-
available cloud offerings. Unfortunately, even though cloud providers offer hundreds of
heterogeneous instance types, InfiniBand is not widely available in public clouds. In fact,
of the three major cloud providers, only Microsoft Azure offers InfiniBand for a very
limited set of instance families [147] (i.e., instance types of H, HB, HC, and some of the
N series). This limited availability takes away one of the main benefits of the cloud; a
broad hardware landscape to satisfy every application requirement. And although several
vendors offer networking that achieves the same bandwidth as RDMA over InfiniBand
(100 Gbit), the low network latencies of InfiniBand are still unmatched.

AWS’s low latency network EFA. As an alternative to RDMA over InfiniBand, in
2018 the largest cloud provider, Amazon Web Services (AWS), introduced instances with
Elastic Fabric Adapter (EFA). EFA is a network interface for Amazon EC2 instances that
is specifically designed to achieve low latencies in the cloud. Today, EFA is widely available
in AWS, and Amazon presently offers 15 instance families with EFA support [191] to
satisfy different application requirements, e.g., memory optimized (r5dn, r5n) or storage
optimized instances (i3en).

No systematic evaluation of EFA. Surprisingly, even though EFA has become
broadly available in AWS, there has not yet been a systematic evaluation of this technology
from the data management community. The limited research that addresses EFA was
driven by the HPC community and specifically geared towards MPI in distributed HPC
applications [31, 195, 234]. However, MPI is a higher-level library on top of the EFA
networking stack and was built with different assumptions that do not necessarily match
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those of data-intensive systems [5, 131, 213]. Therefore, the following question remains:
Can EFA be a viable alternative to RDMA over InfiniBand for data-intensive systems?

Contributions. In this paper, we answer this question by performing an in-depth
systematic evaluation. First, we describe the EFA stack and highlight qualitative
differences to RDMA over InfiniBand which we think is an already highly valuable
contribution for system design since today the information about EFA is scattered across
many resources, Second, we evaluate the performance of EFA and compare it with
RDMA over InfiniBand in a set of reproducible microbenchmarks. Third, based on our
evaluation we derived lessons learned that can be used by system designers to utilize
EFA in data-intensive systems.

9.2 Elastic Fabric Adapter

In this section, we describe the EFA stack as shown in Figure 9.1. We do this from the
bottom up, starting with the hardware and Amazon’s Scalable Reliable Datagram (SRD)
protocol. Afterwards, we move on to the software layers ibverbs and libfabric.

9.2.1 SRD: A Reliable and Unordered Protocol

SRD is reliable. The foundation of EFA is SRD, a proprietary network protocol
that provides reliable but unordered communication on top of commodity Ethernet
switches [195]. Of course, reliability is not unique to SRD as many common protocols,
including TCP/IP and reliable connected RDMA, guarantee reliable packet delivery.
However, unlike existing Ethernet protocols such as TCP/IP, SRD is purpose-built for
Amazon’s data centers. Therefore, Amazon controls the hardware SRD operates on,
which in turn enables them to implement SRD’s reliability efficiently in hardware (in the
AWS Nitro network cards [190]) rather than in software.

SRD is out-of-order. Moreover, unlike other reliable protocols that often guarantee
in-order delivery, SRD has out-of-order delivery. This is because in-order delivery may
cause head-of-line blocking [195] and thus SRD reduces tail latencies. Additionally, to
avoid hot paths in the network and thus reduce the chance of packet drops, SRD packets
are sent across multiple network paths. Thus, out-of-order delivery is a direct consequence
of sending packets across multiple paths, and enforcing the order would require large
intermediate buffers or dropping out-of-order messages.
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Figure 9.1: EFA Stack: Software and Hardware.

9.2.2 Ibverbs: Low Level Interface

SRD is exposed to the application via the ibverbs library. Ibverbs is the same library
that allows user-space processes to use RDMA primitives to perform high-throughput,
low-latency network operations on InfiniBand. The fact that EFA and RDMA share the
same low-level library is no coincidence because EFA closely resembles the InfiniBand
verbs specification [195]. The library itself is split into a control path and a data path.

Control path. The control path is implemented through system calls to the kernel,
which further calls the low-level EFA driver depicted gray in Figure 9.1. The control
path creates, modifies, queries, and destroys resources that are needed for connection
setup and communication. Because the control path may interact with the kernel, those
operations are commonly avoided in the hot path.

Data path. The data path avoids the kernel and network stack completely and instead
interacts directly with the hardware. The reason for kernel and network stack bypass
is that the traditional kernel network stack was shown to be prohibitively expensive
and thus ill-suited for high-performance networks [20, 66]. This is evident by the rise
of available frameworks such as DPDK [173], mTCP [97], or eRPC [101]. Furthermore,
ibverbs is designed to provide zero-copy and asynchronous networking.

Send/receive queues. Modern network interfaces get the data buffer from the
application and notify the application when data is actually sent, via traditional synchro-
nization mechanisms such as completion queues. EFA follows this approach and offers
send/ receive queues with the respective completion queues. (1) The send queue is used
by the sender to issue a send operation that returns immediately to achieve asynchronous
networking. (2) The receive queue is used by the receiving side to issue receive requests.
A receive request instructs the network interface card (NIC) in which memory buffer to
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copy the incoming data via direct memory access (DMA). Therefore, to handle incoming
messages the application needs to post such receive requests beforehand.

No one-sided. As mentioned earlier, because EFA and RDMA share the same
low-level interface they have a common intersection of primitives. However, there are
important distinctions between EFA and reliable RDMA. Reliable connected RDMA
provides two types of operations: One-sided read/write/atomic primitives and two-sided
primitives send/recv. EFA does not support one-sided primitives [195], but is limited to
two-sided primitives.

Connection scalability. On the other hand, SRD offers better scalability because a
well-known limitation of reliable connected (RC) RDMA is lifted. That is, in RC RDMA,
one connection endpoint can exclusively communicate only with one other end-point This
means to achieve an all-to-all communication many connections need to be established
which impacts performance [103]. In contrast, in EFA one connection end-point can
communicate with all other end-points without creating an end-point for every connection.
This reduces the number of connections in EFA drastically [195].

9.2.3 Libfabric: EFA’s Programming Interface

Even though ibverbs provides all available primitives, the recommended interface for
application developers is libfabric [192], which provides a higher level interface on top
of ibverbs as shown in Figure 9.1. Libfabric is a framework that provides a unified
abstraction for high-performance network devices [74]. In contrast to ibverbs, libfabric
offers higher level functionality and is somewhat easier to use. It provides a standard set
of APIs that are agnostic to the underlying network protocol and hardware device.

Provider. In libfabric, hardware devices are termed as provider which hook into the
framework and implement optimized device-specific functionality. EFA is essentially one
such provider under libfabric [75] (called fi_efa). This EFA provider is layered above
ibverbs and thus also provides control and data transfer operations.

Endpoint types. Internally, endpoints use the primitives provided by ibverbs and may
expose some higher- level functionality to the application developer. For instance, the
reliable datagram (RDM) endpoint that exposes the proprietary SRD protocol provides
higher-level features such as message segmentation that are implemented by libfabric in
software.
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Figure 9.2: Latency with varying message sizes.

9.3 Experimental Evaluation
In the following, we discuss the results of our extensive evaluation which compares the
performance of EFA with RDMA over InfiniBand in a set of reproducible microbench-
marks.

Methodology. To isolate the fundamental properties of EFA and RDMA we used the
well-known performance micro-benchmark library perftest (available at [76]). Perftest
uses ibverbs directly and supports EFA (SRD and UD) as well as reliable connected
RDMA over InfiniBand. This makes the experiments directly comparable as both
implementations use the same benchmarking code.

Setup. Because EFA is only available on AWS which does not offer RDMA we
used two different hardware platforms both running Linux. We conducted the EFA
experiments using two EC2 c5n.18xlarge instances with 192 GB main memory and
72 vCPUs connected via 100 Gigabit EFA. Both c5n.18xlarge instances were deployed
in the recommended cluster placement group to achieve the best low-latency network
performance [193]. We also replicated our experiments on c5n.metal and obtained similar
results. The RDMA experiments were conducted on two bare-metal machines with
1 TB main memory and 56 CPUs connected with an InfiniBand network using Mellanox
ConnectX-5 MT27800 NICs (InfiniBand EDR 4x, 100 Gbps).

9.3.1 Latency Comparison

As latency is critical for many applications, we start our evaluation by comparing the
latency of SRD (EFA) with RC RDMA (IB). To classify the latency improvement of
SRD (EFA) over EC2’s traditional 100 Gigabit networking solution we included sockets
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Figure 9.3: Synchronous bandwidth (single-threaded).

(TCP/IP) as a reference. As mentioned, we use perftest [76] for EFA as well as RDMA
and sockperf [144] for sockets.

Figure 9.2 compares the effect of varying message sizes on the average latency, i.e.,
half-round-trip latency. Both EFA and RDMA provide lower latencies than sockets.
However, when comparing RDMA with SRD, we can observe that RDMA’s latency is
around 20× lower for messages below 512 bytes. For 8 kB messages RDMA’s latency
is still 10× lower than SRD’s latency. Thus, although the latency results for EFA are
considerably better than for the TCP/IP sockets, there remains a substantial gap to
RDMA (similar latencies for RDMA are achievable on Azure VMs [146]).

9.3.2 Synchronous Bandwidth

We now turn our attention from latency to bandwidth. In Figure 9.3, we examine the
synchronous bandwidth of SRD (EFA) and RC RDMA (IB) with varying message sizes
using a single thread. In this context, synchronous means that we wait for the completion
of the previous message before sending the next message. SRD and RC RDMA both
adhere to a delivery-complete semantics which means that the completion is generated
when the remote network card receives the message. For this setup, we can see in
Figure 9.3 that RDMA achieves a much higher bandwidth. The reason is that RDMA’s
latency is much smaller and thus when cross-referencing the bandwidth results with the
latency results from Figure 9.2 the achieved bandwidth is not surprising. Therefore, the
achievable bandwidth of both is limited by their respective latencies. For instance, with
8 kB RDMA achieves roughly 2.5 GB/s which is 10 times more than SRD (similar to the
latency gap).
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Figure 9.4: Effect of transmission depth on asynchronous bandwidth and message rate
(single-threaded).

9.3.3 Asynchronous Networking

As shown above, latency becomes the limiting factor in synchronous networking. Subse-
quently, we investigate how asynchronous networking avoids this limitation. Therefore,
we vary the number of outstanding messages (i.e, the transmission depth) and show in
Figure 9.4 how the bandwidth and message rate are affected.

First, let us focus on larger messages. With 4 kB messages and a transmission depth of
about 64, RDMA achieves the maximum bandwidth (i.e., around 12GB/s). In contrast,
EFA does not fully saturate the bandwidth and instead seems to be message bound at
around 2 M messages, i.e., the same message rate as with smaller message sizes. When
messages are sufficiently large, i.e., 8 kB and larger, both EFA and RDMA achieve the
maximum bandwidth. However, Figure 9.4 shows that only RDMA is able to reach the
full bandwidth when the transmission depth is small. The reason for that lies in RDMA’s
lower latency since it enables RDMA to process outstanding messages more quickly.
For instance, a transmission depth of 8 means that we always try to have 8 messages
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outstanding. As RDMA’s latency is lower, the completion for these 8 outstanding
messages is generated faster and new messages can be transmitted. Conversely, because
EFA’s latency is higher the completion takes longer and thus requires a higher transmission
depth to achieve the maximum bandwidth.

We now move on to smaller messages, i.e., 16 and 512 byte. When comparing the
respective message rates for both 16 and 512 byte, we can observe that the message size
does not affect the maximum message rate. RDMA achieves around 7 M messages per
second and EFA around 2 M messages per second for both message sizes. One may now
wonder what the limiting factor for EFA’s message rate is. What we can already rule out
is being latency-bound because we send multiple messages asynchronously. Additionally,
we are not bandwidth bound either for 16 and 512 byte messages as we can clearly
observe from Figure 9.4. Hence, we argue that the message rate is limited by the network
card, as discussed in the next experiment.

9.3.4 NIC Parallelism

In this experiment, we examine if the processing unit (PU) of the network card became
the limiting factor in the previous experiment. This can happen if a powerful CPU core
overwhelms a less powerful PU on the NIC. Often a single connection is handled by a
single NIC PU [102]. Consequently, increasing the number of connections may lead to
the utilization of multiple NIC PUs, which ultimately improves the message rates.

To evaluate if NIC parallelism can be exploited we use a single thread and increase
the number of connections. Figure 9.5 shows that a single CPU core utilizes multiple
connections with SRD and thus achieves a peak message rate of around 4 M with 4
connections (16 and 512 byte messages). With 4 kB message size, EFA eventually reaches
the full bandwidth with 2 connections (same message rate as RDMA which achieves
full bandwidth). In contrast, RDMA does not profit from having multiple connections,
instead, performance degrades slightly for smaller messages. We can conclude that
RDMA is CPU-bound with small messages. We confirmed this statement by using a
single connection and posting a linked list of multiple messages to the NIC, i.e., in perftest
this is done by setting the post list parameter to 16. This allows the NIC to process the
requests at full speed without being dependent on the CPU. For RDMA the message
rate with 64 byte messages peaked at around 17 M messages per second whereas EFA’s
messages per second remained at 2 M due to the processing limit of a single NIC PU.
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Based on these results, we can reasonably speculate that a single Nitro Card PU can
achieve around 2 M messages per second. To achieve the maximum of 4 M messages per
second multiple Nitro Card PUs need to be exploited.

9.3.5 EFA Interface Evaluation

We now compare the single-threaded performance of libfabric with the lower-level ibverbs
interface. We examine the bandwidth as well as the message rate in Figure 9.6. To verify
that our libfabric implementation performs as expected, we compared it to the OSU MPI
performance test, which uses libfabric as well. Figure 9.6 shows that using the lower-
level library ibverbs yields the best performance (50% more msg/second). Additionally,
libfabric has many performance knobs and was not easier to use than ibverbs.
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9.4 Related Work
We think that the broad availability of EFA has the potential to trigger a redesign of
distributed databases. Unfortunately, there has only been very limited work on EFA in
general.

Most research was driven by the HPC community and specifically geared towards
MPI as it is the de-facto standard in distributed HPC applications [31, 195, 234]. Most
notably is the paper from Shalev et al. (Amazon) [195] which discusses some of the
design decisions behind the proprietary SRD protocol. The other two papers [31, 195,
234] specifically focus on MPI primitives. The only database paper which mentions EFA
is from Barthels et al. [17] in which they show in one experiment that their findings are
transferable to the off-the-shelf network infrastructure of AWS.

9.5 Lessons Learned and Summary
Although both EFA and RDMA are advertised for a similar audience, their performance
characteristics are quite different. This has major implications on how distributed data
processing systems for the cloud should be designed. In the following, we summarize our
main findings and their implications on system design:

Latency. As we have seen in Figure 9.2, EFA’s latency decreased twofold compared
to traditional TCP/IP sockets. Nonetheless, the latencies of EFA are still an order of
magnitude higher than those of RDMA. Due to EFA’s higher latency it is not as beneficial
to send small messages as in RDMA.

Bandwidth. As shown in Figure 9.4, the bandwidth of EFA is strongly dependent
on the transmission depth and the message size. To saturate the bandwidth, a large
transmission depth (e.g., 256) and message sizes are important. When the message size
is below 8 kB, NIC-parallelism should be exploited by either using multiple connections
for a single-threaded application or multiple threads. With even larger messages (e.g.,
8 kB) those sophisticated optimizations are not necessary to achieve the full bandwidth.

Message Rate. Figure 9.4 shows that the achievable message rate for small messages
in EFA is considerably smaller than in RDMA. NIC parallelism is crucial to utilize the
maximum message rate, preferable with multiple threads to achieve 8 M messages/second.

No one-sided operations. Besides performance characteristics, other factors such
as that there is no one-sided support for EFA plays an important role. System designs
based on one-sided primitives might need to be revisited.
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Out-of-order-delivery. In contrast to reliable connected RDMA, EFA does not
guarantee in-order delivery. Systems which rely on ordering need to handle re-ordering
in the software stack which may induce some overhead.

EFA is proprietary. Unlike InfiniBand, it is not yet possible to equip on-premise
machines with EFA. Therefore, EFA can exclusively be used in AWS ec2 instances (vendor
lock-in).
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10 Designing Distributed Tree-Based
Index Structures for Fast
RDMA-Capable Networks

Abstract

Over the past decade, in-memory database systems have become prevalent in academia and
industry. However, large data sets often need to be stored distributed across the memory of several
nodes in a cluster, since they often do not fit into the memory of a single machine. A database
architecture that has recently been proposed for building distributed in-memory databases for
fast RDMA-capable networks is the Network-Attached-Memory (NAM) architecture. The NAM
architecture logically separates compute and memory servers and thus provides independent
scalability of both resources. One important key challenge in the NAM architecture, is to provide
efficient remote access methods for compute nodes to access data residing in memory nodes.

In this paper, we therefore discuss design alternatives for distributed tree-based index structures
in the NAM architecture. The two main aspects that we focus on in our paper are: (1) how
the index itself should be distributed across several memory servers and (2) which RDMA
primitives should be used by compute servers to access the distributed index structure in the most
efficient manner. Our experimental evaluation shows the trade-offs for different distributed index
design alternatives using a variety of workloads. While the focus of this paper is on the NAM
architecture, we believe that the findings can also help to understand the design space on how to
build distributed tree-based indexes for other RDMA-based distributed database architectures in
general.
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10.1 Introduction

10.1 Introduction

Motivation. In the last years, in-memory database systems have become dominant in
academia and industry. This is not only demonstrated by the multitude of academic
projects including MonetDB, Peloton and HyPer but also by the variety of available
commercial in-memory database systems such as SAP HANA, Oracle Exalytics, IBM
DB2 BLU, and Microsoft Hekaton. A major challenge of in-memory systems, however, is
that large data sets often do not fit into the memory of a single machine anymore. To
that end, in-memory databases often need to be stored distributed across the memory of
a cluster of machines. For example, Walmart — the world’s largest company by revenue

— uses a cluster of multiple servers that in total provide 64 terabytes of main memory to
process their business data.

An architecture that has recently been proposed for building distributed in-memory
database systems is the Network-Attached-Memory (NAM) architecture [20, 186, 239].
The NAM architecture was specifically designed for high-performance RDMA-enabled
networks and logically separates compute and memory servers as shown in Figure 10.1.
The memory servers in the NAM architecture provide a shared and distributed memory
pool for storing the tables and indexes, which can be accessed from compute servers that
execute queries and transactions.

A major advantage of the NAM architecture over the classical shared-nothing archi-
tecture is that compute and memory servers can be scaled independently and thus the
NAM architecture can efficiently support the resource requirements for various different
data-intensive workloads (OLTP, OLAP, and ML [20]). Moreover, as shown in [239], the
NAM architecture is less sensitive towards data-locality and can thus support workloads
where the database is not trivially partitionable. As a result, a recent paper [239] has
shown that the NAM architecture can scale out nearly linearly for transactional work-
loads (OLTP) up to clusters with more than 50 nodes while the classical shared-nothing
architecture stops scaling after only a few nodes.

However, what enables the scalability of the NAM architecture is the advent of
affordable high-performance networks such as InfiniBand, RoCE, or OmniPath. These
networks not only provide high-bandwidth and low-latency, but also allow to bypass the
CPU for many of the required data transfer operations using Remote-Direct-Memory-
Access (RDMA), minimizing the CPU overhead for every data transfer. Unfortunately,
taking full advantage of RDMA especially for smaller data transfers is not easy and as
[239] points out requires a careful design for all in-memory data structures.
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Figure 10.1: The NAM Architecture

Previous work [55, 56, 103, 239] therefore made several proposals on how to design data
structures mainly to support concurrent updates. However, all these systems assume that
secondary indexes are not distributed and do not span more than one server. While it is
a reasonable assumption for some workloads, it cannot only severely limit the scalability
of the entire system, but also create hot-spots if the index is commonly read/updated,
destroying one of the key advantages of the NAM architecture.

In this paper we therefore investigate if it is possible to design a scalable tree-based
index structure for RDMA. Our focus is on tree structures in order to handle range
queries efficiently, and on the NAM architecture because of its scalability, as well as its
capability to separately scale compute and in-memory storage. However, designing a
scalable tree-based index structure is not trivial and many design choices exists. For
instance, accessing indexes via RDMA leaves the option whether to use one-sided RDMA
operations, which do not involve the remote CPU, or two-sided RDMA operations, which
are essentially RPC calls. One-sided operations are more scalable as they have less
overhead, but unfortunately, they are more complicated to use [20, 54, 104, 239], and
might require more than one round-trip. Furthermore, many approaches exists on how
the index (inner and leaf nodes) should be distributed across the storage servers. Ideally,
the distribution scheme not only leverages the memory resources of all available servers
in a fair manner (e.g., the memory requirements are distributed uniformly across all
machines), but is also robust towards different access patterns (i.e., uniform vs. skewed,
different selectivities, different read/write ratios etc.)

Contributions: In summary we make the following contributions: (1) We discuss the
design options of distributed tree-based index structures for the NAM architecture that
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can be efficiently accessed via RDMA. (2) We present three different possible index
implementations that vary in the data distribution scheme as well as the underlying
RDMA primitives used to access and update the index. (3) We analyze the performance
of the proposed index designs using various workloads ranging from read-only workloads
with various access patterns and selectivities to mixed workloads with different write
intensities. Furthermore, the workloads used in our evaluation cover uniform and skewed
distributions to show the robustness of the suggested index designs. As we will show
in our experiments, both design questions, which RDMA primitives to use and how
to distribute the index nodes, play a significant role on the resulting scalability and
robustness of the index structure. Finally, we believe that the findings of this paper are
not only applicable for the NAM architecture, but also represent a more general guideline
to build distributed indexes for other architectures (e.g., the shared-nothing architecture)
and applications (e.g., ordered key-value stores) over RDMA-capable networks.

Outline: The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 10.2 we first
give an overview of the capabilities of RDMA-enabled networks and then discuss the
design space for tree-based indexes in the NAM architecture. Afterwards, based on the
design space we derive three possible tree-based indexing schemes, that we then discuss
in detail in Sections 10.3 to 10.5. The evaluation, in Section 10.6, examines these index
alternatives with various workloads. As mentioned before, we believe that the findings
of this paper generalize to other distributed architectures. Some initial ideas in this
direction are discussed in Section 10.7. Finally, we conclude with an overview of the
related work in Section 10.8 and a summary of the findings and possible avenues of future
work in Section 10.9.

10.2 Overview
This section provides an overview of the background of RDMA-capable networks relevant
for this paper, discusses the design space of distributed indexes for RDMA and analyzes
the scalability of the different alternatives. Readers familiar with RDMA can skip Section
10.2.1 and continue with Section 10.2.2.

10.2.1 RDMA Basics

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is a networking protocol that provides high
bandwidth and low latency accesses to a remote node’s main memory. This is achieved
by using zero-copy transfer from the application space to bypass the OS kernel. There
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are several RDMA implementations available — most notably InfiniBand and RDMA
over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) [219].

RDMA implementations typically provide different operations (called verbs) that can
be categorized into the following two classes: (1) one-sided and (2) two-sided verbs.

One-sided verbs: One-sided verbs (READ/WRITE) provide remote memory access
semantics, where the host specifies the memory address of the remote node that should
be accessed. When using one-sided verbs, the CPU of the remote node is not actively
involved in the data transfer.

Two-sided verbs: Two-sided verbs (SEND/RECEIVE) provide channel semantics. In
order to transfer data between the host and the remote node, the remote node first
needs to publish a RECEIVE request before the host can transfer the data with a SEND
operation. Different from one-sided verbs, the host does not specify the target remote
memory address. Instead, the remote host defines the target address in its RECEIVE
operation. Another difference is that the remote CPU is actively involved in the data
transfer.

A further important category of verbs is Atomic verbs. These verbs fall into the
category of one-sided verbs and enable multiple host nodes to access the same remote
memory address concurrently, while preventing data races at the same time. In RDMA,
there are two atomic operations available: remote compare-and-swap (CAS) and remote
fetch-and-add (FA). An important difference to READ/WRITE operations is that both
atomic operations (CAS and FA) can only modify exactly 8 Bytes on the remote side.

Whether to use one-sided or two-sided verbs strongly depends on the application. While
one-sided operations are appealing since they do not involve the remote CPU for being
executed, they typically require more complex communication protocols using multiple
round-trips between the host and the remote node. On the other hand, two-sided verbs
are capable of implementing an RPC-based protocol which requires only two round-trips
but involves the remote CPU (potentially heavily) in the execution of the RPC and thus
limits the scalability of the application. In this paper, we study these trade-offs for the
design of distributed tree-based index structures. A more general analysis of whether to
use one-sided or two-sided operations can be found in [54].

10.2.2 Design Space for RDMA-Based Indexes

In this section, we discuss the design space of distributed tree-based index structures
for RDMA-based networks. The focus of this paper is on the NAM architecture and
thus on the question of how to distribute the index over memory resources of multiple
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memory servers, as well as how to access the distributed index from compute servers
(see Figure 10.1). However, we believe that the design discussion in this section can also
help to understand the design space on how to build distributed tree-based indexes for
RDMA in general and thus the findings can be applied to other architectures (e.g., in
a shared-nothing architecture). We will discuss some of these other scenarios in more
detail in Section 10.7.

In this section, we assume that the tree-based index has a structure similar to a
B-+-tree (or more precisely a B-link tree [117]); i.e., inner nodes only store separators
and leaf nodes store the actual keys of the index. We will describe the details of
how we adapted the B-link tree in Sections 10.3 to 10.5 for our implementation. The
index designs discussed in this paper are applicable to primary/secondary as well as
clustered/non-clustered tree-based indexes with and without unique keys.

Since tree-based indexes and in particular B-link trees are often used as secondary
indexes, the following discussions assume a secondary (i.e., non-clustered) index with
non-unique keys, where duplicate keys can be stored in the leaf/inner nodes of the index
while leaves map secondary keys (called keys further on) to primary keys (called payload
further on). The generalization to the other cases (primary index, clustered index) is
straightforward.

Index Distribution. In order to distribute the index (inner and leaf nodes) across the
memory of multiple machines, two different extreme forms of distribution schemes can
be applied — namely a coarse-grained and a fine-grained distribution scheme (see Figure
10.2):

(1) Coarse-grained Distribution (CG): This scheme applies a classical approach known
from shared-nothing architectures. In order to distribute the index over multiple servers,
we first apply a partitioning function (either range-based, round-robin, or a hash-based)
to the keys that are being indexed and thus decide on which server a key and its payload
should be stored. Once all keys and the payload are assigned to servers, we can build a
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separate tree-based index on each of the memory servers (i.e., we are co-locating inner
and leaf nodes on the same server).

(2) Fine-grained Distribution (FG): In the fine-grained distribution scheme, we imple-
ment the other extreme case, where we do not partition the index at all but instead build
a global index over all keys and distribute the index nodes (i.e., leaf and inner nodes) on
a per node-basis over the memory of all machines in a round-robin manner level by level.
In order to connect the index nodes, we use remote memory pointers that encode not
only the memory address but also the storage location (i.e., the memory server) which
holds the remote node. Details about the implementation of remote memory pointers
will be discussed later in Section 10.4.

While the coarse-grained scheme is the dominant solution to distribute indexes (and
data) in slow networks when the network bandwidth is a major limiting factor, the
fine-grained scheme is an interesting alternative for fast RDMA-capable networks since
it can farm out index requests across all servers and thus lead to better load balancing.
This is particularly interesting if local and remote memory bandwidth converges which is
already true for the most recent InfiniBand standard HDR 4× that can provide approx.
50GB/s for remote memory accesses per dual-port RDMA network card.

At the end of this section, we provide a formal analysis of the scalability of both
distribution schemes.

RDMA-Based Accesses. As explained in Section 10.2.1, RDMA provides two different
classes of operations to access remote memory, called one-sided and two-sided. In the
following, we discuss how one- and two-sided RDMA operations can be used to implement
index access methods. A more general discussion about the trade-offs of one- and
two-sided can be found in [54].

If we use one-sided operations to access an index from a remote host, each node of a tree-
based index typically needs to be accessed independently since RDMA READ/WRITEs
can only access one remote memory location at a time. Thus, a lookup of a key in a leaf
needs one RDMA READ operation for each index node from the index root down to the
leaf level following the remote pointers. Range queries additionally need to traverse the
(linked) leaf level and need one additional RDMA READ operation for each scanned leaf.

Implementing insert operations is even more complex since we also need to take care
of concurrency control (e.g., using RDMA atomics). In addition, to concurrency control
operations, inserts need at least two full index passes from the root to the leaves and back.
In the top-down pass, we access every index node from the root to the leaf using RDMA
READs and in the bottom-up pass we then need to install at most two pages using
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Description Symbol Example
# of Memory Servers S 4
Bandwidth per Memory Server (GB/s) BW 50GB/s
Page Size of Index Nodes (in Bytes) P 1024B
Data Size (# of tuples) D 100M
Key Size (in Bytes)
- same as Value/Pointer Size - K 8B

Fanout (per index node) M=P/(3·K) 42
Leaves (# of nodes) L=D/M approx. 2.3M
Max. index height (FG, Unif./Skew) HF G=logM (L) 4
Max. index height (CG, Unif.) HU

CG=logM (L/S) 4
Max. index height (CG, Skew) HS

CG=logM (L) 4

Table 10.1: Overview of Symbols

Fine-grained Coarse-grained (2-sided)
(1-sided) Range Hash

Step (1): Avail. BW:
Total BW Uniform S·BW S·BW S·BW
Total BW Skew S·BW 1·BW 1·BW
Step (2): BW per Q
Point (Unif., sel=1/L) HF G·P HU

CG·P HU
CG·P

Point (Skew, sel=z/L) HF G·P+z·P HS
CG·P+z·P HS

CG·P+z·P
Range (Unif., sel=s) HF G·P+s·L·P HU

CG·P+s·L·P HU
CG·P·S+s·L·P

Range (Skew, sel= sz) HF G·P+sz ·L·P HS
CG·P+sz ·L·P HS

CG·P·S+sz ·L·P
Step (3): Max. Q/sec
Max. Throughput Avail. BW / BW requirement per Q

Table 10.2: Scalability Analysis (Theoretical)

RDMA WRITEs for every level (in case splits happen) plus potentially one additional
RDMA WRITE for installing a new root node.

In case we use two-sided RDMA operations for index accesses, we can leverage the
fact that we can implement an RPC protocol using an approach similar to [103] where
the remote CPU is involved to apply the index operations. An RPC call from one server
to another can be implemented using a pair of SEND/RECEIVE operations: one pair
for sending the request from host to remote server, and one pair for the response (e.g.,
which contains the result in case of an index lookup). Thus, two-sided operations seem
to be more efficient for implementing remote index accesses.

However, again when assuming that the local memory bandwidth and network band-
width are equal, one-sided operations are not worse than two-sided operations w.r.t. the
bandwidth and thus throughput. Nevertheless, latency might increase. On the other
hand, using one-sided operations do not involve the remote CPU at all. This is especially
beneficial for skewed workloads in high-load scenarios leading to higher throughput and
lower latency of index accesses, as we will show in our experiments in Section 10.6.
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10.2.3 Scalability Analysis

In this section, we now formally analyze the theoretical maximal throughput for the
different index design variants introduced before. The basic idea of the scalability analysis
is to compute the theoretical maximal throughput (i.e., number of index accesses per
second) based on the number of available servers that hold index data (i.e., memory
servers in the NAM architecture). The theoretical maximal throughput will be computed
by the total aggregated (remote) memory bandwidth available that can be provided by
all memory servers divided by the bandwidth requirements for each index access (i.e., for
each query Q).

In the analysis we did not consider latency which is definitively higher for FG because
multiple network round-trips are needed for each query. In our evaluation in Section 10.6,
we discuss the latency of the different index designs and show that under high-load the
FG scheme outperforms the CG scheme in terms of latency while being slightly higher
for normal load.
Assumptions. For analyzing maximal throughput for S memory servers, we assume that
memory bandwidth and network bandwidth are equal and thus we do not differentiate
between both. This assumption is realistic as shown in [20]. Since [20] was published,
a new generation of InfiniBand hardware (HDR 4×) appeared. With this hardware,
the remote memory bandwidth when using two network cards (or one with a dual-port
interface) will give us around 50GB/s, which is close to what we can expect today from
the local memory bus of one CPU socket with 4 memory channels.

In our scalability analysis, we further consider different combinations of how the
index is distributed across memory servers (fine-grained/FG vs. coarse-grained/CG), as
well as different workload characteristics of how index accesses are distributed (uniform
vs. skewed). Since, we cannot analyze all possible alternatives we make the following
restrictions: (a) We do not differentiate between one-sided and two-sided RDMA opera-
tions since we assume memory and network bandwidth to be equal as discussed before.
Moreover, we also do not include the CPU load in our analysis. To that end, searching
an index page from a compute server using a RPC (based on two-sided operations) or a
read using one-sided operations is not different anymore w.r.t. required (remote) memory
bandwidth and thus the resulting throughput. (b) We only consider read-only index
accesses for the theoretical analysis since read accesses dominate OLTP workloads [113]
(and OLAP workloads as well). In our experimental evaluation in Section 10.6, we also
include workloads with write accesses which show similar effects as the theoretical analysis
for read-only workloads in terms of throughput. (c) For analyzing skewed workloads, we
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Figure 10.3: Maximal Throughput (Theoretical)

assume attribute-value-skew on the indexed attribute; i.e., one distinct key dominates
the distribution of the secondary index. In case of CG-distribution (hash and range) this
means that the majority of index entries (i.e., inner and leaf nodes) will end up being
stored on a single memory server.

Analysis and Findings. We now discuss the scalability of throughput for different
index designs. For the scalability analysis, we use the symbols that we introduce in Table
10.1. The findings of the analysis are summarized in Table 10.2. In the following, we
explain the idea behind the analysis in a stepwise manner as indicated in the table.

Step (1) in Table 10.2: First, for different workload distributions we model the
effectively available aggregated bandwidth of all memory servers that hold the index. We
assume that we have a cluster with S memory servers, each contributing a bandwidth
BW to the aggregated bandwidth. The total available aggregated bandwidth for FG-
distribution is always S · BW . The reason is that even if workload is skewed (i.e., one
secondary key dominates the distribution), index accesses will always be farmed out to
all memory servers due to the round-robin distribution of index nodes to servers. This
is different for CG-distribution (hash and range). In the skewed case, the very same
memory server stores most of the index data, thus effectively limiting the bandwidth to
only 1 · BW in the worst case.
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Step (2), line 2 in Table 10.2: In a second step, we now consider the (remote) memory
bandwidth requirements of an individual index access (i.e., one query) and start with
point queries and then continue with range queries.

For uniform distribution, we assume that only one leaf page needs to be read by the
point query (i.e., the selectivity is sel = 1/L). In both cases (FG and CG), we thus only
need to traverse the index height. To that end the memory bandwidth requirement is
HF G · P (where P is the size of an index node in bytes). For FG distribution, the index
is built over all leaf nodes L and thus the height is logM (L) where M is the fanout of
an index node. The index height for CG (uniform) is only logM (L/S) since data is first
partitioned on S servers. In the CG (skew) case, we assume that the maximal index
height under the CG scheme is the same as for the FG scheme. The reason is that most
leaf nodes will be stored in one memory server (which also increases the index height).
Moreover, we assume a read-amplification of z for skewed workloads; i.e., z leaf pages
need to be retrieved instead of 1 only (i.e., the selectivity is sel = z/L) resulting in an
additional memory bandwidth requirement of z · P for a point query.

For range queries, we assume that under uniform workload a fraction of s leaf pages
needs to be retrieved (i.e., the selectivity is sel = s). For skewed workloads this will
again be amplified by a factor of z (i.e., the selectivity is sel = z · s = sz). Moreover, in
the skewed case, we again assume that CG has the same maximal height as FG since
most data will be stored in one memory server. Additionally, for the hash-based scheme
queries must be send to all S memory servers resulting in S index traversals from root to
leaves.

Step (3), line 3 in Table 10.2: Based on the results in step (1) and (2), we can now
derive the theoretical maximal throughput for S memory servers by dividing the available
aggregated memory bandwidth (step 1) by the bandwidth requirements for the different
queries (step 2).
Example Results. Figure 10.3 plots the results of our analysis for range queries (for
a uniform and a skewed workload). Point queries show a similar trend; thus we do not
show their plot. For Figure 10.3 plot, we use the example values provided in Table 10.1
(rightmost column), however, additionally varying the available memory servers between
S = 2...64. We choose a selectivity of s = 0.001 and skew amplification of z = 10.

We can see that all index designs scale well for uniform workloads. The reason why
the CG scheme (uniform) scales slightly worse for hash-partitioning than for range-
partitioning is that queries for hash-partitioning need to be sent to all memory servers
since all servers might hold relevant index entries for range queries resulting in the fact
that the indexes on all S machines need to be traversed. This is different for skewed
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Figure 10.4: Design 1 - Coarse-Grained Index

workloads. Here the FG scheme still shows the same scalability as for a uniform workload
while the CG scheme stagnates with increasing memory servers. The main reason is
that the total available bandwidth is limited to only BW under skew and is independent
from the number of memory servers available. To that end, we can see that in terms of
throughput the FG scheme is the only scheme which achieves a throughput which scales
with the available memory servers independent of the workload.
Next, we present the details of our index implementations using a coarse-grained (CG), a
fine-grained (FG), and a hybrid distribution scheme that mixes CG and FG. For each of
the index implementations we also discuss which RDMA operations are being used for
accessing the index from a remote machine (i.e., from a compute server).

10.3 Design 1: Coarse-Grained/Two-Sided
In this section, we discuss our first tree-based index structure design which can be
distributed over the memory of multiple servers and accessed by clients via RDMA (e.g.,
compute servers in the NAM architecture). First, we discuss the details of the distributed
index structure itself. Afterwards, we elaborate on how this index structure can be
efficiently accessed using RDMA operations.

10.3.1 Index Structure

The first index structure leverages a coarse-grained distribution scheme as shown in
Figure 10.2. The basic idea of the coarse-grained index distribution scheme is to partition
the key space by using a traditional partitioning scheme (either hash- or range-based),
between different memory servers. Afterwards, each memory server individually builds a
tree-based index for its assigned keys.
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The internal index structure in each node is shown in Figure 10.4 and follows the basic
concepts of a B-link tree [117]. However, different from the original B-link tree, we
use real memory pointers instead of page identifiers. More importantly, we additionally
introduce an 8-byte field per index node which stores a pair (version, lock-bit) where
the last bit represents a lock-bit. We use this field to implement a concurrency protocol
based on optimistic-lock-coupling [120]. Our adaption of optimistic-lock-coupling for
RDMA is explained in the next section.

operation lookup (key , node , parent , parentVersion ) {
version = readLockOrRestart (node);
if( parent != null)

readUnlockOrRestart (parent , versionParent )

if( isLeaf (node))
value= getLeafValue (node)
checkOrRestart (node , version )
return value

else
nextNode = node. findChildInNodeOrSingling (key)
checkOrRestart (node , version )
return lookup (key , nextNode , node , version )

}

operation insert (key , value , node , parent , parentVersion ){
version = readLockOrRestart (node);
if( parent != null)

readUnlockOrRestart (parent , versionParent )

if( isLeaf (node))
upgradeToWriteLockOrRestart (node , version )
splitKey = node. insert (key , value)
writeUnlock (node)
return splitKey

else
nextNode = node. findChild (key)
splitKey = insert (key , value , nextNode , node , version )
if( splitKey != NULL)

upgradeToWriteLockOrRestart (node , version )
parentSplitKey = node. insert (key , value)
writeUnlock (node)
return parentSplitKey

return NULL
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}

Listing 10.1: Operations of a Coarse-Grained Index

10.3.2 RDMA-Based Accesses

In order to access the index structure, as shown in Figure 10.4, from a remote host, we use
an RPC-based protocol that uses two-sided RDMA operations. This design thus follows
a more traditional paradigm where operations are shipped to the data – similar to how
database operations are executed in a shared-nothing architecture. Other index designs
which use one-sided operations or a hybrid access protocol that mixes one-/two-sided
operations are explained in Sections 10.4 and 10.5 respectively.

Our RPC implementation for this index design is using RDMA SEND/RECEIVE
similar to the RPC implementation of [103]. In contrast to [103], we are not using
unreliable datagrams (UD) to implement the RPC but reliable connections (RC). Typically
the overall throughput of index operations is limited by either the CPU or the memory
bandwidth as we will show in our experiments; rather than by the number of RDMA
operations that the network card can execute (which was the main motivation of using
UD in [103]). Furthermore, to better scale-out with the number of clients, we are using
shared receive queues (SRQs) to handle the RDMA RECEIVE operations on the memory
servers. SRQs allow all incoming clients to be mapped to a fixed number of receive
queues, instead of using one receive queue per client [203].

In the following, we mainly focus on how the remote procedures are executed on
memory servers which store the part of the index being requested.
Index Lookups. If an incoming RPC represents an index lookup (i.e., a point- or a
range-query), a thread which handles the RPC in a memory server traverses the index
using a concurrency protocol based on optimistic-lock-coupling [120] but adapted for our
tree-based index structure.
Index Updates. Furthermore, we also support index inserts and deletes as on RPCs.
In the following, we first discuss inserts and then delete operations. Similar to [120],
the thread which handles the insertion RPC, does not acquire any lock in the top-down
pass from root to leaf nodes. Instead it acquires the first lock on the leaf level using a
local compare-and-swap (CAS). If a leaf needs to be split, due to an insert, the locks are
propagated to the parent nodes. Delete operations are implemented by setting a delete
bit per index entry instead of removing the key. For removing deleted entries we use an
epoch-based garbage collection scheme which runs on each memory server in a NAM
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architecture and is responsible for removing and re-balancing the index in regular intervals.

The code for the two operations lookup (point-query) and insert that are executed
locally on a memory server is shown in Listing 10.1. The concurrency scheme of the
coarse-grained index relies on the same methods as [120]. Range-queries work similar and
only need to traverse the leaf level additionally. The helper methods used in the code of
Listing 10.1 is shown in Appendix 10.10.1. In order to implement the lookup operation
of Listing 10.1, readLockOrRestart is used which implements a spinlock on the lock-bit
to enter a node. Furthermore, after scanning the content of a node, the lookup operation
calls checkOrRestart which uses the full version information (including the lock-bit) to
check whether a concurrent modification has happened while searching the node. The
insert operation of Listing 10.1 additionally uses a compare-and-swap operation in its
upgradeToWriteLockOrRestart operation to set the lock-bit before modifying a node
and insert a new key. For releasing the lock in writeUnlock a fetch-and-add operation
is used to atomically reset the lock-bit and carry the bit over to increase the version
counter.

10.4 Design 2: Fine-Grained/One-Sided
In this section, we discuss our second design of a tree-based index structure.

10.4.1 Index Structure

The basic idea of the fine-grained index is that the index is distributed on a per-node
basis to different memory servers in a round robin fashion as discussed in Section 10.2.
An example index structure is shown in Figure 10.5.

As in the first design, in addition to the keys and pointers each index node stores an
8-byte field with (version, lock-bit) at the beginning of each node. However, different
from the first design, pointers are implemented as so called remote pointers. More
precisely, a remote pointer is a 8-byte field which stores (nullbit, node-ID, offset).
The nullbit indicates whether a remote pointer is a NULL-pointer or not and the
node-ID encodes the address of the remote memory server (using 7 Bit). The remaining
7 Byte encode an offset into the remote memory that can be accessed via RDMA.

Furthermore, we introduce an optimization called head nodes on the leaf level. The
optimization will be discussed at the end of this section.
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Figure 10.5: Design 2 - Fine-Grained Index

10.4.2 RDMA-Based Accesses

In order to access the index structure shown in Figure 10.5 from a remote host, we use
an RDMA-based protocol that is based on one-sided operations. For the fine-grained
distribution scheme we anyway need to access each index node separately (inner and
leaf node) and thus one-sided operations are a good fit for the FG distribution scheme.
Similar to the index design in Section 10.3, we use a protocol that is based on optimistic-
lock-coupling. Yet, all operations are implemented using one-sided RDMA primitives.
Index Lookups. The intention of the lookup-operation for point-queries is that it can be
executed by a compute server to access a remote memory server(s) which store the index
node(s). The code for the remote_lookup operation which implements a point-query is
shown in Listing 10.2. Range-queries work similar and only need to traverse the leaf
level additionally. The code of the helper methods is shown in Listing 10.4 in Appendix
10.10.1.

The main difference to the lookup protocol of Section 10.3 is that the remote_lookup

first copies the accessed node (inner or leaf) with an RDMA_READ to the memory of the
client. Afterwards, the lookup operation checks on its local copy if the lock is not set (i.e.,
it is set to 0) and fetches a new copy if the lock is set by implementing a remote spinlock.

An interesting observation is that different from the original protocol in [120], we
do not need the version of the node after searching the node. Version checking in the
coarse-grained scheme (as shown in line 8 and 12 in Listing 10.1 for the coarse-grained
scheme) is used since a reader may see an intermediate inconsistent state of an index
node. In the fine-grained scheme, however, the client holds a local consistent copy which
cannot be modified by other clients, hence version checking is not needed. Furthermore,
we also do not check the version of the parent again once we traversed down to the next
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level (as shown in line 4 in Listing 10.1 for the coarse-grained scheme). Therefore, a
concurrent split on the current level might not be detected. However, after a split the
first node is written in-place (as discussed below). Thus, we can use the fact that we
implement a B-link tree and continue the search with the sibling if the search key is not
found in the current node.

Finally, a last modification, when using a one-sided protocol, is that compute servers
need to know the remote pointer for the root node. This can be implemented as part
of a catalog service that is anyway used during query compilation and optimization to
access the metadata of the database.
Index Updates. As before, we also support inserts and deletes, which will be discussed
in the following.

Inserts are more complex than lookups, since they modify the index structure. Similar to
the remote_lookup operation the compute server first fetches a local copy and checks if no
lock was set. To that end, version checking after traversing from one leaf level to the next
is not needed anymore since clients hold a copy of an index node. However, since clients
only hold a local copy of the index node, the remote_upgradeToWriteLockOrRestart

operation uses an RDMA_CAS operation for setting the lock-bit on the remote memory server.
Moreover, remote_writeUnlock resets the lock-bit remotely with RDMA_FETCH_AND_ADD.
This method additionally installs the modified version of the node on the remote side
using an RDMA_WRITE as shown in Listing 10.4 in Appendix 10.10.1. In case a node has to
be split (i.e., the splitkey is not NULL), the remote_writeUnlock method additionally
writes the second node resulting from the split.

Finally, delete operations (no shown in Listing 10.2) are again implemented by setting
a delete bit using a similar protocol as inserts, which modifies a local copy of the page
and then writes the node back to the memory server. Moreover, we use an epoch based
garbage collection scheme similar to Section 10.3, although the garbage collection thread
is run by a compute server globally for the complete index. The reason is that deletions
also need to lock the index nodes (same as writes). In order to implemented these locks,
we have to use the same one-sided protocol as for potential concurrent writes which relies
on RDMA-based atomics. The reason why we cannot run garbage collection as a local
thread on a memory server is that atomicity cannot be guaranteed if remote and local
atomic operations would both be used concurrently on the same memory addresses [33].

operation remoteLookup (key , remNodePtr ) {
node = remote_read ( remNodePtr )
remote_readLockOrRestart (node , remNodePtr )
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if( isLeaf (node))
value= getLeafValueFromNodeOrSiblings (node)
return value

else
nextNodePtr = node. findChildInNodeOrSiblings (key)
return remoteLookup (key , nextNodePtr )

}

operation remoteInsert (key , value , remNodePtr ){
node = remote_read ( remNodePtr )
version = remote_readLockOrRestart (node , remNodePtr )

if( isLeaf (node))
remote_upgradeToWriteLockOrRestart (node , remNodePtr , version )
splitKey = node. insert (key , value)
remote_writeUnlock (node , remNodePtr )
return splitKey

else
nextNodePtr = node. findChildInNodeOrSiblings (key)
splitKey = remoteInsert (key , value , nextNodePtr )
if( splitKey != NULL)

remote_upgradeToWriteLockOrRestart (node , remNodePtr , version )
parentSplitKey = node. insert (key , value)
remote_writeUnlock (node , remNodePtr )
return parentSplitKey

return NULL
}

Listing 10.2: Operations of a Fine-Grained Index

10.4.3 Optimization of Index Structure

In addition to the basic index design, we introduce so-called head nodes in the leaf level.
Head nodes are additional leaf nodes (with no actual index data) that are installed after
every n-th real leaf node. The idea of the head nodes is that they redundantly store
remote pointers to all n − 1 following leaf nodes (i.e., the pointers between leaf nodes are
still kept). That way, a compute node which reads a head node during a leaf level scan
(which is necessary for a range query) can use the remote pointers to prefetch leaves. This
technique is based on selectively signaled RDMA READs as already presented in [186].
Prefetching reduces the network latency by masking network transfer with computation.

One difficulty that arises when using head nodes is that they need to be updated after
a leaf node splits. Since head nodes are only an optimization and we keep the actual
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Figure 10.6: Design 3 - Hybrid Index

sibling pointers additionally in each leaf node, we do this similar to garbage collection in
an epoch-based manner using an additional thread that scans through the leaf nodes of
all memory servers and installs new head nodes (resp. removes the old head nodes). A
compute server can detect outdated head nodes during traversing the leaf level; i.e., if a
sibling pointer in a leaf node is pointing to a leaf node whose remote pointer was not in
a head node (i.e., it was not prefetched), then the compute server which traverses the
leaf level simply needs to execute an additional remote read for this pointer. This will
cause some increase in latency but the scan of the leaf level will still be correct.

10.5 Design 3: Hybrid Scheme
This index design is a hybrid scheme combining the two schemes discussed in Section
10.3 and Section 10.4.

10.5.1 Index Structure

For distributing the index, as shown in Figure 10.6 we use a coarse-grained scheme to
partition the upper levels of the index (inner and root node) while we use a fine-grained
scheme for the nodes on the leaf level. The intuition is that we combine the best of both
designs; i.e., getting low latency by using an RPC-based index traversal and still being
able to leverage the aggregated bandwidth of all memory servers by distributing leaves
in a fine-grained manner.

That way, even if attribute-value-skew on index key occurs, leaf nodes are still dis-
tributed uniformly to all memory servers. Additionally, the leaf level in this index
structure can leverage head nodes, similar to the design in Section 10.4, to enable
prefetching for range queries.
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Workload Point Queries Range Queries (sel=s) Inserts
A 100%
B 100%
C 95% 5%
D 50% 50%

Table 10.3: Workloads of our Evaluation

10.5.2 RDMA-Based Accesses

For accessing the index, we also use a hybrid scheme of one-sided and two-sided RDMA
operations.
Index Lookups. The basic idea is that we (as already discussed before) traverse the
upper levels of the index using RPCs that are implemented using two-sided operations.
However, instead of returning the actual data, the RPC only returns the remote pointer
to the leaf node. Afterwards, in case of a lookup (i.e., point- and range-queries), the
compute server fetches the leaf nodes using one-sided RDMA READs.
Index Updates. In case of an insertion, we again use an RPC that traverses the index
and returns a remote pointer to a leaf page where the new key should be inserted to. For
actually installing the key, the compute server uses the remote pointer and the one-sided
protocol from Section 10.4 to install the new key to the leaf level.

In case a new leaf node has to be inserted (due to a split operation), the compute node
will issue an additional RPC over two-sided RDMA to the memory server indicating that
a new leaf node has been inserted (using the start key and the new remote pointer as
arguments). The memory server will then use the second part of insertion protocol from
Section 10.3 to install the new key into the upper levels of the index.

Finally, deletes are handled again by an epoch-based garbage collection. In this scheme,
a global garbage collection thread is again executed on a compute server handles deletes
for all the leaf nodes while local garbage collection threads on memory servers handle
the upper levels. There is no need to synchronize the local garbage collection threads on
memory servers with the global garbage collector for leaves since the delete operation
already takes care of setting the delete bit in a consistent manner.

10.6 Experimental Evaluation
The goal of our experiments is to analyze the different index designs (CG/2-Sided,
FG/1-sided, Hybrid) presented in Sections 10.3 to 10.5.
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Figure 10.7: Throughput for Workloads A and B (Skewed Data, Size 100M)
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Figure 10.8: Throughput for Workloads A and B (Uniform Data, Size 100M)
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Workloads. We chose the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) to mimic typical
OLTP and OLAP index workloads. Since the original version of the YCSB workload
[43] does not cover all relevant cases for tree-based index structures we implemented
a modified version. For example, the original version of YCSB only supports queries
for short ranges but does not explicitly support different selectivities (low/ high) for
query ranges. Table 10.3 summarizes the workloads of our modified version of the YCSB
benchmark: Workload A models a read-only workload with 100% point queries while
Workload B represents read-only workload with range queries where the selectivity can be
configured to different values. In our experiment we used sel = 0.001 (0.1%), sel = 0.01
(1%) and sel = 0.1 (10%) to model different cases from low selectivity to high selectivity.

Moreover, the original YCSB only supports a skewed access pattern of queries by
using a Zipfian distribution for the requested keys. However, for evaluating a tree-based
index structure we also want to modify the skewness of the data itself (to introduce
attribute-value skew), as it has a significant impact on the index performance as already
discussed in Section 10.2. Therefore, we generated data sets with monotonically increasing
integer keys and values (each 4-Byte) with different sizes: 10M , 100M , and 1B. In
order to simulate non-unique data with attribute-value skew, we use the same data with
unique keys/values and assign the data based on key ranges to servers to enforce a skewed
distribution; e.g., if we use two servers, we could assign 80% to one server and 20% of
the data to the other server.
Setup. For executing all the experiments, we used a cluster with 8 machines featuring a
dual-port Mellanox Connect-IB card connected to a single InfiniBand FDR 4× switch.
Each machine has two Intel Xeon E5-2660 v2 processors (each with 10 cores) and 256GB
RAM. The machines run Ubuntu 14.01 Server Edition (kernel 3.13.0-35-generic) as their
operating system and use the Mellanox OFED 3.4.1 driver for the network. All three
index designs where implemented using C++ 11 and compiled using GCC 4.8.5.

10.6.1 Exp.1: Throughput

In our first experiment, we analyze the throughput of the different indexing variants
presented in Section 10.3 to Section 10.5. The main goal of this experiment is to show
the behaviour of the different index designs under a varying load for workloads with
and without skew. As discussed in Section 10.2 a major difference of the individual
index designs is how data is distributed and accessed via RDMA. This determines how
efficiently an indexing variant can leverage the total aggregated bandwidth of all memory
servers in a NAM architecture.
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In order to analyze the efficiency of the different indexing strategies and model the
throughput behavior, we deployed a NAM cluster with 4 memory servers (on 2 physical
machines) and used 1 − 6 compute servers (on 1 − 6 physical machines) each running 40
compute threads to access the index. We deployed 2 memory servers on each physical
machine to exploit the fact that our InfiniBand cards support two ports; i.e., each memory
server was thus using its own dedicated port on the networking cards.

In this experiment, we first focus on the read-only workloads A (point queries) and B

(range queries). Workloads C and D, which include insertions, will be used in Section
10.6.3. For workload B, we ran different variants each having a different selectivity
(sel = 0.001, sel = 0.01, and sel = 0.1). We use 100M key/value pairs throughout this
experiment.

For running the workloads under low- and high-load scenarios, we ran each of these
workloads with a different number of compute servers starting with one server that hosts
20 compute threads (called clients in this experiment). Each of the client threads executes
index lookups (point and range queries) in a closed loop (i.e., it waits for a lookup to
finish before executing the next lookup) and spreads lookups uniformly at random over
the complete key space.

In order to model attribute-value skew in this experiment, we use range partitioning for
the coarse-grained index to assign 80% of the key/value pairs to the first memory server,
12% to the second , 5% to the third, and 3% to the last memory server. Consequently,
80% of the lookups need to be sent to the first server since requests are spread uniformly
across the key space. For the hybrid index, we use a similar scheme and only shuffle the
leaf nodes in a round robin manner using fine-grained index distribution.

In the following, we first show the throughput results for uniform and skewed data and
then discuss the network utilization of the different schemes (coarse-grained, fine-grained,
and hybrid).
Discussion of Throughput:. The throughput for all schemes with skewed and uniform
data are shown in Figure 10.7 and 10.8. The x-axis shows the number of clients used
and the y-axis the resulting aggregated throughput.

A first interesting observation is that the hybrid approach, combining ideas of coarse-
and fine-grained, performs in the most robust manner not only for point and range
queries but also for different data distributions (uniform and skewed) as shown in Figure
10.7 and Figure 10.8. The reason is that it combines the best of both other schemes:
getting low latency by using a RPC-based index traversal as in the coarse-grained scheme,
and still being able to leverage the aggregated bandwidth of all memory servers by
distributing leaves as in the fine-grained scheme. As a result the hybrid scheme has
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the highest throughput in (almost) all cases. Only for lower loads (i.e., ≤ 20 clients),
the coarse-grained outperforms the hybrid scheme minimally. The reason is that the
coarse-grained scheme is slightly more communication efficient since it gets the qualifying
data of an index lookup directly in the RPC response. In contrast, the hybrid scheme
only gets a remote pointer and then additionally need to read the leaf data using RDMA
READ operations.

For scenarios with moderate and higher loads (i.e., > 20 clients), the hybrid scheme
clearly outperforms the coarse-grained scheme. The reason for the stagnation of coarse-
grained is that the memory servers becomes CPU bound with more than 20 clients,
which in the case of coarse-grained becomes the bottleneck. One could argue that four
memory servers (executed on two physical machines each having 20 cores) should allow
coarse-grained to scale to 40 clients. However, the RDMA network card is attached to
one socket only (while each machine has two sockets). To that end, the second memory
server on each machine needs to cross the QPI link for every index lookup leading to less
throughput for this server (i.e., the experiments show the point when the first memory
server on each machine becomes saturated). Furthermore, we can see that the throughput
of the coarse-grained scheme for skewed data (Figure 10.7) is approx. 20% below uniform
data (Figure 10.8) and even declines under a high load for point queries (Figure 10.7a).

Finally, another interesting observation is that the fine-grained approach performs
almost as good as the hybrid scheme except for point queries in which the fine-grained
scheme achieves a much lower throughput. After all, the fine-grained scheme has a much
lower network efficiency (as discussed next) for point queries; i.e., each index lookup needs
to transfer multiple index pages over the network to traverse the index. This problem
is mitigated in the hybrid scheme since it uses a two-sided RDMA implementation to
traverse the index using an RPC to the memory server.
Discussion of Network Utilization:. In the following, we discuss the effects that we
see in the network utilization as shown in Figure 10.9. One effect that becomes visible,
is that fine-grained scheme, which relies purely on one-sided RDMA operations, is less
network efficient for point queries as the hybrid and the coarse-grained scheme. For point
queries, the coarse-grained scheme, which uses two-sided RDMA, only needs to transfer
one key for the request and value for the response between compute and memory servers
to implement the RPC. A similar observation holds for the hybrid scheme, which only
needs one additional RDMA operation (i.e., a READ) to fetch the result. In contrast
to the coarse-grained and hybrid, the fine-grained scheme needs multiple round-trips to
traverse the index (i.e., read n index pages). This results in a higher network load and
also translates into lower throughput.
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For range queries, instead, the network communication between compute and memory
servers is dominated by the data from the leaf level that needs to be transferred. For
example, in the case of s = 0.001, fine- and coarse-grained need to transfer approx. 1600
pages in our experiments for a data size of 100M from the leaf level between compute
and memory servers. The index pages that need to be transferred for the fine-grained
scheme to traverse the index, thus do not add a noticeable overhead. For example, in our
experiments with data sizes of up to 100M , the index height is only 4; i.e., only 4 pages
in addition to the 1600 pages need to be transferred in the fine-grained scheme compared
to coarse-grained and hybrid scheme.

Important to note is that for fine-grained as well as for the hybrid scheme, the leaf level
is distributed across all memory servers on a per page basis. Therefore, both schemes
utilize the remote memory bandwidth of all memory servers when executing range queries
(as shown in Figure 10.9). This allows the fine-grained as well as the hybrid scheme to
achieve the same throughput for range queries under skew and uniform data, while the
coarse-grained scheme is limited by the bandwidth of one memory server.

10.6.2 Exp.2: Scalability

*.Exp.2a: Varying Data Size
The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate how the operations per second change

with different data sizes while maintaining the same number of memory servers. We
again analyze all three different index designs using the same setup as before with 4
memory servers on 2 physical machines. Moreover, we used 6 compute servers with a
total of 240 clients to show the effect of high load and a uniform data distribution which
better leverages all available resources in the different designs.

The results of the experiment can be seen in Figure 10.10 for point queries and range
queries with high selectivities of 10% to show the extreme cases. For point queries, we
see that all indexing approaches behave similarly for the different data sizes; i.e., with
increasing data size the throughput only drops minimally in all cases. However, for range
queries we can see a significant drop for fine-grained and hybrid indexes when data size
increases. The reason is that both approaches become network-bound for range queries
with a selectivity of sel = 0.1.

As we show in our next experiment, adding more memory servers helps to further
increase throughput. This underlines the advantage of the NAM architecture of being
able to scale the different resources (compute and memory servers) individually if one
becomes a bottleneck.
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*.Exp.2b: Varying # of Memory Servers
In this experiment, we analyze the throughput of the coarse-grained and fine-grained

indexing scheme when using a different number of memory servers. We do not show
the hybrid scheme since the results are, as in the previous experiments, very similar to
coarse-grained for point queries and to fine-grained indexes for range queries.

For the setup, we use only 3 machines for compute clients with a total number of 120
clients (i.e. 40 per compute server). Moreover, we used 1−8 memory servers to distribute
the index; where two memory servers always shared the same physical machine as before.
Furthermore, as workloads we again use all the different queries (point and range queries
with sel = 0.01) with different data distribution for a data size of 100M index entries.

Figure 10.11 shows the results. The x-axis shows the number of memory servers used
for each run and the y-axis the resulting throughput aggregated over all clients. An
interesting result of this experiment is that the fine-grained approach can make use of all
memory servers for all workloads while the coarse-grained index only can benefit from
an increased number of memory servers if data distribution is not skewed. Furthermore,
the hybrid scheme is also sensitive to skew in point queries since the index access is
dominated by the two-sided RPC-based access (which becomes the bottleneck under
skew). For range queries with a high selectivity it behaves similar to the one-sided scheme
again and efficiently can make use of an increased number of memory servers.

10.6.3 Exp.3: Workloads With Inserts

In the last experiment, we analyze the throughput of the different indexing variants using
time workloads C and D which also include insert operations. Workload C is a workload
with a low insertion rate (only 5%) whereas workload D has a relatively high insertion
rate (50%). The other accesses which are not insertions are comprised only of point
queries in those workloads.

In this experiment we use the same experimental setup as in Exp. 1 (Section 10.6.1)
with 4 memory servers and an increasing number of clients. As data set we use the size
of 100M index entries distributed uniformly across all 4 memory servers. The results
of this experiment can be seen in Figure 10.12. The x-axis shows the number of clients
used for each run and the y-axis the resulting throughput of all operations (inserts and
lookups) aggregated over all clients.

Again, the hybrid index is the most robust one and clearly outperforms coarse-grained.
Furthermore, the hybrid index also dominates the fine-grained index for scenarios with a
load with less than 140 clients. For higher loads the fine-grained scheme has a higher
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throughput while the coarse-gained and hybrid scheme degrade. The main reason is
that for the coarse-gained and hybrid scheme, a higher load increases the wait time in
the memory servers for spin locks. In consequence, the threads that traverse the index
are busy waiting and cannot accept lookups/inserts from other clients. In case of the
fine-grained scheme, the clients use remote spin locks, which allow threads in the compute
server to progress if they access other nodes of the index.

10.7 Other Architectures
In this section, we discuss how the tree-based index alternatives of this paper could be
adapted to other architectures than the NAM architecture.
Shared-Nothing Architecture. A classical architecture for distributed in-memory
databases is the shared-nothing architecture. In this architecture, data is partitioned
across the memory of all nodes, and each node has direct access only to its local memory.
Furthermore, indexes are also created locally per partition. The results of this paper
can be applied to the shared-nothing architecture in different ways. In the following, we
discuss two potential ideas.

First, we could directly use the coarse-grained index design to make indexes that are
built locally per partition (i.e., per node) accessible via RDMA also from other nodes.
That way indexes could be accessed remotely using RDMA by distributed transactions
that not only need to access data on a single node but also need to access data on other
nodes. Moreover, transactions that run on the same node where the index resides can
leverage locality (i.e., use local memory accesses) and avoid remote memory accesses
completely. An additional experiment, which shows the benefits that result from locality
in a shared-nothing architecture is shown in an additional experiment in Appendix
10.10.3.

Second, another problem is that indexes often do not fit into the memory of a single
node. A recent study [244] shows that the indexes created for typical OLTP workloads can
consume up to 55% of the total memory available in a single node in-memory DBMS. This
overhead not only limits the amount of space available to store new data but also reduces
space for intermediates that can be helpful when processing existing data. Consequently,
another idea is to use the hybrid or fine-grained scheme in a shared nothing architecture
to leverage the available memory from other nodes (e.g., in a cloud setup). A similar
idea has been discussed in [128] where the buffer pool was extended to other machines
that have memory available using RDMA.
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Shared-Storage Architectures. Shared-storage architectures separating persistent
storage from data processing is a preferred architecture for cloud databases since it can
provide elasticity and high-availability [11, 26, 47]. Many of these shared-storage based
systems aim to push filter operations into the storage layer to reduce data movements.
Recent results show that combining Non-volatile memory (NVM) and RDMA facilitate
high-performance distributed storage designs [140]. In these designs, our indexing schemes
developed for the NAM architecture could also be applied to push filter operations into
the RDMA-enabled storage layer.
Many-Core Architectures (Single-Node). Multi-socket, many-core architectures
have replaced single-core architectures in the last decade. So far, a typical design has been
that the coherency between CPU caches is managed by the hardware. However, these
designs have shown to not scale to a large number of cores distributed across multiple
sockets. This problem motivated non-cache-coherent (nCC) multi-core architectures
where the machines can be partitioned into independent hardware islands [35, 73]. One
direction to provide software-managed cache coherence is to use RDMA operations to
transfer data between the hardware islands [35]. Thus, we believe that our index designs
also become relevant when deploying single-node database on future non-cache-coherent
architectures.

10.8 Related Work

Distributed Databases and RDMA. An important line of work related to this
paper are new database designs based on RDMA [14, 55, 56, 103, 134, 239]. Most
related to this paper is the work on the NAM architecture [20, 186, 239]. While [239]
identified distributed indexes as a challenge, they only discussed them as an afterthought.
Furthermore, there exists other database systems that separate storage from compute
nodes [28, 47, 125], all of them treated RDMA as an afterthought and none of them
discussed index design for RDMA.

Another recent work [134] is similar to the NAM architecture as it also separates
storage from compute nodes. The authors discuss indexes for retrieving data from remote
storage. However, their assumption is that the index is small enough to be cached
completely by a compute node — an assumption which limits the applicability of their
proposal. [27] discusses caching of remote memory using RDMA in general. The main
insight of the paper is that finding an ideal caching strategy heavily depends on the
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workload. This is an observation that we also made for tree-based indexes. Our initial
results about caching can be found Appendix 10.10.4.

Other systems that focus on RDMA for building distributed database systems are
FaRM [55, 56] and FaSST [103]. FaRM exposes the memory of all machines in the cluster
as a shared address space. Threads in FaRM can use transactions as an abstraction
to allocate, read, write, and free objects in the address space using strict serializability
without worrying about the location of objects. In contrast to FaRM, FaSST discusses
how remote procedure calls (RPCs) over two-sided RDMA operations can be implemented
efficiently. In this paper, we built on these results: Similar to FaRM, we use an abstraction
(called remote pointers) to access remote (and local) data in our fine-grained indexing
scheme without worrying about the data location. Similar to FaSST, we also leverage
RPC calls based on two-sided RDMA operations for implementing our coarse-grained
and the hybrid index scheme. However, different from the ideas discussed in FaRM and
FaSST, we implemented optimizations targeting tree-based indexes (e.g., using head pages
for pre-fetching) as well as different design decisions such as using shared-receive queues
to better support scale-out of compute servers connected to a fixed set of memory servers.
Furthermore, both — FaRM and FaSST — discuss indexes (typically hash-tables) only
as potential applications of their programming model and do not focus on distributed
(tree-based) indexes as we do in this paper.

There has also been some work on RDMA-based lock managers [33, 51, 158, 236]
which is relevant to this paper to implement concurrency control protocols for distributed
databases. However, lock-managers which implement general purpose solutions for coarse-
grained concurrency control. In our indexing schemes instead, we developed a concurrency
control protocol for fine-grained latching that is based on so called optimistic-lock coupling
[120].

Furthermore, many other projects in academia have also targeted RDMA for OLAP
workloads, such as distributed join processing [15, 16, 183] or RDMA-based shuffle
operations [132]. As opposed to our work these papers discuss RDMA in a traditional
shared-nothing architecture only and they also do not consider the redesign of indexes.

Finally, industrial-strength DBMSs have also adopted RDMA. For example, Oracle
RAC [175] has RDMA support, including the use of RDMA atomic primitives. Further-
more, SQLServer [128] uses RDMA to extend the buffer pool of a single node instance
but does not discuss the effect on distributed databases at all. After all, none of these
systems has discussed distributed indexes for RDMA-based architectures.
*.Distributed Indexes The design of distributed indexes has not only been discussed in
databases [136] but also in the context of information retrieval [49] and web databases [63].
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However, none of these directions has particularly focused on the design of distributed
indexes for RDMA.

A distributed RDMA-enabled key/value store such as the ones in [104, 114, 126, 138,
149, 166] can also be seen as a distributed index that can be accessed via RDMA. Different
from our work, these papers typically focus on put/get for RDMA-based distributed hash
tables.
citeKVDirect additionally leverages programmable NICs to extend the one-sided RDMA
primitives with operations that allow clients to add / retrieve new entries from hash-tables
in one round-trip instead of multiple ones. However, different from tree-based indexes,
distributed hash tables do not support range queries, which are an important class of
queries in OLAP and OLTP workloads. To that end, this line of work complements our
work and the results can be used as another form of distributed index for point queries. In
fact, in [239] the authors used results from this work to build primary clustered indexes.

10.9 Conclusions
In this paper we presented distributed tree-based indexes for RDMA. We have discussed
different design alternatives regarding the index distribution and the RDMA-based access
protocols. While the focus of this paper was on the NAM architecture which separates
compute and memory servers, we believe that the discussions and findings can also
help to understand the design space also for other distributed architectures in general.
Furthermore, there are other important dimensions such as caching to improve the index
performance. As mentioned before, we discuss our initial results for caching in Appendix
10.10.4. However, studying caching in detail is beyond the scope of this paper and
represents an interesting avenue of future work.

Appendix
uint64_t readLockOrRestart (Node node){

uint64_t version = awaitNodeUnlocked (node)
return version

}

void readUnlockOrRestart (Node node , uint64_t version ){
if( version != node. version )

restart ()
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}

void upgradeToWriteLockOrRestart (Node node , uint64_t version ){
if (! CAS(node.version , setLockBit ( version )){

restart ()
}

void writeUnlock (Node node){
fetch_add (node.version , 1)

}

uint64_t awaitNodeUnlocked (Node node){
uint64_t version = node. version
while ( version & 1) == 1 // spinlock

pause ()

return node. version ;
}

Listing 10.3: Helper Methods for Coarse-Grained Index

Node remote_read ( NodePtr remotePtr ){
return RDMA_READ ( remotePtr )

}

uint64_t remote_readLockOrRestart (Node node , NodePtr remotePtr ){
uint64_t version = remote_awaitNodeUnlocked (node , remotePtr )
return version

}

void remote_upgradeToWriteLockOrRestart (Node node , NodePtr remotePtr ,
uint64_t version ){

if (! RDMA_CAS (remotePtr , node.version , setLockBit ( version )){
restart ()

}

void remote_writeUnlock ( NodePtr remotePtr , Node node){
if(node. right_node != NULL){ // node was split

remNodePtr2 = RDMA_ALLOC (size(node. right_node ))
RDMA_WRITE ( remNodePtr2 , node. right_node )

}
RDMA_WRITE (remNodePtr , node);
RDMA_FETCH_AND_ADD (remotePtr , 1)

}
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uint64_t remote_awaitNodeUnlocked (Node node , NodePtr remotePtr ){
uint64_t version = node. version
while ( version & 1) == 1 // spinlock

pause ()
node = RDMA_READ ( remotePtr )

return node. version ;
}

Listing 10.4: Helper Methods for Fine-Grained Index

10.10 Appendix

10.10.1 Additional Index Operations

In the following, we show operations used to implement the indexing variants in Sections
10.3 to Sections 10.5. The operations in Listing 10.3 are used by the coarse-grained index
(Section 10.3). These operations are called from compute servers by RPC and are then
executed by memory servers. The operations in Listing 10.4 are used by the fine-grained
index (Section 10.4) where compute servers use one-sided RDMA operations to access
the index in the memory servers.

10.10.2 Latency of Index Designs

In this experiment, we analyze the latency of the different workloads using the same
experimental setup and data as in experiment 1 (Section 10.6.1). Figure 10.13 and Figure
10.14 show the results for skewed and uniform data distribution. The x-axis again shows
the number of clients used for each run and the y-axis the resulting latency for executing
one instance of a query in a client.

A general pattern that we can see in all workloads is that the latency of the coarse-
grained index is best for a low load (< 20 clients). The reason is that this indexing
scheme uses RPCs and as long as the memory servers are not becoming CPU bound, the
latency in this indexing scheme benefits from using less round-trips between compute
and memory servers for index lookups. However, for high load scenarios the fine-grained
or the hybrid scheme show smaller latencies than the coarse-grained indexing scheme.
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10.10.3 Effect of Co-location

In this experiment, we analyze the throughput when co-locating compute and memory
servers in a NAM architecture. Co-location in the NAM architecture was also discussed
in [20, 186, 239] and can be used to mimic a shared-nothing (like) architecture where
data and compute is also co-located. The difference is that the memory of all nodes
in a co-located NAM architecture is directly accessible not only via RPC but also via
one-sided RDMA. The goal of this experiment was to show how the coarse-grained scheme
behaves compared to the fine-grained scheme under co-location using typical workload
characteristics (i.e., medium load and no skew).

In this experiment, we were running the same workloads as in Exp. 1 (i.e., the read-only
workloads A and B) with data of size 100M. For running the workload, we used two NAM
variants: one variant with and one without co-location of compute and memory servers.
For the variant with co-location, we used 4 physical machines and each of the physical
machines hosted a compute and a memory server each running 20 threads pinned to
one of the sockets. For the variant without co-location, we used 4 additional dedicated
physical machines for compute server, however only one socket of those machine was
used for executing the compute server threads. Moreover, the memory servers were
deployed on the other 4 machines. To simulate the same resources in the variant without
co-location were we used in total 8 machines instead of 4, the compute and memory
server used only one socket of each machine (instead of both). Moreover, in both variants
(with and without co-location), each memory server used only one port of the RDMA
NIC.

For running the workload, every client (i.e., each compute thread) selected the requested
key (range) uniformly at random. The throughput results are summarized in Figure
10.15 for coarse- and fine-grained. We do not show the results for the hybrid scheme,
which again behaved very similar to the coarse-grained for point queries and similar to
fine-grained for range queries. As one effect, we can see that all workloads (point and
range queries) have a similar relative gain independent when running in the co-located
variant. The reason is that in both cases (coarse- and fine-grained), 25% of the memory
accesses required by index lookups can be executed locally on the same physical machine
where the compute server is running. For coarse-grained, for example, the complete
index traversal can be executed locally, if the data requested by a compute server resides
in a memory server on the same physical machine. For fine-grained, a compute server
cannot execute a complete traversal locally but it can also use local memory accesses
for those index pages that reside on the same physical machine with the compute server
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which requests the data. This also results on average in 25% local accesses since we use 4
dedicated machines for the co-located variant.

This observation is similar to the observations made for co-location in [20, 239] where
the authors also report that co-location enables a constant factor of higher throughput
depending on the ratio of local/distributed transactions. Furthermore, when looking at
the absolute throughput, as expected, under co-location point queries can achieve the
highest throughput using the coarse-grained scheme. For range queries, the fine-grained
scheme has still the highest throughput similar to what we saw in Exp. 1 (see Section
10.6.1).

10.10.4 Opportunities and Challenges of Caching

An interesting dimension in the NAM architecture is caching of hot index nodes in
compute servers that are frequently accessed. Caching allows compute servers to avoid
remote memory transfers from memory servers. This is similar to the co-location of
compute and memory servers as discussed in Appendix 10.10.3, which also allows compute
servers to make use of locality. However, different from co-location, for caching, index
nodes are replicated from memory servers to compute serves and thus it requires cache
invalidation if the index in the memory servers is updated.

For read-only workloads, caching can thus help to avoid expensive remote memory
accesses and significantly improve the lookup performance of tree-based indexes in a NAM
architecture since no invalidation of cached data is required. We believe that especially the
fine-grained scheme benefits from caching since it requires multiple round-trips between
compute and memory servers to traverse the index. Furthermore, the other indexing
schemes (coarse-grained and hybrid) can also benefit, especially for range-queries, since
(potentially large) results do not need to be transferred fully from memory to compute
servers anymore. However, for workloads which include writes (i.e., inserts and deletes
of index entries), caching becomes a non-trivial problem since cached index nodes on
compute servers need to be invalidated if the index on the memory servers changes.

The problem of cache invalidation has also been discussed in [27], which presents
general caching strategies for remote memory accesses using RDMA. For tree-based
indexes, where inserts and deletes might propagate up to the index from the leaf level to
the root node, we observed that cache invalidation is even a more severe issue since one
insert/delete operation might need to invalidate multiple cached index nodes. To that
end, we believe that there is a need for developing new caching strategies that take the
particularities of tree-based indexes into account to decide whether or not to cache an
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index node. However, providing an in-depth discussion and analysis of different caching
strategies for tree-based indexes that can adapt themselves to the workload is beyond
the scope of this paper and presents an interesting avenue of future work.
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Figure 10.9: Network Utilization for Workloads A and B (Skewed Data, Size 100M)
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Abstract

Remote data structures built with one-sided Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) are at the
heart of many disaggregated database management systems today. Concurrent access to these
data structures by thousands of remote workers necessitates a highly efficient synchronization
scheme. Remarkably, our investigation reveals that existing synchronization schemes display
substantial variations in performance and scalability. Even worse, some schemes do not correctly
synchronize, resulting in rare and hard-to-detect data corruption. Motivated by these observations,
we conduct the first comprehensive analysis of one-sided synchronization techniques and provide
general principles for correct synchronization using one-sided RDMA. Our research demonstrates
that adherence to these principles not only guarantees correctness but also results in substantial
performance enhancements.
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11.1 Introduction

RDMA & disaggregated databases. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) has
quickly become one of the indispensable tools for building disaggregated database systems.
Not only does RDMA provide single-digit microsecond network latencies, but it also
provides efficient primitives for remote memory access. In particular, RDMA’s one-
sided verbs allow a compute server to read or write directly to a remote memory server
while bypassing the remote CPU. Since memory servers frequently possess near-zero
computational capacity [224] and most computational power is concentrated within the
compute layer, one-sided RDMA proves to be well-suited for disaggregated DBMSs.
Consequently, recent literature has explored how disaggregated DBMSs can leverage one-
sided verbs [55, 57, 111, 134, 210, 227, 239, 241, 246], B-Trees [223, 256], or SkipLists [142]
which enable efficient access to remote data. But because one-sided operations bypass
the remote CPU, traditional storage server-side synchronization techniques where the
remote CPU is in charge1 do not work. Instead, various one-sided synchronization
techniques have been proposed [55, 150, 233, 256]. Those techniques can be categorized
into pessimistic and optimistic schemes. While pessimistic schemes prevent concurrent
modifications, optimistic schemes detect (and handle) concurrent modifications. These
approaches fundamentally differ in their scalability and performance characteristics.

Performance is key. Remote data structures may need to serve thousands of clients
connecting from several compute servers. With such a high degree of concurrency, the
performance depends on how well the implemented one-sided synchronization scheme
performs. While individual papers have proposed various one-sided synchronization
schemes [55, 149, 256], it is surprising that there has not yet been a systematic study of
these schemes under comparable workloads and conditions. This paper provides the first
in-depth performance analysis. We show that small design choices when implementing a
scheme can severely impact its performance and lead to performance bottlenecks. For
example, contrary to expectations, data alignment hinders the scalability of pessimistic
one-sided latches, even in uncontended workloads. In fact, if not carefully implemented,
the performance for an uncontended workload can be as dismal as that for a highly
contended one. To this end, this paper proposes design principles to mitigate those
pitfalls and presents several optimizations that improve the performance of a well-known
disaggregated RDMA-optimized DBMS [239] by 2×.

1In this paper, synchronization techniques refer to the low-level synchronization mechanism, i.e., latching,
not higher-level concurrency control.
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Figure 11.1: Incorrect optimistic synchronization

Correctness is hard. Achieving high performance in synchronization is unquestionably
valuable, but ensuring correctness is mandatory. We have discovered that early techniques
proposed in the literature fail to accurately synchronize concurrent operations, potentially
resulting in hard-to-detect data inconsistencies. For example, consider an optimistic
synchronization scheme as implemented in [150] (shown in Figure 11.1a), which presumes
that RDMA operations occur in ascending address order — a common assumption in
many papers. This scheme implements an update by writing the head version first, then
the data modification, and eventually updating the tail version. Under the assumption of
operations being performed in increasing address order, a concurrent reader can detect
concurrent modifications by comparing the head and tail versions.
Incorrect assumptions. Unfortunately, in contrast to the general assumption in many
papers [150, 223], RDMA reads are not guaranteed to be performed in increasing address
order. In fact, the RDMA specification does not state the ordering within a single RDMA
read. As a result, in the previously mentioned synchronization scheme, an RDMA read
may first read both versions (i.e., the first and third cache line) and then retrieves the
data from the second cache line. At the same time, a writer concurrently modifies the
data in address order. The concurrent data update may not be detected because the
versions were read first before the concurrent writer started. However, the reader and
the writer overlapped at the second cache line leading to inconsistent data.

We validate the existence of this behavior with a simple experiment consisting of one
storage node and two compute nodes. A single-threaded remote writer on one compute
node repeatedly fills a block of its local memory, e.g., 512 bytes, with the same 8-byte
version number and then writes it to a remote buffer (50 MB) on the storage node with
a single RDMA write. The version number is incremented on each iteration, and the
new block is written to the next slot in the buffer. Concurrently a reader on the other
compute node reads a block in the remote buffer with a single RDMA read and then
checks whether the header and footer version numbers are identical. If the header and
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footer version numbers match, then the intermediate values are examined to determine if
an inconsistency exists. “Torn” reads – having an identical header and footer version but
inconsistent intermediate values – are undetectable by a validation scheme that checks
the block’s leading and trailing version numbers.

Figure 11.1b shows the percentage of how many such torn reads are undetectable
due to changes in the read order. Note that no torn read appears with 128 bytes as
only the header and footer cache lines are read, i.e., if they are inconsistent, this can
be detected. However, inconsistencies happen for more than 128 bytes, and while not
frequently, often enough to corrupt the data. Surprisingly, this problem is not widely
known, and techniques that assume ordering are still very popular [223]. We believe the
main reason for this assumption is that a single RDMA request requires many protocols

— not only RDMA but also PCIe, and cache coherence — to work in concert. Thus, it is
challenging to understand which guarantees are provided by the respective specification.
Contribution. The primary goal of this paper is to distill general principles for
correct one-sided synchronization techniques. To our knowledge, this paper is the first
principled analysis comparing the performance, scalability, and correctness of one-sided
synchronization techniques. Our work demonstrates that understanding the specification
and low-level hardware details is crucial for correct and efficient synchronization. Our
underlying goal is to provide researchers and developers with guidelines on how and when
to use the different synchronization techniques. Finally, we open-sourced benchmarks2

that help to transfer our findings to different hardware setups and future developments.

11.2 Background and Methodology
While many systems [55, 149, 150, 256] implement various synchronization schemes,
they do not isolate the impact of their synchronization on the overall performance.
However, as we will show, synchronization techniques significantly affect scalability and
system performance. This section describes the necessary background on RDMA and the
typical RDMA hardware stack, existing synchronization techniques, and our experiment
methodology.

11.2.1 Remote Direct Memory Access

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is a networking protocol that provides high
bandwidth and low latency access to a remote node’s main memory [180], using zero-copy

2https://github.com/DataManagementLab/RDMA_synchronization
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transfers from the application space. Several RDMA implementations are available
– most notably InfiniBand [91], RDMA over Converged Ethernet 3 (RoCE) [92], and
iWARP [180]. RDMA offers four transport types: reliable or unreliable, which can be
connected or unconnected. This paper focuses on the reliable connected transport as it is
the only configuration that fully supports one-sided primitives.

RDMA one-sided verbs. RDMA implementations provide two communication
paradigms (called verbs) (1) two-sided and (2) one-sided verbs. Two-sided verbs are
similar to traditional socket-based programming in that both sides (sender and receiver)
are involved. In contrast, one-sided verbs (read, write, and atomics) provide remote
memory access semantics, in which a process specifies the memory address of the remote
node that should be accessed. The CPU of the remote node is not actively involved in the
data transfer, i.e., only one side is involved. In this paper, we solely focus on one-sided
primitives. RDMA read and write enable applications to read and write remote memory
directly without remote CPU involvement. To support highly concurrent applications,
RDMA specifications provide atomic operations [91, 194]. One-sided compare-and-swap
(CAS) and fetch-and-add (FAA) operations atomically read, modify, and write memory
at a remote destination. Those operations work similarly to local CPU CAS and FAA
instructions. CAS atomically swaps the current value with a new one if it equals the
expected value. FAA increments the current value with some user-defined value and
then returns the original value to the caller. RDMA atomics are limited to 64-bit, 8-byte
aligned values.

RDMA two-sided verbs. Two-sided verbs are widely used in high-performance RDMA
systems [103, 104, 231] to send messages between distributed processes. The sender
issues an RDMA send request, which consumes a waiting RDMA receive request at the
destination. The receiving process issues the receive request to dictate the destination
address for the sent payload. After the payload is written, the receiving process is notified
of its arrival. Since the receiving process is explicitly involved in the communication,
synchronization of remote processes is managed using request handlers and traditional
multiprocessing approaches. In contrast, disaggregated memory systems leveraging one-
sided verbs must synchronize processes directly through remote memory access, which
requires careful consideration due to the behaviors we highlight in this paper. In addition,
two-sided RDMA requires explicit processing on the storage side, which is typically not
ideal with limited computational resources on the storage servers. Therefore, two-sided

3RoCE is an attempt to combine RDMA with Ethernet. Refer to [84] for the shortcomings of RoCE in
modern datacenters.
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Figure 11.2: Hardware components involved in RDMA

RDMA is not in the scope of this paper; however, several works do explore the relative
merits of one-sided vs. two-sided RDMA [102–104, 231, 256]
Interface. Modern network interfaces typically provide asynchronous networking. This
means that a network operation is dispatched to the NIC, which notifies the application
once the operation is completed. RDMA’s interface uses so-called send/receive queues to
post operations: (1) While a send queue is used by the requester to issue operations such as
read, write, send as well as atomics (2) the receive queue is used by the responder to issue
receive requests. With RDMA, a connection between a requester and a responder bundles
these two queues and is therefore called queue pair (QP). More precisely, the application
must create queue pairs on both ends and connect them to initiate a connection between
a requester and a responder. To issue RDMA operations, a host creates a work queue
element (WQE). The WQE specifies parameters such as the verb and other metadata
(e.g., the remote target address). The requester then adds the WQE to its send queue and
informs the local RDMA NIC (RNIC) via Programmed IO (PIO) to process the WQE.
For a signaled WQE, the local RNIC pushes a completion event into the completion
queue (CQ) via a DMA WRITE once the remote side has processed the WQE. To
enforce synchronous communication, the application can also block until the network
card generates the completion event. Typically, RDMA is used asynchronously, meaning
multiple WQE are simultaneously registered with the RNIC, and later the application
checks for completions in the CQ. This technique is often referred to as doorbell batching.

11.2.2 RDMA Hardware Stack

As mentioned in Section 11.1, synchronization techniques rely on certain hardware
guarantees; thus, we briefly present the required hardware in Figure 11.2. An RNIC
connects via the PCIe bus to the memory controller hub (MCH) of a multi-core CPU [171].
The MCH is responsible for handling memory access by both the CPU and peripheral
devices. Among others, the MCH contains the memory controller, the coherency engine,
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Variant Ops. Systems Correct

P
es

s. Reader/Writer 2 [29], [233], [239] Yes
Exclusive 2 [221], [36],[158] Yes

O
pt

. CRC 2 [200],[257],[149],[214] Prob.
Versioning 2 [256], [150], [223] No†

Cache line ver. 2 [55], [230] Yes
† can be fixed with an additional RDMA read (see Section 11.4.3)

Table 11.1: Pessimistic and optimistic techniques for one-sided RDMA synchronization.

and acts as the root complex for the PCIe bus. Because modern server architectures
implement cache coherent I/O, e.g., Intel DDIO [93] and ARM CCI [7], knowing that an
RDMA access to system memory will snoop (lookup) CPU cache for conflicting addresses
is essential. If a conflicting address is found, it can be served from the CPU cache;
otherwise, it is fetched from main memory. Cache coherent I/O is a core enabler for
many of the techniques described in Section 11.4.

11.2.3 Existing Synchronization Techniques

The one-sided synchronization techniques of modern distributed systems can be cate-
gorized into pessimistic and optimistic approaches, as shown in Table 11.1. Pessimistic
approaches mirror traditional latching with the distinction of having only a single latch
mode or two for reader-writer support; meanwhile, optimistic approaches can be further
subdivided. Each optimistic technique offers different characteristics, like memory and
computation overhead, but all embed metadata in the object, which is updated by writers
and validated by readers. We now briefly introduce existing optimistic techniques from
Table 11.1: CRC, versioning, and cache line versioning before we discuss them in more
detail in Section 11.4.
Checksums. A common detection technique used to identify potential inconsisten-
cies [149, 200, 257]. After updating the object, writers write back a new checksum
(typically a 64-bit CRC). Readers then recompute a checksum locally and compare it to
the observed checksum. While effective in practice, there is still a non-zero probability of
a collision causing validation to succeed on corrupted data.
Versioning. Versioning is a strategy that augments the data with a single version.
During execution, writers increment the version before and after updating the data.
Readers read the version before and after their operation to validate whether an update
occurred concurrently. Optimistic lock coupling is a special case of versioning in which
sequence locks are used for both write-write synchronization and validating reads (e.g.,
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[119, 256]). As we will explain in Section 11.4.3, there are pitfalls with this approach
that impact its correctness.
Cache line versioning. Finally, cache line versioning maintains the object’s version in
each constituent cache line [55]. Writers increment all versions before updating the data,
then increment them upon completion. Unlike versioning, readers detect inconsistencies
with a single remote read by validating that all versions match.

To understand the differences between the sundry approaches, we perform a principled
analysis and evaluation of one-sided synchronization techniques. To the best of our
knowledge, this paper is the first to do so.

11.2.4 Evaluation Methodology

Framework. We implemented all techniques in the same code base to isolate the
fundamental properties of the synchronization schemes from incidental differences. We
highlight each synchronization scheme’s overhead using a perfectly-sized remote hash
table to avoid hash collisions. In addition to the hash table, we use a remote B-Tree to
show how the synchronization schemes behave when contention is inherent to the data
structure due to its hierarchical nature (all workers start their traversal at the root node).
We use multi-threading and execute one operation on a single thread (worker) until
completion, i.e., no batching or asynchronous execution. This allows a fair comparison of
the approaches.
Setup. We conducted all reported experiments on an 8-node cluster running Ubuntu
18.04.1 LTS, with a Linux 4.15.0 kernel. All nodes are connected to a SB7890 InfiniBand
switch using one Mellanox ConnectX-5 MT27800 RNICs (InfiniBand EDR 4x, 100 Gbps)
per node. Each node has two Intel Xeon Gold 5120 CPUs (14 cores) and 512 GB
main-memory split between sockets.

Since the ConnectX-5 is connected to one NUMA socket, we inevitably have NUMA
effects when using more than 14 cores (i.e., 28 threads). We allocate the memory on the
socket of the NIC, and to alleviate the NUMA effects, we assign threads round-robin
(interleaved) to both sockets. More details of NUMA effects on RDMA can be found
in [160, 181]. Besides ConnectX-5, we also validate our results for different generations
of RNIC, namely, ConnectX-3 and ConnectX-6. Mellanox is widely used; from 30
papers, we recently analyzed 28 used Mellanox cards. Besides on-premises, only Microsoft
offers RDMA of the top three cloud providers and they use Mellanox cards in their
instances. [107]. That being said, we believe that most findings are independent of the
network card. The correctness discussion mainly depends on the protocol specifications
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Figure 11.4: Scalability of contended and uncontended atomic RDMA operations when
increasing the number of workers (4 compute nodes and 1 storage node)

underpinning the RDMA communication. In particular, our testbed leverages the widely-
used InfiniBand specification [91] which shares commonalities with alternative RDMA
protocols and make our results applicable to a broader range of deployments. The
performance considerations shed light on possible pitfalls worth investigating when
building an RDMA application. We open-source our benchmarks to help developers
uncover performance and correctness bottlenecks in other RDMA system configurations.

11.3 Pessimistic Synchronization

In order to prevent concurrent modifications of remote data structures such as a B-tree
or a hash table, one-sided pessimistic synchronization techniques implement latches using
one-sided RDMA operations. In this section, we present the basic implementation of such
a latch and use it as a running example to discuss possible optimizations. Since RDMA
atomics are the fundamental building block of these one-sided latches, we will then drill
down into the performance and scalability characteristics of these RDMA primitives.
Afterward, we outline and evaluate possible optimizations for one-sided latches.
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11.3.1 Running Example of a Pessimistic Latch

Table 11.1 shows that existing pessimistic schemes are subdivided into two types of latches:
While some latches such as RCC-NOWAIT [221] support only one latch mode (latched
and unlatched), others distinguish between shared and exclusive modes, i.e., reader/writer
latches. Both latch types can be implemented with atomic RDMA operations. We will
use a reader/writer latch for the running example, but all optimizations generalize to
both latch types.

We implement a typical reader/writer latch using an 8-byte value [141, 233]. A worker
uses an RDMA compare-and-swap (CAS) operation to set the latch bit (usually the
trailing bit) for exclusive access. Readers increment the reader count, encoded in the
remaining bits, with a fetch-and-add (FAA). In the basic variant, all operations are
executed synchronously, i.e., the worker blocks after every operation until its result is
returned.

Figure 11.3 gives an intuition on how this latch is used to access a remote data structure
exlusively. First, the remote data structure is latched with an RDMA CAS operation on
the 8-byte latch by setting the lock bit. Afterward, the desired data is read from the data
structure, modified locally, and written back with an RDMA write operation. Finally,
the remote data is unlatched with another RDMA CAS operation on the 8-byte latch.

To access the remote data structure in shared mode, the clients use RDMA FAA to
increment the reader count of the latch speculatively. The return value (i.e., the full
8-byte) of the operation allows the worker to check if the latch is in the exclusive mode,
in which case the worker decrements the reader count and retries. Otherwise, the worker
reads the data using an RDMA read and then decrements the counter to unlatch.

11.3.2 Performance of RDMA Atomics

Because every pessimistic approach relies on RDMA atomics (CAS and FAA), it is
important to understand their isolated performance before discussing how our basic latch
can be optimized.
Uncontended vs. contended RDMA atomics. In the first experiment, we examine
the scalability behavior of contended and uncontended RDMA atomics. Both scenarios
are equally vital, and while heavy contention is typically rare, it is unavoidable in some
workloads, e.g., having hot tuples. To show the effect of contention, we perform an
experiment in which all workers issue an RDMA CAS operation of the same 8-byte
atomic counter. To understand how uncontended atomics scale, we assign a private
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8-byte remote atomic counter to each worker. For reference, we compare uncontended
atomics to the performance of an RDMA read.

Figure 11.4 shows the scalability behavior of both uncontended and contended RDMA
atomic operations when increasing the number of workers. As we can observe, uncontended
atomics scale like one-sided RDMA read operations, peaking at around 51.2 million
operations per second with 128 workers. This suggests that the parallel uncontended
atomic requests do not interfere, but we will demonstrate later that this does not hold
for all scenarios. Note that the performance drop of uncontended atomics at 512 workers
has nothing to do with the atomic operation but can be attributed to QP-thrashing [55]
on the client machines. QP-thrashing means that the QP state cannot be cached on the
RNIC and is swapped in and out to host memory. This occurs at around 128 utilized
parallel QPs per client NIC in our hardware, i.e., 512 workers.

As expected, when running the contended atomic workload, the peak is significantly
lower at 2.32 million operations per second and atomic operations only scale until 8
workers.

In the literature, RDMA atomics seem to have a bad reputation for being fundamentally
unscalable [102] – even for uncontended workloads. However, the above experiments
demonstrate that uncontended atomics scale well w.r.t. the number of workers. In fact,
they show comparable scalability to RDMA read operations. While this experiment offers
valuable insights into the scalability of atomics, it is not the complete picture, as we will
demonstrate.
Atomic stride size and alignment. Obviously, the scalability of RDMA atomics
depends on the degree of parallelism. However, subtle details such as the data alignment
can also interfere with the scalability. So far, in our experiments, values are placed in a
64-byte stride, i.e., a cache line. We only used the first 8 bytes for the atomic counter
and ignored the remaining 56 bytes. However, in practice, RDMA atomics are placed at
larger strides as they protect data of various sizes, e.g., a 4 KB B-Tree node.

In the following experiment, we measure the effect of larger stride sizes by varying
the distance between the atomic counters. As in the previous uncontended experiment,
each worker has a private latch to avoid contention. Consequently, the expected outcome
should be similar to the uncontended result in Figure 11.4. Surprisingly, Figure 11.5
shows that the stride size impairs the scalability tremendously. That is, with larger
stride sizes, the inflection points w.r.t. throughput (highlighted in red) are reached earlier.
With a 64-byte stride, the peak performance is 50M operations with 128 workers, i.e.,
the same upper-bound as in Figure 11.4. With a 256-byte stride, the peak performance
is at 40M operations with 128 workers. With a 512-byte stride, the peak performance is
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Figure 11.5: Scalability of uncontended atomics with varying strides between the latches
(4 compute nodes and 1 storage node).

halved and reached with fewer workers (20M operations with 64 workers). Remember
that there is no true latch contention, and we only vary the distance between the atomic
counters and nothing else. The observed behavior must be based on a physical contention
point in the RNIC.

NIC internals - physical contention. Through reverse engineering, we believe
that the RNIC uses an internal locking table to serialize atomic operations. Since the
locking table works similarly to a hash table, collisions can happen. Unrelated atomic
operations can be assigned to the same slot, severely limiting the throughput of concurrent
uncontended atomic operations. The lock slots are determined based on the last 12
bits of the atomic operation’s target address. For instance, if we use a 4 KB-aligned
address as illustrated in Figure 11.6b i), the last 12 bits of the address are zeros, and
they are assigned to the same lock slot. Even though the atomics do not contend on the
same latch, the way the RNIC handles atomics results in physical contention inside the
locking table, as exemplified by the arrows in Figure 11.6a. The two CAS operations
target different latches and are still serialized in the same lock slot, negatively impacting
performance. Consequently, logically uncontended atomic operations do not scale very
well when the data alignment is not carefully chosen, as shown in Figure 11.5. When
we compare the results of our initial contended scalability experiment from Figure 11.4
with the performance of 4 KB-aligned stride sizes, we can see that the performance and
scalability characteristics are very similar. Given the underlying hardware mechanism,
this performance is now explainable: the operations are serialized in the same lock slot,
whether through a collision of the address or the operations targeting the same latch.
We validated the existence of a performance signature matching our hypothesized 12-bit
lock table in three RNIC generations: ConnectX-3, ConnectX-5, and ConnectX-6 RNICs.
Also, Kalia et al. [102] observed similar findings for an older network card (Connect-IB).
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Figure 11.6: Pessimistic synchronization performance can be impacted by RNIC architec-
ture and by host memory layout.

However, it is hard to generalize our findings to all NICs since the implementation details
are not made publicly available by the RNIC vendors. Therefore, like other papers,
we can only infer implementation details [102, 223]. Instead, we emphasize that NIC
hardware details are essential and demonstrate potential bottlenecks that should be
carefully evaluated when building a high-performance system.
Improving scalability of uncontented atomics. To improve the scalability of
uncontended operations, we must avoid collisions in the locking table. The only way
one can control this is through the data layout, i.e., the addresses of our latches. The
goal is to place the latches so that the last 12 bits (used for the lock-slot calculation)
are different. Consider the example in Figure 11.6b ii); instead of allocating the 4 KB
blocks back-to-back, a padding of 8-byte is placed before the latches. Now, the last 12
bits of the latch addresses are not all zeros and, thus, will be assigned to different lock
slots. The effect of this mitigation technique is illustrated in Figure 11.5. We can observe
that all stride-sizes scale equally well (all measurements happen to be on the same line).
Another possibility to better utilize the lock-slots is to decouple latches from the data
as depicted in Figure 11.6b iii). In this technique, the latches are placed back-to-back.
Since the latches are only 8 bytes, the last 12 bits of the latch address will vary and
achieve the same scalability behavior as for the 8-byte padding. Note, in this experiment,
we test the performance of the atomic operations, i.e., we do not read the data. This
allows us to isolate the atomic contention effect, but in practice separating the latch from
the data may have adverse effects due to locality. In particular, the translation from
physical-to-virtual memory could suffer as every data access invokes two translations,
i.e., one for the latch and one for the data. However, this depends on other parameters,
such as the working set, tuple size, and NIC-cache size [102], and thus requires a holistic
evaluation.
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To conclude, despite contrasting beliefs, RDMA atomics can scale well w.r.t. the
number of workers. However, the scalability depends on the number of concurrent
accesses (contention) and the data alignment. While the first is workload-dependent,
the latter can be carefully tuned to best utilize the internal RNIC hardware. While we
demonstrate that padding is beneficial for RDMA atomics, it can also have consequences
elsewhere, such as making page table lookup less efficient. Therefore, we argue that it
is crucial to understand the internals of the RNIC and holistically optimize the DBMS
system.

11.3.3 Optimized Pessimistic Latches

Equipped with our findings on how to utilize atomics optimally, we can now focus on
how to design optimized pessimistic latches. Recall that the basic latch variant executes
all operations synchronously, as illustrated in Figure 11.3. After every operation, the
completion is awaited by polling the completion queue (cf. Section 11.2). While this is
certainly correct, it is inefficient and increases the per-operation latency.
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timizations.

Latch optimizations. To reduce the op-
eration latency, many systems use opti-
mizations. Unfortunately, those optimiza-
tions are often only briefly discussed by the
authors. We compiled a list of existing op-
timizations following numerous small hints
in related work and a careful study of pub-
lished source code. This is the first paper
that describes these optimizations in de-
tail and discusses why those optimizations
guarantee correctness. In the following, we
present those optimizations and highlight
possible pitfalls.

The speculative read optimization over-
laps the latch with the read operation
(cf. Figure 11.7) to hide the latency of the
read. If the latch request is successful, we
can proceed, and if it is unsuccessful, the
latch request is restarted. However, the
correctness of this optimization relies on the order of the operations. That is, it must be
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guaranteed that the latch operation takes place before the read happens. Fortunately,
RDMA atomics are executed prior to subsequent RDMA operations on the same QP as
per the InfiniBand specification [91].

Similarly, write combining overlaps the write and the unlatch operation (CAS) as
illustrated in Figure 11.7. The intuition is that the unlatch operation can mask the
write latency. This optimization is only applicable for exclusive access since read-only
operations do not update the data and thus do not involve an RDMA write.

The asynchronous unlatch optimization is an optimization that goes even further and
does not wait for the last completion event synchronously and thus immediately processes
the next operation. In contrast to the synchronous variants, however, the memory buffer
containing the write’s payload cannot be reused immediately for the next operation. The
issue is that when immediately re-using the buffer, the data from the previous operation
could be overwritten as the previous RDMA write may still be outstanding; as such,
we need to ensure that the operations are finished before re-using the buffers. The
typical solution to avoid overwriting in-flight buffers is to use multiple buffers per QP.
For instance, if the worker wants to modify two tuples, then the first tuple is written to
the first (local) buffer. Subsequently, the remote content of the first tuple is updated and
asynchronously unlatched. Since the remote operations are executed asynchronously, the
RDMA operations (CAS and write) may still be outstanding, and the first buffer should
not be re-used for the second tuple. Therefore, the second tuple is is written to a second
(local) buffer. Using separate buffers gives the outstanding operation from the first buffer
time to complete without any risks of overwriting the content. The first buffer can be
safely re-used when the second operation on the same QP generates a completion event,
i.e., after the payload is read.

Write unlatch is an optimization that relies on the fact that RDMA writes are performed
in increasing address order. This optimization often works in practice but is similar to
RDMA reads, not specified by the RDMA standard. However, because many essential
applications such as MPI [133] and many other systems rely on last-bit polling [55,
64, 142, 252], RNIC vendors typically implement RDMA writes in increasing address
order [55] for compatibility reasons. Note that the latch must be located at the highest
address (typically as a footer) to protect the data until the full write has been completed.
For example, the last 8 bytes of the value of an item residing in an RDMA-enabled
key-value store could encode the lock protecting it. The payload of an RDMA write
to update the value would be suffixed by an unlocked value to also release the lock.
Since this optimization uses the write to unlatch the data, it saves a complete atomic
operation. Unfortunately, there is a catch; the optimization only works in certain cases.
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Figure 11.8: Single-threaded ablation study of latch optimizations (1 compute node and
1 storage node).

The InfiniBand specification makes no guarantees that non-atomic and atomic RDMA
operations are ordered and visible to each other when issued from different QPs [91].
That means that the RDMA write that unlatches the data item may not be visible to
subsequent atomic operations from other workers. This can lead to behavior that might
seem surprising because sequential consistency is not guaranteed.

We believe this is because the RNIC can buffer atomic operations for fast completion
in a special on-chip buffer. When an atomic operation arrives at the RNIC, the cache line
in which the value is stored, is read into this buffer from the memory. But because there
is no guarantee w.r.t. interference of non-atomic operations, it may happen that once the
atomic operation reads the current value in the buffer, an RDMA write changes the value
on the cache line, i.e., unlatch. To make this more concrete, assume the data item is
exclusively latched. Now, an atomic FAA operation wants to increment the reader count.
The value is read to the RNIC buffer, but in the meantime, the latch-holder unlatches the
data item with an RDMA write. Unfortunately, there are now two incoherent states: (1)
in the RNIC buffer, the latch is still latched (2) in the cache line, the latch is unlatched.
The RNIC increments the old (latched) value and overwrites the unlatch state on the
cache line. Therefore, the original unlatch operation is lost, and the latch will remain
latched, leading to a deadlock. Hence, the write unlatch optimization cannot be used
with FAA operations and only works in combination with CAS operations, as used in
RCC-NOWAIT [221]. The reason is that CAS operations conditionally overwrite the
state. The operation detects that the old state is still latched and does not modify
the latch. Thus, a concurrent worker may detect the unlatch operation delayed for the
incoherent states, but eventually, the cache coherence protocol ensures that the RNIC
sees the newest version. Consequently, creating a reader/writer latch in combination with
the write unlatch optimization is impratical and only one latch mode can be supported
(no distinction between reader and writer) (cf. Table 11.1 RCC-NOWAIT).
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11.3.4 Ablation Study of Latch Optimizations

To better understand how the latch optimizations perform, we first enable them step-
by-step in a single-threaded ablation study. We show the throughput for exclusive and
shared latch acquisitions in Figure 11.8. The numbers include all necessary operations:
CAS, read, write, and CAS for a modification, and FAA, read, FAA for a read operation.
As mentioned, some optimizations are only applicable for the exclusive latch acquisition.
For the analysis, we repeatedly latch and perform the operations on a 256 byte-sized
tuple placed on a storage node.

We can see that all exclusive latch optimizations in Figure 11.8 (left) increase the
single-threaded performance. One of the most effective optimizations is asynchronous
unlatch since we can immediately start the next operation. In contrast, write unlatch
does not significantly increase the performance further. Combined with the fact that
it is impractical to implement a reader/writer latch, we will not further consider this
optimization in this section. However, we will leverage this optimization again in
Section 11.4.

When focusing on the shared latch performance in Figure 11.8 (right), we can observe
that the basic performance is higher since the read consists of only three sequential
operations. The advantage of fewer operations vanishes with the higher optimization levels
as they aggressively overlap messages (cf. Figure 11.7). Eventually, the performance of
exclusive and shared latch acquisitions converges with higher optimizations and becomes
latency bound.
Scalability of latches. So far, we have focused on the single-threaded performance
for pessimistic latch acquisitions – however, most disaggregated database systems run
with multiple workers dispersed across several compute nodes. Thus in the following,
we discuss how the optimizations perform with an increasing number of workers equally
distributed across 4 compute nodes. We use a data set with 20 thousand 256 byte-sized
tuples stored on one storage node. We also measured with 20 million tuples, but the
results behaved similarly. The accesses are randomly distributed across the data set.

We only show the performance of the write-only workload, i.e., the exclusive latch
optimizations, since the read-only workload behaves very similarly in this experiment.
As the upper bound, we include an unsynchronized version (an RDMA read and RDMA
write). Figure 11.9 shows the results for 8, 32, and 128 workers. The first observation is
that the performance is on par with the unsynchronized version when all optimizations
are enabled, i.e., asynchronous unlatch, for 8 and 32 workers. The optimizations effec-
tively hide the latch operations with the data movement operations. Furthermore, the
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Figure 11.9: Multi-threaded performance of optimized latches (4 compute nodes and 1
storage node).

performance scales near-linear when increasing the worker count from 8 to 32. However,
with 128 workers, the highest optimization level seems to be counterproductive. We
attribute this behavior to the fact that the next operation may start sooner. Acquiring
the next lock earlier introduces additional lock contention in the presence of more workers.
For instance, one worker already acquires the next lock even though the old lock is still
latched due to the asynchronous nature, i.e., a worker can hold two locks for a limited
period. It can also lead to increased RNIC contention on the storage node, with more
in-flight operations. In practice, the asynchronous unlatch optimization is still worthwhile
since there are typically more storage nodes, as we will see in the following experiment.

11.3.5 Effect on a Disaggregated DBMS

As stated earlier, latch optimizations improve performance tremendously. However, the
previous results were only obtained in micro-benchmarks. Let us substantiate that claim
by integrating them into an existing disaggregated DBMS. We use NAM-DB [239], which
is a disaggregated RDMA-optimized DBMS. In our setup, we use 4 compute nodes with
28 workers each (112 total workers) and 4 storage nodes. Among those storage nodes, we
distribute 20 million tuples. We measure the throughput in operations per second for
representative tuple sizes of 256 and 512 byte. We implemented the highest optimization
level., i.e., asynchronous unlatch, and call this version NAM-DB++. In addition, we show
the effect of manipulating the latches’ data layout, as we discussed in Section 11.3.2. We
compare the original NAM-DB with NAM-DB++ in a write-only, mixed, and read-only
workload. To show the effect of contention, we vary the access skew.
Read-only performance.. Let us first focus on the 256 byte-sized tuples and the read-
only workload (top right in Figure 11.10). The optimizations double the performance with
uniform and slightly skewed (Zipf 1) access patterns. When the contention increases, the
hardware limits the performance, and both systems converge. The dramatic performance
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Figure 11.10: Effect of optimizations in NAM-DB (4 compute nodes and 4 storage nodes).

degradation is nevertheless surprising in the read-only scenario. In theory, the read-only
performance should not dramatically collapse since multiple readers can acquire a latch
simultaneously. Unfortunately, the RNIC cannot handle the concurrent atomic RDMA
operations necessary to acquire the reader latch in the first place. As mentioned in the
previous experiment, the RDMA atomics are serialized in the RNIC, which does not scale
well when the lock slot is contended. Despite the hardware limitations, the read-only
workload still performs much better than the write-only workload under high contention.
For instance, with a Zipf factor of 2 the write-only performance is 170K, whereas the
read-only performance is 4.5M .

Write performance. The contention exacerbates the performance issue in the write-
only and mixed workload. The locks now logically contend in addition to the physical
contention on the RNIC. In other words, the performance of the atomic operations
decreases since those operations often target the same latch and are serialized in the
same RNIC lock slot. Once the RNIC processes the atomic operation, the latch may have
been already latched exclusively, which requires a restart and aggravates the problem.

Larger tuples. When looking at the 512 bytes-sized tuples in the read-only workload,
we can see that the effect of applying the padding is more pronounced. As mentioned
earlier, the larger latch strides lead to more contention inside the RNIC’s lock-table,
thus limiting the performance. We use 4 storage nodes, as opposed to the experiment in
Section 11.3.2, and still, the collisions inside the RNICs become the primary bottleneck.
Therefore, with the padding optimization, the performance significantly improves by
removing the bottleneck of physical contention, allowing the latch optimizations to achieve
their potential.
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11.4 Optimistic Synchronization
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In the previous section, we have seen that pes-
simistic synchronization scales when the latches are
uncontended. However, in some data structures,
latch contention is unavoidable and, in fact, in-
herent to the data structure design. For instance,
B-Tree operations have to traverse the B-Tree root
node. Although the root node is mainly latched in
shared mode, this creates (physical) contention on
the RNIC when using pessimistic synchronization,
negatively impacting the performance. Figure 11.11
shows this effect for a B-Tree with 4 KB nodes
stored on a single storage machine and accessed
read-only from 4 client machines. As we can observe, the unsynchronized B-Tree can
saturate the bandwidth with only 16 workers, whereas the pessimistic synchronized
version stagnates much earlier and never achieves the full bandwidth. Note that the
pessimistically synchronized version includes all the optimizations presented above, and
even then, the performance is disappointing in this experiment.

This is why many papers eschew RDMA atomics and propose an optimistic synchro-
nization scheme in which reads do not physically latch the data but detect concurrent
modifications. In contrast to pessimistic synchronization, Figure 11.11 demonstrates
that optimistic synchronization can achieve the full bandwidth. We start this section by
providing an intuition on how optimistic synchronization works. After that, we discuss
PCIe’s ordering guarantees and its devastating effects on some optimistic schemes leading
to an incorrect synchronization. We then present correct optimistic synchronization
schemes andgt evaluate their performance.

11.4.1 Intuition for Optimistic Synchronization

Optimistic reads. The intuition for optimistic synchronization is that readers proceed
optimistically and then validate, while writers physically acquire an underlying pessimistic
lock to avoid write-write conflicts. To achieve the same guarantees as shared pessimistic
latches4 readers must check that the data item did not change during their operation. This
is typically realized by augmenting the data item with a version counter and incrementing

4We will discuss relaxed guarantees in Section 11.5
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it upon each modification, which allows readers to detect concurrent writes. The layout of
such an augmented optimistic lock is shown in Figure 11.12a. It consists of a pessimistic
latch used for exclusive access and the version counter. Using this version counter, readers
validate that the version did not change during their operation. If the validation fails,
the operation is restarted.
Naïve implementation. One way of implementing a one-sided optimistic lock is
depicted in Figure 11.12b, which we call the naïve implementation. This approach uses a
single RDMA read to copy the latch, version, and data to the worker. The worker can
then check if the item is exclusively latched and possibly restart. Otherwise, if the check
on the latch succeeds, the operation, e.g., a binary search in a B-Tree node, is performed
optimistically. Once the operation is finished, the version is read once more (via RDMA)
and compared to the initial value.

This after-the-fact validation is crucial to detect concurrent modifications and to get
the same guarantees as a pessimistic latch. Thus, the validation is effectively equivalent
to an unlatch operation. These semantics are critical for higher-level synchronization
techniques such as optimistic lock-coupling [120, 256] on a B-Tree since we need to ensure
that the B-Tree node did not split and the child node is still valid.

11.4.2 PCIe’s Ordering Guarantees

Intermediate protocols. Unfortunately, the naïve implementation in Figure 11.12b is
not correct. As pointed out by Taranov et al. [209] there are three factors that can affect
data deliver order of transmitted messages: (1) Message ordering, (2) packet ordering
within a single message, and (3) DMA ordering. The first two factors are generally
ensured by InfiniBand and RoCE5. But even though message ordering is guaranteed, it
is not guaranteed that DMA operations are performed in-order. The InfiniBand RDMA

5There are RNICs that deviate from this and offer out-of-order delivery [44]
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specification [91, 92] does not itself provide any ordering guarantees concerning the order
of bytes read by an RDMA read. In other words, RDMA operations are not designed
with concurrency in mind (except for RDMA atomics). However, in practice, many
academic and industry-grade systems use RDMA concurrently on the same memory
regions. Since RDMA does not specify the behavior of those concurrent accesses, the
intermediate protocols are important. For example, the lack of order for reads permits
intermediate protocols involved in the operation, e.g., PCIe, to retrieve host memory
as they see fit. Therefore, to fully understand why an RDMA read may not execute in
increasing address order, it is critical to investigate the impact of PCIe [171] and cache
coherence protocol. Understanding the underlying protocols subsequently allows us to
extract correct synchronization techniques.

As shown in Section 11.2, an RDMA read request is sent over the network to the
remote node. The RNIC then dispatches the request to the PCIe controller, which fetches
the requested data region from the host memory. The data is transferred via PCIe to the
RNIC and then sent back to the requester in one or more RDMA packets. An important
aspect is that PCIe requests serviced by the host are cache coherent on modern server
architectures. Modern architectures provide direct cache access [88, 121, 208] to allow
high-performance I/O such as RDMA to access processor caches directly. For example,
the x86 machines in our testbed are equipped with Intel’s DDIO [93], and a similar
mechanism is available for ARM [8].
PCIe reordering. Since the actual data transfer from the remote memory to the remote
RNIC is initiated and carried out via PCIe, we must look to the PCIe specification.
RDMA requests are translated to PCIe transactions consisting of reads and writes that
are processed by the so-called PCIe root complex. Hence, the guarantees provided at
this layer of the hardware stack play a pivotal role. The root complex services PCIe read
requests, which are coherent at a cache line granularity. Once a request is initiated, the
PCIe protocol transfers that data to the endpoint via so-called completions.

Multiple completions are used for reads larger than a given size, e.g., 64 bytes. Herein
lies the problem. The PCIe specification states, “Memory Read Request serviced with
multiple completions, the completions will be returned in address order.” [171]. This is
hard to interpret, but it only determines the order of the completions and not in which
order the data is retrieved from memory. In fact, an implementation note permits that a
“single Memory Read that requests multiple cachelines from host memory is permitted
to fetch multiple cachelines concurrently” [171].
Implications on correctness. Due to the concurrent cache line retrieval, we cannot
reliably detect concurrent modifications with our naïve implementation from Figure 11.12b.
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For example, assume a concurrent writer and a reader access a data item as depicted in
Figure 11.12a i). With the lack of order, the reader could first retrieve the second cache
line in which the writer currently modifies data. In the meantime, the writer increments
the version and unlatches the data item again. Only then does the reader retrieve the
first cache line containing the latch and the version counter. Consequently, despite the
validation step at the end in which it will retrieve the version again, the reader will falsely
assume that the version did not change. In our introduction, we have already shown
that this is a real risk for modern RNICs (cf. Figure 11.1b.) This may be surprising for
two reasons: (1) The PCIe standard guarantees that RDMA writes are performed in
increasing address order while reads can be read out of order, as discussed before. (2)
many papers rely on this unspecified behavior. In fact, an earlier paper of ours [256]
suffered from this wrong ordering assumption. More details on the memory semantics of
RDMA can be found in [48].

Referring back to Figure 11.1b, we can see that data is rarely corrupted, but it happens,
and if data corruption occurs, it is almost undetectable. We tested this behavior on three
generations of modern RNICs, including the RNICs available in the cloud, and observed
that no RNIC provides additional ordering guarantees beyond the PCIe specification.
Fortunately, there exist techniques that prevent this issue, but, as we will see in the
following section, they are not for free and come with different performance characteristics
and trade-offs.

11.4.3 Correct Optimistic Synchronization

Optimistic synchronization relies on the initial RDMA read to observe a consistent view
of the version and data. Due to the lack of ordering at the PCIe bus, we must rely on an
additional mechanism to provide this capability. Only then the after-the-fact validation
will correctly detect concurrent modifications. We will discuss existing mechanisms6 in
the following.

6Note of caution: Some optimistic techniques rely on hardware details that may not hold. E.g., when
data is not aligned or larger than the MTU.
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Versioning (using two RDMA reads). This technique is not very different from
the naïve version; however, it requires two dedicated RDMA reads in the beginning, as
shown in Figure 11.13 a). The first RDMA read targets only the latch and the version to
ensure correct serialization, and only the second reads the data. Because the version is
always read before the data, every concurrent update will be detected. When looking
at Figure 11.13 one may wonder if the two reads can be overlapped similarly to the
operations in Figure 11.7. Unfortunately, this is not possible with two RDMA reads since
they could be re-ordered at the PCIe level or even in the network. This is due to another
unexpected pitfall: Although RDMA operations are ordered in a connected queue pair,
the ordering only holds for the RDMA completion events. There are some exceptions in
which the order is ensured, e.g., for atomic operations. On the other hand, the two reads
must be issued sequentially.

Besides the correct order of the two reads, the latch and version must be stored in one
cache line to exploit the cache coherence protocol and read both consistently. Only this
enables a reader to detect concurrent modifications reliably. Unfortunately, this technique
needs two RDMA reads, which may be expensive. The following two approaches only
require a single RDMA read by embedding additional metadata in the object as shown
in Figure 11.12a
Checksum by CRC. This scheme detects inconsistencies by using a checksum in the
data, e.g., CRC64, that allows the worker to verify the data with high probability. The
CRC will not match the corrupt data if there is a concurrent writer. Therefore, in the best
case, only one RDMA read is required (cf. Figure 11.13 b)). The downside, however, is
that (1) the CRC generation is computationally expensive and (2) it is only probabilistic.
Admittedly, the probability of a collision is low for CRC64. However, if a collision occurs,
the data corruption is hard-to-detect.
FaRM cache line versions. As with CRC, FaRM [55, 56] proposes a technique that
requires one RDMA read in the best case. However, instead of computing a checksum,
FaRM relies on coherent cache DMA (specified by x86) to detect if a single RDMA is
consistent. FaRM stores a version at the beginning of every cache line as illustrated
in Figure 11.12a. Therefore, we can detect if a concurrent modification happens by
comparing all cache line versions. To enable this, writers first latch the data item, read
it, modify the data, increment the version locally, and then write the data back via
RDMA in address order. Although not as computationally expensive as CRC, every
cache line must be accessed to validate the versions introducing additional cache misses,
i.e., stalled CPU cycles. In addition, this technique imposes additional storage overhead
to accommodate a version in every cache line.
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11.4.4 Single-Threaded Performance

We initially focus on single-threaded performance to understand the different trade-offs of
the correct schemes. Figure 11.14a compares the single-threaded read-only performance
with varying tuple sizes. We also include the “broken“ optimistic scheme and the
optimized (and correct) pessimistic scheme from Section 11.3.

Optimistic vs. pessimistic. Maybe unexpectedly, the pessimistic synchronization
scheme performs better than all optimistic schemes, including the incorrect one. Although
the broken optimistic scheme only requires 2 messages as opposed to the pessimistic
scheme that requires 3 messages, the pessimistic scheme can exploit the asynchronous
unlatch optimization. This optimization unlatches asynchronously, and the subsequent
operation begins immediately (cf. Figure 11.7). Analogous behavior is not possible
for optimistic schemes as the validation, i.e., the unlatch operation, determines if the
operation failed or succeeded. Consequently, the validation must be synchronous (see
Figure 11.13).

Correct schemes vs. broken. Let us now quantify the induced overhead of the correct
schemes compared to the broken scheme, which only consists of a single RDMA request
and no consistency checks to acquire the data and version information (i.e., the first
round trip in Figure 11.12b). From Figure 11.14a, we can observe that the broken scheme
performs better than the correct schemes. The closest competitor is the FaRM scheme,
which performs nearly as well as the broken scheme and only drops with larger message
sizes. CRC can only compete with small tuple sizes, contrary to the versioning scheme,
which catches up with large tuple sizes.

To highlight those effects, Figure 11.14b shows the slowdown in percentage compared
to the broken scheme. We can see that both CRC and FaRM suffer from larger tuple
sizes. The computational overhead for both schemes is O(n) since CRC calculates the
checksum for every byte, and FaRM checks the versions in every cache line. Consequently,
both schemes get linearly more expensive with increasing tuple sizes, more precisely,
the consistency check (phase 2©) as shown in Figure 11.13. However, because the CRC
calculation is considerably more expensive than checking every cache line sequentially,
the performance degrades more severely. For FaRM the sequential HW prefetcher and
the out-of-order execution hide the cache misses. In contrast, the versioning approach
incurs a substantial constant overhead by requiring an additional read for the version.
Therefore, the versioning approach amortizes the initial cost with larger tuples sizes and
performs better than FaRM.
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Figure 11.14: Single-threaded performance of optimistic reads (1 compute node and 1

storage node).

To summarize, looking at the results of the single-threaded experiments, we found (1)
the pessimistic schemes out-performs the optimistic schemes in the single-threaded setup,
(2) FaRM performs better with smaller tuple sizes (≤ 64 KB), (3) while versioning is
beneficial with larger tuples.

11.4.5 Scalability of Optimistic Techniques

While the optimistically latched single-threaded performance was worse than the pes-
simistic scheme, it is not indicative of its scalability behavior. After all, the main benefit
of optimistic schemes is that they avoid RDMA atomic operations during a read and,
thus, avoid physical contention on the RNIC generated by multiple workers.
Read-only scalability. Figure 11.15 shows the scalability w.r.t. the number of workers
for small, i.e., 256-byte sized, tuples. Again with fewer workers (8), the pessimistic
approach performs better than the optimistic schemes. In line with the previous results,
CRC and FaRM are close to the broken scheme, whereas the versioning scheme is
far behind. However, under the highest contention when using 128 workers, all the
optimistic schemes perform better than the pessimistic scheme. In particular, FaRM
and CRC perform almost twice as well as pessimistic synchronization. This confirms our
intuition that by avoiding RDMA atomics, the physical contention effect does not limit
the performance in optimistic schemes.

We also compared the scalability of larger, 16 KB sized tuples and found that the
pessimistic scheme performs better in this scenario. The reason is that with larger
tuples, the workload becomes network bound before the RNIC contention limits the
performance. In other words, only 8 workers are required to reach the full bandwidth (12
GB/s) with the pessimistic synchronization, and the RNIC can easily sustain RDMA
atomic operations at such a rate.
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Write-only scalability. Remember that only reads are performed optimistically, while
modifications are still latched pessimistically. However, since the optimistic readers do
not use RDMA atomics, we can now leverage the write-unlatch optimization, which
uses a write instead of an atomic operation to unlatch (see Figure 11.7). To remind
ourselves, we have not considered them before because the write-unlatch optimization
does not work with concurrent FAA operations required to implement reader-writer
latches. But because optimistic schemes only require one latch mode, i.e., exclusively
latched or unlatched, write-unlatch can be used to further reduce the number of RDMA
atomic operations.

Figure 11.15 (right side) shows the effect of this optimization when increasing the
number of workers up to 128. We can observe that the write-unlatch optimization
enables better scalability by avoiding one RDMA atomic operation. When comparing
the performance of the write-unlatch optimization with 128 worker and the results from
Figure 11.9 we can see that it approaches the performance of the unsynchronized variant.
Important to note is that the layout as shown in Figure 11.12a must be reversed so that
the version and latch are placed at the end of the data to exploit address-ordered RDMA
writes. That is, the last byte written must unlatch the record. The reversed layout
does not affect the performance of the optimistic approaches since it merely changes the
location of the version.
Qualitative discussion. So far, we have focused on performance numbers. However, the
correct techniques come with trade-offs, such as the number of required messages. In the
best case, the versioning approach requires 3 messages and can be a sub-optimal strategy
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when the workload is message-bound. In contrast, CRC requires only 2 messages but is
computationally more expensive, which may be detrimental if the threads can do other
valuable work. Moreover, CRC is probabilistic, and although the collision probability is
low, the question remains: why risk data corruption when reliable schemes exist? Lastly,
although FaRM is certainly efficient, it adds 2 − 8 bytes storage overhead [55] per cache
line, which means it is not only O(n) in terms of computing but also storage overhead.
In addition, the higher-level logic must handle the interleaved cache line versions. For
instance, any string operation (comparison, regexp etc.), e.g., on a value in a B-Tree,
must explicitly deal with strings chunked across cache lines. Because only a few existing
libraries support chunking, one would have to copy larger strings into a contiguous
memory before being able to use them and potentially offset the gains by the efficient
scheme. Consequently, choosing the correct scheme has trade-offs that must be carefully
weighed against each other and co-designed with the system.
Summary. To conclude, we have found that the optimistic techniques scale and perform
better than pessimistic techniques for workloads in which the RNIC’s capability of
handling RDMA atomic is the limiting factor. For instance, this happens in a read-only
workload with small tuples and 128 or more workers. When using larger tuples, the
workload tends to become network bound, reducing the number of possible parallel
operations and shifting the bottleneck for pessimistic schemes from the RNIC contention
to the network. Thus, a pessimistic scheme often performs better in such scenarios.
Another interesting finding is that in combination with optimistic reads, we can improve
the scalability of writes by using the write-unlatch optimization. In contrast to pessimistic
schemes, optimistic schemes come with different trade-offs regarding computational and
storage requirements.

11.4.6 Effect on a Disaggregated DBMS

Finally, we compare the optimistic schemes by implementing them in NAM-DB and
call this system OPT-DB. Similar to the experiment in Section 11.3.5, we vary the
contention and show write-only, mixed, and read-only workloads. The configuration is
unchanged with 4 compute and storage nodes storing 20M tuples. Unlike the experiment
in Section 11.3.5, we stick to 512 byte but vary the number of workers from 112 to 224.
Contended shared latches. In the read-only workload in Figure 11.16, we can observe
that all optimistic techniques are pretty robust against contention, contrary to the
pessimistic synchronization in NAM-DB++, which already degrades with light skew (1.5).
Furthermore, we can back up the previous findings that the pessimistic scheme performs
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Figure 11.16: Optimistic techniques in a disaggregated DBMS (4 compute nodes and 4
storage nodes).

better with fewer workers than the optimistic schemes. The optimistic approaches perform
better when increasing the number of workers to 224. Overall, the OPT-DB implemented
with FaRM performs the best, followed by CRC and Versioning (for 512 byte tuples).
Reader/writer contention and aborts. There is a well-known trade-off for optimistic
approaches in reader-writer contention: optimistic approaches typically lead to more
restarts, resulting in wasted work. Nevertheless, the mixed workload shows that the
optimistic approaches out-perform NAM-DB++ despite the restarts.

The reason lies again in the fewer RDMA atomic operations. Especially under con-
tention (skew), the atomics fall in the same lock slot, which creates physical contention in
the RNIC. Moreover, in this experiment, the logical contention exacerbates this physical
effect. Once the RDMA atomic operation is executed, it does not necessarily mean
that the lock operation was successful, e.g., it may be already latched exclusively by
another worker. Thus, for a pessimistic scheme, the operations may restart, which
incurs additional atomic operations. To this end, for the mixed workload, the optimistic
approaches, which get away with a single atomic operation for exclusive latches and none
for optimistic (read) acquisitions, perform much better.

The same holds for the write-only benchmark; since the optimistic approaches harmo-
nize with the write-unlatch optimization, they perform on par or sometimes even better
(e.g., with low contention and 224 workers as shown in Figure 11.16). Moreover, in the
write-only workload with 112 workers, the versioning approach is slightly faster since
the writers do not need to perform any additional computation, such as CRC checks
or incrementing the cache line versions. When contention increases, all the approaches
converge at merely 100K operations per second.
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11.5 Discussion of Other Approaches
This section discusses other synchronization techniques with relaxed guarantees.
Consistent optimistic read. The synchronization schemes that we discussed before
captured latch semantics. That is, they include an additional validation step after
retrieving a data value and operating on it to make sure that the data did not change in
the meantime. However, these strong semantics are not required for all use cases [149,
150, 257]. A classic example is a key-value store that is only concerned about returning
consistent data to clients and does not consider the clients’ operations on the data. Our
presented optimistic schemes can be easily adapted to support such relaxed semantics by
removing the additional validation step at the end.
Other incorrect schemes. Another common technique is called bookend versioning
which we briefly showed in Figure 11.1a. While incorrect, the intuition of this approach
is similar to versioning, where the second version (embedded in the data) validates that
the data was not concurrently updated during the RDMA read. This approach suffers
from the ordering problem, and its use in recent literature (e.g., [223]) is a testament to
the subtleties involved in one-sided synchronization.
Out-of-place updates. An alternative design to the data consistency techniques
described in Section 11.4.3 is to leverage out-of-place updates [30, 185, 228], eliminating
concurrent data modifications using a copy-on-write strategy. This approach has the
same communication overhead as the (broken) single RDMA read versioning technique
but comes at the obvious cost of additional storage overhead. Out-of-place updates also
enable the use of a technique we call marking. Marking is a simple detection technique
that can alert readers by relying on a logical flag to indicate that a concurrent write
is taking place. This approach manifests as logical insertion or deletion and a busy or
pending update flag. However, when combined with in-place updates, marking suffers
from the same re-ordering problem as versioning and can fail to detect an inconsistency
because of the PCIe bus. Unfortunately, this incorrect use of marking has found its way
into existing literature [86, 246].

11.6 Lessons Learned and Conclusion
As the first analytical study of RDMA synchronization primitives, we aim to leave the
reader with a distilled perspective on the lessons learned from our work. These lessons are
cast as anti-patterns, which reflect common mistakes that lead to incorrect designs, and
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important design considerations, which do not impact correctness but can be detrimental
to performance and system complexity.

Anti-pattern #1.
Reliance on cache line order within a single RDMA read.

The first anti-pattern stems directly from the lack of ordering in the PCIe bus, which was
first introduced in Section 11.1 and discussed in more detail in Section 11.4.2. Designs
fall prey to this anti-pattern and thus incorrectly assume that an RDMA read observes
the same order in which writes to different cache lines are made. Examples that relied
on this anti-pattern include bookend versioning [150, 223] and marking with in-place
updates [86, 246]. For instance, in [246], a writer first marks data as invisible to readers,
then updates the value. As we have already established (cf. Section 11.4.2), a reader
may observe these two steps out-of-order and, therefore, could accidentally assume a
corrupted read is consistent. Worse, the version retrieved during this initial read could
later be (incorrectly) validated. This behavior is identical to the broken versioning scheme
discussed in Section 11.4.2.
Anti-pattern #2.
Reliance on the ordering of overlapping reads.

One solution to address the first anti-pattern is to manually enforce an order by issuing
multiple reads. However, there are also pitfalls to this approach because distinct RDMA
read operations also have subtle ordering guarantees. The second anti-pattern captures
the lack of ordering between overlapping reads from the same connection. While RDMA
operations can be fenced to enforce ordering in specific cases, this does not pertain to
RDMA reads. In other words, there is currently no mechanism to enforce the order
in which a remote machine processes RDMA reads without waiting for completion.
Optimistic techniques like versioning hence require two sequential reads to ensure that
the version is read before the data, as explained in Section 11.4.3. One-shot optimistic
approaches, such as FaRM, do not suffer from this because they detect inconsistency at
the granularity of cache lines.

Anti-pattern #3.
Reliance on the atomicity of RDMA writes and RDMA atomics.

The third anti-pattern results from the lack of atomicity guarantees by RDMA write
and RDMA atomic operations in the RDMA specification. As Section 11.3.3 describes,
various optimizations to improve pessimistic synchronization techniques exist. Recall that
the write-unlatch optimization is only permissible when the locking primitive exclusively
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utilizes CAS operations. Again, this is because there is a store buffer in the RNIC.
CAS operations are a special case because the write-back to memory is conditional.
While it is possible to correctly utilize the write-unlatch optimization [221], as shown in
Section 11.4.5, it requires a careful understanding of the underlying hardware. Therefore,
we generally caution against designs that combine RDMA writes with RDMA atomic
operations but acknowledge that in some instances where the lack of atomicity does not
break semantics, it can yield better performance.
Consideration #1.
Data alignment impacts the RDMA atomic scalability.

The first consideration is described in detail in Section 11.3.2, but we review it here.
Because of the lock table present in current RNICs, physical contention between inde-
pendent latches can arise. We demonstrate that this is not only easily demonstrated
by microbenchmarks that highlight the behavior but also have an important role in the
scalability of a real system (i.e., NAM-DB). Hence, we advocate that system designers
pay close attention to their data alignment when leveraging RDMA atomic operations to
avoid this physical contention.
Consideration #2.
Optimistic synchronization performs best under high contention.

Conventional wisdom suggests that pessimistic synchronization pays off in high-contention
write-heavy workloads because it eliminates excessive retries. However, our analysis
demonstrates that this perspective does not hold for RDMA-based synchronization. No-
tably, in Section 11.4.5, we show that in write-heavy workloads, the optimistic approaches
can match and even surpass pessimistic ones. While readers often retry in optimistic
schemes, pessimistic approaches are subject to RNIC contention. Our results suggest
that pessimistic approaches are beneficial when there is less skew, and the number of
concurrent workers is small. Interestingly, this also applies in the read-only case since the
sequential overhead is low compared to the optimistic strategies, which require validation.
Therefore, optimistic synchronization should be preferred for highly skewed workloads
to avoid RDMA atomic bottlenecks. As we established with the B-tree performance in
Figure 11.11, this is particularly beneficial when there is a single point of contention, e.g.,
the root node of a B-tree.
Consideration #3.
Optimistic synchronization has non-negligible overheads.

Although they outperform pessimistic synchronization in many scenarios, there are
computational and storage trade-offs among the various optimistic approaches, which we
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discussed in Section 11.4.5. Versioning requires an additional RDMA read compared to
the other techniques, which increases operation latency and is most evident for small
data sizes. On the other hand, CRC is computationally expensive, becoming untenable
at large data sizes (≥ 4 KB). Cache line versioning generally performs well but has an
increased storage cost, not to mention that software must either handle the embedded
versions or copy the data out. While optimistic synchronization is beneficial in many
scenarios, it is not a silver bullet as they often have more complex designs compared to
pessimistic schemes.

Consideration #4.
Pessimistic synchronization is more “future proof”.

As demonstrated, subtle hardware characteristics can have a profound impact on cor-
rectness. We highlight this using a widespread deployment but point out that disaggre-
gated memory technologies are in active development. For example, advancements like
CXL [198] – a protocol built on PCI-e to support memory coherence across devices –
are poised to disrupt the status quo. Changes to intermediate components of RDMA
communication may alter the behavior of concurrent RDMA reads and writes, and
therefore optimistic synchronization schemes, in unpredictable ways. In contrast, RDMA
Atomic operations implement a well-established higher-level abstraction independent
of hardware implementation. Hence, system designers should lean toward simple pes-
simistic synchronization when prioritizing production stability until the community has
successfully converged on well-defined memory semantics for RDMA reads and writes.
Conclusion. This paper is the first paper that holistically (1) highlights the subtleties
of RDMA-based synchronization regarding the correctness, (2) provides a robust perfor-
mance analysis of existing synchronization techniques and optimizations, (3) demonstrates
pitfalls of existing designs, and (4) offers a set of anti-patterns and design considerations
for enabling developers to design correct and high-performance RDMA-enabled system.
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dation priority program 2037 (DFG) under the grants BI2011/1 & BI2011/2, the DFG
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Abstract

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is a networking protocol that provides high bandwidth
and low latency accesses to a remote node’s main memory. Although there has been much work
around RDMA, such as building libraries on top of RDMA or even applications leveraging RDMA,
it remains a hard problem to identify the most suitable RDMA primitives and their combination
for a given problem. While there have been some initial studies included in papers that aim to
investigate selected performance characteristics of particular design choices, there has not been a
systematic study to evaluate the communication patterns of scale-out systems. In this paper,
we address this issue by systematically investigating how to efficiently use RDMA for building
scale-out systems.
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12.1 Introduction

*.Motivation: Scale-out data processing systems are the typical architecture used today
by many systems to process large data volumes since they allow applications to increase
performance and storage capacity by simple adding further processing nodes. However,
a typical bottleneck in scale-out systems is the network which often slows down the
computation if communication is in the critical path or, even worse, degrades overall
performance when adding more nodes [183].

With the advent of high-speed networks such as InfiniBand and its networking protocol
RDMA this changed. Network latencies dropped by orders of magnitude while throughput
increased [20] making scale-out solutions more competitive. However, this improvement
does not simply come by switching the network technology stack, but requires the usage
of RDMA’s low-level communication primitives, e.g., SEND or WRITE.

Although there has been much work around RDMA, such as building libraries on
top of RDMA [5, 64] or even applications leveraging RDMA [14, 55, 56, 103, 134, 239],
it remains a hard problem to identify the most suitable RDMA primitives and their
combination for a given problem. While there have been some initial studies included in
papers that aim to investigate selected performance characteristics of some design choices
[20, 102, 104], there has not been a systematic study to evaluate the communication
patterns of scale-out systems.

*.Contribution: We address this issue by systematically investigating how to efficiently use
RDMA for building scale-out systems. For this study, we model communication between
nodes using a request-response pattern (i.e., an RPC-style communication). This request-
response communication pattern can be used for many data-centric communication
scenarios such as a key-value stores or transactions in distributed databases.

For implementing a request-response communication pattern, the combination of
RDMA verbs and other design considerations (e.g. the communication model or the
communication topology) provide a huge design spectrum one has to navigate. In
our study, we combine all of the above options and evaluate different performance
characteristics with varying message sizes of 64B to 16KB to simulate workloads of
different applications (e.g., a different tuple width in a distributed database). As a result,
we shed light on important metrics such as the bandwidth, latency but also important
CPU statistics.

To evaluate this design space, we perform an extensive analysis and experimental
evaluation of the following dimensions:
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12.1 Introduction

1. RDMA Verbs: RDMA verbs allow an application to specify whether one-sided
communication primitives (RDMA READ/WRITE) or two-sided communication
primitives (RDMA SEND/RECEIVE) should be used. While there have been
already almost “religious” fights which communication primitive is better in existing
papers, the usage of these primitives has only been evaluated in particular settings
(e.g., only in a distributed database using an M-to-N communication topology)
but not in the full design space. Moreover, there are many low-level optimizations
such as inlining, selective signalling, DDIO and many other low-level configuration
options (e.g., if RDMA is run in single-threaded communication or not) that have
not been investigated.

2. Communication Model: A second dimension, we aim to analyze in the design space
is how threads are connected. In this paper we analyze two typical connection
models: One option is to use a so called communication Dispatcher where worker
threads delegate the communication to one dedicated thread. Another option is
that each worker thread directly executes all communication by using a Private
Connection to each other worker thread resulting in a much higher number of
overall connections (i.e., not just between dedicated communication threads).

3. Communication Topology: The last dimension is the communication topology
between requesters and responders. In this paper, we analyze different options:
One-to-One, N-to-One, N-to-M. For instance, while a key-value-store typically uses
an N-to-One communication topology (i.e., N requesters, 1 responder), whereas a
distributed database often uses an M-to-N communication topology. In addition
with the communication model, the communication topology significantly influences
the number of connections and thus the contention on internal data structures of
high-speed network components (e.g., connection queues in InfiniBand).

We believe that our evaluation framework is an interesting analysis tool for other
research groups or industry that plan to leverage RDMA for building distributed data
processing systems. To foster this and allow follow-up research to use our findings, we
made the code available on GitHub [216].
*.Outline: The rest of this paper is structured as follows: We first introduce the relevant
background w.r.t RDMA in Section 2 and present related work in Section 3. In Section 4
we then describe our methodology before we start our study with Section 5 in which we
evaluate single threaded performance in a One-to-One topology. We continue with the
scale-out scenarios in Section 6 and 7, where we look at N-to-One and N-to-M topologies,
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respectively. In Section 8 we finally discuss the effect of further RDMA optimizations
before concluding in Section 9.

12.2 RDMA Background
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is a networking protocol that provides high
bandwidth and low latency accesses to a remote node’s main memory. RDMA achieves
low-latency by using zero-copy transfer from the application space to bypass the OS
kernel. A number of RDMA implementations are available — most notably InfiniBand
and RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) [219].

RDMA implementations provide several communication primitives (so called verbs)
that can be categorized into the following two classes: (1) one-sided and (2) two-sided
verbs.

• One-sided verbs: One-sided RDMA verbs (read/ write) provide remote memory
access semantics, in which the host specifies the memory address of the remote
node that should be accessed. When using one-sided verbs, the CPU of the remote
node is not actively involved in the data transfer.

• Two-sided verbs: Two-sided verbs (send/receive) provide channel semantics. In
order to transfer data between a host and a remote node, the remote node first
needs to publish a receive request before the host can transfer the data with a
send operation. In contrast to one-sided verbs, the host does not specify the target
remote memory address. Instead, the remote host defines the target address in its
receive operation. Consequently, by posting the receive, the remote CPU is
actively involved in the data transfer.

To setup the connection between requesters and responders, RDMA uses so called
send/receive queues: (1) While a send queue is used by the requester to issue operations
such as read, write, send as well as atomics (2) the receive queue is used by the
responder to issue receive requests. With RDMA, a connection between a requester
and a responder bundles these two queues and is therefore called queue pair (QP). More
precisely, to initiate a connection between a requester and a responder, the application
needs to create queue pairs on both ends and connect them. To actually then issue
communication operations, a client creates a work queue element (WQE). The WQE
specifies parameters such as the verb to use but also other parameters (e.g., the remote
memory location to be used, if the element is sent signaled/unsignaled see Section 12.8).
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For sending the WQE, the requester then puts the WQE into a send queue and informs
the local RDMA NIC (RNIC) via Programmed IO (PIO) to process the WQE. For a
signaled WQE, the local RNIC pushes a completion event into a requester’s completion
queue (CQ) via a DMA WRITE once the WQE has been processed by the remote side.

12.3 Related Work

Research and industry have widely adopted high-speed networks [128, 175] to improve
scale-out systems. In the following, we compare our evaluation with related work and
provide a broader overview of work done in the database community.

*.RDMA Evaluation: In this paper we aim at providing a systematic evaluation of
communication patterns. Therefore, an important body of work are existing low-level
RDMA evaluations [20, 102, 104]. Kalia et al. [102] discuss which RDMA operations
should be used and how to use them efficiently. The resulting guidelines provide a low-
level analysis on the RDMA verbs and how they can be optimized. In this evaluation we
build on this findings but focus on a more higher-level evaluation using a request-response
pattern to simulate various use-cases in a data processing system.

*.High Performance RDMA Libraries and Systems: To simplify the use of RDMA, Alonso
et al. [5] propose a high-level API for data flows for data intensive applications. Fent et
al. [64], in contrast, present a library to accelerate ODBC-like database interfaces and
propose a message-based communication framework.

Several recent systems adopted RDMA to speed-up their performance. There are
many RDMA-enabled key/value stores [104, 114, 126, 138, 149, 166] and distributed
database systems based on RDMA [14, 55, 56, 103, 134, 239]. Depending on their
design, these systems use different communication patterns. For instance, FaSST [103]
discusses how remote procedure calls (RPCs) over two-sided RDMA operations can
be implemented efficiently. FaRM [55, 56], in contrast, leverages the benefits of one-
sided verbs to implement distributed transactions. Further, several researchers op-
timized specific algorithms of a database, including distributed joins [15, 16, 183],
RDMA-based shuffle operations [132], and indexes [256].

While all these papers include some micro benchmarks to evaluate individual design
options, there has not been a systematic study of the broader design space in one unified
setup to evaluate the communication patterns of scale-out systems.
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(a) Write, Mailboxes

(b) Send, Shared Receive Queue

Figure 12.1: Building blocks: Write with mailboxes and send with shared receive queue.

12.4 Methodology

In this section, we describe the evaluation methodology used to evaluate the design space
of RDMA across the different dimensions discussed before. To isolate the fundamental
properties of different communication primitives, we implemented a request-response
framework that allows us to evaluate all design dimensions (i.e., verbs, communication
patterns, communication topology). For a fair comparison and to avoid potential overhead
that stems from configurability (which would potentially falsify the measurements), the
framework uses C++ templates to generate code for one design option (selected by
template parameters). Furthermore, to focus on the communication aspects, we avoid
executing application logic on the responder side such as a key-value lookup or a remote
procedure call (RPC).

In the following, we describe the building blocks of our framework, the workload and
the experimental setup used for our evaluation.

*.Building Blocks of Framework:

In a request-response communication pattern, the request or the response can either
be transmitted by using an RDMA write or an RDMA send operation. In the following,
we first explain the basic building blocks of how a write / send operations can be used
to implement a request or a response and then how these basic building blocks can be
combined to implement the request/response communication pattern.
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12.4 Methodology

Basic Building Blocks using RDMA write: As mentioned in Section 12.2, write
is a one-sided verb, meaning it directly writes to remote memory and bypasses the
remote CPU. Yet, the responder needs to know when new messages arrive, which is
challenging with CPU-bypassing. A common protocol to detect incoming requests, is to
write messages to a specific memory region, i.e., into mailboxes. Each requester knows
the memory address to its dedicated mailbox as depicted in Figure 12.1a. The responder
constantly iterates the mailboxes to detect new messages. Special care must be taken
to (1) avoid reading partially transmitted messages and (2) avoid that the optimizing
compiler removes code. To avoid reading partially transmitted messages, the responder
needs to verify if a message is completely written into RDMA memory. We can exploit
the increasing address order of write to check the last transmitted bit (flag). Although
neither the RDMA nor the InfiniBand specification mentions the order, most hardware
vendors implement write with increasing address order [56, 104]. Scanning mailboxes is
often implemented as a simple loop, which might be removed by the optimizing compiler.
Because the optimizing compiler is not aware that a third party writes to the mailboxes,
such a loop is considered unnecessary. In C++ the volatile construct ensures the
optimizing compiler leaves the code for the loop unchanged.

The transmission process initiated by the requester begins with setting the last bit in
the message as depicted in red in Figure 12.1a. Afterwards, the message is written to the
corresponding mailbox with write. The responder will detect the incoming message by
scanning the mailboxes. Finally, when processing is done the last bit in the mailbox is
cleared to receive a new message. This approach is also applicable on the requester side,
if the response is delivered by write as well.

The mailbox design is very static and thus has some limitations. One needs to allocate
the mailboxes and therefore decide in advance how many messages each requester can
transmit. In our synchronous implementation, one requester is assigned to one mailbox.
In the context of our evaluation, the write verb always implies that the above mailbox
architecture is set up on the remote side.

Basic Building Blocks using RDMA textscsend: In contrast to write, send requires
a receive posted to a Receive Queue beforehand. As mentioned in Section 12.2, the
receive contains the information to which memory location an incoming send is copied
to. Because it is not always known when to expect a send, a common pattern to
prepare for multiple incoming send is to post multiple receives beforehand. When
a send consumes one of the receives, the RNIC will notify the application that a
message was received. To know which memory location, i.e., receive was used a common
misconception is to exploit the order of the receives. For instance, the application
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(a) Private Connection, N Connections (b) Dispatcher, Only 1 Connection

Figure 12.2: Designs — N Requester and one Responder

registers two receives in the Receive Queue one with address 0x1 and afterwards one
with 0x2. Since the receives will be taken in order from the Receive Queue one might
suspect that the first message is written to 0x1, but hardware parallelism in the RNIC
does not guarantee which memory location is used first. For instance, if two receives are
consumed directly after each other the second memory location 0x2 could be written first.
The receiver would now look into the first memory address, in which in the worst case
nothing, partially transmitted messages or old messages are located. A better approach
is to tag the receives with ids and when a send consumes a receive the RNIC returns
the id, which can be mapped to a memory location. To detect incoming send messages,
the Receive Queue has to be polled. This polling is expensive for the responder that
typically has multiple incoming connections. These connections require that the responder
constantly switches between the different receive queues. To mitigate this overhead,
RDMA offers a Shared Receive Queue to which multiple incoming connections can be
mapped. The Shared Receive Queue allows the responder to only poll a single queue to
handle all requests as depicted 12.1b. We use the Shared Receive Queue always on the
responder side, when requester transfers messages with send.

Combining the Basic Building Blocks: These two basic building blocks encapsulate
one and two sided RDMA communication and can be freely combined to implement a
request-response pattern:

Design 1 — Private Connection per Thread: The first design is fairly simple: each
requester is directly connected to all responders (it has N QPs for N receivers, as shown
in Figure 12.2a). If the application has multiple requesters, the amount of QPs increases
linearly. This, in turn, can negatively impact performance because the RNIC needs to
switch between connection states. In the worst case, a large number of connections can
lead to swapping some state to the host memory over PCIe [102]. However, because each
requester owns its state, no synchronization or delegation is required.
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Design 2 — Communication Dispatcher: The second design, which is shown in Figure
12.2b, aims to minimize direct connections by introducing a single communication
dispatcher. The dispatcher solely handles communication for every requester on the
same server. There is only one connection to every receiver, in contrast to the first
design the number of QPs is decoupled from the number of requesters. This can lead
to a higher RNIC utilization, but the communication dispatcher can also end up being
the bottleneck. The dispatcher can only transfer messages from its own RDMA pinned
memory. Hence, it is important that workers already prepare the messages in this memory
region, otherwise an additional memory copy is needed. Furthermore, in high-contention
scenarios an efficient method of delegating messages to the dispatcher is necessary. In our
implementation, we use the same mailbox approach as for writes, but in a local setting.
Requesters prepare the message in the RDMA memory and then set the last bit. The
last bit again signals the dispatcher that the message can be transferred.
*.Workload of Framework:

As mentioned before, we use different message sizes to simulate different application
workloads. While the request in a request-response pattern typically transfers the request
parameters (that are typically rather static in size), the response message can vary
significantly. For example, in a key-value store the response depends on the width of the
value. Whereas, in a distributed database, the response can vary between a few bytes
and larger tuples grouped together in pages of multiple KB.

In our evaluation framework, we hence simulate the request-response pattern using the
following setup:

• The requester always transmits 64 byte messages to the responder to simulate
the request parameters. We use 64 byte messages since this allows us already to
simulate typical request messages without giving up generality that we aim for: (1)
We did not use smaller messages for the request, since this would not change the
results since latency and bandwidth up to 64 byte messages is pretty stable [20].
(2) We did not use larger messages for the request since 64 byte messages allows us
to already encode a large-enough number of parameters in the request.

• The responder replies with a response message, which we vary from 64 until we hit
the bandwidth limit of our RNICs. Typically, as mentioned before, a response is
very application specific and involves design decisions, such as memory allocation
for each response or in advance. To avoid the effects of those decisions in our
benchmark and concentrate on the effects of the communication, all response
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messages are pre-allocated in a fixed-size memory region of multiple GB from which
a requester can retrieve items from.

*.Experimental Setup:
For all experiments, we use a cluster with 6 nodes featuring two Mellanox ConnectX5

cards connected to a single InfiniBand EDR switch. Each node has two Intel(R) Xeon(R)
Gold 5120 Skylake processors (each with 14 cores) and 256GB RAM per NUMA node.
Moreover, each node is equipped with two RDMA NICs (i.e., one per NUMA region).
However, we will only use the second RNIC to create more load, i.e., more receivers, for
our M-to-N scenario in Section 12.7. The reason is that M responders share all requests,
therefore to get a similar load and ot make the numbers comparable to the previous
experiments we utilize the second RNIC. The nodes run Ubuntu 18.04 Server Edition
(kernel 4.15.0-47-generic) as their operating system and use the Mellanox OFED − 5.0 −
1.0.0.0 as the network driver. The benchmark is implemented with C++ 17 and compiled
using GCC 7.3.0.

12.5 Evaluation: One-to-One
In the first part of our evaluation, we initially focus on evaluating the One-to-One
communication topology. Different from the following experiments (N-to-One, M-to-N),
we use a single thread to isolate fundamental performance differences of alternative request-
response designs. Hence, the main focus is on evaluating the following combinations
of verbs for implementing the request-response pattern where the first verb stands for
request and the second verb for the response:

• Write/Write (denoted as WriteWrite)

• Send/Send (denoted as SendSend)

• Write/Send (denoted as WriteSend)

• Send/Write (denoted as SendWrite)

Moreover, since we run in single-threaded mode, we only use the design with a private
connection per thread. We excluded the dispatcher design from this experiment because
it is not necessary to minimize communications (queue pairs) in a one-to-one single
threaded scenario. To evaluate the performance we requested 4 million responses and
plotted the mean of 10 runs.
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Figure 12.3: Bandwidth and Median Latency — For different response sizes in single
threaded execution.
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Figure 12.3a compares the bandwidth in MB/s for different response sizes. For the
64 and 256 byte sized responses, only a minor difference in bandwidth is observable.
However, the relative difference between SendSend (worst) and WriteWrite (best) is still
around 40%. In general, all combinations using a write to implement the response
outperform the versions in which send is used. This performance difference is even
more pronounced for larger messages. For example, when using 16 KB messages, the
performance differs by 700 MB/s between WriteWrite and SendSend. Finally, when
reaching the bandwidth limit with 4MB response sizesthe gap closes again.

Next, we evaluate the corresponding median latency as shown in Figure 12.3b. The
Y-axis shows the median latency in microseconds and the x-axis the response sizes. For
small response messages up to 256 byte all combinations achieve a latency below 4
microseconds. Nevertheless, SendWrite and WriteWrite are again more efficient with
below 3 microseconds. The difference again becomes even more pronounced for 16 KB
responses as there is almost a 2 microsecond difference between SendWrite/ WriteWrite
and SendSend/ WriteSend. However, as in the bandwidth experiment the difference
between all combinations disappears with increasing messages sizes. It is important to
note that 4 KB is the maximum transmission unit (MTU) which increases the latency
for packets larger than 4 KB.

In order to determine the cost for one byte transferred, we additionally analyzed the
CPU instructions normalized per byte. Figure 12.4a shows the instructions/byte on the
requester and Figure 12.4b for the responder. We observe that for 64 byte messages
there is an instruction overhead of up to 800 instructions for each byte received and
respectively 450 instructions on the requester. However, with increasing response sizes
the instruction overhead is amortized. For brevity we only show up to 16 KB because
instructions are not further amortized. In other words, to save CPU cycles per byte one
can increase the message size and trade-off higher latency.

12.6 Evaluation: N-to-One
So far, we investigated the effect of increasing response sizes in a One-to-One setup using
only single-threaded communication. In a distributed system, however, a requester often
has multiple incoming connections. Therefore, in this experiment we next examine a
N-to-One scenario. Due to space limitations we will only show bandwidth in the following
experiments. For the responder in this experiment, we only use a single thread to show
the effects of scaling the requesters in isolation. Using multiple threads for responders
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Figure 12.4: Instructions per Byte for Requester and Responder — For different response
sizes in single threaded execution.

is evaluated next in the M-to-N evaluation. To show the effects on bandwidth of using
multiple requester threads, we gradually increase the number of servers used for requesters
from 1 to 5. On each requester server we run 8 threads, therefore the maximum scale
out with 5 server results in 40 requester threads. Additionally, we evaluate both design
patterns (1) private connection and (2) dispatcher. The dispatcher design significantly
reduces the connections needed, namely in the maximum scale-out from 40 connections
to 5 only.

Figure 12.5 shows the bandwidth and the number of requesters used for the private
connection per thread design. We again show the effect of different response sizes from
64 byte to 16 KB. Interestingly, the pattern which is observable in the 4 KB plot also
applies for smaller sizes. For instance, 64 and 256 byte responses SendSend achieves 500
MB/s WriteWrite 1.2 GB/s with 16 requesters. When scaling further up the performance
remains stable for all verbs and is hardly affected. This performance gap also leads to the
fact that WriteWrite and WriteSend reach the maximum possible bandwidth per NIC
with 16 requesters and 4 KB responses. SendSend and SendWrite, in contrast, stagnate
after 16 requesters and only reach between 9.5 and 8 GB/s. This performance difference
diminishes when using 16 KB messages, because SendWrite and WriteWrite were already
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Figure 12.5: Bandwidth — Private Connection, For different response sizes in N-to-One
scenario.
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Figure 12.6: Bandwidth — Dispatcher, For different response sizes in N-to-One scenario.
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Figure 12.7: CPU Cycles spent — 4 KB responses, N-to-One

network bound with 4 KB SendWrite catches up with 16 requesters. SendSend, however,
is only bandwidth bound with 40 requesters and clearly not as efficient as the other verbs.

The decline in bandwidth for SendSend and SendWrite with 4 KB responses is quite
surprising when comparing the numbers with the one-to-one experiment. In the previous
experiment especially SendWrite appeared to be very efficient. A possible explanation
might be the RNIC’s incapability to handle many incoming send connections as described
in [102]. Consequently, we will test this hypothesis with the dispatcher design which
reduces queue pairs to a minimum. From Figure 12.6 we observe that the dispatcher
has similar performance characteristics as the private connection per thread. We see the
same pattern for smaller response sizes. However, for 4 KB we need 40 requester, instead
of 16, to leverage the full bandwidth. Although, the dispatcher sends the messages
asynchronously, the hand-over protocol (as mentioned in 12.4) from the requester thread
to the dispatcher adds overhead. This overhead leads to a higher latency which in turn
reduces bandwidth. Yet, we still have the decline in SendSend and SendWrite. Therefore,
the number of connections did not cause the decline in our rack-scale experiment.

However, polling on the Shared Receive Queue could be more expensive than scanning
over mailboxes in memory. Therefore we investigate the CPU cycles per 4 KB message
measured on the responder shown in Figure 12.7. When the responder only serves 8
requesters polling incurs a high CPU cycle overhead, because the responder spins some
time until a message is received. This holds true for iterating the mailboxes as well for
polling the Shared Receive Queue. The more requesters (16) participate the less time is
spent polling which decreases the cycles to around 1700 for all verbs. With even more
requesters (> 20) the verbs diverge significantly, polling on the Shared Receive Queue
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Method Cycles % Library
pthread_spin_lock 61% libpthread-2.27.so
mlx5_poll_cq_1 17% libmlx5.so.1.0.0

Table 12.1: Low-level metrics for SendSend (4 KB responses, 40 Requester threads, 1
Responder thread)

Responder Avg. Req./Resp. Avg. % Empty Mailboxes
6 15 83.3
12 7.5 91.6
18 5 94.4

Table 12.2: Average number of requesters threads per responder thread in different
scenarios

always consumes around 1700 cycles and even increases again. In contrast, the cycles
for scanning mailboxes is amortized with more requesters and continue to fall until the
cycles per message stabilize at around 1100. When analyzing the Shared Receive Queue
we observed that most cycles are spent in phtread_spin_lock and mlx5_poll_cq as
shown in Table 12.1. Thus we conclude that polling on the Shared Receive Queue has a
constant overhead which does not diminish with more requesters, i.e., messages.

12.7 Evaluation: N-to-M
Finally, in the last part of our evaluation, we analyze an N-to-M scenario by fixing the
number of requesters but scaling the number of responders. However, different from the
previous experiments we use both Mellanox cards and NUMA nodes per server to be

Figure 12.8: Private Connection: Aggregated BW for increasing number of responders –
different response sizes, M-to-N
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Figure 12.10: Dispatcher: Aggregated BW for increasing number of responders – different
response sizes, M-to-N
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able to run a requester / a responder per NUMA domain (i.e., in total we can simulate a
cluster with 12 nodes).

From the previous experiment, we have seen that the network can be saturated with
16 requester threads per responder thread, therefore we scale responder threads in this
experiment up to this ratio as well. More precisely, we use 9 nodes for requesters and
run 10 threads per requester node (resulting in a total of 90 requester threads) while we
use 3 servers for responders. The responder threads are scaled from 2, 4, and finally 6
per responder node resulting in 18 responder threads in total maximally.

For running the workload, each requester thread randomly chooses a responder thread
for processing the request. Hence, with the setup that uses 6 responder threads in total,
on average 15 requester threads need to be handled per responder thread while the other
setups reflect a lower load per responder thread (as shown in Table 12.2). Moreover, we
use the same setup as in the previous experiment and vary the message sizes while using
both design patterns for the communication (private connections and dispatchers).

Figure 12.8 shows the aggregated cluster bandwidth and total number of responder
threads used. For small messages up to 1 KB we see that the aggregated bandwidth
rises with additional responders. As seen in Figure 12.4, small messages have a high
instruction overhead causing a single core (responder) to be CPU bound. When adding
new responders, i.e., CPU cores we thus can increase the throughput. Additionally,
each requester needs to process fewer messages at the time. This effect can be observed
in the 4 KB plot, in which SendWrite, surprisingly when looking at the N-to-One
experiment, outperforms WriteSend with well over 40 GB/s. When comparing the
aggregated bandwidth of WriteWrite with the one achieved in the N-to-One experiments
its staggering that the bandwidth is far from the possible aggregated bandwidth of
66 GB/s. This effect can be explained with Table 12.2, when scaling the number of
responders, the mailboxes are often empty and the threads thus simply poll without
doing any actual work. Hence, the full aggregated bandwidth cannot be achieved.

To investigate this effect in more depth, we conducted the following microbenchmark:
We evaluate a 90-to-1 setup to determine if the amount of mailboxes for the alternatives
that use a Write operation (to implement the request) or connections mapped to the
Shared Receive Queue for alternatives that use a Send operation to implement the request
(i.e., SendWrite and SendSend) were limiting performance. Figure 12.9a shows the result
of this microbenchmark using 4Kb responses. These results show that the alternatives
that use a Write for the request (i.e., WriteWrite and WriteSend) are able to leverage
the full bandwidth despite the high mailbox count. The alternatives that use a Send for
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the request (i.e., SendWrite and SendSend), however, do not achieve a higher bandwidth,
which is comparable to the findings from the N-to-One experiment.

Thus, focusing on Figure 12.8 with 4 KB responses we can see that the SendSend
and SendWrite alternative with 6 responders achieve the expected performance. The
difference between the 90-to-1 microbenchmark and the M-to-N Experiment is the number
of average requesters per responder. In the 90-to-1 setup every requester was constantly
transmitting messages, but in the M-to-N scenario only a fraction of the requesters send
to the same responder resulting in many empty mailboxes.

From Table 12.2 we can observe that when having 6 responders an average of around 15
requesters need to be served, which corresponds to around 83 percent of empty mailboxes.
Therefore the next microbenchmark, Figure 12.9b, shows the effect of empty mailboxes.
We used the 90-to-1 setup but only a certain percentage of requesters transmit a message.
The rest waited as long as it would take to contact another responder, i.e, 8 microsecond
latency. We observe that the bandwidth is quite stable until 70 percent. After 70 percent
the performance drops significantly with 80 percent empty mailboxes around 8 GB/s
can be achieved and with 90 only around 4 GB/s. The achieved bandwidth of 8 GB/s
correspond to the bandwidth each responder achieves in the M-to-N scenario.

To summarize, the effect of empty mailboxes is quite high when having more than
80 percent empty. When focusing again on Figure 12.8 we observe when increasing
the number of receivers (see Table 12.2), i.e., reducing the average number of requester
per responder, the bandwidth increases. For alternatives that use a Write operation to
implement the request (i.e., WriteWrite and WriteSend) we observed that when having
high empty mailboxes the instructions/message increases. Therefore, it takes longer to
get a response on the wire. With more responders, this latency can be hidden, but only
until enough messages are received, which explains why the bandwidth drops again after
12 responders.
In contrast to WriteWrite and WriteSend, SendWrite does not decline after 12 Responder
threads instead it inclines. When looking at Table 12.2 we can see that only 5 requesters
needs to be served on average. Therefore, the scenario is closer to the One-to-One scenario
in which SendWrite outperformed WriteSend and SendSend. Furthermore, from Figure
12.7 we observed that the cycles of other verbs get amortized with new requesters. In this
scenario, we effectively reduce the number of requesters per responder. This diminishes
the amortization advantage of other verbs and in turn SendWrite is more competitive.
Lastly, we analyzed the dispatcher design in the N-to-M scenario. Figure 12.10 again
shows the aggregated cluster bandwidth and total number of responder threads. For
brevity we only show the measurements 4 KB and 16 KB as they are most interesting. For
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smaller messages up to 4 KB we can see that the private connection design from Figure
12.8 outperforms the dispatcher design. Interestingly, with 16 KB messages WriteSend
and SendSend in the dispatcher design achieve up to 5 GB/s more aggregated bandwidth
compared to the private connection design. In contrast, SendWrite and WriteWrite are
performing equally well in both designs.

12.8 RDMA Optimizations
In the previous sections, we evaluated various communication patterns in a holistic
manner. This section, in contrast, discusses several low-level RDMA optimizations we
analyzed in our benchmark code. Additionally, we present some optimization techniques
we have not yet implemented but are worth mentioning.

We have seen that RDMA can achieve low latency and high bandwidth. In fact, the
latency is so low that small inefficiencies directly translate to decreased bandwidth and
increased latency. For instance, this impact has been observed in Section 12.7 when the
number of empty mailboxes were high and the polling became expensive. Therefore, we
implemented techniques like selective signaling and inlining [20, 102] for small messages
up to 220 byte.

Selective Signaling. As described in Section 12.2, a signaled WQE creates a
completion event once processing finished. However, the completion event is generated
by the RNIC which incurs overhead and reduces throughput as shown in [102]. To
avoid completion event generation all together, the application can specify the WQE
to be unsignaled. However, even though the completion event is not constructed, it
still consumes completion queue resources. Because the completion queue is bounded,
the application needs to periodically post a signaled WQE and process the generated
completion to avoid depleting completion queue resources. Selective signaling is a
technique to reduce completion events and to prevent depletion of resources [20], thereby
improving performance. The application posts n-1 unsignaled WQE and then the n-th
WQE signaled.

Inlining is another technique, applicable to messages up to 220 byte, to reduce work
inside the RNIC. In general, once the RNIC processes a WQE it fetches the payload
of the message over the PCIe bus. Inlining allows the application to directly attach
the payload to the WQE, which eliminates the need to fetch data over the PCIe bus.
Consequently, the message can be faster transmitted aqnd latency decreases, as shown
by Kalia et al. [102].
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Another important aspect for an efficient usage of RDMA is memory allocation
and preparation. In particular, the NUMA architecture has to be considered carefully
when allocating RDMA memory to ensure that the RNIC fetches NUMA-local data.
Otherwise, data is fetched from remote NUMA regions via the QPI/UPI bus incurring a
high overhead. To allow the RNIC to write and read memory, the region must be pinned
and registered on the RNIC first. This registration should be avoided on the hot path as
it is quite expensive. Furthermore, to translate virtual to physical memory addresses,
the RNIC caches virtual to physical address translations. To reduce address translation
cache misses often huge pages are used [102].

A feature we implicitly exploited is Data Direct I/O (DDIO), which is provided by
recent Intel CPUs (Sandy Bridge and later). With DDIO, the DMA executed by the
RNIC to read (write) data from (to) remote memory, places the data directly in the CPU
L3 cache. DDIO supports two modes of operation [94]: (1) Write Update if the memory
address is resident in the cache an in-place update is performed, and (2) Write Allocate
causing allocation in the L3-cache if data is not yet cached. To reduce cache thrashing,
DDIO’s Write Allocate is limited to 10% of the L3 cache [94]. We measured the effect of
DDIO during our experiments, especially when using write in combination with the
mailboxes. In our benchmark, the responder polled mailboxes, which placed them in the
CPU cache. Incoming messages are then directly written to the L3-cache with DDIO.
This saves memory bandwidth and reduces latency by avoiding a full cache miss.

An optimization for the mailbox design that we have not implemented, but should be
mentioned, is exploited by L5 [64]. On the responder site, L5 uses a dense mailbox buffer,
in which each client occupies only a single byte. Additionally, a message buffer is used,
similarly to our mailbox design described in Section 12.4, in which the payload is written.
To transfer a message, the requester writes the payload to the message buffer and then
issues a second write of a single byte to the dense mailbox buffer to signal completion.
The responder benefits from decreased cache misses and instructions, because only the
dense region is polled. For instance, with 64 clients only one cache line needs to be
polled. Especially, our N to M experiment has shown that scanning empty mailboxes is
expensive and the dense mailbox design would have mitigated that overhead. However,
the drawback of this design is that the requester needs to write two messages instead of
one, which in turn influences the latency and increases the operations per second in the
RNIC.

Finally, for completeness, we used the following performance relevant settings in all
experiments: MLX5_SINGLE_THREADED=1, MLX_QP_ALLOC_TYPE="HUGE",
and MLX_CQ_ALLOC_TYPE="HUGE". The first setting disables locking when used
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in a single threaded application, and the two remaining variables allocate the queue pair
and the completion queue on huge (2MB) pages.

12.9 Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a systematic evaluation of RDMA communication
patterns for various use-cases. Our main findings are: (1) In the One-to-One experiment,
we have seen that WriteWrite and SendWrite perform best. There was a 40% difference in
performance between WriteWrite and SendWrite compared to SendSend and WriteSend.
We further observed that the CPU cycles per byte decline with increasing messages.
This fact is quite interesting as the trade-off between latency and CPU overhead can be
tailored to the application needs. (2) In the N-to-One experiment, WriteWrite maintained
the performance observed in the first experiment. Surprisingly, however, WriteSend
outperformed SendWrite. We have seen that the reason why SendSend and SendWrite
did not scale is that the cycles spent do not get amortized with additional requesters
as it is the case for WriteWrite and WriteSend. Therefore, the constant overhead leads
to a stagnation in bandwidth. (3) The results from the M-to-N experiment confirmed
the previous findings, but added another interesting insight: WriteWrite and WriteSend
performance is determined by the number of empty mailboxes.
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13 ScaleStore: A Fast and
Cost-Efficient Storage Engine
using DRAM, NVMe, and RDMA

Abstract

In this paper, we propose ScaleStore, a novel distributed storage engine that exploits DRAM
caching, NVMe storage, and RDMA networking to achieve high performance, cost-efficiency,
and scalability at the same time. Using low latency RDMA messages, ScaleStore implements
a transparent memory abstraction that provides access to the aggregated DRAM memory and
NVMe storage of all nodes. In contrast to existing distributed RDMA designs such as NAM-DB
or FaRM, ScaleStore stores cold data on NVMe SSDs (flash), lowering the overall hardware cost
significantly. The core of ScaleStore is a distributed caching strategy that dynamically decides
which data to keep in memory (and which on SSDs) based on the workload. The caching protocol
also provides strong consistency in the presence of concurrent data modifications. Our evaluation
shows that ScaleStore achieves high performance for various types of workloads (read/write-
dominated, uniform/skewed) even when the data size is larger than the aggregated memory of all
nodes. We further show that ScaleStore can efficiently handle dynamic workload changes and
supports elasticity.
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13.1 Introduction

Table 13.1: Hardware landscape in terms of cost, latency, BW.
Price

[$/TB]
Read Latency

[µs/4 KB]
Bandwidth

[GB/s]
DRAM 5000 0.1 92.0
Flash SSDs 200 78.0 12.5
RDMA (IB EDR 4x) - 5.0 11.2

13.1 Introduction
In-memory DBMSs. Decades of decreasing main memory prices have led to the era of
in-memory DBMSs. This is reflected by the vast number of academic projects such as
MonetDB [22], H-Store [105], and HyPer [110] as well as commercially-available in-memory
DBMSs such as SAP HANA [62], Oracle Exalytics [67], and Microsoft Hekaton [52].
However, while in-memory DBMSs are certainly efficient, they also suffer from significant
downsides.

Downsides of in-memory DBMSs. An inherent issue of in-memory DBMSs is that
all data must be memory resident. In turn, this means if data sets grow, larger memory
capacities are required. Unfortunately, DRAM module prices do not increase linearly
with the capacity, for instance, a 64 GB DRAM module is 7 times more expensive than a
16 GB module [1]. Therefore, scaling data beyond a certain size results in an “explosion”
of the hardware cost. More importantly, since 2012 main memory prices have started to
stagnate [78] – while data set sizes are constantly growing. This is why research proposed
two directions to handle very large data sets.

NVMe storage engines. As a first direction, a new class of storage engines [118,
161] has been presented that can leverage NVMe SSDs (flash) to store (cold) data. As
Table 13.1 (second row) shows, the price per terabyte of SSD storage is about 25 times
cheaper than the price of main memory. The key idea behind such high performance
storage engines is to redesign buffer managers to cause only minimal overhead on modern
hardware in case pages are cached in memory. This is in stark contrast to a classical
buffer manager that suffers from high overhead even if data is cache resident [80]. Recent
papers [118, 161] have shown that when the entire working set (aka hot set) fits into
memory, the performance of such storage engines is comparable to pure in-memory
DBMSs. Unfortunately, when the working set is considerably larger than the memory
capacities, the system performance significantly degrades. This is because the latency of
SSDs is still at least two orders of magnitude higher than DRAM (see Table 13.1 second
row). This latency cliff mainly affects latency-critical workloads such as OLTP.
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In-memory scale-out systems. A second (alternative) direction to accommodate
large data sets is to use scale-out (distributed) in-memory DBMS designs on top of fast
RDMA-capable networks [20, 55, 103, 128, 175]. The main intuition is to scale in-memory
DBMSs beyond the capacities of a single machine by leveraging the aggregated memory
capacity of multiple machines. This avoids the cost explosion that typically arises in
scale-up designs. The main observation is that scale-out systems execute latency-critical
transactions efficiently via RDMA. In fact, as shown in Table 13.1 (third row), the latency
of remote memory access using a recent InfiniBand network (EDR 4×) is one order of
magnitude lower than NVMe latency. As a result, systems such as FaRM [55, 56, 196]
and NAM-DB [239] provide high performance even for latency-sensitive OLTP workloads.
However, such distributed in-memory DBMS designs still require that all data must reside
in the collective main memory of the cluster. This causes unnecessarily high hardware
costs when the hot set is smaller than the complete data set.

ScaleStore. Given the two directions — single-node storage engines and in-memory
scale-out systems — the question remains if one can combine the best of both worlds. In
this work, we propose a novel distributed storage engine called ScaleStore (code available
at [40]) that provides low-latency access to the aggregated memory of all nodes via RDMA
while seamlessly integrating SSDs to store cold data. In contrast to single-node storage
engines, this allows ScaleStore to accommodate the hot set in the aggregated memory to
avoid the latency gap. However, unlike distributed in-memory systems, ScaleStore evicts
cold data to cost-efficient storage.

Challenges. While combining distributed memory with SSDs appears intuitive, it
triggers several non-trivial design questions: (1) Deciding on the optimal data placement
in ScaleStore is challenging due to the various storage locations (i.e., local memory, SSDs,
remote memory, and remote SSDs). Clearly, a naïve static allocation scheme could be
used in which the storage locations are determined upfront (in an offline manner) to
support a given workload. However, this prevents efficient support for shifting workloads
where the hot set is changing over time [108] or for elasticity which is a key requirement for
modern scalable DBMSs, especially in the cloud. (2) Another challenge is to synchronize
and coordinate data accesses. Since data in ScaleStore is distributed across storage
devices and nodes it is non-trivial to achieve consistency efficiently.

Distributed cache protocol. To address these challenges, as a first core contribution,
ScaleStore implements a novel distributed caching protocol based on RDMA that operates
on fixed-size pages. Our distributed caching protocol provides transparent page access
across machines and storage devices. As such, worker threads can access all pages as in a
non-distributed system. Furthermore, an important aspect is that the distributed caching
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protocol dynamically handles shifts in the workload. For example, if the access pattern
(i.e., which node requires which page) changes, the in-memory cache is dynamically
repopulated. This means that pages are migrated from the cache of one node to another
node. To enable high performance for workloads with high access locality ScaleStore
dynamically caches frequently-accessed pages in DRAM on multiple nodes simultaneously.
Finally, a last important aspect is that the distributed caching protocol coordinates page
accesses across a cluster of nodes. This ensures a consistent view of the data despite
concurrent modifications even when multiple copies are cached by several nodes.

High performance eviction. Because ScaleStore caches pages and handles workload
shifts, the local DRAM buffer may fill up at very high rates, and thus unused (cold) pages
have to be evicted efficiently. Existing strategies such as LRU or Second Chance are
either too slow or not accurate enough. ScaleStore, therefore, employs a novel distributed
high performance replacement strategy to identify cold pages and evict them efficiently.
Importantly, our eviction strategy is generally applicable to arbitrary data structures,
rather than being hard-coded to any particular data structure, which makes ScaleStore a
general-purpose storage engine.

Easy-to-use programming abstraction. Despite being a complex system, Scale-
Store offers a programming model that allows developers to implement distributed data
structures in a simple manner. Typically, creating distributed data structures such as
distributed B-trees is a very complex and tedious task. For instance, it is not uncommon
for specialized RDMA data structures to have thousands of lines of code [256], even with
hard-coded caching rules and no SSD support. The programming model of ScaleStore, in
contrast, hides all this complexity and makes distributed data structure design as easy
as local data structure design.

13.2 System Overview
In this section, we illustrate the main concept behind our system using a motivating
example and introduce the main components.

13.2.1 A Motivating Example

In ScaleStore, page access is transparent: any node can access any page using its page
identifier (PID) and the system takes care of page placement. Consider the B-tree as
shown in Figure 13.1 I, which consists of a root page (P1) and four leaf pages (P2-P5).
Figure 13.1 II illustrates how the pages might initially be distributed across a cluster of
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Figure 13.1: Overview of ScaleStore using a distributed B-Tree. II The B-tree pages can
be spread across local/remote memory and SSDs. III The caching protocol
optimizes how pages are laid out across machines

three nodes: Pages P1 and P2 are cached by Node 1, while pages P3, P4, and P5 are
not cached and only reside on the SSDs. P1 and P2 also have a copy on SSDs, but for
brevity these pages are not shown. Note that this placement is only a snapshot, and
during operation, ScaleStore dynamically re-adjusts which pages are cached based on
the workload. For example, as Figure 13.1 III shows, if Node 0 performs a lookup that
involves pages P1 and P4, it will replicate P1 from the remote main memory of Node 1
and P4 from the remote SSD of Node 1. Note that Node 1 did not automatically cache
P4. At this point, P1 will be cached by two nodes (Node 0 and Node 1), which is highly
beneficial for frequently-accessed pages like the root of a B-tree.

If Node 2 accesses page P4, then in principle, Node 2 could either obtain the page
from the SSD of Node 1 or the main memory cache of Node 0. Given current hardware
latencies (see Table 13.1), ScaleStore always chooses the latter option. As a consequence,
ScaleStore is effectively capable of combining the main memories of all nodes into a
combined DRAM cache connected through a low-latency RDMA network. Furthermore,
since page placement is dynamic and workload-driven, other placement scenarios are
possible as well, and ScaleStore will dynamically adapt to those: For example, if the
read-only working set is small and fits into the cache of each node, all data will eventually
be fully replicated on each node and therefore enabling high performance by avoiding
the network overhead of purely distributed systems. Another possibility occurs when the
workload is partitioned, i.e., each node mainly works on a different subset of the data.
In this situation, over time, each node will cache specifically its subset and thus exploit
locality. Finally, note that our approach naturally adapts to workload shifts at runtime.
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Figure 13.2: ScaleStore ’s main components.

13.2.2 Main Components

As Figure 13.2 shows, each ScaleStore node consists of four main components: (1) Worker
Pool, (2) Translation Table, (3) Message Handler, and (4) Page Provider. In the following,
we briefly illustrate how these components interact at runtime.

Consider again the example from Figure 13.1 III where Node 0 wants to access the root
node (page P1) from Node 1. Figure 13.2 illustrates how the page access is implemented.
The first step from the application perspective is to invoke a worker thread 1© to execute
an operation on a data structure (i.e., B-Tree lookup). The worker then consults the
local translation table to check if page P1 is already in its cache 2©. If the page is indeed
in the local cache, the page ID of P1 is translated to the memory address of the cached
page and returned to the application. If the page is not in the local cache, it has to
be fetched from a remote node. For example, in order to request a page from Node 1,
Node 0 invokes the distributed page coherence protocol. For this, a page request 3© is
sent to Node 1 to request page P1. When the message handler 4© on Node 1 finds that
the page is already loaded into the remote memory using its translation table, the page
is 5© directly transferred to Node 0. Otherwise, the page is loaded from SSD into the
temporary memory of Node 1 before transferring it to Node 0.

13.3 Distributed Page Coherence

In this section, we describe our distributed page coherence protocol.
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13.3.1 Protocol Overview

The basic idea of our protocol is inspired by cache coherence protocols like MESI that
are used by multi-core CPUs to provide the illusion of a single unified main memory
despite having multiple per-core caches and therefore duplicated copies of cache lines.

The MESI protocol. In MESI, each cache line has one of four eponymous states:
(1) Modified (the cache line has been modified), (2) Exclusive (only a single copy exists),
(3) Shared (there are multiple copies of this cache line), and (4) Invalidated (the cache
line is out-dated). The protocol ensures coherence by using appropriate invalidation
messages. For example, if a cache line is in the Shared state and a core wants to write to
it, invalidation messages are sent to all cores that hold this cache line in Shared state.

Our protocol. In contrast to MESI, to work in a distributed setting, our protocol has
several important differences. Instead of cache lines (usually 64 bytes), our protocol uses
pages (e.g., 4 KB) as the unit of coherency to amortize network overhead and enable SSD
support. These pages can be fixed in the local cache, which prevents page invalidation
until an ongoing operation is finished. In a distributed cache coherence system this is
required to avoid that the same page has to be fetched multiple times from a remote node
due to invalidations which could quickly lead to a significant increase in overall latency.
We further ensure robustness and fairness with anticipatory chaining, a technique that
orders conflicts and thus ensures fairness and avoids starvation. Finally, our protocol
implements sequential consistency, whereas multi-core CPUs typically implement lower
memory consistency guarantees such as Total Store Order. Our protocol is separated
into two distinct paths: (1) the local hot path and (2) the remote invocation. Figure 13.3
gives a high-level overview of the decisions in those paths. With this, ScaleStore follows
the design principle “make the common case fast” and therefore, the local hot path is an
important optimization to avoid unnecessary network messages when the page is already
in the local page cache.

13.3.2 Local Hot Path

The local path in our protocol is a fast path that does not involve any remote messages –
all decisions can be made locally. Especially for frequently-accessed pages, this obviously
provides significant performance benefits. For instance, inner B-Tree pages that are rarely
modified but frequently accessed are very likely to be cached on multiple nodes and can
be accessed without any networking overhead. In the following, we explain the individual
steps of the local hot path as shown in Figure 13.3.
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Figure 13.3: Protocol Flow.

Check ownership mode. The first step of every page access is to check the ownership
mode. For this, the page translation table is used, which translates the page identifier
(PID) to cache frames (similar to buffer frames in buffer managers). Besides the page
data, we store the page latch, eviction information, and ownership metadata inside a
cache frame. The ownership metadata describes the ownership mode for a page (i.e.,
what operations are allowed): (1) node-exclusive or (2) node-shared.

Before a worker thread accesses a page, it checks if the page is in the correct ownership
mode. For example, the page has to be in the node-exclusive ownership mode for modifi-
cations (such as an update). Conversely, multiple nodes can access a page simultaneously
only if the page is in the node-shared ownership mode. Note that node-exclusive and
node-shared ownership regulate accesses on a node-level basis. That is, if a node owns a
page in node-exclusive mode, then all worker threads can exclusively access this page.

Latch and return page. If the ownership mode is correct, the second step is that
the page has to be latched for the concrete worker thread that wants to access the page.
To efficiently synchronize worker threads within a node, we provide a hybrid latch [23]
that combines a standard mutex with the option for optimistic access:

• Exclusive: Acquires cluster-wide exclusive access to a page for a worker thread.
Note that this first requires a transition to the node-exclusive ownership mode for
this page. Once the latch is acquired the page is fixed, i.e., it cannot be evicted
from the local cache until it is unlatched.

• Shared: Acquires shared access to a page where multiple threads (and nodes)
can access it. The ownership mode for this latch can be either node-shared or
node-exclusive. As before, the page is fixed in the local cache.

• Optimistic: Allows an optimistic page read without acquiring the latch. The
ownership mode for this latch can be again either node-shared or node-exclusive.
In optimistic mode, the page is not fixed and can be evicted from the local cache.
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While shared and exclusive modes use a traditional OS-supported read/write mutex,
the optimistic mode sidesteps the mutex. This avoids cache line invalidations for latch
acquisition and is crucial for making reads scalable on multi-core CPUs. Optimistic mode
relies on a version counter, which is incremented for every page modification, to detect
concurrent page modifications or ownership changes. If the version has changed (or the
page was evicted), the reader must restart its read operation. If restarts keep happening,
one can easily fall back to the shared latching mode, which will ensure forward progress.

13.3.3 Remote Invocation

In cases where the page is not in the local cache, ScaleStore triggers the remote invocation
path. The remote path consists of several steps as shown in Figure 13.3 (lower part).

To query the current ownership mode and the location of a page, we first need to
contact the directory node. To avoid a single directory node from becoming a performance
bottleneck, every node is a directory for some of the pages. This also ensures that the
SSD capacities are equally utilized because pages are only persisted at the directory nodes.
In Figure 13.1, for example, the directory node of page P3 is Node 0. The directory has
full knowledge about the state of the page such as which other nodes currently cache the
page and in which ownership mode.

Which node is the directory? In our current implementation, the directory is the
node on which the page is initially created at. During the allocation of the page, a unique
page id (PID) is assigned to it. The directory node id is encoded in the first 8 bits of the
PID to identify the directory node from the page ID. The remaining 56 bits indicate its
page slot on the SSD at the directory node. For instance, 0x010000000000000F encodes
node id 1 as the directory, and this page would be written to slot 15 on the SSD of Node
1.

Base case. Now that we know how to identify the directory node of a page from
its page ID, we can request the page as shown in Figure 13.4 (which illustrates the
base case). Node 0 – the requester – sends an ownership request 1© to the directory.
The ownership request describes to the directory what page is needed and whether
node-exclusive or node-shared ownership is required. In the example of our B-Tree lookup
in Section 13.2.1, Node 0 needs node-shared ownership for page P1. The directory then
checks the ownership metadata 2©. This is necessary because conflicts could happen, but
for now, let us assume there is no conflict. Subsequently, the ownership metadata in the
cache frame is updated 3© on the directory node to reflect where the page is located.
Finally, an ownership response 4© is sent and the page is copied to Node 0 which is then
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Figure 13.4: Base case of the Remote Invocation.

called a node-shared owner. Note, the node-shared owner stores the ownership mode in
its local cache frame to support the local hot path as discussed before.

Conflict cases. As mentioned in step 2© in Figure 13.4, two types of conflicts can
happen during an ownership request: (1) exclusive and (2) shared conflict. A conflict in
our protocol is always related to incompatible ownership modes, i.e., a requesting node
(Requester) wants an ownership mode and another node already holds the page in an
incompatible mode as shown below:

Requester wants: Other Node has:
Node-exclusive Node-shared

Node-exclusive exclusive conflict shared conflict
Node-shared exclusive conflict no conflict

In the following, we explain the two conflict cases.
Handling exclusive conflicts. An exclusive conflict occurs if one node requests

a page of which another node is a node-exclusive owner, as Figure 13.5 illustrates.
Regardless of whether the requester needs node-exclusive or node-shared ownership, both
are incompatible with a node-exclusive ownership of another node. The first three steps
are identical to the base case except that in step 2© the directory will detect the conflict.
Note that the directory does not necessarily have the up-to-date page content but only
the metadata. In our example, Node 2 owns the page in node-exclusive mode, which
implies that the page has been modified. Therefore, the directory does not store the
old-page content and replies in 4© with the conflicting node id. The requester then sends
an 5© ownership transfer request to Node 2, the current node-exclusive owner of the page.
Node 2 transfers the page with the response 6© to the requester. Afterwards, Node 2 7©
removes the page from its cache. Notably, no acknowledgment message to the directory
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Figure 13.5: Exclusive Conflict and its Resolution.

is required because we employ a technique called immediate metadata updates which we
will discuss in Section 13.3.4.

Handling shared conflicts. In shared conflicts, a page that is in node-shared mode
is requested in node-exclusive mode by another node. To handle this case, the directory
node detects the conflict and sends a list of node-shared owners to the requester. The
requester then chooses one of the node-shared owners (at random) and sends a transfer
ownership request to transfer the page to its own cache. Afterwards, the requester sends
ownership invalidation requests to all other node-shared owners, which invalidate the
page and ensure that the requester is the node-exclusive owner. Handling this conflict
could seem expensive due to the invalidation messages, but often there are only a few
node-shared owners of a page. Additionally, invalidation messages are sent in parallel to
multiple nodes via low-latency messaging, as we will explain in Section 13.3.5.

13.3.4 Robustness and Fairness

After discussing the basic conflict resolution, we now describe how our protocol can
efficiently handle conflicting requests coming from multiple nodes at the same time. For
instance, when the B-Tree root is split or contended pages are accessed, multiple nodes
compete for the same page. Such scenarios are not uncommon, and the challenge is to
ensure fairness, avoid starvation, and keep latencies low.

13.3.4.1 Busy Polling.

The naïve approach for handling multiple conflicts is to let the nodes compete through
busy polling on the directory node. As illustrated in Figure 13.6a, if three nodes (N0,
N1, and N2) want to access a page in exclusive mode, all three nodes send ownership
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requests to the directory (D). In the example, D responds with the current exclusive
owner (N3) to all three nodes, which in turn send ownership transfer requests to N3.
However, only the first of the three requests can succeed (exclusive mode). Therefore,
the page is sent to N0 and D is informed, which triggers a metadata update to reflect
that N0 is the new exclusive owner. The other requests fail, i.e., N1 and N2 back off
and contact the directory again to get the new owner (N0). The above sequence is then
repeated until all requesters finally get the page. As Figure 13.6a shows, this approach
suffers from two issues: (1) many unnecessary messages are sent (highlighted in red), and
(2) starvation can happen since a node might always lose to another concurrent request.

13.3.4.2 FIFO-Queue.

To avoid flooding the system with repeated requests for the same page, the requests can
instead be queued at the directory as discussed in [27]. The requests are then served one
at a time as determined by the queue. Figure 13.6b illustrates this approach in the same
setting as before. The second request (N1) is dequeued and continued after the previous
request of N0 succeeded, i.e., the metadata has been updated. The FIFO-queue might
give a false impression that requests are ordered and fairness is achieved. However, for
efficiency reasons, local workers can bypass the queue as discussed before (to enable the
hot path). Therefore, as soon as the page can be accessed, the local worker threads can
“steal” the page from the remote requester. For instance, in Figure 13.6b, if the directory
node also accesses the same page, it can intercept the page requests of the other nodes
N0 − N3 leading to an unfair access pattern. On the other hand, enqueueing the local
workers also in the FIFO-queue may solve this problem but incurs high overhead on the
hot path which is prohibitively expensive.

13.3.4.3 Anticipatory Chaining

To provide high efficiency and fairness at the same time, we propose anticipatory chaining.
In this approach, a requester anticipates where the page will be just before its own turn
(i.e., it anticipates its logical predecessor).

Immediate metadata updates. The key idea is that the metadata on the directory
is directly updated once a page is requested. That way, nodes that request a page receive
the anticipated page owner who will hold the page before them.

Figure 13.6c shows the general flow of our approach. Here, we see that the directory is
updated immediately when the first request from N0 arrives at D. Moreover, when the
second request from N1 arrives, D directly forwards N1 to the predecessor N0 (i.e., the
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anticipated owner who holds the page before) even though the page might not have been
physically moved yet. The same holds for the third requester N2 which is directed to N1.
An important aspect of our protocol is that the page is moved strictly according to the
order of the requests, and the directory cannot interfere; instead, the directory is treated
like any other node, and thus we guarantee fairness. For instance, if D wants to access
the page after the ownership request from N3, it is guaranteed that N3 receives the
page before the directory. Overall, the approach is thus in stark contrast to the previous
approaches (busy polling and FIFO-queue), which update the metadata only once the
page is actually transferred to the new owner. To achieve this, the other approaches
send acknowledgment messages once the page is transferred. Our approach saves this
coordination step entirely. Additionally, because we eschew the FIFO-queue altogether,
the local hot path is very efficient without sacrificing fairness.

Owner stability. While immediate metadata updates help to achieve fairness, they
can become very costly if the page is not where the requester expects it to be. For
instance, if N1 expects the page at the predecessor N0 but N0 evicts the page in the
meantime, N1 would need to retreat to D to get the new page location. This would
require additional communication, which results in increased latencies not only for N1
but for all chained requests. Therefore, an important aspect that anticipatory chaining
provides is what we call owner stability; i.e., it guarantees that the page will be at the
predecessor node where the requester expects it to be.

To decide when owner stability must be guaranteed we track a conflict epoch per page.
This conflict epoch is incremented whenever the directory detects a conflict. Every node
that requests a page remembers the current conflict epoch for this page. Let us consider
the following example, initially, the conflict epoch for the page, which is requested by
N0 is 5. Therefore, when N0 requests the page exclusively it remembers the conflict
epoch at that time, i.e., 5. When N1 requests the page in exclusive mode, D detects
the exclusive conflict, increments the conflict epoch to 6, and responds with the current
exclusive owner (N0). If N0 then tries to evict the page, an eviction request is sent to D

with the conflict epoch 5. D can thus detect that the current conflict epoch does not
match the epoch from the eviction request. When such a mismatch is detected, owner
stability must be guaranteed. Therefore, in this case, D declines the eviction request and
N0 simply waits until the ownership transfer request from N1 invalidates the page as
part of the exclusive conflict resolution. This guarantees that when N1 expects N0 to be
the owner, this assumption holds true.

Deadlock avoidance. Lastly, our protocol also ensures that no deadlocks occur. For
example, one scenario which may lead to a deadlock is if a node upgrades from shared
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to exclusive ownership for a page. In this example, one node might want to copy the
page from the upgrading node, but the upgrading node wants to invalidate the copying
node at the same time (due to the exclusive conflict resolution). Therefore, both nodes
are waiting for each other to finish and unlatch the page. In ScaleStore, we resolve such
scenarios using the conflict epoch mentioned before. In the example, the upgrading
node has the higher conflict epoch, and thus we detect the potential deadlock and the
node with the lower conflict epoch needs to back off. Other edge cases, which we cannot
describe due to space constraints, can be solved using conflict epochs as well.

Micro-benchmark. To show the effect of anticipatory chaining we execute a micro-
benchmark with five nodes and one worker thread per node. In the micro-benchmark,
workers either access multiple pages uniformly (uncontended) or all workers access a
single page (contended). Figure 13.7 compares anticipatory chaining and the FIFO-queue
approach. Anticipatory chaining performs generally better even in the uncontended
scenario because fewer messages are sent. Moreover, in the contended scenario, antici-
patory chaining achieves a 30% higher system throughput. This is because we achieve
fairness between all participating nodes. In contrast, the FIFO approach has an unfair
access schedule for the directory has two times higher throughput than the remote nodes.
That is because the directory worker intercepts the remote requests as described in
Section 13.3.4.2. This essentially leads to starvation and performance degradation, which
is also reflected in the latency plot on the right-hand-side. Furthermore, we can observe
that the latencies for anticipatory chaining are lower and the variance is significantly
smaller compared to the FIFO-queue approach.

13.3.5 Low-Latency RDMA Messaging

We use Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) for all inter-node communication –
including protocol messages and page transmissions. RDMA offers low latency and high
bandwidth between nodes but requires careful engineering to achieve its potential. A
number of RDMA implementations are available – most notably InfiniBand and RDMA
over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) [219]. We use InfiniBand and Reliable Connection
(RC), which guarantees that packets are delivered in order and without any loss.

RDMA implementations provide several communication primitives (so-called verbs)
that can be categorized into the following two classes: (1) One-sided verbs (read/write)
provide remote memory access semantics, in which one node accesses a remote node’s
memory over the network. The CPU of the remote node is not actively involved in the
data transfer and thus is often used to save CPU cycles on the receiver. (2) Two-sided
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verbs (send/receive), in contrast, provide channel semantics. In order to transfer data
between two nodes, the receiving node first needs to publish a receive request; thus the
remote CPU is actively involved.

Can we access pages via one-sided verbs directly? There are several systems
(e.g., FaRM [55] or NAM-DB [239]) that use one-sided verbs to read or even write
remote data directly. This often requires careful engineering to keep data consistent when
multiple updates are applied concurrently. For instance, NAM-DB uses RDMA atomic
fetch-and-add operations to lock and unlock remote objects. This operation allows one to
atomically modify 8 byte values from remote memory. Unfortunately, compared to CPU
atomics, the network atomics are very slow and even affect other non-atomic RDMA
operations [102].

An even larger problem is that RDMA atomics and CPU atomics are not compatible [9,
102, 233]. While RDMA atomics work reasonably well in NAM-DB, which has been
designed with decoupled storage and compute in mind, our design provides fast local
accesses, which requires synchronization between remote and local accesses. The only
option would be to use RDMA atomic operations for local accesses as well. However, this
incurs a latency penalty in the order of 1 µs, making local accesses slow. Consequently,
ScaleStore relies on remote procedure calls (RPC) for most operations. We exploit
one-sided RDMA to (1) implement efficient RPC-based message passing and (2) transfer
pages between nodes.

One-sided RPC. Using one-sided RDMA to build an RPC framework is very com-
mon [5, 55, 64, 213, 253]. In ScaleStore, we use a mailbox system very similar to the
one from L5 [64]. In L5 every incoming message is written to a pre-specified memory
area. This area is called the mailbox and incoming requests are detected when they
are written to this region. To reduce the number of connections in ScaleStore, every
worker is connected to a message handler on every remote node. The message handler
provides a private mailbox for every worker which is continuously monitored to detect
incoming requests. When a new request arrives, the message handler processes this
request and replies to the worker’s thread-local mailboxes. In ScaleStore all messages
are cache-line size (64 byte) which makes this design very efficient as we do not need
to handle variable-length messages. To avoid that the message handler becomes the
bottleneck, we carefully optimized our design. For instance, we offload conflict resolution
as seen in Section 13.3 to the worker threads of the requester instead of doing this
inside the directory message handler. More specifically, the workers on the requester
side implement the logic for conflict resolution. We also tried to resolve conflicts at the
directory, however, it turned out that this impacts the overall performance negatively.
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Figure 13.7: Effect of Anticipatory Chaining on throughput (contended and uncontended
workload) and latencies (contended workload).

Page transfer using RDMA writes. The ultimate objective of our protocol is to
transfer a page to the local cache. For the page transfer itself, we analyzed two possible
strategies, one using one-sided reads and another using one-sided writes: (1) For one-sided
reads, the message handler responds with a remote memory pointer to the page. The
worker then reads (RDMA read) the page into its local cache. The benefit is that with
one-sided reads the CPU of the remote message handler is not involved and that the page
transfers are spread across all workers, i.e., threads. (2) The message handler directly
writes the page to the cache of the worker.

Both strategies provide similar performance for the page transfer. However, we decided
to use the second one for two reasons: First, the message handler can efficiently transfer
pages in the background with RDMA since RDMA writes can be executed asynchronously.
Second, the message handler can detect when a page transfer has been completed and
immediately unlatch the page. In the first strategy, the worker however needs to send an
additional message to indicate that the page transfer has finished.

Interestingly, one would assume that a single message from the worker would be enough,
i.e., half roundtrip. However, due to the mailbox design, the message handler also needs
to acknowledge this message. Otherwise, the previous message from the same worker
could be overwritten before the message handler actually processes the first message and
only sees the second message. All in all, the second strategy saves a full roundtrip.
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13.4 High Performance Page Eviction
Modern RDMA networks are fast – which means that new pages may be added to the
caches at very high rates. To avoid the overall performance from being throttled due to
the lack of free pages, ScaleStore needs to evict cold pages quickly while making sure that
hot pages stay in the cache. To achieve these goals, we separated our eviction process into
two components: (1) a low-overhead strategy to track page accesses, and (2) a dedicated
background thread – the page provider – which utilizes the access information to actually
evict pages. This separation of concerns allows worker threads to focus solely on query
processing while the page provider handles the eviction in the background.

13.4.1 Epoch-Based LRU Approximation

Downsides of existing strategies. To distinguish between hot and cold pages, the
access pattern has to be tracked in some way. A well-known eviction strategy is Least
Recently Used (LRU), which orders pages based on their access recency by maintaining
an LRU-list. Cold pages are stored at the end of the list while hot pages are at the
front, and thus one can reliably classify cold pages. While LRU would evict the right
pages, maintaining an LRU list incurs high overhead for every page access and can easily
become a scalability bottleneck in multi-core systems. An LRU-approximation such
as Second Chance (or Clock) may be employed to avoid this overhead. Unfortunately,
Second Chance only classifies hot pages well (since they are typically accessed very often),
but it often evicts warm pages instead of cold pages. Evicting warm pages may lead to a
significant slowdown in ScaleStore because pages that are required need to be read from
remote memory or SSD, or even worse, pages may bounce between nodes. To identify
cold pages more reliably, we need a more fine-grained distinction between the degree of
hotness without incurring the overhead of LRU.

Epoch-based LRU approximation. The basic idea of our LRU approximation is to
use a periodically-growing global epoch counter. This global epoch counter is used to track
the access time for each page. When accessing a page the current epoch is determined
from the global epoch counter and stored in the cache frame. This conceptually clusters
pages that are similarly cold, warm, or hot and thus creates equivalency classes. In other
words, some pages may share the same last accessed epoch and hence are treated equally
by the eviction strategy. For instance, the B-tree root was likely accessed in the current
epoch, whereas some leaf pages might have been accessed in an earlier epoch. This
approach significantly reduces the cost to track access information because the global
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epoch is rarely incremented and the check if a page has been accessed in the current
epoch is a mere if-statement:

if( gEpoch > frame. lastEpoch ) // if avoids unnecessary
frame. lastEpoch = gEpoch ; // cache -line invalidations

Compared to LRU, our approximation results in much higher performance (and multi-
core scalability) while still accumulating enough access history to identify cold pages.

13.4.2 Page Provider

The main goal of the page provider is to maintain a sufficient number of free cache frames
per node even under workload changes.

Sampling-based approach to find cold pages. With our epoch-based LRU
approximation, the workers track access information efficiently, but what is left to discuss
is how the page provider utilizes this information to find cold pages. To identify cold
pages, we apply a sampling-based approach that iterates over the translation table (thus
randomized). We sample N pages, sort them and determine a configurable epoch eviction
threshold, e.g., 10% smallest epochs from the sample. Based on this epoch eviction
threshold, pages are evicted from the cache. The sampling phase is repeated when the
epoch changes or if the rate at which free pages are needed cannot be satisfied.

Evicting pages. When the page provider evicts a page, it is important to know
whether it is dirty (modified) or not. As we know from Section 13.3, only the directory
has full knowledge about the state of the page and, inter alia, if it is dirty. Therefore,
there are two cases when the page provider evicts a page: (1) the evicting node is the
directory, (2) or not. When the current ScaleStore node is the directory, it knows if
the page is dirty. Typically, dirty pages are persisted to SSD, but when the page is
replicated on other nodes, the directory can evict the page immediately. When the
current ScaleStore node is not the directory of the selected page, we need to inform the
(remote) directory node: An eviction request is sent to the directory, which then latches
the page exclusively and checks if there are ongoing concurrent page requests with the
conflict epoch. In the case of a concurrent page request, the eviction process for this
page is deferred to maintain the owner stability mentioned in Section 13.3.4.3. When
the directory discovers that the page is dirty, it copies the page to its cache and then
eventually evicts it to SSD.
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13.4.3 RDMA and NVMe Optimizations

The page providers communicate via RDMA messages with each other. To achieve
high performance, we use the same setup as in the message handler, except that every
page provider has a private mailbox on the remote page provider to ensure efficient
communication. This allows one page provider to contact the page provider of the
directory node directly.

RDMA optimizations. In contrast to the protocol messages for which low latency
was required, we now optimize for high throughput. Therefore, we batch eviction
candidates and send the batch to the directory. A batch has up to 100 pages that are
all managed by the same directory. The batches are filled opportunistically in that the
page provider tries to fill the batch, but if it does not find enough pages the batch is
sent out earlier. Batching reduces the number of messages drastically and additionally
enables another important optimization: For every page in a batch, the page provider on
the directory checks if the page is dirty. If that is indeed the case, then the page must
be persisted, i.e., first copied to the local cache of the directory. To optimize this copy
request, we (1) use one-sided reads to directly copy the message from the remote node
back to the directory node, and (2) we link multiple RDMA reads together. Instead of
registering every single RDMA read with the NIC, we register a linked list of RDMA
reads once. With that technique, we save precious CPU cycles because every operation
which is explicitly registered with the NIC costs CPU cycles and the NIC can be better
utilized (see doorbell batching in [102]).

NVMe optimizations. We use libaio, the asynchronous I/O API of the Linux
Kernel, to saturate the bandwidth of high-speed NVMe SSDs when evicting pages to
SSDs. To avoid OS caching effects, we open the database file with O_DIRECT.

13.5 Programming Abstraction

Designing and implementing efficient and scalable distributed data structures is a difficult
task. Our abstraction allows programmers to port single-node data structures with
minimal changes and ensures that all operations to the same page are sequentially
ordered.
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13.5.1 Interface

The key abstraction that ScaleStore’s interface offers for application developers are
different latch guards.

Latch guards for page access. In ScaleStore, we introduce latch guards that
wrap around page accesses in a way that distribution is fully transparent and sequential
consistency is guaranteed. As such, page guards act as a proxy for the translation from
PID to the memory address and the acquisition of the correct ownership and latch modes.
For each latch mode, we provide a guard:

• ExclusiveGuard(PID): Latches the desired page in exclusive mode and ensures
that the page is in node-exclusive ownership.

• SharedGuard(PID): Latches the desired page in shared mode and ensures that the
page is in node-exclusive or node-shared ownership mode (as both are compatible
with reads, see Section 13.3).

• OptimisticGuard(PID): Latches the desired page in optimistic mode, i.e., saves the
version, and ensures the same ownership modes as the SharedGuard(PID) guard.
Due to the optimistic nature a programmer needs to ensure that no concurrent
changes occurred. Therefore, this guard provides a hasChanged method which
indicates if a restart is necessary.

We further provide update and downgrade guards, e.g., an existing SharedGuard can
be passed to a new ExclusiveGuard in order to upgrade from shared to exclusive. All
guards have in common that they provide a data method to conveniently access the
underlying page and the object encapsulated in that page, e.g., a B-Tree node. Moreover,
with the destruction of the guards, the pages are unlatched.

13.5.2 Example: B-Tree Lookup

We now explain how the abstractions are applied in practice to develop the lookup oper-
ation in a distributed B-tree. In total, our B-tree code has only about 900 lines and thus
is comparable to a single-node implementation. More importantly, the implementation
is as easy as for a non-distributed B-tree. In our evaluation in Section 13.6 we use this
distributed B-Tree implementation. The abbreviated C++ lookup code looks as follows:
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0 bool lookup ( KeyType key , ValueType & returnValue ) {
1 restart :
2 OptimisticGuard g_parent ( catalogPID ); // get catalog
3 // get rootPID from catalog ...
4 OptimisticGuard g_node ( rootPID );
5 if ( g_parent . hasChanged ()) goto restart ;
6 auto node = g_node .data <NodeBase >();
7 if ( g_node . hasChanged ()) goto restart ;
8 while (node ->type. isInner ()) { // traverse inner nodes
9 auto& inner = reinterpret_cast <Inner &>( node);

10 if ( g_parent . hasChanged ()) goto restart ;
11 PID nextPid = inner. children [inner. lowerBound (key)];
12 if ( g_node . hasChanged ()) goto restart ;
13 g_parent = std :: move( g_node ); // node becomes parent
14 g_node = OptimisticGuard ( nextPid );
15 node = g_node .data <NodeBase >(0); // get next node
16 if ( g_node . hasChanged ()) goto restart ;
17 }
18 auto& leaf = reinterpret_cast <Leaf &>( node);
19 SharedGuard sg_node (std :: move( g_node ));
20 // leaf latched ; search key and return it ...
21 }

Synchronization is done using optimistic lock coupling [119, 120], and consequently we
traverse pages using two optimistic guards: For the parent page g_parent (Line 2) and
g_node for the current page (Line 4). The root node is stored in a catalog page, which
is buffer-managed the same way as the B-tree itself. After every optimistic page access
(Lines 5, 7, 10, 16), we validate whether that node was modified concurrently and restart
if it was. Lines 8-17 traverse the inner nodes, at each level replacing the parent with the
current node. Once we arrive at the leaf page (Line 18), we upgrade its optimistic guard
to a shared guard.

Other data structures. As long as data is stored on fixed-size pages, the programming
interface can be used to implement arbitrary data structures, e.g., hash table, barrier, or
columnar storage.
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13.6 Evaluation

In this section, we investigate the performance and scalability of ScaleStore (available
at [40]) and compare it with other systems.

13.6.1 Experimental Setup

We conducted our experiments on a 5-node cluster running Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS, with
Linux 4.15.0 kernel. Each node is equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120 CPUs
(14 cores), 512 GB main-memory split between both sockets, and four Samsung SSD 980
Pro M.2 1 TB SSDs connected via PCIe by one ASRock Hyper Quad M.2 PCIe card. We
use the Linux md software RAID 0 implementation and use direct block device access.
The nodes are connected with an InfiniBand network using one Mellanox ConnectX-5
MT27800 NICs (InfiniBand EDR 4x, 100 Gbps) per node.

When not noted otherwise, we configured ScaleStore as follows: Every node has a
150 GB in-memory cache, and we use 4 KB pages. We use 20 worker, 4 message handler,
and 2 page provider threads (pinned to NUMA 0). We use an optimistically-latched
B-Tree implemented on top of ScaleStore using the programming abstractions from
Section 13.5. In all experiments, the benchmark drivers are implemented in C++ and
compiled together with ScaleStore into one binary.

Workloads. We use YCSB, a widely-used OLTP-style benchmark [43]. For all
experiments, the key-value pairs use 8 byte keys and the values are randomly generated
strings of 128 bytes. We use the following workloads: 100% Reads, 95% Reads &
5% Writes, 50% Reads & 50% Writes, and 5% Reads & 95% Writes. Reads are point
lookups and writes are point updates. While the default distribution is uniform for
most experiments, we also evaluate skewed workloads with a C++ Zipf generator [41].
Furthermore, the number of clients is defined by the number of worker threads, i.e., 20
clients per node. We execute one operation on a single client until completion, i.e., we do
not batch operations nor execute them asynchronously. We only limit the throughput to
achieve varying target throughput in our latency experiment in Section 13.6.7.3. We used
a 30 second warm-up phase to measure the steady-state performance followed by three
experiment phases of 30 seconds each. When not noted otherwise, we report the average
system throughput, i.e., the accumulated average performance of every node. Finally,
we use a distributed B-Tree which is implemented on top of ScaleStore for serving all
operations.
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Figure 13.8: YCSB scale-out performance. Fixed 280 GB data set.

13.6.2 Scale-Out

We first conduct a scale-out experiment with the different YCSB workloads where we
scale from 1 to 5 nodes and keep the data set size, i.e., hot set, constant at 280 GB.
Hence, we show the different scenarios ScaleStore is designed for: if only one node is used,
the data does not fit in the cache (150 GB). From 2 nodes on, however, the data can
be fully cached. Furthermore, we use two access patterns: (1) a partitionable workload
where nodes only cover distinct key ranges (and thus only parts of the data need to be
cached per node) and a (2) random workload where workers access the full key range.
This random access pattern is certainly extreme since all data is requested by all nodes.
For that access pattern, the data set is too large that it can be fully cached at each node
and therefore the performance is bound by the network latency.

Figure 13.8 shows the results of the experiment. When the workload is partitionable,
ScaleStore achieves its peak performance with 5 nodes of up to 50M ops/sec in the read-
only workload and 20M ops/sec in the update heavy workload. When the accesses are
randomly spread across the cluster ScaleStore still scales and achieves around 15M ops/sec
for read-only and 8M ops/sec for the update heavy workload. An interesting finding is
that the performance for the update heavy workload (95% writes) is strictly bound by
network latency. In fact, this is already the case for the 50% writes workload, which
is why both workloads have similar performance. However, the relative performance
difference between read-only and more write-heavy workloads can be observed in both
access patterns partitioned and random. For random accesses it is slightly higher due to
the average cache utilization, i.e., more cache misses. With 5 nodes the average cache
utilization in the update heavy workload is just 35.1% compared to 98.7% in the read-only
workload which implies that pages are frequently invalidated.
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Figure 13.9: Data scalability with varying skew.

When looking at the speedup between single-node performance of 800K ops/sec and 5
nodes we can observe that this is an increase between 10 and 60 times. This shows that
when the hot set out-grows the memory, the performance can be considerably increased
when scaling-out to avoid the latency cliff of SSDs.

Ablation study. To better understand how ScaleStore achieves its performance,
we now dissect how each optimization affects the performance of ScaleStore. For the
experiment, we use the random read-only performance with 5 nodes from Figure 13.8.
First, we disable all optimizations and then enable them step-by-step. The baseline system
implements the high-level ideas of the protocol without any RDMA optimizations, a
classical queue-based LRU-eviction strategy, a traditional single latched translation table,
and a pessimistic lock-coupled B-Tree. The baseline system only achieves 1M ops/sec
which already increases to around 3M when enabling the RDMA and message handler
optimizations. Interestingly, already under this load, the standard translation table
became a bottleneck due to the cache-line invalidations with a single reader-writer latch.
Therefore, we designed our own optimistically-latched translation table which increased
performance to 8M ops/sec. We resolved the next bottleneck, LRU-eviction, with our
epoch-based LRU-approximation to increase performance to around 12M ops/sec. We
finally partitioned our translation table to remove the single latch when inserting and
deleting pages and used the B-Tree implementation as shown in Section 13.5 to achieve
the final performance of around 15M ops/sec. All in all, to build a high performance
distributed storage system many bottlenecks needed to be resolved before efficiently
leveraging RDMA.
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13.6.3 Data Scalability

Let us now focus on data scalability. We use all 5 nodes and analyze the read-only
performance when increasing the YCSB data set size from 75 GB to 7.5 TB. Furthermore,
we examine the effect of varying degrees of locality (skew). The results are shown in
Figure 13.9. Overall, the results demonstrate that with ScaleStore we can gracefully
bridge the latency cliff when data spills out from the local to aggregated cluster memory
and then to SSDs.

We now look in more depth at the uniform (random) access pattern. What we can see
is that with a data size of 150 GB and smaller, the performance is at its peak because the
data set can be fully cached on all nodes. When increasing the data size, the performance
degrades as expected. If the data does not fit into the local caches, pages need to be
fetched from remote nodes (either from remote memory or SSDs) which increases page
access latency as shown in the following table:

Median 99.9th Percentile Data size Storage

1.7 µs 3.0 µs 75 GB in-memory
12.1 µs 30.6 µs 350 GB aggregated memory
79.3 µs 178.8 µs 7500 TB out-of-memory

Finally, ScaleStore benefits tremendously from locality in the access pattern as shown
in Figure 13.9. This is because the hot path of our protocol can be exploited more
frequently and our epoch-based eviction can reliably find cold pages. We see that even
with a low skew of 1.2, ScaleStore achieves around 22M ops/sec with a data set size of
7.5 TB. The more locality the higher the performance resulting in around 85M ops/sec
with 1.4 skew and 7.5 TB data size.

13.6.4 ScaleStore vs. GAM

Closest to the functionality of ScaleStore is GAM [27] (available at [37]), which is a state-
of-the-art Distributed Shared Memory system using an RDMA-based cache coherence
protocol. Different from ScaleStore, GAM is a pure in-memory system that provides a
unified address space across a cluster of nodes but it does not provide the possibility to
evict data to SSDs. Unfortunately, we needed to reduce the total data set size to 30 GB
since GAM’s hash-table performs suboptimally with larger data sets. Furthermore, we
split the evaluation in a single-node scale-up and a single-thread scale-out experiment.
We did not use a multi-threaded scale-out experiment as before, since GAM did not
work in this setup even after thorough investigations (possible reasons are the different
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Figure 13.10: In-memory performance with workload shift.

Mellanox drivers and compiler versions). The results of the experiment are shown in the
following table:

100% Reads 50% Reads/Writes
Configuration ScaleStore GAM ScaleStore GAM

Scale-up
(1 Node)

1 Thread 712K 558K 690K 534K
20 Threads 12,465K 2,654K 11,566K 2,752K

Scale-out
(1 Thread)

2 Nodes 1,449K 513K 396K 250K
4 Nodes 3,075K 850K 625K 546K

When looking at the results, we can observe that ScaleStore outperforms GAM in all
workloads, most notably is ScaleStore’s performance with 20 threads. One important
aspect is that GAM uses a slightly modified YCSB runner with a hard-coded value for
updates instead of randomly generating 128-byte values; thus, we use the same setup
(see here).

13.6.5 Workload Change

Next, we show ScaleStore’s ability to adapt to changing access patterns. Therefore,
we partition the data uniformly across our 5-node cluster, such that every partition is
120 GB.

Initially, every node accesses only data from its local partition which results in a
situation where the partition can be kept in the local cache. Then, in regular intervals, we
reassign the partitions. For instance, we reassign Node 0 to access data in the partition
of Node 1 instead of accessing its local data. This procedure is repeated multiple times to
show that ScaleStore can reliably handle workload changes. While this workload may not
be realistic, it shows the extreme case in which the cache needs to be re-filled completely
while the eviction strategy handles this sudden workload shift.
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Figure 13.11: Elasticity in a decoupled architecture.

The results are shown in Figure 13.10 for the YCSB read-only and mixed workload.
As we can see, ScaleStore recovers extremely fast already after a couple of seconds to the
baseline performance of 50M respectively 28M ops/sec.

13.6.6 Elasticity

In the previous section, we showed how our protocol handles workload changes but with
a fixed cluster size. In the following, we evaluate the elasticity in a decoupled storage
and compute architecture which is typically used by cloud DBMSs today. We use two
storage nodes that accommodate a 250 GB data set. To show the elasticity, we scale the
number of compute nodes at runtime. Every compute node only has 10 GB of cache to
avoid that most data is replicated to the compute layer. We start with a single compute
node and add another compute node every 30 seconds until we reach three nodes, after
which we disable them one by one again. In Figure 13.11 we can see that ScaleStore
leverages the additional compute resources and that performance scales. Overall, the
adaption happens in a few seconds after a new compute node has been added.

13.6.7 System Comparison

In this section, we provide a system comparison to specialized systems in the following
settings: single-node in-memory, single-node out-of-memory, and distributed in-memory.

13.6.7.1 Single-Node In-Memory.

In the single-node in-memory scenario, we compare ScaleStore to a state-of-the-art in-
memory B-tree [39, 229] that uses optimistic-lock-coupling (OLC). We use 400M records
(120 GB) to ensure that the entire B-Tree fits in memory. Moreover, both the pure
in-memory B-tree and ScaleStore’s B-tree have the same page layout and synchronization
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Figure 13.12: Performance comparison on a single node system.

protocol. This allows us to quantify the overhead of ScaleStore being able to scale-out
and handle out-of-memory workloads.

The results of the comparison are shown in Figure 13.12 (upper row). We can observe
that the overhead in the read-only workload is more prominent than in the write-heavy
workloads. This is because the optimistic scheme for read-only workloads is very efficient
and thereby highlights the extra work of ScaleStore. In ScaleStore, for every page access,
a page identifier is translated to the corresponding memory pointer. While this indirection
adds some overhead, it is necessary to be able to scale-out and handle out-of-memory
workloads (i.e., pages on SSDs). The overhead diminishes with higher write ratios, for
which CPU cache line invalidations and lock contention dominate.

13.6.7.2 Single-Node Out-of-Memory

Next, we focus on experiments with data sets that are larger than memory and compare
ScaleStore with LeanStore (available at [38]), a recent high performance storage engine.
For LeanStore and ScaleStore, the cache size is set to 150 GB while we use 1B YCSB
records (300 GB). As such, the data size is twice the in-memory capacity. Figure 13.12
(lower row) shows that both systems perform nearly identical because both systems are
I/O bound. This shows that ScaleStore integrates NVMe SSD efficiently.

13.6.7.3 Distributed In-Memory

Moving beyond a single-node deployment to a distributed setting.
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Figure 13.13: Distributed in-memory throughput comparison.

Competitors. In this section, in contrast to ScaleStore, all competitors are pure
distributed in-memory systems that do not come with the overhead of integrating SSDs.
One key feature of ScaleStore is that we do not require static partitioning but dynamically
adapt on runtime. For this reason, we compare with NAM-DB [239]. NAM-DB does not
rely on static partitioning either as it reads remote data with one-sided reads and updates
remote data with one-sided writes respectively. To be fair we disabled transactions to
cleanly compare the protocol overhead with ScaleStore.

Different from ScaleStore, NAM-DB uses shared and exclusive latches which are
(un)latched with RDMA atomics, i.e., one-sided. The second competitor is FaRM [55]
which in contrast to NAM-DB uses an optimistic synchronization scheme. Since FaRM
is not publicly available, we re-implemented a FaRM-like approach based on lock-free
one-sided reads as described in [55]. The lock-free one-sided read retrieves the remote
value and to check if the read was consistent, we validate the versions stored in every
CPU cache line. For updates, the lock-free one-sided read is used to copy the record to a
thread-local buffer, the record is then modified and sent back to the owner. The owner
checks the version(s) of the modified record against the local version(s), if they are equal
the modified record is installed. Finally, for both competitors, we use a pre-allocated
array (key-value pairs collocated), i.e., no collisions, which allows them to use a single
one-sided read to fetch remote data. This is different from ScaleStore which uses a
distributed B-tree that also supports range queries.

Throughput. For this experiment, we use 1B YCSB-records, distributed across 5
nodes. Figure 13.13 shows the throughput for uniform and skewed accesses. First, we
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focus on the uniform access pattern. When looking at the read-only workload, one can
see that FaRM outperforms NAM-DB and ScaleStore. This is because only a single
very efficient one-sided lock-free read is needed to read a remote record, while NAM-DB
requires 3 operations, i.e., two RDMA atomics and one one-sided read, and is thus bound
by the latency of those operations. Similar to NAM-DB, ScaleStore is also latency bound.
This is because only 50% of the data can be cached in this workload, and thus pages are
read from remote nodes. Additionally, hot pages cannot be predicted with a uniform
workload reliably.

With the skewed access patterns, the results look different. For the read-only workload,
we can observe that with more locality (skew) the performance of ScaleStore increases.
With a light skew of 1, the performance is comparable to FaRM, and with 1.25 we
outperform them. In contrast to FaRM, NAM-DB suffers from locality even in the
read-only scenario. The reason is that RDMA atomics limit the performance drastically;
the higher the skew the more requests are routed to a subset of the nodes which cannot
sustain the number of RDMA atomic-operations [102]. Finally, when looking at the
skewed write-heavy workloads, we can see that ScaleStore outperforms NAM-DB and
FaRM and also provides a robust performance for higher skews (contention). In the
write-heavy workload (95% writes), the performance of NAM-DB and FaRM drops
significantly whereas the performance of ScaleStore degrades gracefully. While FaRM
and NAM-DB compete in a busy polling manner (with exponential back-off), we use
anticipatory chaining as discussed in Section 13.3.4.

Latency. In addition to throughput, we additionally analyzed the latencies for the
read-only and the write-heavy workload with uniform and skewed (1.25) access patterns.
For this experiment, we increase the target throughput until the system cannot sustain
the required throughput anymore. Based on the target throughput, every worker is
assigned a schedule when it needs to send the next operation. This schedule is generated
based on a Poisson process, where the time between two operations is exponentially
distributed. When a worker misses a scheduled operation, we send it as soon as possible
and include the wait time, i.e., we correct the latencies. This means that latencies spike
as soon as the target throughput is not sustainable anymore.

We show the median and the 99th percentile latencies in Figure 13.14. As expected in
the uniform distribution the latencies of NAM-DB and ScaleStore spike before FaRM since
FaRM can sustain the target throughput longer. ScaleStore’s latencies are comparable
with NAM-DB even though NAM-DB has a very simple access scheme, i.e., two RDMA
atomics and one RDMA read, whereas our protocol is more complex and uses larger
transfer units (4 KB pages due to the SSD integration), yet it only adds a marginal
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Figure 13.14: Distributed in-memory latency comparison.

overhead. Moreover, as mentioned before, in the read-only workload we only cache
50% of the workload and constantly fetch new pages from remote nodes. The eviction
batches pages to sustain the rate of incoming pages and to maintain enough free space.
Batching increases the 99th percentile latency because a worker may wait for a page that
is currently in the eviction process. However, the median latency is not affected and thus
comparable to NAM-DB.

In the skewed read-only workload, we can observe the benefit of caching in ScaleStore.
Whereas in the skewed write-heavy workload, anticipatory chaining allows ScaleStore to
achieve a higher target throughput than both competitors.

Discussion. To summarize, the results show that our system provides robust per-
formance across different workloads and even outperforms pure distributed in-memory
systems for skewed workloads due to caching and anticipatory chaining. This is especially
prevalent in the write-heavy contended scenarios in which the performance degrades
gracefully, compared to our baselines.

Let us mention that we handle out-of-memory workloads and as a result require an
additional indirection. This prevents ScaleStore to use FaRM’s one-sided lock-free reads
and thus have a slightly higher latency in the uniform workloads. Moreover, important
to note is that we measured the best case scenario (upper-bound) for NAM-DB and
FaRM, where we know exactly where data needs to be read; i.e., they only require a
single one-sided read to fetch the data. In the case where deletes and inserts need to be
supported, typically direct reads can not be used in NAM-DB and FaRM since additional
indexes are required to find the memory location. Hence, we argue that the benefits
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of our implementation which also supports such cases outweigh the slight performance
overhead.

Another interesting finding was that ScaleStore can benefit from the locality. In this
case, our system can leverage caching and exploit local DRAM. In contrast, NAM-DB
cannot fully use locality, even when data is fully partitioned, because the RDMA atomics
are not compatible with local CPU-atomics, which means that NAM-DB requires two
RDMA atomics even when accessing local data [239]. While FaRM can fully exploit
locality they do not provide a general-purpose caching solution. FaRM has hard-coded
rules for some data structures, i.e., cache inner nodes of their B-Tree implementation.
Since they do not have a general caching protocol, they can only exploit locality if
such hard-coded rules are provided. ScaleStore instead provides a general-purpose
caching solution combined with a high performance eviction that works for arbitrary
data structures.

13.7 Related Work
This paper is related to the following distinct lines of work:

RDMA-enabled Systems. Recent work on RDMA-enabled in-memory DBMSs [16,
55, 56, 103, 132, 134, 196, 239–241, 247, 256] and key-value stores [104, 129, 149, 166]
achieve unprecedented performance for distributed systems. However, most do not
support high performance NVMe SSDs to economically store cold data as ScaleStore.

In a similar spirit as ScaleStore, some of the other systems [55, 56, 196, 239] expose a
distributed shared address space in which every node can access every data item. To
exploit the shared address space, one-sided RDMA operations are used to directly access
remote data and traverse data structures such as B-Trees or hash tables. To prevent
multiple round-trips such systems rely on different approaches: Either data is merged
with the index [55, 56, 196] or the index is fully or partially replicated [34, 150] at all
servers, which has other downsides such as keeping data consistent under replication.
Kalia et al. [103] thus avoid replication of the index and partition the data set. However,
when workload changes they need to re-partition the data to exploit locality or fall
back to expensive distributed transactions. In contrast to these approaches, ScaleStore
instead provides a dynamic caching protocol that automatically adapts the placement
and replication of data to the workload. Redy [247] is a cloud service that provides high
performance caches by extending the local memory with remote memory of unutilized
remote machines. Besides these research proposals, several industrial-strength products
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have adopted RDMA in existing DBMSs [89, 163, 175]. Oracle RAC [175], for example,
has RDMA support, including the use of RDMA atomic primitives. Microsoft SQL
Server [128] uses RDMA to extend the buffer pool of a single node. They leveraged the
lower latencies of RDMA to evict pages to remote memory instead of SSD but do not
discuss the effect on distributed databases at all.

Distributed Shared Memory (DSM). Distributed shared memory exposes the
memory of a collection of machines as a shared memory space. There are two flavors
of DSM: (1) systems using coherence protocols [27, 109, 197] and (2) systems based on
partitioning the global memory space (PGAS) [159]. From the first category, GAM is
closely related to ScaleStore because it builds an RDMA-based cache coherence protocol.
However, while the protocol may be related we employ multiple optimizations and
outperform GAM in our evaluation. Additionally, unlike ScaleStore, GAM does not
support transparent access to local or remote NVMe SSDs. In contrast to ScaleStore
which uses sequential consistency, GAM uses a weaker consistency model – partial store
order (PSO) – which in turn requires explicit placement of fences to achieve sequential
consistency. Furthermore, ScaleStore scales better and its protocol enables anticipatory
chaining. Pröbstl et al. [172] extended GAM to enable file I/O. The second system
category (PGAS) does not abstract away remote data accesses, instead, remote accesses
are explicit. However, this makes programming much more challenging compared to
ScaleStore’s abstraction. Additionally, PGAS systems often do not employ caching and
thus cannot profit from locality.

Dynamic Re-partitioning & Live Reconfiguration. To dynamically re-partition
data a number of papers [108, 130] focused on software transactions with ownership
semantics. Zeus [108], for example, acquires all objects involved in a transaction and first
moves them to the same server. This allows Zeus to avoid complex distributed transaction
protocols and instead execute a single-node transaction on the re-partitioned objects.
A key part of Zeus’ contribution is an ownership protocol that bears similarities to our
protocol, thus Zeus’ underlying idea is related to ScaleStore. However, while ScaleStore
handles NVMe SSDs and provides a general caching strategy, Zeus is in-memory only
and does not discuss eviction strategies at all. Instead, they focus on transactions and
their custom commit protocol. Because NVMe SSDs require different design decisions,
such as fixed-size pages or asynchronous I/O, ScaleStore’s protocol implementation is,
despite some similarities, quite different. Live reconfiguration systems [59, 205, 232] only
re-partition the shards online when (severe) workload imbalances are detected. This
process is done to balance load at runtime while minimizing the impact on running
transactions.
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Cloud DBMSs. Cloud DBMSs such as Snowflake or Aurora [47, 218] often decouple
the storage from the compute layer. To improve performance both systems deploy a
caching solution. For instance, Snowflake uses consistent hashing to assign queries to
the nodes which already cached the data. Queries are executed against a fixed set of
immutable blocks and thus the cached content is not modified. Instead, a new block with
the updated data is created and old blocks are evicted by an LRU-scheme. Crystal [58]
improves caching in disaggregated architectures by reusing computations across multiple
queries. We think of ScaleStore as a distributed storage engine that simplifies the
development of disaggregated systems. ScaleStore can include NVMe SSDs on the storage
layer and with our unified caching strategy speed up the compute layer.

Single-node Storage Engines. Now moving from distributed settings to modern
single-node storage engines [2, 18, 118, 122, 124, 161, 182, 249]. Some systems leverage
NVMe SSDs while others focus on non-volatile memory (NVM) to efficiently handle
larger-than-memory workloads. NVM performance is quite different from NVMe SSDs
and closer to DRAM performance, however, NVM is also more expensive [78] thus we
focus on NVMe SSDs in ScaleStore. Single-node high performance storage engines with
NVMe SSDs suffer from performance degradation if the hot set outgrows the memory
due to the high latencies of NVMe SSDs.

13.8 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper introduced ScaleStore, a novel distributed storage engine for scalable DBMSs
designed for DRAM, NVMe, and RDMA. As we have shown in our evaluation, ScaleStore
can scale to large data sets efficiently even if the data set outgrows the aggregated main
memory capacity of the full cluster. Furthermore, due to its carefully-designed distributed
caching and eviction strategies, ScaleStore can not only efficiently adapt to workload
changes but also support very different distributed DBMS architectures and requirements
such as elasticity. In addition, we provide an easy-to-use programming abstraction for
implementing distributed data structures managed by ScaleStore.

We think that ScaleStore can serve as the foundation for a distributed DBMS. In
the following, we thus sketch ideas for future work. For example, a two-phase-locking
concurrency control scheme can be implemented by physically storing locks within the
tuples. This way, just like the data itself, locks are automatically distributed and managed
through cache coherency. Another relevant observation is that because our protocol
always moves the data to the processing node, we do not need a two-phase commit –
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even though we are a distributed system. Instead of a two-phase commit, each node
would have its own distributed ARIES-style WAL for recovery [225]. To avoid having to
flush all distributed logs on commit, a technique called Remote-Flush Avoidance [81] can
be used to commit non-overlapping transactions without any inter-node synchronization.
Finally, a distributed setting also raises the question of high availability when nodes fail.
We leave the modification of our cache protocol to support replicas for future work.
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